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Our

From

we

the day

we

new

left,

life,

entered the Naval

we found

one

Academy

until the

four years

day

ourselves in the midst of a

far different

from our previous

experiences. In our daily routine, our academics, our
sports, our activities,

and gained a knowledge

we made many new

of our

world

and the problems which face
one

class,

the Class of 1955, from

summer

of '51 until

its

friends

its

us.

This

is

the story of

entrance in the

graduation in June of 1955.
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The President

shall

Army and Navy

be Commander-in-Chief of the

of the United States,

Militia of the several States,

when

II,

of the

called into the

actual Service of the United States
Article

and

.

.

.

Section 2
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Charles

E.

Wilson

Secretary of Defense

Charles

S.

Thomas

Secretary of the

Navy

Admiral Robert

B.

Carney

Chief of Naval Operations

Rear Admiral Walter
Superintendent

F.

Boone

Captain Robert

T. S.

Keith

Commandant

Captain Edwin

S.

Executive Officer

i

Miller

In a

New

England

village, a big eastern city,

on a delta

cotton plantation, a mid-western farm, a ranch out west
in all areas of our

farewells,

and

country

left for

we packer

Annapolis.

view of the yard, and our swearing
too soon.

We were here.

absolutely too

much

to

The long
in

.

.

.

cm

trrj

became me

If the first three

cation, our four years at the

our bags, said

days were a^pi

i

i

Academy would be packed with

do each day. There were medicals,

forms to

fill

out,

and endless

stenciling.

That unforgettable

plebe look came from white works that didn't
fell

fit

and hats that

low on our well shaved heads. After those three days

hurried confusion,

we were
during

.

still

.

we were

dressed as midshipmen even

civilians at heart.

The

real

of
if

change took place

.

Like so

many sheep

Three inches below

-

-

.

.
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By

summer we knew where we were and

the end of plebe

We

where we were going.

Academy and

military

There were countless
all

of them;

marched

in general.

life

their best to square us

became oriented

early

Naval

Class of 1951 did

away before the Brigade

drills of all types,

returned.

and we marched

to

to the whaleboats, to the knockabouts,

to the yawls, to the rifle range, to the

even to the infantry

The

to the

drills,

and we

steam demonstrations

will never forget those

morning E.D. musters.

Aye

Take No. 5
Order (?) arms

to starboard

aye,

sir!

By gad! A uniform does do something

for a fella

After

a^f%^^s

The Chaplain

shot straight

this,

the

Magic

of

Steam

A

year of braces, squared corners,

arounds, and above

whether

tests to see

all,

come

a year of tests,

we would make

grade as midshipmen in

all

the

respects.

Questions of the Academic department

were supplemented by those of the up-

We learned a lot whether we

per classes.
liked

or not.

it

lighter

But we did have our

moments and

through

all

rays of sunshine

the gloom.

Football trips

offered pleasant diversion

tory over

Army brought

reprieve.

An

unorganized

night gave us a

little

vic-

hundredth

revenge. Finally

received our crests
just

and our

a few days of

we

when exams were

around the corner. Having crossed

the rivers,

we

leaped into our

first

June

Week, whose climax was not graduaation,

but the conquest of grease-covered

Herndon Monument.
plebes.

We

third class.

We were no longer

were members of the new
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Tailor

Shop Party
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Fin out, Mister!
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42-7 and carry on

I'll

find out,

'til

Christmas

sir!

There was

much

just too

day of June

Week

to

do that

plebe year.

We

last

had

collected gear for a whole year. There

was enough
closet,

to

put

to

fill

and a cruise box. They wanted us
it

took up

all in

a sea bag.

Working

parties

a lot of time besides the usual

formations. Finally,

packed and on the

and waiting

Sir,

a locker, part of a

there are

for

now

.

.

we had

ships.
.

all

our gear

We were ready

:

"
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Norfolk

at

night

With our first view of the mighty elements of the Cruise
Squadron anchored in the bay, we realized that soon all
we had learned throughout plebe year was to be put to
test. We were going to sea. How would we like life on
board ship — would we get seasick — how would we like
Europe — these and many others were the questions
which the next two months would answer. A quick trip
to Norfolk to pick up the NROTC midshipmen; and
before

we knew

the distance.

it,

Our

the shore line of Virginia faded into

first

reactions

— everything

anything

we had

and learn

as

days at sea were met with mixed

was

so

new,

so different

experienced before.

We

were

from

to live

seamen. Later cruises taught us specialized

phases of naval warfare and shipboard administration.

Second Class Cruise we learned the techniques of comhow carrier based planes

bined amphibious assault and

revolutionized fleet operations. First Class Cruise

supervised the jobs which
before.

Field

Day

we had

we

learned two years

Youngster Cruise

Night

.

.

.

lights in Piccadilly Circus

Second Class Summer

.

.

.

Fire Fighting in Philadelphia

First Class Cruise
Courtesy of National Geographic Magazine— Photograph by

LTJG

A. G. B. Grosvenor,

USN

.

.

.

Supervision

Notre

Dame

Cathedral, from the Left

Bank

Stance

£

OR

some, the highlights of Youngster

Cruise were liberty in France and the tour to

With cameras in hand and with what we
thought to be sufficient money in our pockets,
we descended upon the cultural center of EuParis.

The

Tower, Arch of Triumph, CaDame, and Parisian night life
were musts on the lists of things to do and see.
rope.

Eiffel

thedral of Notre

Most

of us returned penniless, retaining the

memory

The most
.

The Parisian skyline, studied from the
Arch of Triumph, was level from horizon to horizon, broken only by the Eiffel Tower.

I

.

.

of four

wonderful days

in

Gay

beautiful avenue in the world

Les Champs Elysees

Paree.

Ireland
y*\' ANY things

impressed us about

the Emerald Isle during our short stay,

but uppermost in our memories was Irish
friendliness. Hospitality

the day.

The

of

enjoyed

Limerick and the renowned

to

trips

was the order

tourists of the class

Lakes of Killarney, while the cities of
Bangor and Dublin offered many attractions to the liberty hounds. In leaving
this

land of magnificent scenery

we

car-

memories of wonderful
times, and even more permanent friend-

ried

away

lasting

ships.

A picturesque

trace of old Erin

The

Firth of Forth and

Edinburgh Bridge

Scotland
Courtesy of National Geographic Magazine

—Photographs by

B.

Anthony Stewart
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Another shot for
the cruise

album

.

.

.

the Flowered Clock

England

The

Tower Bridge

—on the Thames

The famed Old

Curiosity Shop

principal feature in England was
London. The maze of buildings and
chimneys was intriguing, but more impressive was the celebrated changing of
the guard at Buckingham Palace. The
Tower Bridge and Hyde Park were landmarks most of us managed to visit, but
none of us missed Piccadilly Circus.

Inspection of the guard

of Charles Dickens

'

State Apartments

Windsor Castle

Br
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Parliament and Big Ben

Courtesy of National Geographic Magazine— Photograph by B. Anthony Stewart

Saint Paul's Cathedral

Courtesy of National Geographic .Magazine-Photograph by Andrew H. Brown

Mergen,

Norway

in the

Land

of the

Midnight Sun
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The

We

welcomed

early

morning haze

lifted

.

that single stripe

.

.

and dragging

I

.

.

we

spotted the Chapel

Dome

The Flying Squadron

r

The radio

...

no larger than 5700 cubic inches

Smoke Hall English

HE

Chapel

Dome was

a

welcome

sight as

we

returned from the attack transports anchored
in Annapolis Roads. On this particular morning,

the rough ride in the LCVP's with all the diesel
fumes didn't bother us. Cruise was over; we were
Youngsters and readv for our first thirty day leave.
While stowing cruise gear we were happy to see the
new Plebes with '56 on their white works pockets.
Before we knew it, leave was over, and we were back.
Since we were no longer the low class on the totem
pole, we settled back to enjoy our new rates and
strengthen our left arms to carry the weight of a
single gold stripe. Bracing up and squared corners
were things of the past. In their place we substituted
Smoke Hall, radios, and drags. Hops, Sunday afternoon movies, informals, and drag sailing gave us a
variety of entertainment to supplement the athletic
events. The added hours of liberty were well appreciated and quite handy for our expanded social life.
R.H.I.P. meant something at last!

4

4

ilTH

1/l/

the arrival of May,

we found

ourselves riding out of gate

receive

our

first

to

On a grotesque framework

with aviation.

vaguely resembling a
Dilbert

#8

contact

close

roller coaster, the

Dunker perched high over the

water of the outdoor pool. As

we

read-

ied ourselves for the long trip down,

there were jokes and laughs about the
ejection seats

and

on

vanished

rip cords,

top

of

the

but

all

smiles

tower.

We

climbed into the cockpit, and sooner

we had planned, found ourselves
down under water. This was one
P-work we could not afford to bilge. We
than

upside

managed

to get out,

and climb

swim a few

strokes,

into the yellow raft to

the next future aviator

crash landing.

It

make

watch

his

was preparation

for

first
.

.

.

A final check

'Keep yer feet ona horizonnul anyer hans ona verdigal!'

Camid VIII
/AMID brought us to the familiar Norfolk area once again,
C/AI
we spent more than a single day this time. The nearness
of Virginia Beach and Norfolk to Little Creek made up for

but

the early end of liberty and the even earlier reveille. Breakfast at

0530 and noon meal

at

1000 were novelties to us at

but the quantity and quality of the food ended any misgivings about the hours. Dry net drills replaced the lectures
and movies on amphibious assault which filled the early part
of the week. Those long trips down the cargo nets only to
arrive at the bottom and return to the top via the same route
left us wondering if we'd ever recuperate; then it was time to
do it all over again, this time into a bobbing LCVP. By this
first,

time, our

West Point

classmates had joined us, and our train-

We saw a demonstraby Marines, and then we hit the beach for a
practice landing. The afloat phase of our training was climaxed by a full-dress assault on the beaches of Camp Pendleton. The relaxation of the near-by beaches was supplemented
by the Camid Ball, the social highlight of our Norfolk visit.
ing was intensified as integrated units.

tion landing

Pre-invasion

jitters

1
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The Valley was

rHE

striking

task force.

Nova
tick.

arm

On

Scotia,

We were

the

first

of the

carrier for

many of us

modern Navy

is

the fast carrier

our cruise to the Maritime Province

we

learned what

shown the

carrier

made

from stem

this striking

v^'H

to stern,

ous opportunities to observe flight operations hi

shipboard

activities.

The people

of Halifax

we

¥

and our ships were as interesting ta^h/m J& their
was to us. During the trip home, aj™ra/r luckier

friendly,
city

ne Barbara

added

salt to

the cruise; the spectac.

the flight deck, normally eighty J/eet/kbajTe water,

-

was not

easily forgotten

Hurricane stations

T'.
-"=/

Barbara and the Big Benn

Vulture's gulch

34

_

I

Worden

Field in

jHalifax

Open house on

the Bennington

35

Nova

Scotia

Naval fiir Station
Patuxent

\ lecture in aviation

M FTER

a busy

week

in Phila-

delphia with liberty

ij\.

^

day,

ordnance

every

night and tours during the

we

arrived at Patuxent.

The

absence of liberty was welcomed by
as a much needed rest for
body and recuperation for the
pocket book. Even with no liberty,
we found time and money for a beer
blast
ten cents a bottle. During
all

the

.

.

.

our stay at Pax,

we observed

finished operational

the

equipment seen

in production in the Philadelphia
factories.

Of machs and mids

An

aerial

peace maker

m

Weekend
4

| i

E had

ribbed them,

lA/ we

we had

taunted them,

by them; but now
live with them — the kaydets from Woo Poo. As hilly and rocky as the Naval
Academy is flat and green, the West Point reservation was a complete change of scenery, though
with a few differences, the life was much the same.
The idea of five periods a day was appealing until
we heard of their increased length. The recreational facilities seemed as extensive as ours if not
more so; an enormous gym, the field house, and

had our goat
we were going to

stolen

especially the skating rink attracted our attention.

The prospect

of having a cadet cut in at a

hop was

unfamiliar, though not unpleasant. Services in the

impressive Cadet Chapel were one of our last experiences before
Severn.

we

returned to the shores of the

We soon became hosts for our cadet guests,

and they too found our life similar and yet differAlthough we were unable to provide the kaydets a substitute for Flirtation Walk, town liberty
in Annapolis proved satisfactory for all hands. The
week ends gave us a peek at the proverbial greener
grass on the other side of the fence, but we reent.

turned to Navy satisfied with our selection of Service

Academies.
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off,

Mr. Dumbjofm

"You now have fifty seconds in
which to inspect the piece."

East Academic Building

Our
JVt

Sister

ISSIONS

Academy

of the Military

Academy

To install discipline and a high sense of honor.
To develop the powers of analysis so that the mind may
reason to a logical conclusion.

To

instruct

and

train the

sential to his progressive

ment throughout
the Regular

Army

Headquarters Building

Corps of Cadets so that each

graduate shall have the qualities and attributes

es-

and continued develop-

a lifetime career as an officer in

or Air Force.

Battle

Cadet Chapel

Monument

4

4 WEEKENDS offered relaxation from the studies
lA/ which made Second Class Year the hardest of all

From Saturday noon meal formaSunday evening our cares and worries of the
past and future were forgotten. We gained a real friend
for our class, Russ Baum, whose parties and warm hospitality helped to make our weekends more enjoyable.
For some, liberty expired when they removed the slip
academically.

tion until

Off to D. C.

of blue
less

Kandra, some Plebes, and a brick

paper from behind their nameplates. For other

fortunate men, a bricking party signified the end.

Thev

finally

came

\ A AVAL

/

,1 V/

Academy graduates have long worn rings as
symbols of the bond between classmates. From the

end

of Plebe Year

signed crests,
that

we dreamed

emblem on our

when we
of the

received our newly de-

day when

we would wear

fingers instead of our ties.

Our Ring and

Crest Committee worked long, hard hours to create a design

During Youngster Year we
and began thinking about individual settings. Second Class Year we made the decision on stones and
had our final fittings. Late in the Spring we received our completed rings and eagerly awaited the social event of Academv

which

satisfied the entire class.

selected the design

life.

The

A tough

girl

wants one, too

decision

Vrtist's

interpretation

/T N
/

the good old days, midshipmen were thrown

into the river to christen their rings.

There can
be no doubt that our Ring Dance provided a
more memorable ceremony. Preparations for the big
evening began long before June Week of 1954. The
Ring Dance Committee made arrangements for the

v

and the favors which provided a
remembrance. Our Class transformed Mac-

dinner, the band,
lasting

SIIS!liiN!SI!WmHlflfMHHHN!iJ

donough Hall into a tropical paradise. The sandy
beach of the main gym was dominated by two giant
rings under a star filled sky. The lights were dimmed,
and the music of Claude Thornhill drifted through
the warm evening at our Ring Dance.

Setting the stage

was a big job

The receiving; line

Zradition

of the King

.

Week

Close on the heels of June
ties

were the preparations

was a

relief to

cruise as

know

this

activi-

for cruise. It

was our

final

midshipmen. Graduation Dav

neared while cruise boxes and sea bags

began

to bulge at the seams. Athletic

gear, radios,

and books were stowed

for

the summer. There were last minute details,

a 0400 reveille, a bright

and two hundred pounds

carried to the motor launches.

now

a

part of the

new

day,

of gear to

Navy

We

be

were

operational

schedule.

From

For many, there was
sea-going shore duty

out of the depths

.

.

.

confusion

^

tkefantail

Star shooter

Fueling

.

.

.

after

an early

reveille

We left Norfolk and headed out to sea.

It was
from Youngster Cruise; we had considerably more authority, but the watches
were just as long as ever. Most of us were free
of the micrometer valve and the water gage,
but found throttles not too much better. Valuable experience came from bridge and CIC

different

watches.

The

navigators

kept hours

that

would make any good Audubon Bird Watcher
cringe.

The

DRT

plaved a major role in the

navigation phase for this cruise. Lectures for
the First Class and turn to for the Youngsters

convinced us it was better to learn by
ing than by doing.

listen-

Hr

Navy and Notre Dame

Quarters for leaving port

**>>_

•*'.'
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in a pre-season

scrimmage

George Sanstol and

Spain

White sandy beaches and grey
tweed snits were a considerable
change from steel decks and dungarees. Liberty was welcome after
two weeks at sea. We put our cameras to work recording the Spanish
countryside against a backdrop of
cloudless blue sky. We had trouble
getting used to the vastly different

dinner hours, but a glass of wine

during the afternoon

siesta

was

a

custom readily accepted. Spain
proved to be a curious mixture of
old and new. The people were
friendly and the climate was near
perfection.

Something

for the folks

back home, amigo

his

Spanish touring car

The

Guitars and the click of castanets
a beautiful dance

more

exciting.

Alcazar, Seville

made
Courtesy of National Geographic Magazine— Photograph by Luis Marden
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Luis Marden
Courtesy of National Geographic Magazine-Photograph by

The

first

for

many

of us, a real bull fight

Portugal
At Lisbon, our liberty landing was
Black Horse Square. Here was one
of the most impressive pieces of
architecture in Portugal.

Black Horse Square

Entranced by the guide's description of Figieura da Foz

up the Tagus River we arrived

at

Lisbon, picturesque capital of Por-

As usual the few days of
were wonderful. The Portuguese made our stav even more en-

tugal.

liberty

joyable

our

by staging a

benefit.

Tours

Riviera, Estoril,

Foz consumed,
five

days

we

bull fight for
to

Portugal's

and Figieura da

far too quickly, the

stayed in port.

Our

onlv consolation was that our next
liberty ports

were

just eight

hence.

In Lisbon harbor, old meets

new

days

Sidewalk cafe

France

The Church
Madeleine

gSS

£/^^/\^[

The City

of

Antwerp was a combination

of old

and new Europe

Mgiutn

way

The Schelde River winds

its

from the English Channel

to Ant-

werp. After sixty miles and
of continuous ranges

spent

navigating

were happy

the

hours

course,

we

to see the citizens of

Antwerp throng the docks
us tie up.

six

and bearings

The

citv

to

watch

was a small sized

New York with an added dispersion
of castles

Public Square in Brussels

and

cathedrals.

—as

The compartment

the end

drew

near.

Cruise Ends
The end

of First Class Cruise

was

a relief to

brought another thirty day leave, the

last

all. It

we were

to enjoy as midshipmen. The last days aboard ship
were filled with field days and survey parties. We
packed our seabags early to facilitate leaving the
ship, but had to dig for gear stowed at the bottom
before we left. Some of us found time to complete
a promising suntan during the clear weather from
Gitmo to Norfolk. That last night aboard the APA
was spent telling sea stories and anticipating the
coming leave. We arose early the next day and

spent far too long,

we

thought, awaiting debarka-

Everyone wanted to go ashore in the first
boat, but it just was not big enough. The morning
was filled with frantic preparations for leave
tion.

.

we

everything else to the laundry or threw

We

it

away.

properly. After an interested but fleeting

glance at the
ent action.

for

.

could wait until September to get squared

away

'Room

.

stuffed our cruise boxes to the top then sent

one more/

new

plebes,

we

sortied for independ-

E n^u
=3wJ
1

sua

The drag watch

Some

There

will

drill at

2145

be a

pointers for the plebes

flaghoist

in front of

.

.

.

Study hour breaks in the coffee mess gave a chance
hash over the day.

/^"IRST

J

to

Class Year has been described as the desert course

Naval Academy. It was all of
and a little more. We savoured our new privileges
and experimented with our responsibilities and duties. We
tried to profit bv the mistakes of those who had gone before
and usually did at least as well as they. Although academics
seemed a bit easier than the year before, we had to use late
lights to keep up with the system. The infamous term paper
helped to induce a mood of urgencv in all of us. We intended
to finish it by Christmas, but of course we never lived up to
of the four years at the

that

those great expectations. Football season passed quickly.

There was an unexpected APA ride to Norfolk for the Duke
game. We lost a heart breaker to Notre Dame, but at the end
of November we went up to Philadelphia and beat Arm}!

The

calculated risk

The score, 27-20, marked the best game we saw in four years
of Navy football, and as a result, the team went to the Sugar
Bowl in New Orleans.

Tony

the barber

Caught

in the act

Crime does not pay

1955 models are

now on

display

Leave,

Christmas

After

With exams

part of the year.

behind

us, the

downhill

the

raced .through

we

grad term bug

got to many. There were cars

and

clothes.
all,

but

We

more.

It

civilian

welcomed them

we welcomed

springtime

fore

and

uniforms

those

weekends

seemed

we knew

to

it,

even

be over be-

and

it

was

time for June Week.

The Vamarie

Number

fives

Sometimes clothes don't quite

last

four years

fights a losing battle against

Hurricane Hazel

June

Week was the big week of the four years

We kicked off

the

week with

the

at the

Academy.

"No More Rivers" ceremony

right after the last exam. Saturday

we put on

the

first

of four

parades during the week. The next day was "Sob Sunday"
a good
It

opportunity to relax for the rigors of the

passed

all

too quickly. There

Garden Party and the

.

.

.

coming week.

was the Superintendent's

rest of the festivities. It

was

like

any

Week of the past or future except that this one was
ours! On Thursday we unofficially relinquished command
when the second regiment had 56 men absent at the Color
given June

Parade. Friday morning brought the big event of the week.

gathered in Dahlgren Hall for the
graduation ceremony. The

solemn one for

all of us.

hard work. As

years

ol

time,

we knew

last

We

time as a class for the

moment we awaited

so long

was a

This was the finishing touch of four
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Zke Section
Every time we turned around there was
a

formation.

We

marched

countless

small part of our marching

miles.

One

was

and from the classroom. Raingear,

to

and OOW's were

reefers, sweaters,

Hot

part of the routine.

all

or cold weather

down —

it's

part of the forgotten past now, but

all

in

extremes, collars up or

of us

remember.

.

.

.

Electrical Engineering

Number

It

was not

trical

all fiction

please?

that the

Department

of Elec-

Engineering's sole function was to confuse

and bewilder

us.

of dynes, ergs,

Capt. R. H. Dale,

Youngster physics and the pursuit

and

solubility products

joules

and the

was a welcome

Head

of

USN

Department

relief to

qualitative analysis labs

which took place during Plebe Year in well sealed
HUS containers. We accelerated into Second Class
Year finding color and gaiety in juice labs, the
melting pot of wattmeters and voltmeters. First
Class Year we hit electronics and vice-versa. Skinny
reduced our class by a sizable number, but the
survivors had the basic scientific know-how so
necessary for the push button Navv of the future.

State,

.

Helms, and

.

glass

menagerie

merely ISO degrees out

Los Alamos, Maryland

vmm

Mathematics

Don't you have a slide

rule,

Mr. Zilchley?

Capt. F.

Head

J.

of

Foley,

The purpose

of the

knowledge

fundamental mathematical principles. Trigonometry, algebra,

of

Department

and analytics gave our
took

its

lion's

of

Mathematics

is

slide rules exercise early in

to provide us

with a

Plebe Year. Calculus

share of our afternoons. Youngster Year, and impossible

mechanics problems

left

those of us

who

sadlv disillusioned with dreams of free

we

math wizards

bodv diagrams. With spherical

and strength of materials we rounded out
mathematical concepts

featured ourselves

a

trig

math course which taught the

applied in nearly every other department.

This was Navy's day

USN

Department
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foreign Canguages
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J. MacDonald, USN
Head of Department

Capt. D.

Gentlemen, Miss Lamour will tell
us about laissez faire policy.

The reason

for a course in foreign lan-

guages at the Naval Academy

is

pri-

marily military. After a good background

department stressed
the conversational approach as applied

of foreign nations in reading

military

tional

situations.

approach

This

proved

conversa-

quite

is

still

the

cannot be overemphasized. The

Department

of Foreign

Languages has

useful

We

value to our careers as well as a source

gained an appreciation of the cultures

Paris

officer

given us a background which can be of

while on liberty in foreign ports.

capital of France.

of

The

value of a foreign language to a naval

of fundamentals, the

to

some

their literature in the original form.

of personal enjoyment.

mmmm

It?

English Mistor

and Government
A command

of the English language

officer since his conversation, plans,

is

essential to the naval

and orders must transmit

clear, concise ideas.

With

of English, History,

and Government began teaching us early

in

Plebe Year

how

this idea in

to transfer

stressing the basis of rhetoric
ture.

mind, the Department

our thoughts into words by

— phrase and

sentence struc-

As the plan developed, we studied the works of the

masters

and

did

considerable

writing

in

compositions,

themes, and finally the First Class term paper. The depart-

ment did

its

Capt. B.

best to acquaint us with the humanities and to

Head

J.

of

Harral,

give us a background of literary culture. European history,

American government and diplomacy, economics, and naval
tactics led to the

completion of a well designed program.

Well, periphrasis is simply a circumlocutory and pleonastic cycle of

".

.

.

oratorical sonority tautologicallv cir-

cumscribing an atom of ideality
3

in a verbal profundity,

sir.

USN

Department

lost

Marine Engineering

To understand

a blueprint,

make one
Capt. R. B. Madden,

Head

The B & W's cavernous
eraser

crumbs united

to

guts, lectures, T-squares,

and

comprise a thorough marine

engineering course for Plebe lear. As Youngsters,

of

Machinery became bigger
and more intricate

we

discovered valves and the significance of a fabulous
array of cogs, wheels,

and

shells in the auxiliary lab.

Having mastered the Solo
mechanisms,

we

Shell

Diagrams and basic

stepped into Second Class Year,

fluids,

and thermo. The general energy equation became

sec-

ond nature

We

also

list

of

memorized formulas.

became acquainted with the Mollier Chart which

consistently

Year

in our long

we

made

a liar out of the slide rule. First Class

took up internal combustion and a study of the

fascinating curves of the

model

tank's bottom.

partment of Marine Engineering with

and hours
ing us

of

memorizing did

The Magic

its

The De-

books, labs,

a creditable job of teach-

of Steam.

Thermo was

a

maze

of pipes

and thermometers

USN

Department

Towing tank conference
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Aviation

Close liaison between sea and
the

modern Navy makes

it

air in

neces-

sary that the officer in the fleet be

Head

of

acquainted with the problems of

USN

Capt. P. K. Will,

the air arm.

Department

The Department

of

Aviation instructed us along these
lines

in practice

with the use of

NSN's and PBM's;
lectures

On

in theory,

with

and classroom assignments.

the academic side of flving

learned of carrier operations,
tactics,

we
air

and aerology. Second Class

Cruise was an integral part of the
aviation curriculum.

was a boon
to take

up

Our flving time

to those

flving,

and

who planned
to those

who

did not choose an aviation career
taught respect for the airplane.

"All right,
first

men

.

.

.

this '11

period of actual

The Yellow

be your

flight."

Perils

We're

off to Atlantic

City
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Seamanship and Navigation

Capt.

J.

Head

"Sir, I

S.

of

Lewis,

USN

Department

don't quite understand

Bumper

From Shorty and
tics,

the

drill

through bumper drills and tacSeamanship and Navigation offered

his knots,

Department

of

us a varied selection of drills designed to prepare us for line
duty. Navigation, signaling, rules of the road, and practical
seamanship were stressed, but there were also interludes of
CIC drills, aircraft recognition, and ship nomenclature to fill
many well-remembered hours. Few of us will forget the Halifax incident, Shorty's diatribes on "them preserves," Doggv's
pungent words of wisdom, and the many hours spent reducing the proud YP fleet to splinters (not to mention Santee
Pier )

.

The knowledge

as interesting,

and

will

that

we

be put

gained was important as well

to use

upon reporting

duty after graduation.

"Course and speed? Wait one

Shorty at the jackstay

to active

am

Wmm\
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Ordnance and gunnery

Captain H. E. Baker

Head

of

Department

We

had our first contact with the Department of
Ordnance and Gunnery at the rifle range during
Plebe Summer, when we learned to "Get down in
them butts!" Our formal instruction, however,
started Second Class Year, and consisted of a two
year course of levers, cams, differentials, and
integrators. We became acquainted with nomenclature, design, and operation of modern naval
ordnance. Drills and company competition in antiaircraft problems, shore bombardment, and ASW

The Model Room

—an

ordnance laboratory

operations sharpened our interest in the learning
process.

The rangekeeper proved
schematic diagram

E'g = E'b + Vs + Vz

103

and

a

match
in

in the

operation.
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Physical

Zrdining

Thirty seconds and only a hundred yards to go.

Using as a guise the objective of physically developing the

midshipmen

ment

mental education, the Depart-

to parallel their

of Physical Training

ating mass dread.

Then

managed

to

have no peer in

cre-

Captain C. E. Loughlin

Head

of

Department

were the obstacle course,

tools

natatorium, lower boxing ring, and wrestling

loft.

The

P.T.

department assumed a more benevolent aspect with the com-

mencement

of First Class Year

testing of the earlier three years.

noons on the golf course and
gaining

skill in

and ended the continual

We

Dewey

"carry-over" sports.

program broke the monotony

spent pleasant after-

Basin tennis courts

The intramural

of routine,

athletic

added the spice

of

competition, and contributed to our physical fitness.

A hook—for

I'll

never swim again!'

The

art of self defense.

yardage.
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Medical Department
The only

subject required

by law

be taught

to

to

Midship-

men, the hygiene course, showed us how the Medical Department would

we

felt this

spring

fit

into our future careers.

As midshipmen

department's influence the year round. Each

we were

innoculated preparatory to foreign cruise.

Annual physicals gauged the amount

of deterioration

we had

suffered during the previous year. Sick Bay, Misery Hall,

USNH

Annapolis stood by to relieve our aches and pains

throughout the four years.

Captain C.

Head

of

W.

Shilling

Department

Panic Casualties

"No, not the square one!"

"Take two every four hours."
107
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Executive 'Department
During four years

of

Academy

life,

there were changes in aca-

demics, class rates, and liberty privileges; but parades, extra duty,

and the weight
sistency
to this

of the

was the policy

M-l

rifle

remained the same. This conDepartment. Obedience

of the Executive

department became more a matter of habit than of thought.

Breaking the regulations was a calculated
failure

was membership

in a not too elite

rience gained through standing watches

our military training, but

we

risk,

and the price

marching

society.

Expe-

was an important part

will not forget the tired feet

silence of the halls while waiting for "pipe-down."

Countless

Executive Department prepared us for a service career.
Colonel

J.

B.

Glennon

Class Officer Representative

The Executive Department's
hunter-killer

of

and the

inspections ingrained close attention to personal appearance.
Lt.

for

group

Shadows on Farragut Field

The

:.i-'

jitfjtfi

Dominating the skyline
the Naval

Academy

offered Catholic
to those

who

is

of Annapolis

and

our Chapel which

and Protestant

services

did not attend churches in

town. The restful and inspiring crypt,

where John Paul Jones' remains
indication of the peace of

lie, is

an

mind and

strength of character which the chap-

Chaplain Zimmerman

lains

worked

fighting

man

man

to give us.

Worship and the

are closelv bound;

a

has found the power and consola-

tion of worship in the field.
lains

many

were always ready

ance and counsel

who pray

in the spirit of those

"Eternal Father,

save ... oh hear us
for those in peril

The chap-

to lend assist-

when we

on the

strong

to

cry to thee

sea."

Father Lormergan

Handel's Messiah

•

Chaplain Brenneman
111

—

in the

Naval Academy Chapel

The Naval Academy

twenty

fields

intercollegiate athletic teams each year

During our four

yeau:s

there

were good teams, there wereNgreat

teams, and whenever

Navy

topk

the field they represented the best in spirit

an d sportsmanship. This section

of the

to

Lucky Bag belongs

me players and their coaches.
Tmese are the teams

\

we

supported.

football
Annapolis, Maryland, was the

home

of a football

DESIRE— the

Naval Academy Tars.
Before the Brigade returned from annual leave,

team called

dust over the varsity practice field signaled the be-

ginning of another season.

The team was

young. There was

untried material.

lots of

light

and

Navy

teams the world over are famed for their fighting
but this team had even more. They climaxed
a 7-2 season in Philadelphia, beating a favored

spirit,

Army team

game any of us had seen.
most successful seasons in
Navy gridiron history. This team that wouldn't
quit won the Lambert Trophy, symbolic of eastern
football supremacy, and represented us at the
Sugar Bowl in our first post-season game since
in the best

Thus ended one

of the

1924.

Coach Eddie Erdelatz
Captain Phil Monahan

Navy
Navy
Navy
Navy
Navy
Navy
Navy
Navy
Navy

27

William and Mary

42

Dartmouth

25

Stanford

19

Pittsburgh

52

Pennsylvania

Notre

Dame

40

Duke

51

Columbia

27

Army

7

21
6
6

7
6

20

A

Kick-off for a

new

hole big enough for a truck

season

FIRST ROW: Jim

Royer, Jim Owen, Alex Aronis, Hugh
Webster, Captain Phil Monahan, Bob Craig, Joe Gattuso, John

THIRD ROW:

Hopkins and Ronnie Beagle.

Gober and Bob McElwee.

SECOND ROW:

FOURTH ROW:

Dick Echard, Earle Smith. Wilson YVhitmire.
Burchett, Vernon Dander, Lee Brantlev. Paul

Ed Malynn, Chet

Jim Byrom, George Warren, Ken Holden.
Leonard Benzi, Bill Hepworth. Bill Mohn, Jim Wood, Vince
Monto. Dick Guest and Jim Hower.

George Thomas, John Honse, George Textor,
Dick Dutnell, Bob Davis, John Weaver, Jack Garrow, Frank
Bendrick. Pat McCool and George Welsh.

FIFTH ROW:

Merl Johnson, John McHugh, Jim Barker,
Dave Korzep, Don Jahn, John Russell, Roy
Freeman and Bob Vaselenko.
Charles Levis,

1

.

J.

Ron Beaele

gathers in another

Alex Aronis and Dick Echard clear the

117

way

for John

Weaver

»-"!*•

Fast-stepping

Bob Craig

gets loose

Crisp blocking as Chet Burchett kicks

Bill

Hepworth goes wide around end

George Welsh

Ron Beagle
Ail-American end

Hugh Webster

Earle Smith, touchdown

bound

Bob Craig

Ron Beagle

fights for the ball

The team played well all year. Prior to the
Army game it was ranked number one on offense and number two on defense in the
nation. Within the squad some members
gained national recognition. Ron Beagle, who
was later picked on five out of seven AllAmerican polls, was one of the few players
to be named "lineman of the week" on a
losing team but his performance in the Notre
Dame game proved him more than worthy
of the honor. Joe Gattuso was named the outstanding athlete from New Tersev and George
Welch gained fame as one of the coolest
quarterbacks in collegiate football. More important, however,

was the combining

of

all

the talents of every player, producing the

"team called

Welch keeps on the option

desire."

,

Craig makes the stop

A

A

little

too far

grim

moment

for

Eddie

mm

Hepworth

scores with the aid of Navy's outstanding blocking

The ending

of Penn's

long time Jinx

JVavy - 27
Before a capacity crowd in Philadelphia's

Municipal Stadium Navy's "team called deoverpowered favored Army in a game

sire"

which

will go

down

in football history as

one

Army-Navy gridiron
contests of all time. Upon receiving the opening kickoff, Navy commenced the first of a
of the hardest fought

which were eventuNavy drew first
blood after five minutes of play making the
score 7-0; Army soon narrowed the margin to
series of offensive drives
ally to cost

7-6.

Army

The Cadets

the game.

led

once

in

period, 20-14, but at the final

the

second

gun the Mids

were on top, 27-20. George Welch played his
finest game, passing to Earl Smith for two
tallies, to Bob Craig for one and scoring himself on a quarterback sneak. John Weaver
kicked three extra points as
the 1954 season in a

remembered.

Bob Cra

ns ground

Joe Gattuso

rolls

up
124

a

few more yards

game

Navy wound up
that will long be

J^rmy - 20

George Welch sneaks over

for

number

thrt

fa
t'~7P

Bob Craig
in the

gets loose

Army secondary

Sugar

Mowl
1955

A

streetcar

and

a

team

John Weaver takes advantage of

I

M

Hepworth makes
catch of a Welch

a juggling
aerial

his interference

—
Navy - 21
Sportswriters everywhere said a "borderline

Ivy League team" could not compete

with Ole Miss, the best in the Southeastern
Conference. Yet the air of relaxed confidence which had marked the team all year
prevailed through the Christmas leave
sessions and when game time
around they started the New Year
in a superb manner. From the opening
play a Rebel defeat was inevitable. The
Tars scored their first touchdown on the
fourteenth play when George Welch sent
Joe Gattuso over from the Mississippi
three. In the third quarter John Weaver,
in a sensational catch, snared Welch's pass
for a tally and Gattuso, named the same's
most valuable player, culminated a ninetythree vard drive by plunging into the end
zone making the final score 21-0. Credit
goes to the superb lineplay, led by Pat
McCool, which indicated that even AilAmericans were not able to match the fire
and drive of a Navv line.

practice
rolled

Joe Gattuso romps again

Ole Miss

The

regulars take a rest

127
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Cross

~&*:

Walt Meukow

crosses the finish

lii

i
Captain

Don Coyne

leads the pack

Bill

Smith

Country
Facing a formidable schedule with
only three returning lettermen
the

prospects

country
bright.

for

season

look

In spite of

the squad shaped

the

its

made

1954 crossanything but
inexperience,

up rapidly by

turn-

ing in wins over powerful Villanova,

Perm State and

St. Johns teams. The
one heartbreaker was losing to a talented Georgetown team by one point.

Under the leadership of Captain Bill
Smith and Coach Jim Gherdes the
squad turned in an impressive record.

Coach Jim Gherdes tapes up

a

bad ankle

Norm Harper and Don Coyne

Harry Barnhart

129

closes the

gap

™
Soccer
Inspired by the coaching of the grand
old

man

of soccer,

Glenn Warner, the

1954 soccer team had one of

its

best

Bruce Newell, later
goalie on the All-American

seasons. Captain

picked as

team, and eleven other returning letter-

men formed the nucleus around which
the

squad was molded. The team

displayed one of the best defensive
units in the country

Champion Penn

and held National

State,

who

ously had an eleven point per

average, to a meagre two points.

previ-

game
Navy

coaching has developed some of the
and each year

nation's best players

the team faces one of the roughest

schedules in collegiate soccer.

Bruce Newell moves

in to

make

the stop

Captain Bruce Newell
and Coach Glenn Warner

And

into the air

Talented heads

Left to Right, 1st Row: Holder (Mgr.), Medeiros, Judd, Anders,
Kolaras, B. Newell, Wieler, Fetterer, McLaughlin, Ruth,
Sides. 2nd Row: Flight, Hanson, James, Underwood, Rhodes,

McClure, Saunders, Fitzwilliam, Braun, Flatley, Keller, Glenn

Warner (Coach). 3rd Row: Neasley (Trainer), O'Connell,
Massimino, Stone, Karas, Dulik, Pitney, Vanstein,

131

J.

Newell.

.

150 Pound
football
Under the leadership of Captain Pete Maitland and
Coach Aide Burki, the "Mighty Mites" enjoyed another
successful season although it was the second time in
Eastern Inter-collegiate League histoiy that Navy did
not carry away the championship. High scorer Ron
Anion and fullback Bob Forester sparked the offensive
drives which enabled the "Little Tars" to roll over Villanova, Cornell and Penn by considerable margins. Center Jackie Adams and end Joe Kronzer spearheaded the
defense. In the Villanova game center John Conway
realized a lineman's dream when he intercepted a pass
and carried it thirty yards into the end zone. With
eighteen of the twenty-four lettennen returning next

year the team

is

a strong favorite to recapture the

ber one spot perennially held by the

Navy

num-

lightweights.

Captain Pete Maitland and Coach Arde Burki

Left to Right, 1st

Row: Lcdr.

Gilliland

Gentry, Adams, Smith, Sedor, Eassa. 3rd Row: Watcher, MeLittle, Doyle, Sawyer, Bender, Kelly, Gillman, Long,
Peacher, Lisa, Barnes, Garges. 4th Row: Gardella (Manager),
Merle (Manager), Haven (Manager), Peterson, Litzenberg,
Gariess, Grigsby, Ashworth, Bigler, Bossert, Granger, Grimes

(Officer Represent-

Hansen, Schaeffer, Forester, Kronzer, Schmidt, Maitland, Anion, Johnston, King, Binns, Dirgin, Herndon, Lt.
Burki (Head Coach), Mr. Hirsch (Line Coach). 2nd Row:
Gingher (Trainer), Thomas, Swope, Conmy, Bechdel, Delo,
Mabry, Basse, Demars, Durr, Mitchell, Cox, Gleason, Conway,
ative),

jan,

(

132

Manager )

Jerry Gentry

is

brought down from behind

•«*>*•

Pass completed to Joe Kronzer

::s
.

Gillman makes

the stop for

133
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Navy

basketball

The 1954-55

basketball team

from the

day

to

first

make matters

of practice

was hampered

by inexperience;

worse, the season's schedule

was one of the most imposing

in recent years.

Coach Ben Carnevale accepted a
challenge

when he attempted

this distinct

Wigley,

to

difficult

overcome

handicap. With veterans Larry

Ken McCaily, John McDonnell, and

eleven youngsters from

Coach Carnevale saw

last year's

plebe team,

his hoopsters defeat a

powerful Yale club in the opener, 81-69. After
a heartbreaking

loss to

Maryland the cagers

retaliated

by soundly whipping Army,

sinking a

phenomenal 66%

the second half.

shared by

67-45,

of their shots in

High scoring honors were

Andy Dulik and Dave Smalley and

for the second

year Larry Wigley placed

within the country's top twenty in free throw
percentages.

Captain Larry Wigley and Coach Ben Carnevale

Row: Ben Carnevale (Coach), Magner, McCally, Wigley, Smalley, Dulik, Cdr.
Row: Joe Duff (Assistant Coach), Dressell, McDonnell,
Lapham (Mgr. ). 3rd Row: Dunlosky, King, Jones (Trainer), Albertson, Thompson.

Left to Right: 1st

Coleman

(Officer

Bouvet, Worrell,

Representative). 2nd

Ken McCally adds two more
against the Cadets

And)' Dulik uses his size to good advantage

Larry Magner drives in for an underhand layup

A

fight for \ ball

—

MSB
foul
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A

fake shot turns into a pass

Larry Wigley

'

Si

is

kept well guarded
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A

George Bouvet goes into
the air for the rebound
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long step toward the basket

Basketball with a touch of wrestling

John McDonnell hooks one up.

Up and

in for two.

Dave Smalley

gets off a

jump

shot.

Qym
From our

taste of gymnastics in

Plebe Year,

we

PT

gained a healthy re-

spect for the agility and coordination

required in making a good gymnast.

The 1955 gym team, captained by

Don

Bourke, was one of the finest in

the East. Chet Phillips and John

Ram-

macher (their philosophy being:
if you fall off your apparatus, make it
look like your intended dismount)

coached the squad which turned in
wins over North Carolina,
Temple, Syracuse and Georgia Tech.
The top men for Navy were triple
event man Burt Munger, rope climber
Herb Doby and Bud Arnold on the
side horse. The squad had considerable depth in all six events; the quantity of talent being exceeded only by
decisive

its

quality of performance.

Fred Hoerner's combination of
coordination and brute strength.

Captain

Don Bourke

gracefully dismounts

from the

parallels.

Row: John Rammacher (Assistant Coach), Harter, Bud Arnold, Moses, Bourke, Munger,
Chet Phillips (Coach). 2nd Row: Ford, Steve Arnold, Solomons, Bowers, Leonard, Bustle, Northam.
Doby, Kronzer, Vieira, Bortz. 3rd Row: Hoerner, Johnston, Emery, Butterfield, Knettles, Wills, Chavarria,
White, Elinski, Wooten, Leavy. Standing: Tate (Manager), Commander Camera (Officer Representative).
Left to Right: 1st

Zipf,

Tumbler Burt Munger goes

Bud

Arnold, master of the tricky side horse.

into the air

on a

flip.

^=

John Brainerd near pins

Coach Ray Swartz and Captain Pete

Left to Right: 1st

his

Maryland opponent.

Blair

Row: Ray Swartz (Coach), Tucker, Sheehan, Daughenbaugh, Gattuso, Blair, F. Thomas, Marr,
Commander Durand (Officer Representative). 2nd Row: Mr. Richards (Assistant Coach),

Brainerd. Zabrycki,

Putnam, Oates,

Row:

Gilstrap, P. Brainerd, Baker,

Manthorpe, Donahue, Mabry, D. Thomas, Bracken (Manager). 3rd

Fallon, Underbill, Wright, Crewe, Prokop, Isquith, Johnson, Eddins, Inglisa, Bossert, Zeberlein, Ferriter.
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Wrestling
In recent years wrestling has taken

its

place as one of the most popular specta-

Academy, and rightly
Olympic Coach Ray Swartz has
produced some of the country's outstanding collegiate matmen. The 1955
squad, built around the 191 pound National Champion, Pete Blair, and Easttor sports at the

so, as

ern Inter-Collegiate
167's,

Champion

of

the

Joe Gattuso, maintained the posi-

won by the teams
Even with the experienced
groaners on the team the competition
throughout the season was keen as was
evidenced by the ever changing lineups.
tion of healthy respect

of past years.

Pete Blair picks up two points for a near

Body

Bob Daughenbaugh up-ends

his

man

with a

Navy

Bide.

Press

fall.

by Joe Gattuso.

Squash
Squash
its

at

Navy has

recently

come out

of

infancy and within the past few years

the teams have proved themselves

by

standing consistently high on the intercollegiate ladder. Directed

by the

fore-

most squash enthusiast at the Academy,
Coach Potter, the team chalked up an
impressive 9-2 record with losses only

powerful Princeton Club and a talented Army squad. Top performances
to a

were turned
rolled

year.

Buz Ringer

"

::

:

-

:

'%<<«

::

'''

Myron

Ricketts

in

9-0

all

year as the team

shutouts

against

Dart-

mouth, Pittsburgh, and Pennsylvania.
Captain Chuck Smith, Myron Ricketts,
and Don Clark played well throughout
the season while Tom Lynch, the number three man, lost only one match all

Tom Lynch

;>'

up

c
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Left to Right: 1st Row: Perkins (Manager), Clearwater, Clark, Ringer, Lynch, Smith, Ricketts, Van Allen. 2nd
Row: Commander Meneke (Officer Representative), Straub, Antonicelli, Meneke, Collins, Gluse, Gaylor, Scherzinger, Commander Potter (Coach). 3rd Row: Keating, Murray, Avis, Abbott, Simonton, Duvall, Anderson.

-""fcMn* J

Captain Chuck Smith.
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Pistol
The

pistol team, with only two returning lettermen,
Captain Lynn Wehrmeister and Bill Kemble, was not
long in overcoming its handicap of inexperience.

Under the coaching of Captain R. D. Whitesell,
USMC, and Captain R. J. Perrich, USMC, the team
shot consistently well, turning in wins over the Coast

Guard Academy, the Merchant Marine Academy, the
Quantico Marines, and BuOrd. Although dropping
their match by four points to Army, the team bounced
back the following week firing 1452 points out of a
possible

1500 setting a

new Revolver

Association

record.

Through the

firing port.

Lynn Wehrmeister and Captain Whitesellteam captain and coach.

Left to Right: 1st Row:
OverEckels,
Morgan,
dorff, Nolan, Captain R.
(Coach).
Whitesell
D.

2nd Row: Boardman,

B.

Smith, Baker, D. Smith,
Herz, Teachout, Drumm,

Bryson, Wehrmeister,
Campbell, Saracco, Kemble, Harrison. 3rd Row:
Buckner, Craven, Walter,
Hejhall, Rook, Hockney.

Kifle
Under

who
at

the competent direction of Johnny Branzell,

has for

the

many

years coached the

rifle

Academy, Navy again walked

honors in the

field of

champions

off

with top

competitive shooting. Captain

Buzz Carter, Ralph Bird, George Wilkins, and Bob
Pollak were the top shooters who led the team in
their undefeated season which included victories
over seven teams climaxed by a decisive defeat over
a strong

Army

squad.

Ready on the

right,

ready on the

ready on the

left,

firing line.

Captain Buzz Carter.

Left to Right: 1st Row:
Fisher (Manager), Pollak,
Carter,
Johnny Branzell
(Coach), Newell, Rose,
Shillinglaw.

2nd

Row:

(OfficerMiller
Colonel
Petch,
Representative),
Bird,
Pagani,
Wilkins,
Higgins. 3rd Row: Trammel, Trent, Lutz, Knapp,
Atkinson, Phillips (Man-

ager).
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Left to right: 1st Row: John Higgins (Coach), Gray, Nay, Binish, Slack, MacKinnon, Caraway, Ruth, Commander
Neese (Officer Representative). 2nd Row: Cecil, Massey, Martin, Rogers, Woodbury, Duppenthaler, Brownlow
(Manager), Mr. Robinson (Diving Coach). 3rd Row: Gentz, Jarratt, Smith, Lanman, Coolidge, Freiderich,
Mitchell. 4th Row: Zimmer, Arcuni, Anderson, Cohen, Round.

Breast stroke

artist

Gerry Nay.

Navy's All-Americans,

Chuck Gray and Paul

Slack.

Swimming
"New Naval Academy records were set this afternoon by Paul Slack, Gerry Nay, and Chuck Gray as
." This announcement was read
Navy defeated
many times in the mess hall during the swimming
season as the Academy fishmen outswam some of the
top teams in the East. Under the perfectionist coaching of the former Olympic performer, John Higgins,
the squad formed around six returning lettermen. To
add to the medley, backstroke, and breast stroke
strength new talent was discovered in Youngster
.

.

Jack Martin who established a new USNA pool freestyle record for the 440 in the meet against Columbia.

over

The squad ended

Army

the Cadets.

"E. B."

Caraway shows

his diving ability.

Captain Paul Slack and Coach John Higgins.

Back stroker Bob

Binish.

the season with a 44-40 win

for the third consecutive victory against

Jencing
Fencing
cause of

is

a sport

its

which

is

often overlooked be-

competition with the more popular

winter sports but the fencing squads at the Acad-

emy have been among

the most successful athletic
teams ever produced. The 1955 team, captained
by Ted Parker and coached by Joseph Fiems, had
an excellent season which was climaxed by the
defeat of Yale, Princeton, and Harvard in the
Tetragonal Fencing Tournament. Individual tournament honors went to Ted Parker with a first,
Jim Wolverton with a third, and Tim Sandmeyer
with a fifth in the saber event. In the foil, Frank
Zechlin and John Gonzalez took fourth and fifth
respectively, while Jim

Woods and

second and fourth in the epee.

Coach Joseph Fiems and Captain Ted

Parker.

Bill

Auer took

1st Row: Joseph Fiems (Coach), Gonzalez,
Mead, Jaudon, Parker, Pierce, Sandmeyer, Brown (Manager).
2nd Row: Kirkpatrick, Pilcher, Woods, Allen, Zechlin, Daus,

Left to Right:

Wolverton, Auer,

Jack Pierce

Hill,

Ted Parker

Baker.

Tim Sandmeyer

Moving
Navy

departed

from

inter-collegiate

boxing in 1941, and since then the sport
has been included in the intramural

program. With the indoctrination from
PT Department in Plebe and Youngster Year we learned that boxing was
not a contest of brute strength and en-

the

durance, but more a matching of

Coach Tony Rubino

daily for the semi-final
for the Brigade

MacDonough

skill.

drilled his fighters

and

final

bouts

championships held in

Hall.

Joe Duffley hands a right hook to

Gibson and Granville exchange

Tom

lefts.

Reeves, with a straight to George Dempsey.

Ed Hanson.

Left to Right: 1st Row: Perez (Manager), Dempsey, Vreeland, Galvin, Morris,
Tony Rubino (Coach). 2nd Row: Grant, Matthews, Reeves, Jamison, Fernald,
Lord, Severance. 3rd Row: Granville, Duffley, Winters, Tipton, Hower, Wilson,

Cowart.

Coach Tonv Rubino

Matthews and Grant

tie

up.

Crew

One
emy

of the earliest signs of Spring around the
is

Naval Acad-

the appearance of the crew on the Severn. During

work out in the bulky barges
and with the coming of warm weather the shells are hauled
out. In recent years Navy crews have brought national and
international fame to the Academy. The '54 crew left an
Olympic Championship and a string of twenty-nine consecutive victories in its wake and the 1955 squad, captained by
Deek Hensley, was determined to carry on the brilliant
record left them. They proved themselves equal in spirit to
the World Champions as Coach Rusty Callow's precision
showed up more and more with each succeeding race.

the winter months the oarsmen

Captain Deek Hensley
and Coach Rusty Callow.

Winter workouts

in the tank.

—

"Ready all
up and over!'

AAK-

KAAS
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The 1955

Varsity

Crew

Row: Milnor, Graue, Black, Drummond, Scott, Rich, Wilbur, Watson, Coon, Short,
Nevin, Baird, Barnum, Hensley. 2nd Row: Hull, Sloane, M. Brown, Blandford, Kosenberger, Sargent,
Ebert, Nelson, Anton, K. Brown, Hartman, Dolan. 3rd Row: Bair, Coach Rusty Callow, Shigley, Johnston, Gibson, White, Snow, Beatty, Ford, Kamp, Forbrick, Audilet, Mickey, Snider, Stiles, Crone, Coker,
Left to Right, 1st

Kerr, Wright, George.

Under the watchful eye
streak in

crew

of

Coach Rusty Callow, the Navy oarsmen racked up the longest winning

history.

15S

The 1955 Light-Weight Crew
Row: Allen, Holman, Gray. 2nd Row: Avis, Kirkpatrick, Bee, Cook, Collins,
Herlihy, Olsen. 3rd Row: McMorris, Dahnke, Yarbrough, Stober, Altergott, Williams, Burns,
Walker, Copeland, Lt. Herzog (Coach). 4th Row: Costilow, Covey, Christiansen, Irons, WebLeft to Right: 1st

ster,

Wellborn, Kelly, McNish, Lowe, Kingsley.

150 Crew
The

light-weights

work out on the rowing machine.

Coach "Buck" Herzog

Lower away
•

t

'

ij

—

together.

briefs the ISO's.

Precision in the sunset

The 1955

Varsity Tennis

Team

Row: Skene, Lewis, Linebarger (Manager), Baldauf (Captain), Jacobson, Lynch. 2nd Row:
Bender (Coach), CDR McDowell (Officer Representative), Ashworth, Howe, Hanvey, Tirschfield, Jessup, Goggins, Hendrix (Coach). 3rd Row: Ricketts (Coach), Magagna, Underhill, Meyers, Tobin, Clark, Paulk, Bell, Knapp.
Left to Right: 1st

Captain Larry Baldauf

Sam Jacobson smashes

an overhead

Zennis
The Mid

tennis team, with only three returning letter-

men, Sam Jacobson, Tom Lynch, and captain Larry
Baldauf, had to face sixteen rough opponents this season, including such Ivy League stalwarts as Harvard,
Yale, and Princeton. Coach Art Hendrix relied heavily
on veterans Wally Skene, Reed Lewis, and Tom Ashworth as well as Youngsters Bill Goggins, Bob Harney,
Bill Jessup, John Howe, and Don Clark. Myron Ricketts,
ineligible this year, aided the team this season by coaching both from the side lines and from across the net.
With a five meet winning streak over the "Long Grey
Line," each Navy opponent served as another stepping
stone toward N-star number six.
Coach Hendrix, Captain Larry Baldauf and

CDR McDowell

Doubles team Goggins and Lynch

Younester

An

ace by

Tom Lynch

Bill Gogffins

Larry Bryson, Jim DeGoff, and Dick Mattox watch Ken HighfiU's T-shot.

It's

hard enough

Academy during

to get to

be captain of a sport here

one's senior year, but Captain "Tox"

at the

Mattox

team led the squad for two years, a feat only
by his outstanding performance on the links. This
season Coach Bob Williams had four other returning letter
of Navy's golf

excelled

winners besides "Tox." Ken Highfill returned to earn his fourth
letter. Don Walker, Jim DeGroff and Frank Kelso rounded out

^m

Ron Pruett, Paul NorthDave Wright, Larry Bryson, and "Cooky"

the N-men. Frank White, Bill Hodge,
rop, Jack Davis,

King served

as the

est in the east.

Perm

State

depth that kept the squad one of the sharpas usual stood as the opponent, although

Army

and Duke

hole duel his opponent just

N

indicates he

Captain Dick Mattox and Coach Bob Williams

Bill

Hodge

—a wedge, a

ball,

and

lots of sand.

had
As a Plebe in a twenty
barely beat him out. The star on his

also qualified as arch rivals. Highfill

a personal grudge against

made up

West

for

it.

Point.

W

Jim DeGroff

Captain Dick Mattox putts

The
1955 Varsity
Golf
Left

to

Bryson,

Team

Right:

Row:
Hodge,

1st

White,

Pruett, Wright, King.

2nd

Row: Coach Williams,
Mattox
DeGroff,
Yerser.

(Captain), Davis,
Highfill,

Kelso,

—This one went

in.

The 1955

Varsity Sailing

Team

Left to Right: 1st

Row: Hoffman, Minton, Englert (Captain), Hugley, McPartland, Houtz, Smith, Googe, Hague.

2nd Row:

Haddock, Roberts, Pagani, Jensen, Brown, Bailey, Lynch, Ahrens, Hovater, Baldwin, Em-

Pheris,

Row: LTJG McDonald (Assistant Coach), Bass, Knapp, Ritchie, McKenzie, Barker, Dixon, ArneBellows, Oliverio, Walters, Bachman, Troutman, Feeney, Spellman, Demott, O'Hara, Tillman, Morrency,

mett. 3rd
son,

Parcell, Dennis,

Coleman, Harshberger, Wright, Luche, Croucher, Professor

Making the windward leg

Heffler,

against the tide

LTJG

Robertson (Coach).

The Navy dinghy team

Sailing

started last fall with one letterman boat

and a new coach, LTJG Charles Robertson. Captain Bob Englert and his crew John Hague, the best of the many Mid sailors,
led the small boatmen to victories over twenty-three schools
while losing only three times— the best record of any of the
thirty-one competitors in the Middle Atlantic College's Sailing
Association Championships. Tins spring the dinghy season
found the same two sailors leading the fleet around the bay
flags. Other outstanding dinghy handlers, George Weigold,
Oscar Huber, Dave Minton, Dick Roberts, Jim Googe, Don
Croucher, Conrad Morency, and Sam Bailey added to the total
team points that helped the Mids defend their title as Service
Academy Champs and to show other colleges that "sailors are
made not born." In recent years the team has taken a second
middle Atlantic Intercollegiate Sail'53, a Shell Trophy championship (the first time it was ever won by a M. A. I. S. A. team),
and many lesser championships.
in the Nationals in 1953, a

ing Association championship in

The Dinghy

fleet

puts out to sea.

Coach McDonald, Captain Englert, and
Coach Robertson.

A cold fall evening on the Severn.

Zrack
Coach Thomson had ten returning lettermen

to

help him face one of the toughest track schedules

Navy

Led by Captain Jim Rothrock, the
up to a near perfect season
turned in by the '54 team. The only uncertain link
showed up in the sprints with only one letterman,
Len Rittenberg, back to carry the load. The rest
of the squad was solid in first place performers as
well as necessary depth. Link Mossop, Bob Craig,
Jack Garrow, and Tim Anderson handled the hurdling chores while Mark O'Hara, Pete Purvis, and
Al Tony ran the 440. The cross country team turned
in

history.

cindermen had

to live

out to run the mile and the two-mile events with
Vince Roper, Bill Smith, Fred Lippert, and Walt

Meukow harvesting the

laurels. In the field events,

Joe Harrison handled the broad jump, Mac Mclntyre and Dixie Howell the pole vault. Don May

and Andy Longton put the shot while Joe Hawkins
hurled the discus. With Captain Rothrock and Don
Alser throwing the javelin, and Sam Conoly's high

Coach Thomson and Captain Jim Rothrock

jumping, the cinder pounders got the support they

needed

in the field events to

win meets.

The 1955

Varsity Track

Team

Row: Coach Thomson, McLaren, Cox, Noll, Toney, Purvis, Rothrock, O'Hara, Pichel, Harrison,
2nd Row: LCDR Connolly (Officer Representative), Gehrdes (Assistant Coach),
Coyne, Rittenberg, Garrow, Wittner, May, Longton, Hawkins, Newcomb, Bair, Clay. 3rd Row: Meukow, Levin,
Knodle, W. D. Smith, Conaty, Lamb, Rook, Alser, Amon, Vail, Walker, Northam. 4th Row: Barbary (Manager),
W. S. Smith, Hewitt, Anderson, Nelson, Baum, Davis, Monson, DeVita, Philipps, Simpson. 5th Row: Fallai, Gierhart,
Chester, Ingles, Howell, McLaughlin, Hughey, Higgins, Roysdon, Burdick, Buddie, Barnhart, McCoy.
Left to Right, 1st

Lippert, Sams, Cudahy, Roper.

Jack Garrow in stride over the high hurdles

Highjumper Wes Hewitt

Time

trials

The Milers
Bachelder, Smith,

Knodle. and Meukow.

—Rittenberg, Harrison, Conaty, Simpson, and Beard.

baseball
In March, Coach Max Bishop found himself facing a tough twentytwo game schedule with nine returning letter men, including Captain Wilson Spangler, one of the finest third sackers in the country.
Bolstered by a host of hot prospects from last year's Plebe nine, the
defending Ivy League champions made Lower Lawrence field the
place to be on a hot Saturday afternoon. Although the loss of pitcher
Jake Morra due to ineligibility hurt the squad, Dale McClure, Glen
Arthur, Jack Higgs, and John Nyquist (remember his no-hitter Plebe
year) showed the umps they knew where the strike zone was. Ken
McCally was a solid in the catching berth he had held since he
stepped on the diamond as a Plebe. Phil Monahan, exchanging his
Sugar Bowl jacket for a first baseman's mitt, and Dick Snider worked
at first while Bill Turcotte and Andy Massimino each turned in fine
performances at second. George Welsh played short and Spangler
was an institution at third. Outfielders Dave Smalley, "Stu" Stuart,
Dick Durgin, Russ DeEsch, and Howard Heiden provided the magnificent fielding and long ball hitting that kept Coach Bishop smiling.

Coach Bishop and Captain Will Spangler

Glen Arthur
Phil

Monahan

Ken McCally
Russ DeEsch
Jake Morra
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The 1955

Varsity Baseball

Team

Row: Edgar, Durgin, Manger, Massimino, Stewart, Toner,
Anderson. 2nd Row: Higgs, Spangler (Captain), Turcotte, Smalley,
Smith, Greenhoe, Palanek, Bates, Eaton, Max Bishop (Coach), 3rd Row:

Left to Right, 1st
Bartocci,

Neary,

J.

Stevens

(Manager), Bucher, McClure, Arthur, McCally, Albertson, Hieden,
R. Smith, Nyquist, Burton (Assistant Coach).

McMenimen,

Will Spangler takes third.

The

face off against

Washington College, Goldstein over the

ball.

John Raster, Coach George Call, and Bill
Martin talk over Navy's defense tactics.

Captain

Si

Ulcikas

Percy Williams and Bob Pirie
practice passing.

_^i

jCacwsse
tough to be defending champs in any sport, and
Navy's National Intercollegiate Lacrosse champions
found themselves in the unenviable position of being
It's

the one squad everyone

Moore had plenty
Facing

off for

was up

for.

Coach "Dinty''
work with.

of talented material to

the stickmen, Captain "Si" Ulcikas

showed remarkable facility for coining up with the
ball to start the Mids on the attack, their favorite
pastime. At midfield, vets Eddie Turner, Dave
Koonce, and "Doc" Blanchard had control. The Navy
attack, handled by Bob Pirie, Percy Williams, John
Hopkins, and Ron Beagle, was rated again as one of
the finest in the country.

When

better competition,

such as Maryland and Army, ventured into Navy territory they found an imposing barrier in the Tar's
defense which was led by returnees John Raster, Jack
Bill Martin. The loss of Jack Renard, star

Acey, and

attackman, because of an early season injury, hurt
the team a great deal as did the loss of the 1954 team
captain and All- American goalie, Jackie Jones.

Captain

Si Ulcikas

and Coach Dinty Moore

The 1955 Lacrosse Team
Hey ward, Luke, Robinson, Wartay. 2nd Row:
Koonce, Martin, Raster, Hamilton, Acey, Reed. 3rd Row: CDR Drew, Doctor Moore
(coach), Wright, Blanchard, Turner, Ulcikas, Eley, Williams, Warren, Sasso, Farnsworth, George Call (coach),
Gingher (corpsman). 4th Row: Wuertz, Dugan, Johnston, Burt, Livingston, Walsh, Beans, Newbury, Herndon,
White, Moore (manager).

Left to Right, 1st

Row: Crebbin,

Swanenberg, Litzenberg,

Pirie,

Bass, Dickerson, Carson, Goldstein,

Extra-curricular activities are organized to provide

Midshipmen

with entertainment, recreation, increased professional
skill,

and

to furnish

members

publication and

Academy. The

la*

of the Brigade with traditional

mementos

of their service at the

e nuiiiber of varied interests thr

out the Brigadeisiipports a

and committees.

)rganizations,

:

Practically every nich

corner in Bancroft Hall has been
of

some type where Midshipmen with

made

int(

skill.

>

and spare
a club

similar hoi bies

interests are afforded the opportunity of

and

Naval

room

and

swapping knowledge

ThiMigli thiVnetwork of activitie! Midshipmen

publish three magazines, a yearbook, andja guide

book for Plebes, produce

their

own plays and musical club

shows, plan hops, work out their
as ring

and

crest design,

and are

in

the scope of their education.

own

class functions

many ways

such

able to increase

Class
Officers
The

Class officers served as liaison

between the Class and the Executive

Department.

They

worked

throughout the four years to administer

class

the internal functions of the

and

working

unit.

Year, they
taining

to

make

During

had the

high

it

a smoothly
First

Class

task of main-

morale within

the

Brigade.

Bill

Conway, President

Ernst Volgenau,
Treasurer
Bill

Martin,

Vice-President

Joseph Malec,
Secretary

brigade
Activities

Committee

Tecumseh

The Brigade

gets his

Activities

war

paint.

Committee

was the spark behind the scenes

when high
pep

spirit

rallies,

was turned on

team

football games.

New Navy-N
popularity, no

remembered

send-offs,

They nursed

to

new

mean

that

for

and
the

heights of

feat

no one

when

it is

in recent

years has heard the old one. These

men
fine

deserve

much

work they did

credit for the

for all of us.

Preparing a secret weapon for the

171

Army Game.

Dick Perkins, Editor

From

confusion a book

John Jamison, Managing Editor

is

born.

John

Ailes,

Photo Editor
172

Steve Lowe, Managing Editor

•

John Kelly
Advertising

Work on

the Lucky Bag began early in Youngster Year.
Dick Perkins and Bill Kennington were elected editor and
business manager. They assembled a staff and got right to
work. Publishing a year book involves a tremendous
amount of work in collecting and classifying material. We
pored over pictures and worked on biographies by the
hour. We decided on layouts one day and tore them up the
next. With the start of First Class Year, most of the drudgery had been finished, and we were ready to begin work
on the different sections of the book.

Bill

Kennington, Business Manager

The Editor

"Late lights

The

Strategy

Board—Bill,

Perk, and

LCDR

jus' ain'

Herron

Jerry Jones,

Tom

Brown, Von Be

Al Koster

Miller Andress

.

no mo'

.

.

fnffff

.

.

.

reveille, Boss.

Norm

Wallin

Creative writing was a welcome relief from the continual pasting

Bill

To

and cutting of the early stages. We were to find, however, that all
was not so easy as it appeared. There were many pitfalls, and we
got caught in most of them at one time or another. We learned
with experience though, and soon we had an efficiently working
organization. Each member of the staff was assigned a section of
his own, but all of us received help from others. The artwork of
Johnny Roberts and Carl Triebes was outstanding. We were able
to help

one another out of tight spots when deadlines threatened,

and there was enough interchange of ideas to give the book a
homogeneous character. LCDR Herron, our officer representative,
gave us the benefit of his experience and gave valuable guidance
in insisting that anything other than our best efforts be discarded.
Perhaps the best description of the staffs work is the book that
you are now reading.

Paul Abernethy

Steve and John check

engravings with Mr. Baker

Remember
remember

the Log? Sure you do; you
it

on Friday

hitting the desk

afternoon with a

of everything be-

little

tween the covers. What do others

member? Most

Wave Graham,

Editor

old Loggers will have to

say deadlines. There were deadlines and
absolute

deadlines.

The Log

dealt in absolutes. If an issue

Art and Photo Staff

—Sherwood, McPherson,

re-

Bibb, Hinton

always

was out

before the next one was half done, you

were

in a

jam— a Log

hands, one to hold
to

stay the calendar.

seeing your

jam.

It

off creditors,

name

But

it

took two
the other

was fun,

in print, taking the

compliments, taking the complaints.

wonder

if

they

still

print the

Log

.

.

.

I

i/uk@(<h

What
made up

the Splinter lacked in size,
in fighting spirit.

it

As companion

publication to "that other magazine," the
Splinter

was never content

subordinate

role.

to

occupy a

Quality rather than

quantity were the watchwords of
staff.

For those who had no

classes

its

on

Saturday, Friday night offered an excellent opportunity to catch

up on the

latest

news, sports, and jokes from the Splinter.

For those with no time to read, the magazine prevented coffee cups from marking the desk. Although the Splinter could

mean

different things to different people,

to the Brigade,

each page was 38 square

inches of the finest sports coverage.

Bob

The Log

Splinter Staff
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Pirie,

Editor

Small, Kingston, Roberts, Johnson, Grutchfield, Frith, Briggs

Throughout each week,
croft Hall bells.

ended

WW

WRNV was as punctual as the Ban-

Each day began with "Sunrise Serenade" and

to the strains of

"Dream Awhile." "Liberty

Call" on

Saturday began the weekend, and study music on Sunday

ended
to

fit

it.

the

WRNV furnished news and sports as well as music
mood

of each

moment.

Sound

$ang
The Sound Gang worked hand
in

hand with the

WRNV

to furnish the voice for
ers,

pep

rallies,

staff

smok-

and many

other activities.

Kingston, Briggs, Small
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Zke "Drum
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Bugle Corps

The Drum and Bugle Corps was perhaps
organization within the Brigade.

The "Hell-Cats" played twice

meal formations. Their martial music
at football

the most regularly functioning

at

games were always a source

daily at

parades and their smart appearance

of pride to the Brigade.

Boat Club
While maintaining the Naval Academy
yawls in tip-top conditions was one of
their

major

tasks, the

Boat Club found

time to sponsor pleasure activities

also.

In addition to the ever popular drag

sail-

ing, there

was competition

way and Thompson

for the Hollo-

Trophies.

The

club

provided entertainment and instruction
for all sailing enthusiasts

by means

of a

well rounded program of practical experience and lectures throughout the year.

Brown, Fortin, Atkins, Baldwin, Putnam
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MM
For those whose

Club

interest in

mathe-

matics extended beyond the curriculum, the

Math Club

offered an

opportunity to delve into the mysteries of a science

are vital to

bv

all

whose

principles

of us but understood

relatively few.

Engineering

Clubs
The Engineering Clubs stimulated
interest in practical engineering as

applied to the

By means
jects,

and

Navy and to

industry.

of tours, lectures, procontests, club

members

and others could further explore
any

field

of

caught their

engineering

which

interest.

A
ISO

break from slide rule and drawing board

Public Speaking Activity
The Public Speaking

Activity maintained interest in debating

and

Members of this organization, includTodd Melov, Bob LeBrun, and Ed Low, participated

public speaking at a high level.
ing Frank Stokes,
in

tournaments of intramural and intercollegiate debating.

An

annual

public speaking contest within the Brigade was held under the leadership of president Dick Smith.

The Public Speaking

participants excellent training in logical thinking

foreign

Activity gave

and

delivery, both vital assets in a service career.

languages
Wieler, Meloy, Zadaroznv, Cliiota, Reitzel, DeValery.

Clubs
The Foreign Languages Clubs catered to those midshipmen who
wanted to pursue the study of a foreign country and its language beyond
the limits included in the curriculum.

A

varied program during the academic year included discussions, motion

pictures,

banquets,

and hops.

This activity led to a greater understanding of foreign countries and pro-

vided
abroad.

useful

preparation

for

visits

its

effective oral

Model Club
Before the widespread acceptance of blueprints,

man used models

as guides in build-

ing Ins houses, ships, and other necessities.

Nowadays he again

builds

models—but

recreation. For the use of those

who

for

en-

joyed this interesting hobby, the Model
Club, under the leadership of president
Phil Bayly, provided a shop for the build-

ing of model planes, ships, or whatever
struck

the

among

the

of

model planes

fancy.

Included

was the building
flying in team com-

projects
for

petition.

Moore, Ricketts, Schick, Lippert, Bayly, Smith.

One

individual's

many

games known to man, chess was
Naval Academy. The
Chess Club, Eric Woxvold, president, established
of the oldest

enthusiastically played at the

an enviable record in competition with similar
groups from nearby colleges. A number of trips
to New York for matches were included in the
schedule. Annual tournaments widened interest in
chess within the Brigade.

Dickey, Overdorff, Woxvold.

Juice $ang
The

Juice

Gang

created the lighting effects

colorful signs which lighted the front of Mahan Hall during the
in plays

and the

winter theatrical season.
stood

how

Few

of us under-

made to flash in
but we all admired

the lights were

perfect coordination,

by Jim
Dick Warrick, and the

the effects designed and executed

Todd, Hal

Filbert,

other skilled workers. Inside the theater,
the Juice Gang's lighting effects perfected

many good
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performances.

Zke Kadio Club
Most

of us

became acquainted with the
Radio Club when the

activities of the

broadcasts

of

Station

W3ADO

occa-

became confused with the program fare of WRNV. However, the

sionally

Radio Club's broadcasts catered to a
from the walls of
Bancroft Hall. During their free time,
these "hams" communicated with radio

listening audience far

fans in

all states.

Lenihan, McCoy, Hejhall, Williamson, Curry, Overdorff,
Toupin, Moore.

Zke Make-up
$ang
The Make-up Gang provided
costumes, grease paint, and

the props,

much

of the

hard work that goes into a successful
show. Their labors added the professional touch that smoothed out the productions that the dramatic clubs at the
Academy presented each year. The admiration and wonder of

all

who

wit-

nessed these performances were excited

by the realism for which the Make-up
Gang was largely responsible.

Grease paint and elbow grease

Zke Stage Qang
The Stage Gang prepared and handled
the scenery for the theatrical produc-

Masqueraders and the MuThese men behind the
scenes provided the realistic settings
that make the difference between an indifferent performance and a show of
professional quality. To these "unsung

tions of the
sical

Clubs.

heroes"

we

evenings in

all

owe many memorable

Mahan

Hall.

Barker,

Murdock, Stewart, Baggs, White, Hines,
Hilland, Little.

Butterfield,

M^ueraders
Ted Dyer and Ron Kucera

The Masqueraders furnished an
let for

as leads in

"My Three

Angels"

out-

those possessing a talent and

interest in the dramatic arts.

In so

doing, they furnished a lot of fine

entertainment to the rest of the Brigade. Their annual show was eagerly
awaited by all, and the four evening

stand that

lowed

all

filled

hands

two weekends

to witness a

ance. Careful casting

al-

perform-

and selection

of

plays and excellent directing and pro-

duction assured a hit performance
that

was

enthusiastically

received

every year.

Jack Wilbern and Mike Gubitosi

Lou Boudreaux makes up Larry Smith

A

COONSKZN CHAPEAU

Ky
Zke
Musical
Clubs

"Have you ever been

Only the Musical Clubs Show could

rival the

to Paris?"

Masqueraders in

matters theatrical at the Naval Academy. With talent drawn from
all

of the musical clubs, they

produced a show each year that was

exceedingly popular. "A Coonskin Chapeau," the 1955 production

by Denny Waitley, Jerry Jones, and Dick Gaines, was
all who saw it. The arrangements, choreographv, and
scenery were all produced by midshipmen working in their spare
time. The memorable productions impressed all of us with the
talents possessed bv our friends and classmates.
written

enjoved by

Waitley, Gaines, and Kinney sin^
"My Poor, Poor, Poor Heart."

'No!

We

ain't

never been to Paris.

Stamp
Club

The Stamp Club furnished
studying stamp issues from

diversion for
all

all

who enjoyed

collecting

and

over the world. This group spent enjoyable

hours in discussing, trading, and exhibiting their collections. In addition to
providing hours of recreation, this hobby can give an insight into the history

and culture

of

many

nations.

The wide popularity

of

stamp collecting was

mirrored in the size of the Stamp Club at the Naval Academy and in the
enthusiasm of members Bill Manthorpe, George Tsantes, Jack Schilpp, and
Bill Collier.

Photo
Club
Club's two darkrooms offered
ample facilities to any member of the Brigade interested in photography. All the

The Photo

tools

of the

trade including developing

and chemicals were on

tanks, enlargers,

hand. About two hundred
benefited from
facilities

begun by Jack
the club. The

dent of
darkrooms

made

to gratify the

it

"do

fifty

campaign

a

to

members
improve

Schilpp, the presi-

readily accessible

possible for photo bugs

it

yourself" urge

and

to

obtain results more satisfying than com-

mercial finishing work.

Schilpp, Meloy, Steele.

Forest, Sullivan, Harper, Masters, Tillman, Lucas.

ftaval\Academy Christian Association

Chapel Choir

Mtlpkonal Ckoir
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Catholic Choir

Qlee Club
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Zke Zrident
Bob Burton, Business Manager

Wayne

Mattson, Aviation Editor

Phil Beitzel, Feature Editor

Lynn Wehrmeister,

Editcr-in-Chief

John Sterling, Foreign Affairs Editor
Frank Stokes, Managing Editor
Bill Carruthers, Fiction

Todd Meloy,

Under

Editor-in-chief

Lynn Wehrmeister,

the .Trident earned

a reputation as a very informative and interesting magazine.

As the professional and
cluded
merit.

literary voice of the Brigade,

articles of current interest

The Trident brought

and

it

in-

stories of considerable

professional items to our attention

that might otherwise have gone unnoticed in the shuffle of daily
living. It

served a valuable purpose in broadening our interests.

Lynn Wehrmeister, Editor

Calendar
The Trident Calendar was always
on the corner of the desk

to

remind

us of the thousand-and-one things

needed doing each week.
Notes of everything from the pleasures of dragging to the pains of
extra duty constantly jogged the
that

tired

memory.

A new

Editor

Professional Editor

cartoon for

each week of the year heightened
our enjoyment of this daily companion and "social secretary."

Wilson, Lewis, Constans, Hatch, Hinton.

Keef
Points

Forest,

Reef Points was our "Bible" during the busy davs of Plebe
all the customs and traditions
of the Naval Academy. Between its covers Al Brown, editor,
crowded information on everything from Plebe Knowledge
to the tradition of the cap and the girl. Thus Reef Points was
our teacher and almost constant companion for the whole of

Newbegin, Brown, French

Year. It served as a guide to

Christmas Card

an unforgettable year.

Committee
The Christmas Card Committee

origi-

nated, designed, and produced a distinctive card for the Brigade each year.
These cards combined the spirit of the
season and a distinctive Academv setting in a way that was both novel and
effective.

To Paul

Steffenhagen,

Boardman, and Dan Ebert

John

also goes the

credit for producing our graduation announcements.

Boardman, Ebert, Spence, Steffenhagen, Farans.

Public
Relations

Committee

Poppe, Summers. Stuckev, Lowe, Rubenstein, Grimes.

Director

Bob Poppe's Public Relations Committee performed
Academy to the public. In addition to

presenting the Naval

the task of
the routine

public information tasks, they worked with the press in covering

Navy

Academy. They originated the
Service Sense pamphlet in order to give us a more complete picture of the
Navy outside the walls of Bancroft Hall. Thus the Public Relations Committee worked to disseminate information both to us and about us.
athletic events to stimulate interest in the

foreign

Relations

Club
The Foreign Relations Club, with
Todd Meloy as president, stimulated an interest in

and promoted

a greater understanding of the
position of the United States in
relation to the other nations of

the world. Through lectures and

seminars they gained an insight
into the basic foreign policies of

our government. Such a knowl-

edge is a vital asset in any line
of work, but it is particularly

Sterling,

important in a service career.

discuss the importance of seaports in the Soviet economy.

Bowen, Doctor Paone, Meloy, Ingram, and Stokes

M
Club

Sacrob, Roberts,

The Art Club was composed

McManes

and cartoonists of the various
by John Roberts, functioned
as the central clearing house for art work at Navy. Their poster displays on
bulletin boards were familiar to all of us and contributed a great deal to

Academy

spirit

of the illustrators

publications. This organization, led

during sports season.

Mrigade Mop

Committee
The Hop Committee, whose workers

Tom Moore, Dan Butterand Bruce Newell, arranged and
planned for the good times which
included
field,

brightened

many week

such as the Christmas

ends. Events

Hop and

the

several costume hops during the year

were enjoyed by
gave
ure,

its

and

all.

The Committee

time unselfishly for our pleasits

efforts will

always be ap-

preciated.
Front:

Raster,

Hawkins, Moore, Conmy, Jones, Matthis.

Back:

Crosier,

Farans, Arthur, Newell, Butterfield, Zipf.
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Row: Debus, Channel, Meisenhelder, Olds, King, Gallagher,
Woods, Hill. Second Row: Roberts, Phillips, Gollehon, Robb, Merriken. Third Row: Fitzwilliams, Tapper, Grocki,
Elliott, St. George. Fourth Row: Mulholland, King, Henderson,
First

Gaines, Kinney,

O'Donnell, Foresman, Booth, Waitley, Chartrand. Leader: Jerry
Jones.

Dixieland

Combo

Concert

Wand
The Concert Band, directed by
Bob Tollaksen, often played at
smokers and in the Mess Hall at
meals. Their informal concerts af-

forded an opportunity to relax and
listen

to

such favorites as "The

Grand Canyon

Suite"

and "The

William Tell Overture." Each program contained a variety of music
designed to appeal to adherents of
good band music.

1

n

?7<!H

King

'Dame
Committee
The Ring Dance Committee put
on the hop of our four years at
the Academy. It was an event
long anticipated and never to be

Chairman Jerry Jones
organized the class and transforgotten.

Front: Zipf, Crosier, Boyd, Newell, Jones, Filbert, Malec.
Back: Raster, Moore, Farans, Matthis.

formed McDonough Hall
sight that was remarkable
hold that evening.

King and
Crest

Committee
Each

class

has been described

and Dick
and Crest Comcomposed of battalion

as a fraternity in itself,

Dutnell's Ring
mittee,

company

and

representatives,

provided the tangible emblems
of this feeling.

They were

re-

sponsible for the design, production,

crests
tistic

the

and delivery of the class
and rings. Chosen for arability, these men gave us

treasured

insignias

of

the

Naval Academy graduate.

Boyd, Dutnell, Farans
195

into a
to be-

Keeeption

Committee

Williams, Stembel, Peckham, Gerdon

The Reception Committee performed

the valuable public relations task of

meeting, entertaining, and guiding visiting teams. Serving as the link be-

tween the Brigade and its guests, the Committee presented the Naval
to visitors from the midshipman's viewpoint. Each weekend
brought a new group of visitors, but the men of the Reception Committee
were always on hand to greet them cordially and to give them needed in-

Academy

formation.

Model
Kailroad

Running the Chesapeake and

Al-

legheny Line in the First Wing
basement, the Model Railroad Club
pursued a hobbv that has been
popular with

all

we became aware

of us ever since

of the existence

model trains at our first Christmas. Model railroading is a fascinating hobby, and these men ran
a layout that excited the wonder
and admiration of all who saw it.
of

Front: Quinn, Paige, Little. Back:
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Gammons, Weston, Anderson.

W.

D

L. DeGroff, E. G. Otrupchak, J. E. McNish, D. E.
J.
Westbrook, D. R. MeCrimmon, A. L. Vail, D. A. Worth

Peterson,

brigade
•^/es
,-ve\^'
-Qafve

Staffs

Amm^^m

J.

C. Weaver, H. C. North, D. L. Sturtz,

G. B. Delano,

W.

J.

C. Rothroek,

O. K. Rentz,

S.

W. W. Graham,

L. Guille

S.

H.

Wade

R. R. Fountain
R. B. Gilchrist
P.

J.

D. Slack
I.

J. J.

Kelley

Flynn

F. A.

Wilhelm

fll,!,

FIRST

J.

M. Barrett

F. B.
J.

Warren

W. Renard

D.

W. Walter

W.

D. Peterson

A. C. Cajka
L. D.

Harmony

REGIMENT

J.

A.

Goodwin,

J.

L. Griffith, C.

Ballew, G. L. Snyder,

M.

L.

W.

R. A. Lynch, D. L. Rissi, D. F. Denton,

Salomon

J.

E. Gauldin, P. A. Reynolds

First

Battalion

CDR

M.

E. Stewart,

USN

Battalion Officer

1st

Batt Office

rs

Company
LT

R. F.

Gower,

Company

USN

Officer

W. Roberts, E. A. Wardwell,
J.
Newman, R. J. Anderson

E. H. Keranen,

C. L.

WWW1
R. H. Ringer, D.
T. G.
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Aven, T. D. Moore,
J.
Hussman, C. M. Gammell

RAY

J.

ALEXANDER BASILE ARONIS

ANDERSON

Hollywood, California

Richmond, Illinois

little man who has just all anyone could ask for,
from that land of sun and stars, Hollywood. Upon
entering the Academy, "Sweet" Alex immediately showed
his exceptional abilities on the gridiron by playing three
years at Varsity guard. Possessing a phvsique the like of
which has never been seen on the Severn, Alex still maintained a modest reserve whenever any comments were made.
He always seemed to have more than a few sweet young
things on the line, and his academics always came easilv.
The Armed Forces will receive in Alex an officer and a
gentleman, truly representative of the Naval Academy.

Ray came to Navy via Northwestern University, where he
picked up a background that makes studies a breeze at
Canoe U. But life has its little trials, and "Andy" will long
remember those drowning moments in the Natatorium.
Switching from football, he showed his versatility on the
cinder track for the company and in the squash courts for

Alex, the

hails

When

not listening to Jo Stafford or writing
usually sacked out. Those who
know this soft spoken Illini lad count it an honor to call
him "friend." Upon graduation, the Academy's loss is the
the battalion.

one of

Navy

his lovelies,

Ray was

Line's gain.

DONALD JOSEPH AVEN
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Born in Norfolk, Virginia, the son of a Naval man, Don had
ample opportunity to be indoctrinated in going Navy. After
graduation from high school, he enlisted in the Navy where
he struck for an E.T. rating. Upon coming to the Academy
Don found the routine had many ups and downs. Not one
for starring in academics, he nevertheless found that he
could get by. Sports such as crew, fieldball, and steeplechase
took up his free afternoons. On first entering the Academy,
Don had aspirations of going into submarines after graduation, but now intends to follow the focal point of his eyes.
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CARL THOMAS BRAUN
Lafayette, Indiana

chow hound, sack rat extraordinaire, and
around good egg between these preoccupations Carl
lived and played a lot of football for Navy at end position
Distinguished

—

all

chapel choir for four years.
Hailing from Lafayette, our young hero came fresh from
high school where he was an outstanding athlete, winning
all-state honors in football. C.T., in his quiet and unassuming
manner, was a member of that elite minority which never
had too much difficulty with the academics and consequently
in addition to singing tenor in the

was always ready

for a

good

time.

EDGAR SHELBY CAUSBIE

JOHN TALLY CUNNINGHAM

Hardy, Arkansas

Clarksville, Tennessee

Gus arrived

John left Austin Peay College in Tennessee and a future in
contracting to enter the Naval Academy. Here, his quick
wit and ready smile won a place for him. Studies came

at Navy Tech an old salt from the fleet, and
nothing has shaken this Arkansas lad from his ways. Even
the routine of Plebe year did not bother him except for the
Dago Department. Though Spanish held him in its spell, the

mood

was

him time to engage in many extraa good athlete, he developed
into a promising tennis player and was outstanding in company and battalion intramurals. However, fishing remained
his favorite sport, and he never lost his love for hillbilly
easily for

between volleyball games and letters to his vast public, Gus was always
found at his greatest pastime and hobby, holding forth in
"the rack," with a quiet record of Stan Kenton playing in
Italian

in dishes

III

his delight. In

him and

left

curricular activities.

the background. This connoisseur of the finer things in life
will be remembered for his subtle brand of humor, which
helped the troops through those dark ages. If flying does
not get this guy, it will still remain one of his greatest loves.

Always

music. His classmates were unanimously in agreement that
his would be a long and successful career in the service.
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PENDLETON FULLINWIDER,

JOHN JOSEPH FORAN

S.

Hartford, Connecticut

Annapolis, Maryland

Jack was quite a fixture around the First Company area
during his four years. It isn't everyone who rates SA stripes,
an ET striker's badge and a hash mark, all at once; but this
Reserve to Regular Navv man did before he came to the
Academy, and he displayed them prominently on his B-robe
for all to see. Though a mainstay of the radiator squad, Jack
spent some time running steeplechase, cross country, and
playing volleyball. An occasional place on the sub squad was
also reserved for him, but as a Navy man and potential
Naval Aviator, he took such things in his stride and looked
on to bigger and better things.

Penny never was reimbursed

JR.

for travel allowance when he
entered USNA, as the Navy doesn't pay for shoe leather.
At Severn Prep, he was on the lacrosse squad and he stuck
with that sport at Navy. Not satisfied with this accomplishment, he decided that a fine old structure like Bancroft Hall
should have a ghost story connected with it; so if any future
classes should hear weird noises from the first wing basement, it is just those eerie notes left over from Penny's trumpet practice. In a break with family tradition, Penny donned
Marine greens upon graduation and headed for Quantico.
first

CLARK MORTON GAMMELL
Las Vegas, Nevada
Clark came to the Academy from Las Vegas, Nevada, via
Columbian Prep School. During his senior year in high
school, Clark was captain of the football team and made allstate honors in both football and track. Here at Navy, Clark
kept up his work on the athletic field by playing Plebe, JV.
and Varsity football and throwing the shotput for the Plebe
and Varsity track teams. When it came to social life, Clark
was no bucket almost every weekend found him either
dragging or "out with the bovs," or both!

—
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JAMES ADONIS GOODWIN
Emmett, Idaho
Straight from the hills of Idaho to the halls of Bancroft

came

our bouncing hillbilly, Goodie. He took the long way by attending Boise Junior College for two years and Rutherford
Prep for one year. But once at the Academy, Jim made the
most of it. His many weekend escapades will never be forgotten. During the week, Jim spent most of his time studying and driving his roommates crazy with hillbilly music.
While at the Academy, Jim always went out of his way to
help a friend. His smile is contagious and his friends are
many. A great addition to the Fleet will be our Goodie. You
can count on that.

JAMES FRANCIS GREENE,

ROBERT ARTHUR HAMMOND
New York, New York

JR.

Harrisbukg, Pennsylvania

Bayside,

A two and

Jim came to Navy Tech via V.M.I. so the game of cops and
robbers was nothing new. A strong supporter of the system,
he was Navy all the way but still managed to fill numerous
social engagements. Academics never bothered Jim, and
when he wasn't penning another line to his "One Among
Others," he could usually be found in a bridge game. Intra-

a half year stint in the Fleet preceded Bob's Midshipman days. An Electronics Technician rating in the Navy
made Academy Skinny a lark to him. Being an outstanding

;

student for the four rounds never interfered with his weekend
dragging. If he didn't have a date during liberty hours he
was "sick in room." Doing his share to keep the First Battalion bowling team at the head of the list kept Bob enter-

football, basketball, and a fling at varsity track were
main sporting interests, and he held down a typewriter
for the Lucky Bag Staff to boot. Upon graduation the Fleet
gains a "never-say-die" guy, full of Navy spirit and a true

mural

tained during that endless Sunday night to Saturday noon
period. His hobbies included a weekly and frustrating struggle with a certain shady publication involving comparative

his

love for the service.

scores. If

years,

you happen

hometown when
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to

drop in and say

be around Bayside in about

hello, as

his service

Bob

thirty

plans to return to his

days are over.

CHARLES ALDEN HENRY

ROBERT JACKSON HIGGS

La Mesa, California

Lewisbubg, Tennessee

Chuck

Southerners aren't a novelty at the Naval Academy, but this
particular rebel has been an author, philosopher, master of
ceremonies, athlete, and most of all a friend to everyone.
The "Doctor" is known for his hand-shaking and backslapping, but the phenomenal note is his sincerity. In athletics he has been a rugged tackle for the Navy Varsity
while baseball has utilized him as a pitcher. Anes Station,
Tennessee, population 22, has been Jack's private rooting
section for the past four vears, proved bv a letter from each
of his neighbors at least twice weekly; and with his new
multitude of friends made at the Academy, Jack should re-

from sunny California, the land of everything
including Sandy, the girl of his dreams. Academics never
bothered Chuck. When not writing to Sandy, he spent most
of his stud}' hours helping his classmates understand where
their profs had failed. "Hey, Chuck, how do you do this?"
was a familiar cry throughout Mother Bancroft. Charlie
liked all sports, especially track, squash and gymnastics. He
was also a member of the Drum and Bugle Corps. His interhails

but his real ambition is to hear wedding
Chuck's never-failing willingness to
help anyone with his problems and his academic ability will
ests are in flying,

bells after graduation.

take

him

ceive a

far in his future career.

TOM GODFREY HUSSMANN
El Paso, Texas
Although generally curious

as to the

profound

facts

and

natural laws that the Steam and Skinny Departments were
to offer during the following day's schedule, Tom often
weakened to the constant beckoning; of the rack and could
explain his reclining position bv his favorite axiom, "A guy
has got to pace himself." Along with his favorite pastimes of
playing bridge, relaxing at the piano keyboard, going a
round or two of golf or planning a bang-up weekend with
a queen from the neighboring Metropolis, Tom was a first
rate intramural athlete.
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"New

high" in letters in the service.

JIMMIE DEE JACKSON
Hollywood, California
Jim arrived at Navy via Hollywood, California, where he
excelled in football, track, and where he became the well
known campus lover. One of his claims to fame was the fact
that he was chosen as the Los Angeles "Player of the Year"
during his last year of high school. His main interests seemed
to be his girl, and listening to rhythm and blues music, while
his pet peeves were classical music, early reveille, and the
limiting five mile radius. Adding to his personality was his
ability to tell tall tales which made him a very popular
person whenever the gang got together to shoot the breeze.

DONALD STEPHEN KAISER

JAMES PATRICK KELLY,
Brooklyn, New York

Wilmington, Delaware

This dexterous lad came down to the Naval Academy by
way of the metropolis of Brooklyn, New York. Shrewd, both
in manners and means, he invariably could be found on
liberty, during liberty hours of course, whether he had that
medium of exchange, the dollar bill, or not. Studies were

made it a well known fact around the Academy
Delaware is his home state. He spends his leaves fishing
and wearing out the family car. Skinny had top spot as his
pet peeve and he still insists that they don't use the kind of
electricity in lab that hurts. Steve's claim to fame plebe year
was his ability to imitate Mario Lanza—only louder. His
Steve has
that

—

sports endeavor bolstered the First

Company

JR.

occupation that he was never found to be worried
was exemplified by the high marks which he
acquired with relative ease. A staunch believer in sports
and a stalwart on the athletic field, he found a great variety
of sports to his liking with the possible exception of hockey,
which, fortunately, is not offered to the Midshipmen by the
N.A.A. All of his many friends know that he is undoubtedly

one

trivial

about. This

pistol, soccer,

squash and Softball teams. He was the Academy's most
ardent Yankee fan. His interests lie in Navy Air. As to
women, he's still undecided. His happy-go-lucky nature and
attitude will long be remembered.

headed
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for a successful future.
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EDMUND HERMAN KERANEN

JOSEPH JAMES KERBY

Ironwood, Michigan

Greenwich, Connecticut

Ed found

"Flip the coin. Heads,

Plebe summer quite different from what he had
expected after attending the college of St. Thomas in St.
Paul, Minnesota for two years. At Navy he was known for
his clipped accent which was punctuated by an occasional
"Hey." Ed found P-works fruit, but the swimming tests
offered him more competition. He scored consistently for
the Battalion bowling team but more decisively with his
girl friends. Ed will be remembered for his reserved personality

and

his air of friendliness to

all.

He

Ed and

the

Navy should make

we shoot the breeze. Tails, we hit
we study." This line of patter prettv

summed up Jay's life at the Naval Academy. Except
for brief bouts with Skinny and Math books, academics prewell

sented few problems and received a minimum of effort.
Though it was suspected that there was an O.A.O. back
home, he was strictly a non-dragger at Canoe U. A varsity
E.D. man for two years, he was also a devoted rack hound.
Look for him in some phase of flying or sporting his big
dream, a jet black Jag roadster.

particularly

liked the Detroit Tigers, old time polkas, trout fishing,
Blatz.

the rack, and on edge,

and

a potent combination.

RICHARD THROCKMORTON KNOCK
Detroit, Michigan

Dick was no boot when he came to Navy, but considered
himself absent from dutv at the Detroit Yacht Club. Second
onlv to Rudolph Valentino on the dance floor and with the
ladies, he could often be seen gliding around Dahlgren Hall
on hop nights. Dick was alwavs readv to drop his books at
any time for the sake of sports, haircuts, or dancing lessons,
and he certainlv did more than his share to keep the spirit
high among his manv friends. Perhaps a bit of French blood
accounts for his excellent taste in clothes, women, and food.
The service acquires another good man when Dick joins his
brother in the Navy.
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ROBERT AUGUSTUS LYNCH
Toledo, Ohio

Bob

hails

from Toledo, Ohio, though

He came

Academy

he's

New

England

sampling college
life at the University of Michigan, where he skipped off with
a BA. degree. His main gripe after Plebe year was the lack
of a coeducational system. Lacrosse occupied a prime spot
in his extra-curricular activities, taking up his free time in
the afternoons both in and out of season. During school time
Bob was usually busy at studies, reading history, or playing
lacrosse, but during liberty hours away from school, Bob
marked the spot where the fun was.
born.

after first

HERBERT CHARLES MALICK
Olean, New York

THOMAS HAMILTON MILLER

Although he could never be made to admit it, at least a small
amount of blue and gold ebbed through the veins of "good
old H.C." Probably his best companion was the rack, and
he loved each night with its eight glorious hours of uninterrupted slumber. Herb never did find much time for studies;
he wasn't going to let them interfere with his education.
Between reading the classics and engaging in heated discussions with his fellow philosophers, Herb found ample
time for athletics and played a lot of football for the 150's.

Tom came originally from Cleveland, but later set up residence in the wonderful town of Hollywood, California,
where he came in contact with numerous beautiful women.
Yet he kept his ultimate goal in sight and devoted his free
time to physics and chemistry; and consequently, the women
were forsaken. After arriving at the Academy, though, he

Cleveland, Ohio

reversed his tactics and "wine, women, and song" became
his foremost thoughts. He had a brilliant mind, yet P-works
were his pet peeve, along with rhythm and blues music.
He fought a continuous losing battle with his hair line and
waist line, but these had no effects on his good looks. With
two Millers in the service (he has an identical twin brother),
we feel sure the nation will be in safe hands.
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.

to the

THOMAS DEWEY MOORE,
Del

Rio,

Tom made
by way

KENNETH HOLMES MOSES

JR.

Rush City, Minnesota
Home for Ken is "The Land

Texas
the long trip from the Rio Grande to the Severn

Once

Fleet.

—

here,

he missed most while here were hunting and fishing, his
favorite outdoor sports. He found a place for himself in the
Drum and Bugle Corps, and spent his share of time climbing
rope for the

San Pedro, California
Charlie entered the Naval Academy after attending Rutherford Prep for a year where he began to show the form that
would later mark him as one of the Brigade's foremost volleyball players. Big Chuck was a quiet, easy going lad whose
only weakness seemed to be women. His favorite pastimes

were sun bathing and

radio close bv.
his ability to

With

make

While on
up the sun on one

listening to popular music.

of Southern California's
his

many beaches with
knack

his portable

for getting things

lasting friends,

Chuck

is

gym

team.

Kenny has

a flying career in sight,

though his real ambition is to find that O.A.O. and settle
down. The many friends he made here will long remember
his winning personality and never-say-die spirit.

CHARLES LEROY NEWMAN

leave he could always be found soaking

—

of the Sky-Blue Waters," or
to
the unenlightened Minnesota. He came here after being
an all-round star in high school and trying out the Countrv
Club type of learning for a year at St. Thomas. The things

he
sailed into academics and athletics in true Texas style. Both
fields were easily conquered, and he was equally proud of
his stars and championship numerals. Tom's easy going attitude and level head kept him smiling despite the problems
of his Hop Committee Chairmanship and made him. well
liked and admired bv all. Already a licensed private pilot,
he hopes to do some flying while in the service.

and the

of Texas University

done and

sure to go
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far.

ROBERT HARVEY RINGER
Los Angeles, California
Bob moved around quite a

when he

talked about

coming to Navy, but
was usually either Santa Fe,

bit before

home

it

New

Mexico, or Los Angeles, California. He arrived at the
various and sundry academics medals from
high school, but apparently the Math Department didn't
know about them and gave him a hard time all the way.
His extra-curricular activities included playing varsity
squash and singing tenor in the Catholic Choir. Being warm
blooded, the freezing winters of Maryland didn't bother
him at all, and he should be a likely candidate for northern
duty. We know that he will be an asset wherever he serves.

Academy with

DONALD LOUIS

JOHN WILLIAM ROBERTS

RISSI

COLLINSVILLE, ILLINOIS

Birmingham, Michigan

having sent a
favorite son to Navy Tech. To while away those idle hours
between Sunday night and Saturday noon, Don followed his
hobby of photography and somehow read all of the usual
literary masterpieces that seemed to find their way into
Mother Bancroft. Dragging, though, was his main occupation. The two burning desires of Don's life are a flying career
and a gleaming black Jaguar roadster. Always taking full
advantage of a free ride, Don was one of the very few who

John spent a year previewing college life at the University
of Michigan before leaving his home for the Academy. John's
natural ability as an artist, his original ideas, and the lack
of troubles with academics led him to a leading role in
Academy activities. Nearly every extra-curricular activity
and publication felt the touch of his magic fingertips. John's
accomplishments weren't limited to academics. For four
years he was on Rusty Callow's able staff of coxswains. With
his natural ability and limitless energy he'll be a success in
any service! His ambition, however, is to receive his dolphins, for he feels that he's built for the silent service.

Collinsville, Illinois claims the distinction of

qualified as a

"minimum

effort" student.
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MARVIN LEROY SALOMON

ROLF AGNEW SHEPARD

Los Angeles, California

San Diego, California
Shep arrived at Navy Tech via a dozen schools including,
finally, Sullivan's Prep. A Navy Junior from way back, his
travels had taken him around the world and provided him

Solly, a native of California,

had a harder time getting used

change in climate than he did getting adjusted to
Plebe year. Having come in from the Fleet, he got right
into the swing of things and planned to stick with the Navy,
preferably Navy Air. Football was his favorite sport; he
played for Fairfax High in Los Angeles and participated in
all forms of intramural football at the Academy. However,
he was quite devoted to water sports, and by seniority
rights, he won an honored spot on the sub squad. A soft
spoken and congenial fellow, he was hard to get riled, but
even he admitted that studies could get a person down at
to the

with a mature, cosmopolitan outlook on life that indicated
he knew what he was doing. An able student, Rolf found
plenty of time to add his good right arm to the fencing
team where constant work brought him his due rewards.
Rolf's friendly attitude radiated to all, for he was ready and
able whenever needed. Upon graduation he planned to
continue in the finest traditions of the Naval Service.

times.

GARY LAWSON SNYDER
Josephine, Pennsylvania
of Pennsylvania seem a long way from the
Chesapeake and the Naval Academy's Yacht Squadron, but
Gary was at home either place. The overnight sails to St.
Michaels or Queenstown were just so much extra liberty for
him. Along with sailing, Gary was always interested in

The mountains

much

time as possible in the rack, or writing
a hundred percent
return. All this didn't affect his academics either, for he was
apparently born with a slide rule in his hand. His stars evidenced a good start toward a post graduate school and the
Navy wings which he wanted.

spending as

flocks of letters

which never realized
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EDWARD ALAN WARDWELL
Washington, D.C.
"Easy" Ed made die short haul from D.C. to Crabtown via
the D.C. Commissioners competitive exams after a year at
Sullivan's Prep.

The

studies

came

easily,

and much

of his

time was spent in athletics and dragging. His stars, athletic
championship numerals, and various extra-curricular jobs
were evidence that Ed neglected no side of Academy life.
His drags were numerous, but his steady was always his
younger brother who doubled as Ed's favorite topic of conversation. Wine, women, and song were always welcome
week-end companions for this man with the ready smile
who looked forward to Pensacola and those wings of gold.

WILLIAM WARFORD WELCH

EMIL JOSEPH ZSELECZKY
Staten Island, New York

Covington, Kentucky
stepped right from Purdue's NROTC unit into the
ranks of '55 without even changing stride. The adjustment
to Academy routine was no problem nor were the plagues
of the Academic Department. His scholastic background
and natural ability soon won, and kept for him, the stars he

W.W.W.

deserved. Limited

somewhat by an aversion

Though he maintained outstanding marks

let studies interfere with their education. If he
wasn't exhausting the works of some author, or wrestling the

blue dragon, he was engaged in heated arguments which
lost. His ready command of statistics, quotations,
facts, theories, and philosophies always made him an inter-

he never

"to needless

and after four years at Navy, Emil
boasted that he hadn't lost any of his individuality. In
Emil, the Armed Forces got a great little guv and an officer
of unusual intelligence and efficiency.
esting conversationalist;

still

conscientious, well-rounded student, with a real aptitude

for engineering, Bill

is

challenges the service

well equipped to cope with whatever

may

Navy, Skee

who never

and wasted effort," Bill's extra-curricular life at Navy centered about dinghy sailing and an occasional crosscountry
meet. His frequent attendance at hops and his post football
game exuberance put him among the social cuts of his class.

A

at

nevertheless proved himself one of those rare individuals

offer.
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First

Row— Gubitosi, Liebesman, Hyatt, Loman, Rook, Nolan, O'Connell, Fisher, Gentry, Tack
Row— Allman, Sweat, Dunham, Lueker, Roeser, Rurphy, Erikson, Izard, Prushansky
Third Row— Jones, Roche, Lamay, Smith, Rooney, Dolliver, Crewe, Jones
Fourth Row— Enkeboll, Volz, Yockey, Spillane, Higgins, Richardson
Fifth Row— Pritchard, Corey, Hansen, Baer, Cohen
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Second Row— Shulz, Tillamn, Wooley, Prather, Taylor, Yost, Davis, Greene, Ayars
Third Row— Schweitzer, Streeter, Morgan, Lord, Duncan, McNulla, Woodley, Kimmel
Fourth Row— Cantrell, Forrest, Maddox, Kirkley, Sheehan, Samela, Belcher
Fifth

Row—Wright, Kenefick, Wiedeman, Eytchison,
Sixth

Row— Crisman,

Rosser, Peterson

Conzleman, Westphal, Wilson, Moore
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A. Recicar, D. E.
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Alfred, C. S.

R. R. Rule, C. R. Graue, T. R. Strickland, R. B.

Hamilton, M. G.

Mudzo
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Summers

L. R.

LOREN RAYMOND ALFRED
Bremerton, Washington
Al's one worry at Navy seemed to be keeping under the
two-hundred mark. Neither dieting nor daily javelin throwing could quite put him in trim. He spent a great deal of
time listening to classical music and meditating. Always a
man of high ambitions, he allowed the career of a naval
officer, a gal from Baltimore and a desire to enter the medical profession to take the spotlight in his mind at various
times. Finding no reason to sweat the academics, he devoted numerous study hours to building outstanding model
airplanes. Living with his unrefined roommates was trying
to Al, but he did manage to instill a little culture in them.

CHARLES WILLIAM BALLEW
Johnson City, Tennessee
"Tennessee would be bigger than Texas if all its mountains
were flattened out." and Big Bill Ballew, a hillbilly from
the Volunteer State, was deep in another bull session. Bill
had a competitive spirit and was a keen sports enthusiast.
His feats on the squash court were among the high points
of company sports competition. He played football on the
Battalion level, but his real love was hunting in the green

—

hills of his

home

friend that Bill

RICHARD ALLEN BIANCKINO
Houston, Texas
This Houston representative to Severn Tech spoke of home
as the great and glorious country where the Blue Bonnets
bloom. Dick was one of those men who can talk for an hour
and never say anything but Texas. Excelling in sports, Dick
listed two letters for sub squad duty as one of his most
cherished achievements, but he was also a regular performer in intramural sports in every season. As far as academics were concerned, Dick's favorite subjects were
women, music, dames, sleeping, and girls. With his quiet
manners and good nature, Dick is sure to be a success in
his

chosen

field.

21S

state.

was

Few

will forget the steady reliable

to all of us.

RUSSELL MARK RLYTHE
Berkeley, California
Russ traipsed East from Sunny California on one fateful
in July, 1951. With a smile and bit of good cheer for
everyone, he proved that the Executive Dpeartment could
not stifle all voung men's enthusiasm. Dividing his time be-

day

tween football in the fall and the radiator in the winter,
Russ was well known for his athletic abilities. Despite long
hours spent on the Academy gridiron, academics nevertheless presented few problems to Roly. A fleet man after
graduation. Russ has lots of men betting on his success.

ANTHONY CHARLES CAJKA
Butler, Pennsylvania

A

real, live, honest-to-goodness sheik is this fugitive from
under the sea. When the privilege is granted, this libertyloving ex-submariner can usually be found at a certain
house in town haunting the joe pot and developing eye
strain from TV. Another of his many vices is Battalion yawl
sailing. As skipper he had the habit of coming in either first
or last. He was the class treasurer and somehow or other
always managed to balance the books at the end of each
month. Tony is a man who is and probably always will be
admired by all who know him. Tony can't seem to decide
between submarines or Navy air.

DWIGHT FAIRLY DENTON
Clovis,

New

Mexico

As he came riding down to USNA from the Lazy Flying D
Ranch near Clovis, in the great state of New Mexico,
Dwight was probably the only mid who ever arrived with
a lariat in his hand and a saddle over his shoulder. Rocky
claimed he intended to ride some sea horses. Though active
in many sports he was probably best known for his enthusiasm for swimming, which was demonstrated by the many
afternoons he spent as a member of the sub squad. Dwight
will long be remembered by all his classmates for his genuine personality and friendliness.

—•*
--s-
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CLIFFORD ROBERT GRAUE
Mexico, Missouri

hayseed from Missouri, Cliff came to USNA after two
years in the Fleet. Next to baseball, his time was spent reading and feverishly absorbing the works of the old masters.

A

In line with the belief that a growing boy needs rest, Cliff
has logged more sack time than anyone within the seven mile
limit. Known as a notorious Skinny slash, his pet ambition
is to return someday as a Dago prof. A varsity member of
the sub squad, Cliff's ambition is, nevertheless, a career in

Navy

air.

HAROLD BARNETT GRUTCHFIELD,

JR.

Petersburg, Virginia

Born in Florida, Hal wasted little time in moving north to
Ole Virginny. Unusual athletic ability gained Hal several
high school and college sports letters. After one year of Phi
Kappa Sigma life at the University of Richmond, he answered the call of the sea and migrated to USNA. Here at
Navy, frequent scoring for the Batt. football and lacrosse
squads were in order. With academics offering no problems,
Hal's biggest difficulty was in tracking down his class crest.
Aviation summer had its desired effect, and Hal is eventually looking forward to Pensacola and Navy wings.

ROBERT BARRY HAMILTON
Warrenton, Virginia
Barry, although a true Southerner, stopped on the way to
for a hitch at Kent School in Kent, Connecticut.
While there he played football and was a mainstay of the

USNA

wrestling team.

He bowed

out in grand style as head pre-

fect of the school his senior year. Continuing his wrestling
at Navy he gained the coveted distinction of earning a var-

Plebe year. Academics offered few obstacles, but
of Plebe Steam still brings cold chills. Known
for his smooth manner and winning personality, Barry had
many friends who never doubted that he was to be a suc-

sity letter

the

memory

cess.
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JOHN FORSTER KINDEL
Mansfield, Ohio

enough for an Ohioan, was one of the
more quiet members of his class. After a year of preparation
Tip, surprisingly

at Bullis School in Maryland, he joined the Brigade to prove
himself a fine student. He easily starred in all sports, but

swimming; and football were his favorites. He played a
the matter of women was certainly a
connoisseur. How one fellow could drag so many queens
was incredible to his classmates. In fact, if Tip had remained any longer, he might have exhausted the East Coast
supplv. Naturally, he planned to head for West Coast duty.

mean piano and on

ALBERT JOSEPH KOZISCHEK
Pittston, Pennsylvania

Koz came

to the

Academy

after a year at

Wyoming

Semi-

he enjoyed three years testing the values
of civilian life. After arriving at USNA and finding the
military to his liking, he settled down to a pleasant four
years on the Severn. A veteran of two years in the Pennsylvania National Guard and a year in the Naval Reserve, he
was not terrified by the military life. Playing tackle on the
Varsity football team helped make him known to his classmates. In the off season he was a mainstay on the Company
basketball team. He looked forward to a career in Navy

nary. Prior to this

STANLEY JOSEPH KUPLINSKI

line.

Pocono Summit, Pennsylvania
Stan,
to see

who

left

what

"the greatest

little

hometown

in the

world"

was around, never let education inactivities, as was proved by his attend-

else there

terfere with social
ance at hops and other entertainment.

He

always prepared
during study hour.
Stan's favorite pastime was engaging in debates over politics. By his own admission he would argue for hours just
for the sake of conversation. Stan had trouble deciding on
his choice of duty and was perfectly happy to let his preference number make the decision.

for classes
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by writing

social

letters

.MICHAEL GEORGE

MUDZO

Old Forge, Pennsylvania
Leaving the Pennsylvania coal

fields

for a naval career

was the turning point in this man's life. He got his first
glimpse of Navy life from the business end of a swab. During his three year tour in the regular he became a Flying
Carpeteer, Blue Nose, and plank owner aboard the C7SS
Newport News. Upon entering the Naval Academy, Mike
brought along his gift of gab. A charter member of the
sub squad, Mike also spent a lot of time in the wrestling
loft

gazing up at the overhead. Mike felt that his future
and he kept his mind set on a pair of wings.

lay in the air

PHILIP OLIVER,

JR.

East Providence, Rhode Island
Plebes soon found out that to try to tell this New Englander
Rhode Island was anything but the best meant a
come-around 'til June Week '55. Consistently a giver of
cold dope in all subjects, Phil had little trouble starring at
Canoe U. After spending three years at Rhode Island College of Education in pursuit of a teaching career and being
listed in Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges, he decided to try Annapolis. His good
record and outstanding attributes gave promise of a great
that

m.

career.

WALTER EDWIN OLSEN
Lexington, Massachusetts

Wally Olsen was probably the only Swede

in existence

who

ever spoke Russian with a Boston Accent. Having
entered from another college of nautical knowledge, his
ambition was to go down to the sea in ships. During his
scholastic career, Wally was active in track and crew, rowing bow in the 1952 Freshman National Championship
shell. His track ability was evidenced by the large number of
medals on his bathrobe. Wally's outstanding characteristic,

however, was his
crabs.

A man

affinity for

mooching free meals from
Wally gave promise of

of dauntless activity

developing into a seafarer of the old school.
ooo

JOEL DAVIS PATTERSON
Little Rock, Arkansas

Wonder State
Navy in company

made

Pat, a native of the

of Arkansas,

for himself at

sports, especially in cross

a

name

country. For two years he spurred the company on for
Brigade championships. During Second Class vear he developed quite an interest in Russian history and engaged
in an extensive research in this field. He also joined the
Foreign Relations Club to express his views and hear the
ideas of others. With an eye to the future Pat looked eagerly
toward Sub School and dolphins after a year or so of surface
navy line. He also hoped that some later date might bring
to him a chance to further his study of Russian.

DANIEL EDGAR PECKHAM
Troy, Pennsylvania
This old alumnus from Johns Hopkins was always trying
to discover a method to beat old solitaire and a way to
stretch liberty hours. A perpetual advocate of whiskey,
girls, and music, Dan was a true champion of happy hours

and practical

jokes. This fact was attested by the wide
acclaim paid him on the front page of his local paper for
having superbly passed the rigid qualifications for unit
leader, AMCBO, and man in charge of room. As a Plebe,
when confronted by a request to know what he was famous
for, his simple reply was, "What field do you want to know
about first, sir?"

STEVE ANTHONY RECICAR
Uniontown, Pennsylvania
It took a three year enlistment in the Navy to wash the coal
dust out of Ric's ears, but after it was gone he couldn't hear
anything but the call of the sea. Demonstrating a vast
amount of will power he defied the best efforts of the
Foreign Languages Department to bilge him. He also managed to stop smoking at least a hundred times. Nothing but
a young growing boy, as was attested by the fact that his
head persistently attempted to protrude through his hair,
he always had a cheerful greeting and a winning smile for
everybody. Steve planned to continue his education in the
Naval Air arm.
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ROBERT COOK RICE
Dallas, Texas

Bob came

to

and two years

Navy Tech
at

after a year at

SMU. Having

North Texas State

spent his 1953

summer

leave

Europe, he could tell some mighty tall tales, not only of
Texas, but also of Madrid, Paris, and almost any other place
imaginable. Bob was an easy going lad, except where Plebes
were concerned, but woe unto that unlucky individual who
ran afoul of his verbal barrage, backed by three years of
pre-law. Bob hoped to roam the high seas in one of Uncle
Sam's tin cans, but he often thought about the chance that
some day he might see duty at Monterey with the law
books again.
in

ROBERT RAYMOND RULE
San Antonio, Texas
Raised in the shadow of the Alamo, Louie felt that his main
duty was to defend Texas from all insults, large or small.
Everyone else knew that it was also his favorite pastime.
He divided his time equally between his sack and writing
letters. His philosophy of study was well demonstrated by
complete confidence in the ability of the academic departments to conduct him safely across the many rivers
encountered in four years at the Naval Academy. With a
place in Naval Aviation as his immediate goal, he hoped to
carve a place for himself in the service.
his

WALTER HERMAN SCHULZE
Chicago, Illinois

The Windy City was

Walt's podunk, but he took Horace
two years of

Greeley's advice and migrated to Arizona for

coming to USNA. The abundance of late
and no taps bored Walt and he came East to seek
fortune at Annapolis. Never known as a cut, Walt pre-

college life before
reveilles
his

ferred to exercise his brain with intricate chess problems.
He also liked skiing and sailing, but he never found the

necessary snow in Maryland to use his hickories. With a
career in Navy Line as his immediate goal, he looked forward to service in the Tin Can Navy after graduation.
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JOHN FRANKLIN SNYDER
Rockwood, Pennsylvania
"John, when are you going to get a haircut?" His awesome
hirsute appendage was the object of much discussion, but
he used even' curly lock to the best advantage in his constant pursuit of the fair sex.

Whether thinking

of the girls

he could have dragged or working furiously to prepare for
a 4-N day, he was always busy, oft times working after hours
in his "private office." His race with the academics was nip
and tuck all the way, but he remained invincible to the end.
Good pranks were his delight and they all went over with a
bang. Instilled with ideals of good sportsmanship, he was
never

known

to turn

down

a

buddy

in time of need.

THEODORE ROBERT STRICKLAND
Sherman, Texas
Coming to the Naval Academy after spending three years
in the regulars, two of which were spent planting palm
trees in Hawaii, Ted had many interesting yarns to spin.
His greatest boast was never having spent any time aboard
ships. A private pilot's license enabled him to set himself
up as an authority on aviation. His actual flying adventures
were numerous, but at USNA he logged mostly hours of
sack time. The old man of his class, he spent much of his
time explaining to the younger members about the birds
and the bees.

CLARENCE SANDOR SUMMERS
Bowbells, North Dakota
Hearing the
region,

call of

Bud put

the sea

away out

aside his hunting

and

in the

Great Plains

fishing equipment,

Marquette banners, and NROTC zoot suit and came to
Navy. When he wasn't busy writing to his O.A.O., doing
Public Relations Committee work, studying, or playing
company sports, he could always be found indulging in
another favorite pastime sleeping. The factors contributing most to his success at the Academy were a keen mind
and a morning shower. He hasn't indicated his choice of
service but was last seen running a Brinell hardness test on

—

various sets of wings.
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ROBERT EARL TOLLAKSEN
Glen Ellyn,

Illinois

summers spent as a crewmember of the S.S. South
American were probably responsible for Tolly's decision to
pursue a Naval career. Music is his second love, as was
shown by his membership in the choir, Drum and Bugle
Corps, his position as assistant Chapel organist, and conductor of the Concert Band. Bob was probably the only
Midshipman who would pass up a steak dinner to hear a
Bach cantata. With maximum effort he occasionally managed to break away from his music to give valuable service
to company cross country. Tolly will be remembered by his
Several

classmates as the

ERIC ROBERT ARNOLD

WOXVOLD

Beloit, Wisconsin
Eric came to the Naval Academy as a product of St. John's
Military Academy, Illinois Institute of Technology, and
Beloit College and fancied himself quite a cut, especially
in Russian. He claimed skiing as his favorite sport and was
probably the only man in the Brigade who ever complained
about wearing too much in the dead of winter. However,
he early learned not to wait for enough snow to suit him
around Annapolis and settled for a spot on the Academy
chess team. Eric looked forward to a future in Naval Avia-

tion after graduation.
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First

Row— Douglas, Watcher, Maloney, DelDuca, Kadas, Soistmann, Middleton, Larabee, Jeffries, Maguir*
Second Row— Walker, Cooper, Hodson, Anderson, Gammons, Byrnes, Bond, Meaux, Smith
Third Row— McHugh, Ruffner, Lamoureux, Hamilton, Bartocci, Gasho, Lehman, Page
Fourth Row— Hikins, Woods, Kerr, Antonides, Dunlosky, Bauer, Weston, Eidson
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Lyons, Lima, Budimlya, Short, Panzarino, Fordham, Ballard, Vreeland, LaBarge
Row— Carter, Pheris, Miller, Nichols, Slaybeck, Meisenhelder, Marshall, Gardner, Meany
Third Row— Chiocchio, Cockiey, Harris, Macauley, Lovitt, Larson, Adams, Cobb
Fourth Row— Osborn, Byman, Immerman, Gorton, Reed, Cummins, Knapp
Fifth Row— Graver, Carretta, Swanson, Hospes, Polski, Figura, Pidgeon, Bass
Sixth Row— Thoureen, Williams, Sutton, Barrett, Regnier, Ring, Hekman, Phillips
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Company
CAPT
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Officer
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Cisewski, D. A.

Korzep, D. M. Smith
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W. Greene, D. W. Wilson,
Snow, R. A. Barbary

H. Dickinson, G.
J.

R.
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JACKIE

DEAN ADAMS

Nokco, California

When Jack came to the Academy, Bancroft Hall was

destined
hear the finest electric guitar picking the West could ever
contribute. Not only was his guitar playing the best, but his
afternoons in the fall with the 150's proved him even more
versatile, as he anchored the line at center for three conto

secutive years.

He

participated in

company

sports

and en-

an occasional game of chance, when not working
for that 4.0, that is. His subtle humor and wit will long be

gaged

in

remembered by
one of the

all

of us.

The

service

is

definitely getting

best.

ROBERT ALBERT BARBARY
Glenshaw, Pennsylvania
Bob, better known in the Third Company circle as Uncle
Bob, the Plebe's friend, was born in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, in 1933. He later attended North Catholic High
School in Pittsburgh, a suburb of his home town, Glenshaw.
Four years later, with the interval time taken up with football, social events, and a little studying, Bob graduated in
1951. A month later in July, Bob found himself at USNA.
Since his arrival, Bob has been active in the Newman Club,
in track as the Varsity manager, and on the Trident Staff.
Bob will always be remembered by all those living near
him in Mother Bancroft for his generosity with his oncea-week goodv packages from home.

ROBERT BARRY BARTON
Holliday, Texas

With two college years at military school as his background,
Tex found it easy to fit into Academy life. From the first,
Ears showed disdain for academics, letting them come as
they would. Plebe year he received more letters from more
than other Plebes, but as a Youngster he found the
O.A.O. and began looking forward to wedding bells soon
after graduation. His ready laugh and sense of humor stood
him in good stead as did his 120 pounds of fight on the
company sports field. His dream for the future was to go
back to Texas, build his house, plant an oak tree in the
yard, and watch it grow.
girls
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RICHARD JOHN CISEWSKI
Winona, Minnesota
Dick came to the Academy from the Navy where he spent
two

years.

A

natural athlete and great competitor, he could

usually be found in the squash courts, out on Farragut Field,

He played football and baskethigh school and football at NAPS where he quarterbacked a championship team. His ambition, besides becoming a Marine officer, was to get married and raise a football
team plus the cheerleaders. He already had the girl picked
out and was waiting for June of '55 and afterwards a little
flight pay to help support that family.
or reading a sports magazine.

ball in

RENE JOSE DE VALERY
Diriamba, Nicaragua

Rene Jose de Valery, though born in Diriamba, Nicaragua,
is a citizen of Venezuela, and received his Academy appointment from that country. The Count, as many call him, has

He graduated from Admiral
Farragut Academy in New Jersey, attended The Citadel in
South Carolina for a year, and worked in New York City.
At Navy Rene was understandably a language cut but had
to put in a little extra time on the scientific courses. He plans
to join Las Fuerzas de Infanterio de Marina de la Rcpublica
de Venezuela (the Venezuelan Marine Corps for short)
lived in the States since '46.

upon graduation.

JAMES HENRY DICKINSON
Marysville, Washington
Rimfire was born in 1933 among the tall timbers of Port
Angeles, Washington. Jim picked up gridiron experience at
Marysville High School where he was president of the
Student Council. Jim was a young man who couldn't go any
further west, so he came East to USNA, winch was as far
as he could go in that direction. At the Academy, Jim was

a terror on the squash courts and also a rough and ready
rebounder for the Thirsty Thirds basketball team. Academics were no bother, and Big Jim complained of a rough
week when he could not read at least four westerns. His
classmates will always remember his big smile and the
many laughs he gave them.
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WALTER RAYMOND FLOWERS
White Stone, Virginia
Like many Navy juniors, Spud
earlier years,

but

Though he had

first

and

last,

did a

lot of

moving

he claimed Virginia

as

in his

home.

he never
here, he
the books, planning glorious weekends

his choice of service academies,

regretted coming to the Naval

Academy. While

spent his time hitting
with a certain special member of the opposite sex, or just
relaxing to good music. Work in the Engineering Club almost satisfied his liking for things mechanical. He was
especially appreciated by those around him for his deep
sincerity and his ever-present desire to help.

JOHN EZRA GAULDIN,

III

Dyersbukg, Tennessee
Before entering the Trade School, the Tennessee Shad attended the University of Tennessee where he w.as a member
of ATO fraternity. There was nothing this Rebel enjoyed
any more, with the exception of duck hunting, than telling
how the South fought the North into submission during
the '60's. If John had not had any more trouble with the
academics than he did with good looking women, he would
have been a star man, but somehow the books just didn't
appeal to him as much as dragging did. However, he never
let a course get him down for he wanted that Navy commission.

BOBBY FRANK GOINS
Lexington, North Carolina

From high school, Bobby jumped to boot camp, a series of
good duty stations, and then to the Academy with an appointment under the Fleet quota. Bob's hobbies were
boating, fishing, and just taking life easy, but he also enjoyed competitive sports, good music, and dancing. Bob
never lacked good looking drags, but he was always cautious
about getting pinned down. Graduation day, Bob hoped to
drive a new convertible away to that 30-day leave and then
come back to duty aboard one of the Navy's smaller ships.
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k.

GEORGE WILLIAM GREENE,
Salisbury.

JR.

North Carolina

After graduating from high school, Bill got a year of college
his belt at Wake Forest before
Bancroft Hall. Willy encountered
very little trouble along academic lines and was always
willing to give a little help to those who weren't so savvy.
On days when the weather kept the company soccer team
inside. Bill mustered the Company bridge club for a hand
or two. Bill has one of the best and most friendly personalities one could hope to encounter. That, plus his ability to
keep himself thoroughly rested, accounted for his breeze
through the Academy.

and

fraternity life

changing

under

his address to

JAMES LLOYD GRIFFIN
Gates, Tennessee

A

staunch supporter of General Neyland for the head of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Jim was also an ardent admirer of
Stan Musial and die St. Louis Cards. Tennessee's gift to the

Naval Academy spent one year at the U. of T. before entering into the sheltered life of a Midshipman. After graduation
Jim intends to be a jet jockey in naval air. Born and raised
on the farm, Jim enjoys the outdoor life and is a competent
authority on any hunting or fishing problems. After the
gold wears off, Jim intends to go back to the farm and spend
the rest of his life watching both his kids and his crops grow.

RALPH JOSEPH GRUTSCH,

JR.

Memphis, Tennessee
Ralph brought the southern vigor with him when he came
to 01' Navee from the Corps, and put it to good use on the
steeplechase and radiator squads. His lack of hair is easily
explained. When he wasn't worrying about academics, he
was sweating out a visit from his Memphis belle. Always
a man with an idea, he was constantly on the lookout for
deals for himself and his classmates. Ralph knew how to
get the most out of weekends and June weeks. After the
last of the big weeks, he planned to head for Pensacola and
flight training.
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RUSSELL DUANE HENSLEY
Salt Lake City, Utah
Deek, a big boy from Utah, spends most of his time staying
in shape for the crew team. He made average grades but
at heart was always a country boy. His big aim in life was

own his own cattle ranch, preferably in Brazil. Considering the determination with which he hit the books and
pulled a sweep, he'll probably do it someday. Before coming
to

home on the Severn, Deek spent some time in
the Fleet, but the closest he got to salt water was the beach
to his little

at

La

Jolla.

KENNETH LEE HIGHFILL
San Diego, California
The son of a Navy photographer, Ken experienced the
vicissitudes of Navy family life even before coming to the
Academy. In spite of his chances to see the world, he claimed
and his nostalgia for that sunny member
was exceeded only by his longing for a

California as home,
of the forty-eight

from Brooklyn. Studies presented little difficulty
and he spent many study hours either writing letters
or running his roommate. As an athlete, Ken made a name
for himself on the greens and in the roughs with the golf

certain miss
for Ken,

team.

LESLIE ROYAL HOLLAND,
El Reno, Oklahoma

JR.

Hailing from the windy plains of Oklahoma, Les began his

From there he went to
Columbian Prep and then to USNA. He spent most of his
spare time visiting the Academic Board, but his rare personality always convinced the Admirals that he was here
to graduate. A great athlete on the side, he boxed and
played JV football when not finding a way to make the
most of liberty. His warm quick smile and determination
will make him cne of the most capable of officers.
service career with the Marines.
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JOHN HOLMES HONSE, IH
Butler. Pennsylvania

John came
Butler. His

to the
first

Academy

directly

from high school

in

was probably inherited from
the early '30's. Athletics were

love, football,

who coached in
alwavs his favorite pastime. Varsity football, heavyweight
touch, and intramural basketball occupied most of his free
time at the Academy. The rest was divided between Skinnv
extra instruction and a certain little brunette from Jamestown, New York. A hunting enthusiast, he found it quite
difficult to miss four consecutive years of taking to the
field. Flight training at Pensacola is his ambition upon
graduation. With the intestinal fortitude which he displayed
on the gridiron, he should make the Navy an excellent pilot.
his father

JOE TERRELL JACKSON,

JR.

Atlanta, Georgla

Born and raised

Academy

in the heart of Dixie, Joe

came

to the

Naval

product of Georgia Military Academy. Witii
him he brought his model building interest and hot rod
enthusiasm. His avid interest in the Engineering Clubs and
knack for things mechanical made him the first to be consulted for the solution of any technical problem. His big
ambitions were Navy air and a Jaguar. His quiet temperament and good sense of humor combined with assets of
logical thinking and strong conviction will always make
him a stand out in any group.

DAVID ANTHONY KORZEP
Maple Heights, Ohio
Dave came to the Academy in his search for higher learning
after a year at Columbian Prep. Outside of football, his
favorite subjects were sleeping and females, but not necessarily in that order. Like many others, he had his troubles
with the swimming tests and spent many afternoons fighting
his battle against time and water. His company mates will
long remember the perpetual motion machine that stayed
in one spot for such long periods in two backstroke laps.
As a segundo, he made Poolie Back of the Week for his
passing accomplishments while playing for the JV's. Dave's
a good man to. have on your team at any time.
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EDWARD BRENDAN McHALE
Bremerton, Washington

From

his well

known Navy home town, Din

commuting

spent four long

aboard the luxurious schooners
of Admiral Peabody's Black Ball Ferry Line. Developing
a love for the sea and a basic knowledge of poker, after high
school and a year at Columbian Prep he came to Navy Tech
where he proved himself a savoir in all subjects. His efforts
were not confined to academics. He was manager of the
Varsity football team and during the off season could usually be found hanging around the boxing rings or racking up
the points in steeplechase. A true John Wayne fan, Mac has
decided he'll either be a can sailor or submariner.
years

to Seattle

RAYMOND RICHARD MEDEIROS
West Warwick, Rhode Island
Ray claims the home of die pilgrims as his birthplace and
likes to spend his summers down on the cape. He was a
Rhode Island State man and National Guardsman before
entering NAPS. Already a champ at basketball and golf,
he picked up a foreign sport to make it a threesome here
at Navy Tech. Ray played Varsity soccer as Mr. Inside
and picked up the handle of Crazylegs for exceptional faking
and dribbling. He is a swell guy with a lot of laughs, and
one who had company spirit plus. He has his sights set on
the Corps, that is if those sights contain seven power magnifying lenses
otherwise, it's Supply Corps.

—

RONALD DAVID MILLER
San Pedro, California
Ron spent a good portion of his days traveling as a member
of a Navy family. After graduating from high school it was
back to the same thing, this time as a white hat member
of the Navy. Previous prep schooling before USNA was at
NAPS. While at the Academy, he was on the varsity radiator
squad, in and out of season. As for the future, he hopes
Navy Air if his peepers hold out. If it isn't Navy Air,
it's down to the sea in ships.
for

r ^M
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JOHN RICHARD MORGAN
Salt Lake City,

Utah

Not content with the easv going life of working in the mines,
Morgie left Utah U. to join the Navy. He took his boot
training at San Diego, California, and came to the Academy
from NAPS at Newport. While at Annapolis, he managed
to make sub and radiator squads during the fall, but when
winter rolled around he frequented the pistol gallery, firing
regularly for the Varsity team. We will remember Morgie
most for his superb exhibition of the breast stroke in the
Second Class swimming test and for the almost impossible
task of putting up the in-charge of room tag without a chair.

PRESTON ARKWRIGHT REYNOLDS
Gainesville, Georgia

Wreck from Georgia Tech, will
always be remembered for his southern hospitality and
friendliness. His classmates found him almost an endless
source for queens on blind dates. He still doesn't have
much to say about his bricking party, however. Press consistently used his talented feet to gain company points either
on the steeplechase course or the soccer field. Navy air is
his choice after graduation. His cordial smile and southern
drawl have engraved themselves on the memories of all who
Press, formerly a Ramblin'

knew

DICKINSON MILLER SMITH
Grand Forks, North Dakota
Dick came to the Academy fresh from high

school in the

north woods and a good college prep background. His main
claims to fame lay in the fields of varsity debate and company sports. A good man in a dull crowd, his witticisms,
jokes, puns, and wisecracks were guaranteed to break any
monotony, but he seemed to derive his pleasure from watching people suffer through the corny ones. He also believed
in wine, women, and song, saying it depended on how
old the wine, how pretty the women, and how sweet the
song. Smitty looked forward to the wild blue yonder of

Navy Air

after graduation.
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LEWIS DAWSON SMITH
Stephens, Arkansas

Lew

sojourned at the Naval Academy after a year of college
Arkansas. Rudely awakened from his civilian status,
S my the went on to excel in company sports, PT, and Dago.
His laughter, pleasant smile, and sage, if not downright
unique, remarks always kept him in good standing with
his greatest weakness, the members of the opposite sex.
It was said that he received more Dear John letters than any
other Mid, but this did not daunt his unbeatable spirit and
optimistic outlook. He was always good for laughs at a
party and was one of the few to indulge in drv cereal for
supper at the Academy. After graduation he hoped to go
at

into

Navy

Air.

JAMES RICHARD SNOW

JOHN RIPLEY SULLIVAN

Crothersville, Indiana

Weeksville, North Carolina

Jim came to Navy after a half year at Indiana University
where he was busy in campus activities as an Acacia pledge.
At the Academy, Jim, a real competitor, was a valuable
member of company and battalion sports squads. And
though he never claimed to slave over books, he proved
adept to Russian and was no slouch at any of the other
courses. No one ever saw Jim drag a brick nor could they
complain about any lack of variety in his dates. Jim
realized that "everything's fine in Navy line," and even
seemed to appreciate the virtue of submarines more than
most men.

John will no doubt be a
man. Before coming to the Academy, he had
already done a bit of traveling, from coast to coast in this
country, and to Hawaii, and Rio de Janeiro, with Admiral
Farragut Academy as his last stop along the way. His pet
peeve was that the Navy's allocated sleeping time was much
too short. Good in athletics, John was a big help to the
Varsity tennis team, but in winter he preferred the battalion
ping-pong team. A hard worker, John consistently buckled

Following

in his father's footsteps,

thirty year

down
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to prepare himself for that career in

Navy

Line.

WILLIAM GOEBEL ANTHONY SYMPSON,

JR.

Bardstown, Kentucky
Bill,

a true blue-grass Kentuckian,

two years

SAE

came

to

Navy enjoying

of gay, carefree college life at Villanova

and

as

Kentucky. With a smile and a
cheerful greeting for everybody, he was the tvpe of guv
who helped make the day a little brighter. When die conversation turned to automobiles, hunting, or fishing, he was
always ready to jump in and voice a few expert opinions.
Bill swells with pride at the mention of his home town,
and he was determined to be die kind of career officer the
people of Bardstown would be eager to claim.
an

JOHN EDWARD WILD
Minneapolis, Minnesota
John came to USNA via Northwestern Prep in Minneapolis,
and immediately settled down to some good hard work.
Lots of study and determination, aided by a wool blanket
for the early mornings, pulled him through Plebe year.
Meanwhile, he ran Plebe track to keep the legs in shape
for company cross country and steeplechase later on. While
not otherwise engaged, John played a starring role on the
sub squad. In spite of these activities, his wife maintained
that John's most strenuous activity was crawling into the
upper, rack. Second class year gained him a lower rack
and he proved that he knew how to use it.
239

at the University of

DEREK WESTERVELT WILSON
Tenafly,

New

Jersey

USNA, but not
without a previous attempt to enter West Point. Academics
came fairly easily for Derek. He was especially proud of
his proficiency in Russian and often chuckled about putting
one over at the Dago Department. He couldn't even say
"Hello" after two years with the subject. Youngster year
found Willie with his dream come true of owning the biggest
rasputnik collection ever assembled at the Academy. Possessing a near corner on the market, his problem second
class year was to find a buyer. Unless something better came
up he planned to carry them to sea with him in a life
Willie arrived safely behind the walls at

preserver.

CHARLES JOSEPH ZADAROZNY
Port Chester, New York
A famous world traveler, soldier of fortune, and raconteur,
Zany Zad came to USNA from King's Point by way of
Connecticut University. His lengthy cruise with the former
institution took

him

to the Orient.

However,

his additional

quest for knowledge at the University consisted mainly of
pinball manipulation plus a conglomeration of 'ologies. At
the Academy he buckled down to more serious fields. Simultaneously with a close fight in Plebe Skinny, Zad excelled
in the Foreign Languages Department. Not one to ignore
the fine arts, he could often be found wielding the baton
in front of a stack of L.P.'s. The call of the sea made him a
Navy Line man from the start.
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v— Cudahy, DeCarlo, Peresluha, Duffy,
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Fields, Smith, Massimino, Vuksanovich, Warters, Stoodley
Second Row— Burke, Yerger, Boyle, Koster, Morris, Saari, Paris, Chaney, Peerenboom
Stiller,
Copeland, Durbin, Kirkland, Mickle, Simsarian
Third Row— Shewmaker, Prosser,
Fourth Row— Behrends, Foresman, Quinn, Vieweg, Tapper

Fifth

Row— Foss,

Gardner, Howe, Hoppe

Hughes, Jones, Smith, Xewsome, Lorusso, McGu
Row— Held, Webster, Freeman, Moore, Neeley, Keith, Guinn, Wells, Weels
Third Row— Harrington, Ingram, Luders, Angel, Grimm, Ranes, Rossadino, Brick
Fourth Row— Goodwin, Darius, Fuller, Hernandez, Sudmeyer, Station, Stewart
Fifth Row— Buckley, Slafkosky, Corder, Juliano, Pendley, Paul
Sixth Row— Kane, Craighead, Reiswitz, Hotard, Perkins, Britton, Fitzgerald

st Row-Cliff, Criner, Arata, Reid,

Second
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Company
LT

R. K. Ripley,

Company

USN

Officer
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*
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W.

O. Mattson, N.

W.

Harper,

R. P. Phenix, D.

fisa
R. A. Hla-wek,

J.

W.

Smith, R. T. Poppe, R. L.

Wehrmeister,

J.

R. Rlandford
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W.

Jordan

D. Smith,

BARRY VIRUM BOWEN

JAMES ROBERT BLANDFORD
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

and Washington's Hilder Prep provided the route over which Jim came to Navy. He always
contended that the Academy was great except for the

Barry hails from the land of beer and cheese. After high
school, he worked in a foundry, later entering Sullivan's
Prep for a year before taking his gentleman's oath. While in
high school, Barry joined the Naval Reserve where he got
his first taste of Navy life. In academics, Russian was the
only subject that made him sweat the system. His extra-curricular activities consisted of the Foreign Relations Club
and Russian Club. With coffee and cigarette in hand, Barry
spent much of his leisure time reading and writing letters.
He was always popular with the ladies and ready for a good

Pittsburgh's steel mills

—

A

confirmed Bancroft weekender, he didn't join the
ranks of the draggers until Second Class year; his first love
remained the Severn River and Hubbard Hall. Jim rowed
in the seven seat of the 1952 National Freshman Champions, and continued to distinguish himself as an oarsman
for the rest of his four years. His classmates still wonder how
he ever passed Russian.
classes.

time.

JOHN CHARLES CARDOSI
Kankakee, Illinois
Rolls, as he was known to the boys in the Fighting Fourth,
had only two things on his mind when Saturday came
around and the books were stowed: liberty and good Italian
food. Nevertheless, he would occasionally admit: "This
place would be great without the obstacle course and the
Skinny Department." Although a mainstay on company
sports squads, his favorite pastime was a good game of handball. A firm belief in individualism and personal freedoms
often ran him afoul of the system. He planned to continue
his service career in the
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Navy

air.

william Mcdowell carruthers
Brooklyn, New York
He even
Marine Reserves to get a Fleet
Reserve appointment, and after two years duty (including
30 davs in a messhall in Camp Lejeune, North Carolina)
he fought his way in. Any spare time that he had he spent
either writing the folks and his O.A.O. (a pretty little
blonde), playing squash, compiling the Naval History section
of Reef Points, or pounding out a steadv stream of stories for
the Log, and the Trident. Though his desired branch of the
service remained a deep, dark secret, he was a confirmed
career man.
worked
went so far

for several years to get into Usnay.

Bill

as to join the

CARL CLARENCE CLEMENT,

RICHARD ISAAC COMSTOCK

JR.

Alexandria, Louisiana

Pittsburgh, Kansas

Only Navy's stern
from the bayous

his

who spent a year at the University of Kansas, found to
dismay that Navy offered no comparison to the free and
easy life there. During his four years along the Severn, Dick
spent most of his time either running in those two famous
company sports, reading about the latest in aviation, or
writing the O.A.O. back in the rolling plains of Kansas.
Because of a strong liking for the long-hair type of music,
Dick was a member of the Antiphonal Choir and played the
violin in the Musical Club Shows.

could ever have coaxed Mr. Charlie
of Louisiana and that Southern belle.
Carl is the original southern gentleman, and his tales of the
southland brightened the Dark Ages of each academic year.
His determination to become a naval officer was ever evident and Navy line was his goal. He made many friends by
his open and frank disposition and his ability to seek out and
face the brighter side of every situation. In the minds of his
classmates, Charlie will remain one never to be forgotten.

Dick,

call
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DAVID JOSEPH DUNN
Brooklyn, New York

LAWRENCE STANLEY DEL PLATO
West Orange, New

Jersey

Dave was working one day unloading boxcars in the Marine
Corps Supply Depot, Camp Pendleton, when he heard an

Larry came to Navy after a two year jaunt at V.P.I. with a
strong desire to wear dolphins one day. When asked what
he enjoyed most during his years at the Academy, he replied,
"Leave, football games, and Paree." Larry's biggest thrill
at Navy was getting his class ring, for he felt that he had
successfully defeated a concentrated effort on the part of
the Skinny Department to prevent his getting through. His
constant gripe was the reveille bell which his wives claim
he never heard once. With his easy smile and a sparkle in
his eyes, he looked to the Fleet after graduation.

announcement stating that anvone wishing to attend the
Naval Academy might sign up for the exam. He decided
that he couldn't lose by signing, but after about a week of
Plebe year he was heard muttering that the boxcars weren't
so

bad

after

tures for the

all. Dave spent his time at USNA taking picLog and Splinter, playing on the various com-

pany and battalion teams, and writing
ation

Dave kept

his eye

his O.A.O. For graduon a pair of gold bars and a swagger

stick.

PAUL SANFORD FARANS
Norwalk:, Connecticut

The Cat was
boy.

He

Norwalk

little

different

from the average drug

store

cow-

traveled rather slowly and cautiously through the
schools until finally he received a chance to attend

the United States Naval Academy.

When

not in the arms

of Morpheus, Paul could be found working at one of his

many

and Ring Committee, the Ring
Representative. Never
one to worry about regulations, Paul had many close shaves
with the Executive Department. However, in his four Academy years a magnificent change took place in him he grew
jobs on the Class Crest

Dance Committee,

or as

Company

—

four years older.
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NORMAN WAYNE HARPER
Gabnett, Kansas

Norm

attended

two years
Academy, and became captain

Phillip's University for

his entry at the

prior to

of their

sophomore. In his four years at USNA,
cross country and outdoor and indoor track played a major
role in his extra-curricular life, but he was also active in the
Chapel choir, N-Club, NACA, and Public Relations. His
track

team

as a

extra-curricular

were big black cigars (off-season
and a game called keep off the sub-

loves

only), potato chips,

squad. His personality, outspokenness, religious convictions,
and natural leadership will benefit the Navy line following

June

Week

of '55.

RORERT ALLEN HLAWEK
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
The city of famous beverages was

the place, where in 1950,

Bob, fresh out of high school, found his way into the Navy.
It was then Fleet competitives and NAPS that brought him
to the Severn, but he never did figure out how he made it.
Most of his time was spent radiatorating when there wasn't
any company football or Softball to be played. A part of the
population in Wilmington, Delaware, drew his interest
early in the game and distracted him from the Dairy State.
His interest in aviation may lead him into the wild blue

yonder some day.
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BROOKS THOMAS HUEY
Milan, Tennessee

DOUGLAS STUART JORDAN
Larchmont, New York

B.T., the Smilin' Jack of Annapolis, sprang forth

Doug

claimed his natural habitat was the sack, but that
to stop him from playing 150 football and various company sports. He was a loyal member of Draggers,
Inc., and few weekends saw him in the halls of Mother Bancroft. Doug came to Navy via Hillsdale College and New
York's D wight Prep School. His greatest accomplishment,
he says, was beating his wife on the final Russian exam by
a wide margin, 2.51 to 2.50. The son of a merchant mariner,
Doug's a Navy man all the way.

from one
moonshine way down in Tennessee, and
he claimed that is how he got all his spirit. Before entering
the Naval Academy, Brooks spent a little time at Auburn
and in the Air Force. For the first two years at Navy he
couldn't quite understand just what was expected of him,
so he slept the time away. The next two, he knew what the
system wanted, but he still didn't lose any rest over it.
However, he did manage to get in his share of dragging,
sailing, and other worthwhile activities.
of those bottles of

didn't

seem

WILLIAM PHILIP KUHNE
New Martinsville, West Virginia
Academy after having spent a year
The only Mid to have two
stripes on his reefer, he found the Naval Academy much
different from his home state where mountaineers are always
free. His experiences at teaching swimming and lifesaving
Bill

at

entered the Naval

Miami University

of Ohio.

along the Ohio River gave him a natural job as instructor
for the sub squad, especially

Second Class

year.

Though

never outstanding in his academics, Bill considered outfoxing the Executive Department to be among his major
achievements.

.
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DONALD ALEXANDER LOVELACE
Columbia, South Carolina
Prior to his

went

Academy

days,

Don lived

to high school in Hawaii,

Turkey. Deacon was always pretty

Academy

member

managed
ment,

to

Don

our

states,

much

at

home

in

at the

swimming team, comand a member of numerous
He never wore stars on his collar but always
come up with that 2.5. In the feminine depart-

as a

pany representative
other clubs.

in several of

and even spent some time

of the Varsity

for the Log,

did his part in upholding the tradition of having
Don always expected to make the Navy

a girl in every port.
his career.

RAY ANTHONY MARA

WAYNE OTTO MATTSON

Providence, Rhode Island

Fond du Lac, Wisconsin

Mrs. Mara's little boy, Ray, spent his Plebe year trying to
prove that even a Plebe could beat the system if he tried
long enough and hard enough. Needless to say he lost and

After spending his early

hall."

life in his native state of Wisconsin,
Colonel Index left home to answer the call of the Wild Blue
Yonder. Four years later he was placed on temporary duty
at Usnay. During his tour of duty at Canoe U. he was
active in the Aeronautical Engineering Club and could be

tween his beloved rack and Spillane-type novels, saying if
he was going down, he was going down honorably. After
graduation, it was straight to Navy line for Ray.

found wherever some form of flying was involved. He tried
his hand at sailing but soon gave it up when he discovered
it was impossible to hit mach one with surface craft. His
only regret was that upon graduation he had to leave his
varsity radiator and go back to work.

learned early in his career that, "it don't pay to fight city
Four years an honor member of the radiator squad,
his love for the P.T. Department was matched only by his
love for Dago. He was said to divide his time equally be-
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WILLIAM HANSON MOORE,

ROBERT MICHAEL O'LEAR
New York
A transfer student from N.Y.U.'s

IV

Baltimore, Maryland

Yonkers,

Born on the day prohibition ended, Bingy won the nickname
which has stayed with him. On the Academy sports field,
he contributed by managing Varsity lacrosse, and refereeing
the batt variety during which duty he had to keep the
players from killing each other. Otherwise Bingy could be
found in the radio shack calling some ham or building a new
rig. Being an officer in both the Radio Club and the Electrical Engineering Club kept him busy in spare moments
keeping records and answering correspondence, but he
could always find time to help a Plebe with French.
line claims this future Marconi.

College of Engineering,

Bob had little trouble with academics and had plenty of
spare moments for sleeping or seeking Plebe chow. His
greatest thrill at Canoe U. came during Second Class summer when he received flying lessons. As a result Bob planned
to make a career in the Wild Blue Yonder. Plebe year he
spent entirely with the Severn oarsmen, but later years

were enthusiastically consumed

in

company

sports.

Love

for

popular music and blind dates made many enjoyable moments at Navy. Time and experience will prove Bob to be
a fine and competent officer.

The

Naw

WILLIAM EUGENE PARSONS
Birmingham, Alabama
Bill was one of those Southerners who knew deep down
inside that the South would rise again. He brought with
him from his native city, Birmingham, a ready wit, just the
hint of a drawl, and much to the horror of his wives, a taste
for hillbilly music. Although he had no great love for academics, a lot of work and determination saw him through
the perils of Skinny and Math. He will always be remembered as the man with a reg book trying to figure some way
for his wives to beat a Class "A."
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JOSEPH FRANCIS PEREZ
Dobbs Ferry, New York
The bonnie banks of the Hudson

are

home

to Joe,

who came

New

York University and two
years in the Navy. Surviving the grim, dark days of Plebe
year will always be remembered by Joe as his greatest accomplishment. The possessor of a burning passion for music,
his admiration and knowledge of the greats, from Tchaikovsky to Armstrong, was astounding. Although easy-going
and quiet by nature, his fierce competitive spirit when
wearing the maroon of the battalion football team was
highly regarded. With his wide knowledge of languages,
Joe may some day be a capable attache on the Continent.
to Annapolis after a year at

ROBERT PRESTON PHENIX

ROBERT THEODORE POPPE

Miami, Florida

Newport, Kentucky

An

From

Morehead State College
Bob came to find a home
at Navy. Unlike most Mids, Bob chose Baltimore as his
favorite liberty town ever since the first football game of

ex-cab driver from Miami, Bob spent a year at the University of Miami before entering the Navy Trade School.
The cab driving must have cost him a lot of sleep because
he worked every afternoon at Navy trying to catch up. Bob
is an excellent artist, but preferred to save his talent. Instead he concentrated on the company athletic teams the
year round. His inability to distinguish red from green made
him a sure candidate for the Supply Corps, where he will
undoubtedly be highly successful in entertaining his associates with a little improvised soft shoe dancing and a few
jokes. Whatever he does, he'll be enjoying himself.

the halls of old Kaintuck via

and the United

States Air Force,

Plebe year. Most of his free time was devoted to the Public
Relations Committee and running around in circles on the
company cross country and steeplechase teams. With all this
he still managed to find time to excel in academics.
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JOHN WARD SMITH

PAUL DAVIS SLACK
Des Moines, Iowa

Grand Junction, Colorado

There were many changes on the Natatorium record board
while Paul was wearing a middy uniform, and most of them
included his name. He came to Navy via Iowa University,
where he also made his mark in swimming circles. Not one
to spend all his time in the water, Paul also pole vaulted
for the Varsity track team every spring. An easy going, amiable personality and limitless capabilities gained for Paul
the respect and friendship of his classmates throughout the
Brigade. Untold success should be his in his chosen career

Jack came to USNA from Mesa Junior College way up in
the mountains of Colorado. A golfer from way back, Jack
kept up the sport here and played on the Varsity team. To
fill in the off season he played soccer. Some of his other
activities were the Juice Gang and the Public Relations
Committee. The name J. W. Smith proved not to be unique,
and poor Jack was always plagued with mail and tailor shop
troubles. Jack aspired to Navy air and ought to be a success
with his ready humor and his big friendly smile.

as a naval aviator.

WILLIAM DEE SMITH
Wells, Colorado

"My

hair

is

just fine not thin"

was the

insistent reply Bill

gave to the accusation of growing baldness. The youth tried
to do everything to the best of his ability, and could usuallv
be found doing one or more of three things studying, dragging, or running. Smitty's only regret about going to sea was
that there would be no place where he could run. There
weren't many sad faces around him as he was alwavs ready
for a laugh or a joke, but he had a serious side too, and
spent some time each day studying his Bible. Such a combination points to success and happiness whatever his dutv.
:
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DONALD WILLIAM WALTER
Skokie, Illinois

Sam came to Severn's shores from the mid-Western frontier,
where he caddied and shot Indians, thus making him a natural for the Varsity golf and pistol teams. This didn't give
him enough to do so he played 150 pound football too. In
time he managed to maintain his standing as an
above average student and write to various cuties in all
corners of the U.S. Quick with a smile and a sly remark,
Sam won many friends at Navy and will doubtedly continue
to do so while wearing the gold wings of a naval aviator.
his spare

WALTER ELISHA WARE,

RICHARD PERRY WARRICK

JR.

Columbiana, Ohio
Dick came to Navy Tech

Miami, Florida
easy in the land of palm trees
and open convertibles, engaged only in compulsory sports
at Navy and spent most of his time listening to Sack Rat
Serenade. But when there was liberty or weekends to be
taken, he was among the first to the gate. He had fine taste
in highbrow hillbilly music, and could often be found trying
to hear a weak, static-hindered broadcast from Nashville
on his one tube crystal set. A man of high ambitions, Walt
always planned to head for the sky in the newest jets.

Walt, accustomed to taking

it

straight

from Columbian High

School, but soon found that academics offered no problem.
The nickname Brain was well earned, and many a classmate

got through due largely to his help. Much of his energy was
directed towards working with the Juice Gang, and he spent
many hours with a screw driver and a piece of wire in his
hand, blowing fuses in Mahan Hall. A hi-fi enthusiast, he
divided a great deal of time between building equipment
and gleefully slipping his slide rule to Beethoven's Fifth.
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JOHN CLARK WEAVER

RAYMOND LYNN WEHRMEISTER

Wassau, Wisconsin

Galesbueg, Illinois

From the tall corn country of Western Illinois, Lynn found
way to Crabtown-by-the-Sea. His most important piece

John, a quiet, conscientious fellow, was well known around
Navy for his prowess on the gridiron where he earned his
letter for three consecutive years. He always had the latest
records and knew all there was to know about the many re-

his

of equipment was his typewriter, for his time was spent
meeting Log and Trident deadlines. In fact, he argued that
he ought to be graduated with a degree in journalism. He
spent the blustery winters on the varsity pistol range and
got the springtime fresh air and sunshine under Rusty
Callow's direction on the Severn. Lynn hopes to combine
the legal profession with his service career.

When he wasn't playing football or listening
John managed to get a great deal of sleep and
keep a veiy formidable academic average. He could always
be depended on and would go to great lengths to do a favor
for one. It is this attitude which will undoubtedly win him
many friends in his chosen career.
cording

artists.

to his records,

DOUGLAS ALAN WORTH
Norwalk, Connecticut

A

native of the rugged shores of New England, the Earl's
choice of a life at sea was quite appropriate. While at the
Academy his time was spent with numerous activities including the Lucky Bag, the Engineering Club, and the
battalion wrestling team. He also found time to stay in the

above average bracket academically. Being on a constant
quest for a good time, Doug was always cracking jokes
whether in ranks or at recitations, and he really knew how
to make the most of liberty. With his determination and
sense of humor, Doug's a sure bet for success.

V
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First

Row-Mahoney,

Poole, Canslor, Kramer, Sedor, McGinty, Beulch, Furiga, Glass, \V>

Row— Lannon, Goggins, Arnold, Gimer, Mitchell, Causey, Dove, Stoetzer, Kelly
Row— Slaughter, Timothy, Meukow, Hooper, Charles, Couture, Hobler, Truxall

Second
Third

Fourth Ro.w— Simonton, Lally, Knodle, McGlasson, Beatty
Fifth Row— Mahon, McMahon, O'Donnell, McGurl

Row— Green, Pinto, Taylor, Longton, Creighton, Adams, Radigan, Michels, Charrier
Second Row— Smith, Russ, Pratt, Murray, Tate, McPadden, Kambeitz, King, Broadfield
Third Row— Gaheen, Diesing, Davidson, Grzybicki, Blastos, Zariquiey, Pinkham, Fuller
Fourth Row— Ridley, Flora, Bemes, Kreitner, Drury, Dargis, Ellis
Fifth Row— Criswell, Mixson, McClure, Keefe, Lerum, Mason, Holthaus, Miller
Sixth Row— Ellis, Topping, Meyer, Mulholland, Howard, Marbain

First

4/c
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E. B. Bossart, S.

D.

W.

W. Layn,

J.

Kellerman, C. T.

W. Renard,
Fuqua

A.

F.
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S.

J.

C. Ruth,

W. Layn,

P.

J.

E.

D. Peterson

Second
Battalion

CDR

N. C. Nash,

USN

Battalion Officer

2nd Batt

Office
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LT
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D. A. Smith,
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Kelly, R. B. Gilchrist, R. K. Gaines,
J.
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ROBERT MacQUEEN BALLINGER

FREDERICK DANIEL BUTTERFLELD

Alexandria, Virginia

Seattle,

Bob was born in California, as are all Navy juniors, but for
some reason does not claim it as Iris home state. He prefers

If

instead Virginia as his permanent home address. There were
times during his tour in Annapolis when it seemed the

ing after a weekend of dragging. Around the Academy Dan
quite a name for himself cartooning for the Log,

made

academic departments might emerge victorious in the four
year conflict, but Bob came out on top a break for the
class and the Navy. Bob's spare time was spent with the
Executive Department, the athletic fields, and his beloved
rack. His two desires, a Navy career and flying, will both be

—

satisfied

when Bob

enters naval aviation

Washington

anyone has ever seen Dan when he wasn't wearing a smile
and didn't present a warm, friendly greeting, it must have
been sometime before breakfast on a P-work Monday morn-

working on the hop committee, designing our ring, and
performing with the varsity gymnastics team. His ability to
make friends easily, work hard, and present a sharp appearance will carry Butter right to the top in his chosen field,

upon graduation.

the

Navy

LaVERNE ALLEN CHASTAINE
Orange, California
Contrary to the belief of the Dago Department, Lee had a
keen mind and had minimum trouble with all academics
except Foreign Languages. His skill with the slide rule and
steam tables was exceeded only by his skill in making
friends. The Planner, as he was known in Crabtown circles,
always managed to come up with more than his portion of
queens and was willing to share his good fortune with his
buddies. From the Fleet to the Academy and back to the
Fleet tells the story of this outdoorsman from the West. The
key to Lee's popularity is attributed to his willingness to do
anything in his power to help a buddy.
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line.

—

FRED WILLIAM COLBERN
Santa Monica, California
Came from Montana spent much time bothering his wives
with his larynx did a bit of batt boxing and NA-10 and

—
—
vocalizing— liked

to spend time with the pillow
have quite a line with the women had very
little trouble with the books even though he'd just as soon
stay away from them really told some tall stories when he
got started had a good nature and an even disposition

choir

seemed

—

to

—
—
was a man in every sense of the word— chose the Navy
— a wonderful impression on who knew
line

for his life

all

left

him.

SAMUEL STILWELL CONOLY,

JOHN EVERETT COWELL

JR.

Cummington, Massachusetts
Thorpe was among the most versatile athletes on the
Hailing from little Mass, John came to the Academy

Jacksonville, Florida

Up

from Jacksonville, Florida, came this tall southern
gentleman known as Big Sam by his classmates. Blending
his smooth sophistication acquired by spending a year in the
Kappa Alpha fraternity at Emory University with the rough
and readiness of the Naval Academy, he had little trouble

learning

is

after

to use the slide rule at Worcester Polytechnic.

He

often baffled various academic departments with his
methods but always seemed to come up with the right an-

enchanting the women. His subtle humor and direct manner
made him a popular favorite. Placing academics and the
Reg book in the background, his determination and ability
won him recognition on the athletic field. He likes to get
places in a hurry; so naturally aviation

how

field.

swer. Standing close to the top in scholastics did not alter
Jack's desire for adventure, and he has been known to see

the night lights of Baltimore. Second Class cruise

perform

his ambition.

Also

at the

among

Lord Nelson

Jack's attributes

was perfected

in Halifax

was

—he was

saw Jack
fabulous!

his ability at drilling. This

many Wednesday

afternoon practice
Jack used his ability to use a shovel by contributing
various articles to the Log.
sessions.
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ALBERT LEE DAWSON
RUSSELVILLE,

GEORGE FREDERICK FRANCIS

KENTUCKY

Redding, California

George, who claims the Golden State of California as his
home, came to the Academy from Shasta College. Sports in
general were his fascination, but his favorites were golf and

Al more than fulfilled the girl in every port routine. He
always managed to have a queen down for that weekend
drag. The hills of Kentucky gave him a background of
charm and hospitality, and a year as a college boy before
Navy developed a suitable technique that proved quite successful in dealing with the local lovelies. His technique for
mastering the books was not quite as well developed, however. With a little early morning study they finally were all
behind him, and Al found himself in the service exactly

—

where he wanted

to be.

RICHARD KENNA GAINES,

He

has a great interest in flying. If all goes well in
air will probably see a great deal of him
after graduation. Although George was only an average
student he was always eager to learn new things and new
ideas. His ability to learn quickly and retain what he learned
will be a great asset to him in his future in the Navy.
baseball.

his favor,

JR.

Coronado, California
Dick, being a Navy junior, has called many places home,
including Pensacola, Coronado, and Hawaii. Plebe Skinny
gave him a fit, but other than that, Dick has managed to
take all his scholastics in stride. Most of his spare time was
spent playing the piano with his Dixieland Combo. It
would be the understatement of the year just to say diat he
plays well. Active in the NA-10, Musical Clubs Shows, and
various other entertaining groups, Dick always managed to
keep his audience pleased despite their tastes in music. He
plans on entering Naval aviation after graduation.
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CHARLES FREDERICK GERHAN,

JR.

Cleveland Heights, Ohio
Chuck never had much difficulty with the academic grind
here at Navy and so had plenty of time to devote to his
many other activities. Sailing, good music, photography,
and queens occupied all the spare moments of this son of
the shores of Lake Erie. His academic ability was handy too
whenever a buddv needed a little help to get through a
tough lesson. Chuck's varied interests and constant activity
indicate a knack for success that will be his no matter what
his path after June Week, 1955.

RICHARD RRUCE GILCHRIST
Princeton, New Jeksey
Born and raised

in Utah, this

Bruce applied

powers

CHARLES MAURICE GRAY
Honolulu, Hawaii
From Honolulu, Chuck came to Annapolis, and from the
results of his swimming record at the Academy, he could
have swum all the way. Hardly a week passed during the
swimming seasons that Chuck didn't break the 100 or 200
vard free style record he had set the week before. Never let
it be said that his aquatic achievements were his only claim
to fame. Although he was not a star man he was always
pushing the 3.4 mark. Chuck managed to get along well
socially with both sexes, but the Executive Department and

red headed son of a field
artilleryman has moved from home to home in these United
States but still claimed Utah as his home state. After a year
of NROTC at the University of Utah, Bruce came to Navy
Tech. The power to concentrate was Bruce's secret to the
attainment of high grades. No matter how much dvis guy
had to do, he was never too busy to drop his work and help
out a classmate or underclassman. A fighter in all fields,
being big

Company

to sports; hunting, golf and tennis
four year starter in fieldball, the Fifth
will never forget his fierce ball handling.
his

interests.

A

ladders proved his nemeses.
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JOHN THOMAS GRAY
Albuquerque, New Mexico
had

JOHN IRWIN KELLY
Shafter, California

be lashed to the deck in a
strong -wind. What he lacked in size, however, he more than
accounted for in personality. With a pleasant smile and a
thoughtful wit, John always found time to inject humor into
all situations. Although he spent some spare time with the
P. T. Department, most of his free moments were spent in
Baltimore with a Cocknev lass. Sportswise, J. T. divided his
ability between crew and intramurals.
Small in stature,

J.

T.

to

If hailing

attributes,

Gooner, after a tour of duty with the Navy, entered the
in the regulars he developed
an amazing proficiency at basketball which he brought with
him to Annapolis and in the center position went on to
break the records with comparative ease. His prowess on
the court was exceeded only by his ability to make friends.
At any bull session there was always a "Where's Gooner?"
His out of season time was spent chiefly with company

Academy from NAPS. While

Don

air, and
be flying them.

foresees a future in the
jet, he'll

certainly

made him

his

many

A

fierce

a loyal Californian.

his new interest, and he mastered the difficult game
no time. Two of his guiding principles while at the
Academy were variety (and quality) concerning women
and the practice of law on statements which defeated the
Executive Department's efforts to frap him. Academics
came easily and he was not above frequent bridge and
poker studv-hour smokers.

became

in

Chicago, Illinois

half feet can get into a

it

competitor on the athletic fields, Red-on-the-Head waited
until Second Class year to resume a sports career that was
interrupted after an impressive high school record. Soccer

DONALD JAMES LANGE

volleyball.

from the Golden West did not give John

if
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six

and a

DONALD MONROE MAY
Fresno, California

Mod '52, Don is well on his
Academics held no terror for this
California strongman, and he could be seen any afternoon
throwing the iron ball around Thompson Stadium or making
Hot on the

way

heels of his brother,

into a service career.

like a ffving saucer

with the discus for Navy's track team.

and swimming pools, Don adapted himself
well to Eastern weather and women. A popular guy with
his classmates and the fair sex as well, the future holds much

Used

to sunshine

in store for this flyboy.

JOHN PHILLIP MONAHAN

JOHN ALOYSIUS MORRA

BuRLINGAME, CALIFORNIA

Waterbury, Connecticut
Navy recruiting has its good moments but when the Old
Jaker was enticed to Navy Tech from his New England
home, an all time high was established. Perhaps his greatest
claim to fame at Annapolis was his powerful and talented
left arm which he loaned to the Navy pitching staff. His
love for the great American sport was outdistanced only by

Melons, a Burlingame, California product, came to Canoe
U. after attending college for a year in the Golden State.
Phil played football for St. Mary's College and then transferred to Santa Clara University and donned their colors

was among the best of Academy
and displayed his talents on both the gridiron and
baseball diamond. As a youngster phil scored the only
touchdown in Navy's 7-0 win over Army. As a First Classman, he captained the strong Navy eleven. Phil was also
for the baseball season. Phil

adiletes

quite a versatile baseball plaver.

home

runs in Naval

Academy

hit

one of the longest

We never understood how Jack
could constantly come up with queens, not only in this
country but in cruise ports as well. We can never forget his
six foot frame, his bow legs, and his truly wonderful per-

history

which scored the

sonality.

He

his love of the opposite sex.

winning run against a strong Maryland team. Among the
most popular guys in his class, Phil plans a service future.
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JOHN WALTER RENARD

WILBUR DEAN PETERSON
Warken, Minnesota
Wilbo came rambling down from Minnesota the land of
the skv blue water, ludefisk, and lefsa. A genuine Scandihoovian. 5 parts Norski, 3 parts Swede, and 1 part Dane,
Pete deserted a physical education major at Moorehead
State Teachers College for the campus of USNA. Pete had

Alexandria, Virginia

—

"Where's Ringo?" During study hour that was a pretty
tough question to answer. If there was any cain-raising, he
was in the middle of it. He was a bundle of fire all the time.
In the afternoons the problem of finding Jack was not so
difficult. He was a whiz at basketball and spent many winter
afternoons on the hardwood. Lacrosse was his favorite sport,
however, and most of his spare time was taken up playing
the old' Indian game. A lad who never had a worry about
studies, this Navy junior proved his popularity by consistently being among the top men in aptitude. With a lively
personality and a keen eye for a good time, Jack is sure to
be a success wherever he goes.

a yen for statistical work, often spending hours poring over
the batting a\ erages listed in the Sporting News. Pete, however, took to books like a hippo to toe dancing. With a
sparkling personality, a ready wit, and an easy line of gab,
Pete's future holds no obstacles.

RICHARD HENRY RIBBE
Lakeland, Florida
Rich came to Annapolis in the summer of '51 from the white
hat Navy, where his specialty was electronics. This specialization well prepared him for the Annapolis curriculum.
Academics proved no problem. Within a few months he was
dubbed Tiger, which has stuck with him ever since. Although he had never played squash before, he became an
active member of the company squash team and has played
on three championship teams. His aggressive spirit and
eagerness to learn will stand him in good stead in the
future.
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MYRON VERNON RICKETTS
Falls Church, Virginia
At Pasadena City College, Myron delved into tiie sciences
of wine, women, and song. However, it wasn't long before
he was snatched away from sunny California to find himself
in the studies of higher learning at USNA. Some may have
been born with a silver spoon in hand but Myron came into
tennis, squash, badminton;
this world holding a racket
even with a ping pong paddle he's a terror. Californians are
noted for being rabid car bugs and Rick is no exception
to the rule. His Model T is his favorite topic for bull sessions. Wherever you find Myron, you'll find him on top.

—

ALLEN HIGGINS RODES

ROGER FREDERICK SCOTT,

Coronado, California
Coming from sunny Coronado, California, A. arrived at
Annapolis to begin what his dad had completed thirty years
earlier. With his good-natured, vivacious, and friendly
manner and a reputation for getting things done in his ultra
efficient way, he won many friends. He spent many an hour
as a WRNV disc jockey, squeezing in work on Reef Points
and in the NACA as a company representative. When not
engaged in an organized sport he could always be found

Vtrden, Illinois
After rowing crew at Washington and Lee High School in
Arlington, the jump to Hubbard Hall was a natural one.
Any afternoon he wasn't out on the Severn, Scotty could be

found trying his hand at wrestling or roughhousing with his
wives. Always a hard worker, and a past master at the art
of putting every spare moment to good use, Scotty was thus
able to stand in the upper bracket of his class. Give him an
and a pair of sea boots and the Navy will hear no complaints. With Scotty 's pride and interest in the Navy he will
go far as a top-notch officer.

MG

MacDonough. His procompany maintain its three-

either basketballing or squashing in
ficiency in the latter helped his

JR.

year Brigade championship record.
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DAVID MAYXARD STEMBEL

JOHX MacDOXELL TALLMAX

Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania

Seattle.

Like most from that part of the country, Dave loved rough
and tumble Pennsylvania football. His favorite position was

Jack entered Annapolis directlv from high school. At
Jack was an active participant in all sports. He was a member of die Plebe basketball squad. Plebe crew, and Varsity
pistol team. At intramural sports Jack was a standout. His

Xaw

In addition to athletics, he filled the positions of
and advertising manager for Reef Points and
battalion chairman of the Reception Committee. He was

tackle.

circulating

spirit to

an ardent member of the chapel choir through four vears.
lending his strong baritone voice to such works as the annual presentation of Handel's Messiah, It might be mentioned diat Dave also finds time for academics in which he
inevitablv excels. He plans to match a good past with a fine

acclaim.

1

Union

,

satisfied this

man's yearning for the sea; he's stricdv skv
his determination, will to win,

make

friends, the future

JR.

City, Tenn.

Snake slitiiered up to USXA from the hills of Tennessee and
found the Academv routine a little confusing but, after a
while, to his liking.

Bv

virtue of his abilitv to master the

books, he pulled through a starman and still found time to
hold down positions on die Debate Club, the chapel choir,

and the batt football team. Libertv was first on his preference list, but in his own words, "What's libertv without
females?" Four years at the Academv left Jim the same
wonderful guv he was when he came in. It was a pleasure

knowing him.
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win and sportsmanlike conduct brought him wide
Working on fishing vessels in Alaska must have

bound. With

future in the service.

JAMES LAWRENCE THOMPSON

Washington

and

abilitv to

can insure him nothing but success.

CLARENCE JEFFERSON THURSTON
Belle Fourche, South Dakota
of mountain dew
under the other, Studley departed from a curriculum of fun
at South Dakota State and headed east to Severn Tech. An
engineering natural, he never thought twice about academics, preferring to spend his time with the gals. Loving

With trumpet under one arm and a jug

to trip the light fantastic, Studley was a frequent hop-goer.
Packing a lot of athletic skill in a little frame, he was always
an asset to any team on which he played. Studley is looking

and his sincerity and pleasant
him success in that field.

for a career in aviation,

manner should

assure

BERNARD ADELBERT WHITE

JOHN PATTERSON WYNNE

Memphis, Tennessee

Indianapolis, Indiana

Duty

up the pitfalls of Purdue and the University
assume the confined straight and narrow path
behind the grey walls of Bancroft. The change was a tough
one; but with a little help from the Executive Department
the switch came about, and Spike set out to make life as
pleasant as possible for himself and others. A heavy dragger,
he found the Crabtown lovelies to his liking and did more
than his share of living it up. Athletic clothes were not at
all a strange get-up for Spike. Soccer and basketball were
his favorite sports. With his plans, his dolls, and his quick
wit, we all remember Spike and know his future will be

in

an

air

reserve unit started Bernie on the road to a

Spiker passed

naval career. He is a man of many talents, one of his foremost being the strenuous art of sacking out any time between reveille and taps. He is just an easy going southern
boy, and those who know him will not dispute the fact that
he spent more study periods in the sack than any two of his
classmates. Despite this fact, he still found time for batt
football. Musical Club work, choir, and anything that might

of Indiana to

enhance his title of Mr. Fix-it. Attempting to improve the
output of anyone's radio was almost a Sunday morning
ritual. Results: "I'm convinced it won't work." The desire to
fly is still foremost, and the gold wings of Navy aviation

successful.

are Bernie's goal.
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2/c
J.

D. Anthony

S.

W.

J.

R. Baais

N. Arnold

R. E.

Box

D.

Chartrand

P.

^^^j£

D. Clay
H. A. Cleveland
D. J. Cory

J.

L. C.

Cusachs

V. A.

Dander

N. B. Dyer
T. E. Eaton

H. R.
J.

J.

Ellis

H. Flatley
L. Gibson

R. P.
L. S.

Guest
Harding

L. F. Harris
T.

X. Hart

J.

J. J.

Kamp

T. R. Krieger

Lynch

T. C.

W.
J.

H. Niles

D. Pope

Reed

A. E.

R. D. Roberts

C. Schleicher
R. H. Schmidt
J.

R. Seesholtz

B. F. Short

£l^^^£
W.

Van Alen
Walker
Walsh

L.

B. F.
R. S.

E. Whelan
C.N.Wilson

J.

Row— Jensen, Hobbs, Kramer, Underfill!, Heyward, Barcyak, Tilson, Pruess, Nevin, Stallman
Second Ro\V— Dammann, Curril, Kershner, Edney, Luke, Haviland, Sloan, Crebbin, Hanvey
Third Row— Gallagher, Popik, Blackner, Romoser, Croucher, Cockell, Wiltsie, O'Grady
Fourth Row— Dixon, Silvia, Boggs, Robb, Kiel, Rook
Fifth Row— Longion, Dahnke, Ciuls, Robbins, Funkhauser

First

3/c

Row— Spires, Brophy, Reeves, Leake, Mayers, Todd, Wilson, Manley, Mount, Vick
Second Row— Sharp, Gold, Montoya, Reynolds, McMahon, Jackson, Carl, Lewis, Smiley
Third Row— Hooker, Shufflebarger, Herold, Wynn, Malais, Rasauage, Chappie, Stubbs
Fourth Row— Akers, Musgrove, Ryan, Giambattista, Browne, Binford, Raudio
Fiftli Row— Veasey, Gifford, Sorensen, Kuhneman, Wolff, Garland
Sixth Row— Silldorff, Puckette, Martin, Malcewicz, Ryan, Coe
First

4/c
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.

Company
LT

P. E. Smith,

Company

USN

Officer

T. H. Moore,

J.

M. Earley, D. L. Martin,
Gregg

R. O. Price, L. P.

WMMt&
R. C. Henseler,
Lilienthal, H. F.

J.

R.

Boardman, D. H.

Campbell, R. F. Constans
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PAUL LEE ABERNETHY,

JR.

Atlanta, Georgia

When

happy to find
up to be. He
Sewanee Military Academy and is very

Paul arrived at Annapolis, he was very
the weather wasn't as Yankee as it was built

an alumnus of
fond of spinning yarns about the days in the old Corps.
Perhaps Abe's most famous trait was his singular distinction
as a connoisseur of attractive girls. Where he found them,
we never knew, but he always had a queen for the weekend
drag. Preference numbers willing, Abner plans to go on to
is

greater heights flying

jets.

JAMES MICHAEL BARRETT
Chicago, Illinois
Originally Jim

came

lage in the world

to the

Academy from

—Oak Park,

Illinois.

the largest

Anyway,

that's

vil-

what

he always said. He spent a year at Loyola University of
Chicago before his jaunt to Canoe U. but he still managed
to sweat out a few exams. Never a man to miss a good party
or pinochle game, he lived all year for that trip home to
Chicago on the Whiskey Special. Intelligent, conscientious,
sincere, and good natured, he was definitely an asset to the
Brigade. Jim has always set a high standard of living for
himself and is destined to rise to great success in the future.

JOHN ROBESON BOARDMAN
Atlanta, Georgia
Three years at Emory University comprised John's background when he entered USNA. While he was here his interests were evenly divided between managing the pistol
team and a certain young lady from Newport News, Virginia. Doctor John, as he was known to many of us, was
made famous by his home grown remedies. His best was
"An aspirin, a glass of water, and as much time in the rack
His locker became well known throughout the
Brigade for holding a spare of everything from Plebe shoulder boards to shoe laces. John will enter the Navy upon
graduation and is looking forward to his first command.

as possible."
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EDMUND BELFOUR

BOSSART,

JR.

Cleveland Heights, Ohio
Coming directly from Cleveland Heights High School, Ed
no time in establishing an enviable academic record. A
man throughout his four years, he was equally as active
in his class and company, belonging to the Academy Band,
Choir, Foreign Relations Club, and Glee Club. Well liked
by all and noted for his willingness to help others, Ed had
extra instruction in his room for all classes and courses from
Plebe year through his First Class year. Dragging every
weekend, Ed finally confined it to within the territorial
lost

star

limits of the country.

Ed

will

become

a valuable officer in

the Navy.

REX SMITH CALDWELL,

JR.

Annapolis, Makyland

An

engineering course at Washington University of St. Louis
provided Rex with ample preparation for the academics at
Annapolis. Study and perseverance allowed him to establish
a reputable record. His interests varied between sports,
music and dragging, all of which he managed to handle
well. All sports fascinated Rex, and he was an all round good
athlete. He mastered the trumpet while at Annapolis, and
as far as dragging was concerned, he managed to confine his
dates to the one and only from Plebe year on. Rex was a
hard worker in all that he undertook here at Navy and plans
to keep working hard at his career in the Navy.

HARRY FREDERICK CAMPBELL
Atlanta, Georgia
Aspirations of being an officer and pilot brought Fred from

be a Middy. Once at Navy Bird Legs
good parties, holding onto his crest,
following the gouge, and formulating an easy-going attitude.
He never became a striper on the sack rat team but kept
busy with any and all sports and entertaining the troops.
The Navy did something right away for Fred made him
lose fifty pounds
and given the opportunity after graduation, Fred will do plenty for Navy air.

his fraternity

den

became famous

to

for

—

I
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ROBERT FRANKLIN CONSTANS
Los Angeles, California
At 1300, 2 July 1951, Navy claimed another college man.

A member
all

of the class of '53 at UCLA, Bob decided to start
over and found that Academy life agreed with him

almost. Academics never were a problem; so he tried his
hand at various company sports, Varsity swimming, and
he was editor of the Trident Calendar. Never one to clutch
after the formation bell had rung, Bob always managed to

beat out the late
if

he

likes

it

bell.

Bob

will

make

the service his career

after the first thirty years.

GERALD DONALD DICKEY
Mill Valley, California
navy junior, had always wanted to come
Academy, and with his high school diploma came his

Jerry, a

to the

orders

to report to Annapolis. After surviving

Plebe year, he spent
his time reading the better books, studying, playing tennis

and chess, and winning the Sixth many points in steeplechase and cross country. His knowledge of sports was better
than average, but when it came to predicting winners he
the way of many. His ambition
professional education.
fell

JOSEPH MILES EARLEY,

JR.

Lindsay, California

Fresh from high school Joe left the sun-baked California
valleys and found himself on the banks of the Severn. We
always wondered how a fellow with such a calm attitude
toward life could be such a fireball in the classroom. Maybe
the answer was that he was just restin' on the side. With
his dexterity of

proved by

mind came

a definite physical prowess, as

squash and swimming. And, oh yes
the girls. Why a guy with a girl in every port should
settle down is beyond us. Whether Joe sprouts wings or bow
planes we wish him
and are sure he'll find
the best

—

his ability at

.

.

.

.

.

.

of luck.
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is

to attain a higher

ROBERT ROY FOUNTAIN,

JR.

High Point, North Carolina
Bob hailed from High Point, North Carolina, and a truer
rebel was never born. In fact, he knew more Southern
history than any other ten Mids combined. A star, he stood
top of his class the entire time. A top man in aptitude,
an excellent oarsman and member of a National Championship crew, he seemed to excel in everything he undertook.
All his free weekends were spent with the girl who seemed
to be on his mind most of the time. Stud will surely be an
asset to the Navy and is bound to have a bright career.
in the

WALLACE MARTIN GREENE,

III

Pakfaiefax, Virginia
is a good-natured guy who excelled as one of the
younger members of the class of '55. Most of his time was
spent pursuing his favorite pastimes: tennis and dragging.
The rest of his time was usually devoted to hitting the books.
Enjoying ye olde Naval Academy life as he did, Wal found
it hard to drag himself to his home on the Virginia side of
Washington on leaves, where he had to face his new convertible, his girls, and the night life. Wal should make a fine

Wal

thirty year

man

in the

Marines.

LUCIUS PERRY GREGG,

JR.

Chicago, Illinois

Leaving the leadership of

mob

in the hands
bag and came to
Annapolis. His early attempts to organize a numbers racket
or act as Brigade bookie were quickly stifled by the Executive Department; so he turned to the crew team and vented
his energy churning up the waters of the Severn. Second
Class summer converted him to the ranks of Uncle Sam's
throttle bums. He used to think of marriage, but now all he
wants is an F4D and lots of room. He'll be a thirty year man
if the taxpayers can keep him supplied with airplanes.

of a trusted lieutenant,
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his Southside

Lou packed

his

—

RICHARD EARL HAMILTON
Baltimore, Maryland

—

Big Earl the big guy with the happy smile and good word
that could cheer you up even in the Dark Ages. While a
steady worker in academics, Earl managed to spread a little
of his time around on other things. He was always seen at
the hops, and one look at the girl he dragged would convince one that he had an extraordinary eye for beauty. His
will to win made him a stalwart in the rougher company
sports. Outside the shower, Earl's no water bug, and even
the best efforts of the P. T. Department didn't

swimming enthusiast
will make Earl a real

make

a

A

big heart and lots of drive
asset to the service.

of him.

MONROE WILSON HATCH
New

Orleans, Louisiana

Monroe came
claims

New

home town.
to brighten

to

USNA

If

the hour

up

his

enjoyment in various

He

straight

from the Southland.

He

Orleans, city of Dixieland, as the one and only

went

was dark, out came the jazz records
While at USNA Monroe found

day.

athletic fields, golf

being his favorite.

and football. Academics never
being a bother, Monroe found time to manage the business
end of the Trident Calendar for the class of '55. Never one
to pass up a party, Monroe was always ready with a little
also

dry wit.

RICHARD CHARLES HENSELER
Canton, Illinois

The Chief saw when he got to the
Academy was Tecumseh. He thought sure the old chief was
his grandpa. The nose made him feel right at home. While
at the Academy, The Chief sampled a little of everything
dragging, Brigade activities, and company sports, but his
favorite by far was the phony squad. As the only Mid to
study medicine, The Chief graduated with distinction,
S.I.R., S.D. and F. He knew his way around Sick Bay better
than the docs. It'll be that way outside, too. The Chief will
find his wav around with no strain.
First familiar object
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in for softball

RICHARD WEILLS HILLAND
Houston, Texas

By way

of a year at Texas A.

ing with
nurses.

him a preference

Among

and M. came

for classical

his favorite sports

this Aggie bringmusic and student

were batt football and

A

strong determination to play the piano and a
knack for drawing cartoons took much of his time. A real
dealer, Dick always managed to free load chow on the
the rack.

weekends.

won 'on

A humor

a four-N day

that stood

made Dick

up even when Navy had
a great guy to know.

RICHARD LESTER HUNT
St.

Albans,

Vermont

Dick came to the Academy from the rolling hills of Vermont.
He was one of the many Mids who hated swimming drills,
but he always managed to outfake the sub squad stop
watch. After receiving a Dear John chit Youngster cruise,
Dick became the most confirmed non-dragger the Academy
has seen in many a year. Dick had a rare sense of humor
that will not soon be forgotten. With his hands in his pockets
and his cap on the back of his head, he could always be
counted upon to come through with a good quip. He hopes
to find himself a place in the tin-can Navy.

EDWARD FELL
Longport,

New

JARDINE,

JR.

Jersey

Hailing from that notorious town of the sea, Atlantic City,
beaming man about town hit the Academy with the
exclamation, "This is college?" Studying in spurts and
bounds, he passed through the four years witii relative ease.
When he wasn't in the rack resting from a hard day, he was
out on the athletic field. Ned's great interest in submarines
will probably influence him to choose the silent service as a
this

career.
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DONALD HERMAN LILIENTHAL
Glenwood, Minnesota
The people of Glenwood waited

a long time before blessing us with one of their number. Don was well on his way
to a mathematics major at the University of Minnesota be-

coming to Navy; so consequently math was fruit and
even a favorite pastime Plebe year. His major interests at
the Navy School for Boys were the Foreign Relations and
Engineering Clubs, company sports, and reading, the latter
probably being a pastime developed while spending the
long winters in the land of snow and ten thousand lakes.
After graduation, Don plans on entering naval aviation.
fore

RICHARD GARY LITTLE
Fobt Worth, Texas
The Marines didn't lose a man when Rick came to Navy;
they just loaned him for four years. He was a busy man but
not as you might expect. Studies were a minor attraction
with Rick; they neither required nor got much of his precious time. Favorite pastimes would be hard to name; he
liked them all except extra duty, studying, signal drills, and
lifesaving drills. Most of his time was necessarily spent
keeping track of his crest and, as a few of his familiar pleas
indicate

buy

DONALD LEE MARTIN
Montgomery, Alabama

When Don

wasn't pushing a crew shell up and down the
Severn, he demonstrated a keen appreciation for the necessities of life
food and sleep. Never one to let the taps bell
interrupt a good night's sleep, he and his rack were the best

—

During his waking moments his favorite
were music, flying, the South, and the
merits of bachelorhood. You'll find him in a VF squadron
as soon as he is convinced he can't put the Alabama back
in commission and continue the War for Southern Inde-

of companions.

topics of conversation

pendence.
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"How

a crest

about a

—earring

five spot

till

next payday?

maybe? Any mail

for

Wanna

me, mate?"

THOMAS HERNDON MOORE
Fulton, Missouri

Tom

decided to come to the Academy during

his first year

and the following fall he was
squaring corners with the rest of us. Always ready to lend
a helping hand when some of his classmates complained of
the long trip to the Express Office, he opened up one of his
own. A welcome addition to any group wherever we were
from the Tower of London to Gitmo Bay one could
always tell when he was around. Tom's biggest asset is his
drive. He has the ability to work and keep working. This
ability has made him a very useful member of many company teams and also reflects itself in his marks.
of Westminster College,

—

—

CALVIN EUGENE

OHME

Wenatchee, Washington
After spending two years before

the mast in ET school, Cal
accidentally connected himself in series with the power
source for a Mark 13 computer. Deciding to investigate the

high voltage on the nervous system the authorities
to the Academy. His chief interests while serving
his time were concentrated on dragging and his slide rule,
the only one in the Brigade accurate to thirty decimal
places. His two fly boy roommates tried for months to no
avail to show him the light of Navy air; so after going to all
the schools the Navy will send him to, he will finish thirty
effect of

sent

him

PETER DAVID PETERSON

in the line.

Flint, Michigan

1

^.-

Don't let diis photo fool you! This man was considered
dangerous Youngster year until the Executive Department
straightened him out with a one-two punch and let him
stand last in conduct. After that he had to get used to life
on this side of the wall after taps. A party and P. D. are
synonymous. No doubt this rubbed off from his two years
of fraternity life at college. Never liked to study, never
studied, never passed an exam, but always got by. P. D.'s
ever present smile and humor always gave one a lift. He
really enjoys life and helps others do the same.

«£—
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ROBERT OLIVER PRICE
Washington, D. C.
Bob was one of the
social

first

in the class of '55 to sacrifice the

Washington, D. C, for the broad
advantages offered at Navy. Possessing the fluency

confining night

life

of

Frenchman and the story telling ability of a sea dog,
Bob had no difficulty in his Dago and Bull classes or in procuring a Drag of the Week occasionally. Although completely unsupported, it was suspected in several quarters
that Bob's love for the practical joke was shared by several
of a

the Executive Department on various occasions.
and football teams. Bob wants
to follow his father's footsteps into the Marine Corps.
officers of

Bob was

active on the track

LEONARD PAUL RITTENBERG
Cleveland, Ohio
The Navy, Great Lakes, and Bainbridge were the stepping
stones to Len's entrance into the Academy. An all-around
athlete, he ran so well that he never had a chance to play
sports other than track during his stay here. He was always
good for a first in company cross-country. Each winter and
spring found him running Varsity indoor and outdoor track.
His major interests outside of athletics were cars and
women, in that order. Len never believed in serious study,

and he could often be found playing bridge during study
hours.

JAMES JULIAN ROCHE
Sumter, South Carolina

Coming from Sumter, South

Julian attended
Darlington Preparatory
School, for two and a half years and then chose to further
his career at the Naval Academy. He quickly became active
in the Company and will be remembered for his enthusiasm
both on and off the athletic field. Noted for his easy going
way and courteous manners, he was well liked by all but

Clemson

most

Military

of all

College,

Carolina,

via

Never one to let his studies interwas a good student and his high
academics and aptitude will make him a valu-

by

his drags.

fere, Julian nevertheless

standing in
able officer in the service.
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ROBERT EUGENE RODECKER
Savannah, Missouri
After a year at Northwest Missouri

State, Bob took up his
quest for higher learning at Annapolis. Although not one
for the books he stiU managed to star and help others with
their academic troubles. Bob could usually be found either

band practice or in the rack. A non-dragger at Navy,
Bob's major interests were cars and firearms. His one problem at USNA was with the P. T. Department but he managed to squeeze past all the tests. Part of his ambition
realized by graduation from the Academy, Bob is looking
toward the Marine Corps to fulfill the remainder. Whether
at

it is

the Corps or the Fleet, the service will get a fine officer.

JOHN FRANCIS SCHILPP
Baltimore, Maryland
From Baltimore Polytechnic

to

the

Academy, Jack had

trouble with the engineering courses. His main difficulty was in getting the profs to pronounce his name correctlv. Jack is living proof that it is possible to keep a girl
little

through four years at Navy Tech. Between dragging and
sports, he managed to be a photographic artist and craftsman. Still trying to learn how to breathe under water, he was
a perennial member of the up-out-and-together-squad. A
member of the submarine reserves before entering the
Academy, Jack intends to return to the submarine service
soon after graduation.

JOHN ELLIOTT STEWART
Newcastle, Pennsylvania

Down

from the hills of Northwestern Pennsylvania traipsed
our Stew to see if the world is really round. After a short
interlude at prep school, he took the vows and fitted out for
life in blue serge. After a brief hassle with Plebe Dago
"Why can't they speak English like the rest of us?" Navy
life could hold few terrors for Stew. Only crew, volleyball,
and cross country broke up four peaceful years in die sack,
and only Second Class Skinny brought out the goose pimples. Stew plans on a career in the Navy, preferably in subs.

—
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JAMES WELLER SWEENEY
Michigan City, Indiana

A

an

scholar,

at the

During his four years
exceptionally outstanding in

athlete, a gentleman.

Academy Jim has been

the field of athletics. Playing both tennis and squash remarkably well, he has contributed much to the success and spirit
of our varsity teams. Jim came to the Academy directly
from high school in Michigan City and diligently applied
himself to his studies. As a result of his efforts, he stands

high in the class. His characteristic friendliness, determination, and a will to win which has been apparent in his
activities

here, will

make him

successful in any field he

desires to enter.

CHARLES THOMAS SYLVESTER
Washington, D. C.
Old Reg-book Charlie

will long

be remembered by his

classmates for his astute interpretation of the rules and
regulations governing the conduct of Midshipmen. His great
love for the Navy prompted him to do extensive reading in
the Naval History section of the Library. Nothing pleased

Charlie more than to come back to his room after an aftergolf with three minutes to chow and then perform
one of the speediest quick change acts ever seen. His

noon of

prowess didn't stop at the golf links, for he was
player. Navy air beckons to Charlie; so if anyone
sees a PBY flying upside down fifty feet above the rooftops
in the future, check the controls for Charlie.
athletic

some pool
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2/c
G. M. Allen

M. Armstrong

S.

G. O. Audilet

Bachman

R. A.

M. M. Baldwin
R. G. Brvant

C. G. Curtis
E. K. Dillard

D. M. Douglas
F. H. Evans

H. Fellowes

J.

D.

Flaherty

I.

'

D. T. Flood
B. L. Francis

R. Frankenberj;
R. H. Harris

H. F. Hoffman
D. L. Horvath
J.

Karas

R. H.

Kauffman

D. D. Lundberg

M. A. McBride
McCool

P. R.

E.
J.

McPartland

J.

M.

P.

J.

Miller

Reese

G. L. Rosenhauer
V. L. Schmidt
R. E. Smith

G.

H.

W. Weigold
P. Woods
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Row— Kreiss, Dempsey, Folwkes, Bruton, Linder, Reid, Gareiss, Beeler, Madison, Grigsby
Second Row— Zimmer, Heske, Papaccio, Paulk, Lanman, Jamison, Weaver, Hartman, Piper
Third Row— North, Campbell, Mechling, Noll, Marryott, McNeese, Woolman, Dennis
Fourth Row— Neuman, Bo>Tie, McCracken, Paige, Smiley, Cobi, Akin
Fifth Row— Hart, Marnane, Dunlap, Midgette, McCabe, Ramberger

First

3/c

irf.

i

Tiff r
ft

-*

#4

£L*ijt..*-ClLAJLt
First

4/c

Row— Rueckert, Cunanen, White, Meyers, Robinson, Given, Walters, Row, Morris, Swope
Second Row— McLane, Lyons, Pfinstag, Granzin, Griffith, Grucza, Kraft, Konkel, Davis
Third Row— Pabst, Swearingen, Humphrey, Gill, Miller, Norkin, Noel, Price
Fourth Row— Halliday, Pierson, Helweg, Flood, Grocki, Caldwell, Zudis
Fifth Row— Priebe, Blank, Ericson, Fleming, Kenney, Paull
Sixth Row— Leo, Cotterman, Alexander, Dallam, McLellan, Schlang
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W

-

Company

_
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§

CAPT

C. T.

Schneeman,

Company

USMC

Officer

H. C. Filbert, E. M. Peebles,
C. H. Will, D. H.

WMMtMt
D.

J.

Loosley,
J.

J.

F.

Watson, R. C. Paul,

F. Wiesner, K.

J.

Rice
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M.
J.
Monnich

Raster,

«*£
ROGER GARETH BETSWORTH
Waterloo, Iowa
Roger came to the Academy

straight from high school in
Waterloo, Iowa; however, he never allowed the transition
to bother him. With his serious attitude and ability to concentrate on studying when necessary, he has managed to
stand high in his class throughout his stay. Never being one
to spend all his time on books, Roger could also frequently
be found in the wrestling loft or at his guard position on
the battalion football team. Weekends would find him
prominent in his church affairs in town, whether it be calling
for a square dance or instructing his Sunday School class.
It is certain

will gain

that Roger's versatility

him success

and conscientiousness

in the service.

HERBERT KARL BIEGEL
Wantagh, New York
Herb came here from Brooklyn Technical High School to
don the Navy Blue. A prospective thirty year man, he can
be depended upon to take the side of the Navy in any argu-

An

avid student of naval history and naval lore, he is
and ends of information about the Navy.
Barring an occasional brush with Skinny, Herb has had no
trouble matching wits with the academic departments. At
last he is going to obtain those ensign's stripes that have

ment.

a reservoir of odds

been

his goal since

Plebe year.

FRANCIS THOMPSON BOUCHER
Clayton, Missouri

Tom, known

to his classmates as Boush, is a Missourian
has to be shown. As an Army brat, Tom spent several
years in Germany, and prior to his Academy days he attended Washington University in St. Louis, where he was
a member of Sigma Nu fraternity. As a Youngster he enjoyed the First Class privilege of late nights for two weeks

who

after mid-term exams. Tom is a member of the Stamp and
Photo Clubs and during the fall season can be observed
giving his all for the Second Battalion bowling team. We
wish him all the luck possible in the pursuit of his career.
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ARTHUR FREDRICK RRAUN
St.

Paul, Minnesota

Hailing from the Gopher State, Easy-Going Art acquired
very little versatility from the Land-of-Lakes in the art of
staying on the surface of the water. Football was foremost
on his agenda when he wasn't on the injured list, fighting
for a new record on the Excused Squad. Having little difficulty with the academics outside of German, Art's biggest
worry was finding more time in class to sleep "Just ten
more minutes and I'll be awake for the rest of the day."
Art's mild manners and friendly nature have certainly been
a great asset to the Brigade and really shouldn't hamper
his plans for settling down.

—

1

PAUL CHRISTOFER CACAVAS
Aberdeen, South Dakota

"Who? Cax? Up

in the Radio Clubroom, no doubt!" Anytime he wasn't in sight he could usually be found bending
over a hot transmitter trying to raise a fellow ham back in
South Dakota. Ever one to budget his time, Paul split his
waking hours about evenly between the rack, liberty, and
the lesser attractions of Academy life, such as academics,
a field in which he apparently didn't need to exert himself
to come out near the top. An ex-law student from SoDak U.,
he soon became famous for a legal mind of no mean proportion. Many are the statements that he has been able to push
through, due in part to his many opportunities for submitting them.

VERNER REINHOLD CARLSON
Duluth, Minnesota
he wasn't translating our

When

letters into

Norwegian, or

reading the latest Scandinavian newspapers, Swede was
usually extolling the merits of flying to his large

band

of

How

he kept himself provided with new arguments and original wit, in the face of a heavy schedule with
his rack and MacDonough Hall, is most difficult to discern.
He even managed to star in a few activities, such as the
obstacle course, and never missed his daily nap despite the
demands of the service. He claimed a firm conviction to
make the BOQ his home, but we think he's going to marry a
Scandinavian girl and settle down in Sweden.
disciples.
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—

FRANKLIN PETER ELLER
Baltimore, Maryland

came to us by way of Severn School. While here
Mother Bancroft the academic departments presented no
particular problem for him, but most of all Pete will be
remembered for his unique system of rating a prof good
grader, good prof! Second Class summer saw him go down
in defeat as it was then that his class crest "disappeared"
even though he had sworn that it would never happen to
him. Each afternoon he diligently splashed around in the
Natatorium under the watchful eye of the swimming coach.
Little Pete
at

—

Graduation will furnish the Navy blue with one of the

best.

HAROLD CHARLES FILBERT
Hazleton, Pennsylvania
Hal, from the hills of Pennsylvania, came to- Navy after two
years at Penn State. A soldering gun took up most of his
time in the Hall since this Juice Gang mastermind became

adept in the art of making their flashing signs flash. He
always seemed to have two or three girls on a string, who
(most of the time) were giving him no end of trouble. Hal,
with his likeable manner and ability to get any job done,
will bear watching in future years.

CLAUDE TAYLOR FUQUA,

III

Sherman, Texas
One day in June, 1951, Claude left his homeland and
headed north. A few days later he arrived at USNA with
hundreds of other aspiring candidates. As the days turned
into weeks, OF Fewk finally got the drift of Navy life, and
especially life at the Academy. Claude must have enjoyed
because he kept
going back for more company soccer and touch football.
Besides sports, his favorite pastimes are those of many

his tri-weekly excursions to Hospital Point

and cutting a rug. Fewk, a serious
and sealegs as the years
progressed, and he intends to keep them Navy line's his
others: pulling liberty

student,
choice.
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managed

to get his stars

—

PAUL BARTON GROZEN
Fall River, Massachusetts
After completing one year at the University of Massachusetts, Paul set his sights on the U.S. Naval Academy, and
duly entered with the Class of '55. Ever since his arrival,

Paul has been one of the shining stars academically. By
being always willing to lend the helping hand, he pulled
many over the stumbling blocks set up by the academic
departments. A weekly member of the Flying Squadron,
Paul never missed a social event since the first bright dawn
of Youngster year. With his high motivation for a service
career, Paul will soon carve a niche for himself among the
ranks of the Navy's ablest officers.

LEE DONALD HARMONY
New Bremen, Ohio
Lee came to these hallowed halls directly from New Bremen
Public High School in Ohio. The running he got during
Plebe year was not thorough enough because the next three
years he went out for cross country and both indoor and
outdoor track. He was a real slide rule jockey from the first
to the last year as those stars on his full dress, bathrobe,
blue service and gym shorts testify. Boxes of chow from
home made him a popular character on deck. His bellowing
voice in the corridors brought a pleasant break to many a
study hour. Even when he was talking in a normal tone, his
voice managed to carry next door. The Navy line is getting
a capable man.

GEORGE FLETCHER HUNTER
Little Rock, Arkansas
George, "just call me Fletch," came to Navy with four years
experience from Tennessee Military Institute and a year at
Arkansas University. Feeling more like a land-lubber than
an old salt, George insisted that he was better suited for the
Army after spending the summer cruise on a diet. He had
interest and a great ability in a variety of sports and always
pointed out the power of the Southwestern Conference in
football. Of his many uncles, George always had a tale
which he swore to be true. The next day at Navy seldom
bothered him for "Tomorrow is gone and already marked
off."
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DONALD WAYNE KELLERMAN
Denver, Colorado

From North High in Denver, Colorado, came Don Kellerman, a stand out in academics, extra-curriculars and sports.
The Aeronautical Engineering and Foreign Language
Clubs suited his fancy as did running Plebe track, being
one of the leaders of intramural teams, turning in a stellar
academic record, and displaying a keen professional interest
throughout. Don has already begun to establish a service
reputation that makes us proud to call him classmate.

WILLIAM ARTHUR KENNINGTON
Jackson, Mississippi

One of our more scholarly products, Bill entered
Academy with a B.A. degree from Vanderbilt. Being a

the

KA

there accounted for his ability to contribute to our aftergame parties with some good laughs or an impromptu Dixie

dance step. Bill had no difficulties with academics and thus
found time to develop a versatile voice by being coxswain
on the Varsity crew and at the same time a member of the
choir. Spending many hours behind his LMD in the capacity of Business Manager, he knocked himself out working on
the Lucky Bag. Bill proved himself a conscientious, hard
working man and what's more an honest-to-goodness
Southern Gentleman.

LEROY ALBERT LAMB,

JR.

Groton, Connecticut
Leroy came to the Academy via the Marine Reserve and
NAPS. He lost little time in settling down and making the
Hall his home and has managed to avoid the Executive
Department's extra instruction rather consistently. The conservative forms of entertainment appeal to Leroy. He does
a lot of reading, from science-fiction to philosophy. Not one
to become involved in the intricacies of dragging at the
Academy, Leroy spends most of his free moments in the
gym. His determination and love of competition will make
the Navy proud of him.
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SAMUEL WARREN LAYN
Coolidge, Arizona
Before coming to Navy,

Sam

spent two years at the UniChemistry. The NROTC

versity of Arizona majoring in

there gave

him

a

rabid sports fan,

good background

Sam was

A

for the Academy.
a varsity spectator sportsman.

Like so many of his classmates, he was a charter member
of the sub squad. In his free moments from sub squad in-

company and battalion sports.
intends to go into the Navy which,

struction he participated in

After graduation,

Sam

we're sure, will find

him

a capable, energetic officer.

JOHN EARL LILLY
Beckley,

West

Virginia

John spent a year

at

Mercersburg Academy and a year

at

the University of Virginia before he settled down to the
study of his profession at Navy. Due to lack of time he was

forced to neglect his hobby of prestidigitation. He was a
card shark but continued, with his innocent smile and constant eye for the bright side, to practice the magic of making
friends. Psychologists may differ, but John was born a good
mixer. The lil' hoss never won varsity laurels; however, he
did as much as anyone in promoting and participating
in intramural sports.

DONALD JAMES LOOSLEY
Ukiah, California
After two years of civil engineering at Santa Rosa Junior
College in California, Don crossed die country, changed
climates, campuses, and careers all in one stroke. One of the

Monster's Plebes, he nevertheless kept his calm and quiet
consistency like a silken pillow in a pile of burlap bags.
Don used the same silent technique with the academic
departments with good marks as a result. A regular at
steeplechase and cross country, he also served the company
as class representative. As with almost everything else,
Don had a way with the ladies. During Youngster Cruise
an Irish lass followed him all the way from Belfast to Paris!
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KENNETH ROBERT McCALLY
Mansfield, Ohio

Navy

Ken came

to

prominent

in football, basketball,

High School where he was
and baseball. He gained
early recognition here by landing a position on both the
Varsity basketball and baseball teams as a Plebe, and he
continued to be a familiar face on these two squads as his
N stars with the attached B-robe will attest. Mac was always
via Mansfield

savvy with the books, Bull constituting the only problem in
the field of academics. This in no way hampered his ability
to tell a funny story, and he always managed to gather an
audience whenever he became inspired. With his friendly
disposition and competitive spirit, we know Ken will be a
fine asset to the service.

DAVID HERMAN MONNICH
Tulsa,

Oklahoma

Dave, better known to the boys as Sam Hoss because he
always had the hot skinny from the horse's mouth, arrived
bright-eyed and bushy-tailed from Oklahoma U. to contribute his versatility in sports and prolific personality to
Canoe U. He proved himself to be one of the few who
could sack out in Skinny and still 4.0 the quiz. His pride in
O.U.'s football team more than vanquished his monthly
insult, but he never lost his loyalty to the Sooners. His
apparently endless supply of energy will always enable
Dave to arrive on top in his every undertaking.

ROY CHAMBLEE PAUL
Dubant, Oklahoma
ex-doughboy from Durant, came to Canoe U. via
Somewhere along the way he decided the easy
of a sailor boy was for him, so he traded his M-l and

R.C.,

Bainbridge.
life

boots for a pair of sea legs ( sea legs or bow legs ) He was
always easy to find, either in the rack or sailing on the bay.
Favorite saying, "Party, what are we waiting for?" And,
.

"Girls??

Of

course!" Aside from his obvious sterling assets,

his multitude of personal characteristics predict a successful
life in
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the service.

EDWARD METCALFE PEEBLES
Denver, Colorado

Coming

to

USNA

via the

Boy Scouts and

the

NROTC

at

Ed brought

with him a pair of
long legs, an intense pride in his western mountains, and
considerable academic prowess. Using his spare time for
such activities as the Lucky Bag, the Cadiolic Choir, the
Aeronautical Engineering Club, and as Log feature writer,
Ed also kept busy at dragging to the full extent of the
monthly pittance. Always ready to try something different,
he even spent one summer leave working on a pile driver
at the Baltimore waterfront. With a natural liking for the
sky and a firm belief in the domestic life, his post-graduation
the University of Colorado,

aspirations are in the air

and

in a family.

JOHN MICHAEL RASTER
Toledo, Ohio
Rastus spent two years playing football and going out with
girls at the University of Detroit near his own home, Toledo,
before assuming his role as a defender of the peace here at
USNA. Even so great a shock couldn't stop him from playing football; he joined the Varsity squad as a Plebe and
gained the spotlight with his spectacular 101 yard run on
an intercepted Army pass. The next year he resumed dating
girls. After a bad case of all thumbs during Plebe drawing,
he regained his feet academically and found plenty of free
time for more sports and extra-curricular activities. A thirtyyear man, his grinning face should be a welcome addition
to the sub service.

KEITH JEFFERSON RICE
Atlanta, Georgia

known to his classmates as K.J., is one of those
fellows from deep in the heart of Dixie. A loyal
southerner, he devoted much of his time defending the
Jeff,

better

you

all

Rebel Cause and expounding on the merits of the Georgia
coming to Navy, Jeff attended Washington
and Lee University for a year, where he was studying premed. The desire to come to Navy and a Senatorial appointment, however, soon dissipated plans to become a doctor.
When he wasn't exchanging blows with the academic departments, Jeff usually supported one of the intramural
teams or read Hemingway. His peeve engineering courses.
Thus to K.J., wherever you go, good luck.
peach. Before

—
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JOHN CHARLES RUTH
Clifton, New Jersey
came to the Academy on a Congressional appointment.
Before entering he acquired a good educational background at Clifton High School and Newark College of
Engineering. He is no book worm, having taken his studies
J.C.

he managed

lightly. Still

to

keep

his stars

on

his full dress,

B-robe, and undershirts for four years at the

Academy.

After class hours he booted them home for the Varsity
Soccer squad in the fall, and in the winter he was in the
fifth wing basement playing table tennis for the Second
Battalion.

John

is

a

man

for the

Navy

line.

The Navy

will

not be disappointed, for thev will receive a capable, wellliked officer.

CHARLES HILARIAN SENN
Mott, North Dakota

Navy to see the world, and saw
before coming to USNA. He was a cruiser
sailor aboard the USS. Fargo in the Mediterranean long
enough to see that part of the world. After the Fargo was
decommissioned he boarded L'Miserie and saw his first
Middie cruise from the other side of the fence. Then came
Korea and Mr. C. went over with the Big Mo. He had been
over there quite a while when an almost forgotten application was approved and he took off for Newport and NAPS.
From there Charlie came down to Navy and has been here
Charlie joined Uncle Sam's
a

good

bit of

it

—

ever since. Besides marriage to a certain schoolmarm, he
looking forward to aviation and pulling G's.

is

EDWARD CLAYTON STRAUB
Brooklyn,

New

York

Although he hailed from Brooklyn, Ed was about the only
one from the homestead who disliked the Dodgers. He
came to the Naval Academy three days after he graduated
from high school; seems as though the cuts never take a rest.
Once in a while Skinny gave him a little trouble, but he
always managed to stay ahead of the academic departments.
His favorite sports were indoor, out of the Maryland cold,
and included all sorts, even the most energetic. A terror
with the Plebes, Ed plans to further his Navy education at
Pensacola.
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PAUL EDWARD SUTHERLAND
Annapolis, Maryland

from Annapolis, and came to us
from Severn School. Though he had high aspirations of attending West Point, he wisely chose the Naval
Academy. A very fine lacrosse player, he worked hard for
the batt lacrosse team. He was not immune from the wrath
of the academic departments, but he always managed to
come through in traditional Navy style. Paul found his
O.A.O. earlv in his Academy days and could be seen dragging every free weekend. Known for his jovial humor, Paul
has a sincere desire to succeed, and we know that he will
be a real asset in his future military career.
Paul, oddlv enough, hails
directly

JOHN GLADE TONER
Edon, Ohio
John attended the University of Michigan for two years,
where he engaged in the studies of pre-med. He was an
ardent photo bug but devoted most of his time, when not
rattling sabers with the academic and Executive Departments, to the pursuit of the fairer sex; however, his wives
figure he could use a little coaching along this line. He was
liked best for his long line of quips, packages from home,
and his subscription to the Ohio State University's humor
magazine. John hopes to couple his service career with
medicine.

LEE ROY TURNER,

JR.

Annapolis, Maryland

Lee attended Severn School before entering Navy Tech,
and didn't have very far to travel to arrive at his new home
for four years. Though the academic departments gave him
a little trouble along the way, one could never call him a
slash, for nothing stopped him from taking advantage of
every minute of his well earned liberty. Well liked by
everyone, his uncomplaining jovial manner gave a lift to all.
Lee's training will be put to good use upon graduation
when he will join the swelling ranks of those who go down
to the sea in ships.
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SEABORN HOWARD WADE,

JR.

Miami, Florida

A

native of Miami, Seaborn spent two years at Stetson
University and another semester at Miami U. before he
decided that Navy tech was the place for him. Once he had
made up his mind (much to the relief of Navy's golf coach)
as even the Skinny Departit was impossible to stop him
ment found out. He managed to divide his time almost

—

equally between his favorite sport golf, his favorite hobbv
and the salvation of mankind, the indoor trampoline.
Even though Seaborn claimed no kinship to Ben Hogan,
those who saw him perform out on the links will swear that
sailing,

he had one of the

Academv

finest drives

ever to grace the Naval

golf course.

JOSEPH JAMES WALTER
Elm Grove, Wisconsin
who was brought up in the beer city of Milwaukee,
became famous early in his Naval career by being the only
Midshipman actually to have a hole in his head, although
many have been accused of it. Joe very conveniently divided his time between the rack and dragging, but didn't
go in much for variety. Later on he took up sailing on the
battalion yawls to become one of the top hands. His easy
going manner and likeable personality combined with his
other likeable traits should make him a standout in the
Joe,

JEROME FRANCIS WATSON
Brooklyn, New York
Jerry hails from a place of some distinction, at least to true
baseball fans Flatbush. He came to the Naval Academy

—

one year at Fordham University. Although not a star
man, he has had no trouble with academics. He has spent
most of his spare time around the boathouse. He was a
member of the crew that won the National Championship
his Plebe year, and received his N Youngster year. It looks
as if he will spend the next twenty vears of his life in the
line. We wonder what twenty years aboard a crew shell will
do for him.
after

{

IfT'l
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JAMES FRANCIS WIESNER
Superior, Wisconsin
After high school, Jim attended Carleton College for one
year before entering the Naval Academy. His love of hunting and fishing is best explained by the fact that he hails
from northern Wisconsin where the hunter and fisherman
are king. While at the Academv he found academics a
bother, but he finally won out in the end. He had his share
of the sub squad, and always managed to get in a little
basketball or football when he found the time. Jim plans to
stay in the Navy, and if his eyes hold out he would like a

crack at

Navy

air.

FRED ANTHONY WILHELM
Bergenfield,

New

Jersey

Fred had

on dentistry at St.
Naval Academy. Starting
off with Plebe summer boxing, Fred always stood very high
in P.T.
enjoying such pastimes as weight lifting, he
developed a splendid set of muscles along with a sincere
competitive spirit in every activity. A sharp technique with
hunt and peck typing allowed Fred to lead everybody in
mail received and sent. He was also talented with a pair of
Fritz to his friends,

his eyes

Peter's College before electing the

.

.

.

valuable electric clippers
always willing to fill in when
a good barber was needed. Fred kept the academics in good
hand while still enjoying life to the fullest at every oppor.

tunity.

CHARLES HOUGHTON WILL,

JR.

Omaha, Nebraska
"Wade, Walter, Watson, Wiesner, Wilhelm,

Though dangling
end alphabetically, Chuck had no
that's

our Charlie.

Will!"
precariously near the

trouble

.

.

.

.

.

.

asserting his

academically here at Navy. Never one to sweat
grades, he always had the latest copy of The Radio Amateur's Handbook or Popular Photography tucked under his
arm, or else was playfully hooking a classmate up to one
of his electrical circuits. Chuck had other interests too, aside
from his undying affection for cathode ray tubes and film
packs. This was constantly being verified by the copious
quantities of home baking that graced his locker during his

rights

stay at

USNA.
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M. C. Ahrens
Ashworth
C. A. Borden

T.

R. C. Carrigan
K. L. Costilow

E.J. Covev
G. P. Cox
'

T.

J.

Cronin

N.O.DeVoll
R. E. Diedrich

A. E. Fazekas

Fesler

R.

J.

R.

M. Forster

W. GiUman

J.

D. C. Hanson

R. G.

Harmon

D. L. Heisinger
A. K. Hovater
D. E. Jones
C. H. Klingensmith

UiAJr^

H. B. Kuykendall
E.

S.

W.
G.

I.

J.

R. A.

Mays
McDonell
Mercuro
Mozier

K. L. Peterson
J.

S.Prokop

N. C. Roberts
L. P. Sasso
R. R. Smiley
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First

**

Row— Bangert, Moore, Freitag, Matthews, Nichols, Blessing, Nielsen, Frank, Nuss, Cassimus
Row— Vainstein, LaSalle, Forsyth, Googe, Hall, Duggan, Putnam, Ostrander, Cole
Row— Alexander, Bucher, Kauffman, Hellewell, Meneke, Loewenthal, Harlow, Zemlicka
Fourth Row— Tims, Davis, Marks, Snow, Sargent, Welsh, Mooney
Fifth Row— Palmer, McGinn, Thomas, Bell, Brenner, Christenson

Second

3/c

Third

First

4/C

x

/ \ ' s

:-i

Row— Friedland,

Lustfield, Korzinek, Pettit, Woodbury, Grcenwald, Butterworth, Shriver, Putnam, Grc
Second Row— Libey, Byng, Kennard, Lombard, Dickey, Baggae, Fox, Bartels, Mink
Third Row— Medlock, Hurst, Jacobs, Allard, Coyne, Buck, Bellay, Davis
Fourth Row— Quegan, Fenick, Hoffman, Gies, O'Donnell, Walker Hanson
Fifth Row— Gibson, Mclntyre, Stack, Harris, Simmons, Griffith
Sixth Row— O'Connor, Washburn, Hanley, Crews, Longdon
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D. Martin, A. A. Hastoglis, C. E. Masalin,
J.

R. Perkins,

S.

Helms

L. P. Diesel, R. H. Rrower,
F.
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J.

McLaughlin,

P. R.

J,

W.

Jamison,

Maitland

THOMAS LEO ALDRICH

JOSEPH EVANS BENNETT
Rocky Mount, North Carolina

Akron, Ohio

A strict interpreter

of the

these four years with a

Academy

maximum

A

Tom went through
ease. When he couldn't

regs,

of

in

Tarheel born and bred, Joe chose the long

vinced early in Plebe summer that wrestling

be found in his rack, he couldn't be found. Steady, dependable, and always punctual, coming back from leave proved
to be his nemesis. He was voted the honorary title of
ComBagStow 8. While here, his extra-curricular efforts
were divided between the Log and the Newman Club. He
lost his heart Youngster year to a telephone operator, and
hasn't been the same since. In sports, Tom was devoted to
football and the ringside. His future lies in the air, and
someday soon Tom'll be jockeying his jet through the sky.

way

to

come

—via Loyola University of Los Angeles. Smokey was conis

the best

all-

round conditioner and has stuck with it ever since. Always
partial to the Navy, Joe joined the Naval Reserve while a
high school senior and achieved a life-long ambition when
this led to his appointment as Midshipman, '55. With that
elusive ensign's commission in his grasp, Joe-Boy will be
sure the struggle with Skinny and Math was well worth the
effort, and he is casting an eye at the Silent Service. Eventually, he hopes to retire as a gentleman farmer.

PETER STEELE BLAHl
New Hampshire

Portsmouth,

The Man

breezed through academics as easily as
contenders on the wrestling mat ( taking the
national title en route) and compiled a good scholastic
record. Pete's good humor was never shaken, and his genial
roar and friendly (crushing) handshake were well known
to all. His favorite pastimes were organizing impromptu
football games (who could refuse?) and writing to and
collecting pictures of the girl. Pete came to the Academy
after two years in the Navy, and he plans to enter the submarine service as soon as possible.
of Steel

he defeated
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JOSEPH ELMER CLARKSON

RICHARD HADLEY RROWER
Pittsboro,

Ferndale, Washington

North Carolina

Abandoning two years of college and a USAF (ROTC)
commission, Dick entered our hallowed walls to struggle
and strive. Many a Saturday afternoon was whiled away
while Dick held close conference with his pillow. Although
Dick's concept of Saturday afternoon was one of oblivion
when his O.A.O. wasn't up, he was far from being a mattress
martyr. His weekday afternoons were spent in water polo,
company football, and wielding the mightv foot in soccer.
Only one obstacle has confronted Dick shaving a wirefast for

him

It

always took the

to file

down

full half

came

to the Brigade directly from high school in FernWashington. A quiet and unassuming fellow, Joe is
probably best remembered for his timid smile. A steady
pipe smoker, lover of classical music, and an encyclopedia
of facts relating to Navy air, Joe has always been one ready
to lend a helping hand wherever needed. Whether managing the football team or helping a classmate pull sat, Joe
has proved to be an invaluable addition to the Brigade. He
will be no less valuable as a member of any wardroom.

Joe

dale,

—

brad beard.

&,

hour before break-

his stubble.

ROBERT LOUIS CONLAN
San Francisco, California
Although the Old Seal spent most of his time playing golf,
handball or just catching up on his sleep he found time to
provide

enough

many good laughs for all who were fortunate
know him. His easy-going manner and quick wit
sly, ever present grin made Bob the most notable

to

plus his

—

man

in the company
his size helped too. Never a star in
academics he gained his fame Youngster year when he was
named captain of the Excused Squad. Only on occasion did
Seal condescend to give the fair sex a break and drag but
still he received more mail than he could read in a study

period.

\jjyiWM3feiB
'

1
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DONALD LEE CONNER
Lima,

New Yoek

The future
sion:

"I'll

will testify to the validity of

never be bald.

My

Don's pet expres-

hair has always

been

thin."

Perhaps some of it was lost studying, of which Don has
done his share. Before Navy, Don attended the University
of Rochester. At U. R., Delta Upsilon fraternity took up his
spare time. Don was a star man, and music was his principal interest outside his O.A.O. While at the Academy
Don found time to lend his talents to the Log as well as to
the company handball, soccer, and football teams. His easy

manner and gentle

satire will

make Don

a

welcome addi-

tion to the service.

GEORGE WILMARTH CONNER

DENNIS

Ada, Ohio

Baton Rouge, Louisiana

life was no novelty for George when he first arrived
Navy. An Army brat, he was accustomed to extensive
travel both in the U. S. and abroad. From St. Paul's in London he returned to Culver Military Academy in Indiana to
complete his high school studies. Plebe year George won
his numerals in golf, soccer, and rifle. He confined his

wading through the bayous of Louisiana to get here,
Dink found life as a Middy pretty easy. Academics were no
strain and after a short period of time ( three years and 364
days) he discovered a way to beat the Executive Department. He graduated. Seeing snow was a first experience for
Denny that Plebe winter, but he soon found out that at
Annapolis the snow falls inside the classrooms as well as
outside. Having all the attributes of a fine militarv officer,

Military

athletics for the next three years to

company

sports

and

time was consumed by
his participation in the Public Relations and Brigade Activities Committees. The thrills of jet flying beckon and George
plans to answer the

CURTIS

After

at

weekend dragging. The

EDWARD

rest of his

Denny

call.
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will find easv sailing after

June

'55.

LORING PARKER DRESEL

RORERT FRANCIS GALLAGHER

Sonoma, California
With three years in the Fleet behind him, Dres entered
USNA carrying with him all of the friendliness and humor
which were always his paramount attributes. Although he
was active in the field of sports, his aquatic efforts were
always a source of amusement to both him and his classmates. His natural mental abilities provided him a present-

St.

able academic record with a

maximum

West

Virginia

for it Youngster year. He played trumpet with the
Frigid Five but sounded better on a sax. As music editor
of the Log, Bob had the opportunity of giving a smattering
of his favorite pastime to the Brigade. Bob plans marriage
and a service career after graduation.
title

of sack time, the in-

between moments being spent partaking

of his beloved
pastimes drinking coffee, listening to Hank Williams, and
telling sea stories. His friendly nature, pleasantness, and
abundance of common sense will assure him success as a

—

Navy

Albans,

With a smile, a quick tongue, and a Peg in his heart, Bob
came to Navy Tech from the campus of Marshall College.
He showed signs of being an excellent boxer until his first
fight, and then decided the radiator squad was more his
speed. Pony Bob was full of fabulous tales and even won a

line officer.

WALTER WAVERLY GRAHAM,

III

Nashville, Tennessee

Wave was

living proof that extra preparation is not necessary to succeed at Navy. An excellent record in academics
and similar achievements in the extra-curricular field

marked the beginning of a naval career of which he can
already be proud. The Class Honor Committee, Ring and
Crest Committee, and the Log all claimed Wave as an

member of the staff at one time or another. Serving as
Log during first class year, Wave spent many
liberty hour in the First Wing basement meeting those

active

editor of the

a

ever present deadlines. Sportswise, he confined his agility
to intramurals.
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CARL HENRY HAINES
LaSalle, Illinois

The Marine Corps was

Carl's last stop before entering the

Academy. He discarded the campus

life

of the University

of Illinois in favor of the Navy. Plebe year offered

culty to this leatherneck but Youngster year with

no

diffi-

dragging privileges was a little different. Toward the end of the
year Carl found himself with too many O.A.O.'s. A perfectionist at heart, Carl had some fine ideas on how to improve
the place, and didn't mind airing opinions. He spent a good
deal of his spare time working for the Reception Committee
and intramural sports. Upon graduation Carl planned to
find his future in the air.
its

ANTHONY ANASTES HASTOGLIS

WILLIAM LAVERN HARRISON
Dothan, Alabama
Bill came to Navy from one

Princeton,

New

Jersey

obvious that Tony is a Navy man from way back.
Luckily Patrick Henry originated the phrase, "Give me
liberty or give me death," or Tony would have. He loved
his liberty but often had a hard time choosing between the
town and the rack. One or the other took up most of his
time. An amazing ability to provide a continual stream of
conversation under all circumstances gleaned Tony awesome success with the women and popularity with his classmates. His athletic claims to fame were his familiarity with
the bottom of our swimming pool and the top of the wres-

many

small towns in
southern Illinois. He got the sea in his blood while spending
several months on a Mediterranean cruise during a hitch
of those

It is

the Navy prior to entering the Academy. Academics
proved no match for Bill and he managed to find some time
for Smoke Hall and the sack. He enjoyed those evenings
after the football game in B-more, Philly, and New York.
His favorite query: "Is the mail out yet, mate?" It's going to
be an ensign's bars for Bill after graduation in '55.
in

tling
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SANDA

B.

HELMS,

JOHN WENDELL JAMISON,

JR.

Tuscaloosa, Alabama

JR.

Washington, D. C.
Characterized by his keen wit and superior sense of humor,
John struck a high note with his classmates from the time
of his arrival from Bullis Prep. Time after time he has
brought us out of our dull humors by wielding his talented
pen to produce the cartoons for which he is so well known.
But humor, wit, and artistic ability are not his only fine
qualities. John has managed to maintain a fine academic
record even though a great portion of his time was spent

Alabama lost a top-notch guard and Navy. gained a fine
officer when Sandy came north with an eagerness to further
his education and expand his military know-how. He
directed his ability to sailing with great success and confined his gridiron gained physical energy to frequent scrim-

mages with the Skinny Department. Having no peer in the
realm of securing admiration from young lovelies, Sandy
was seldom seen without a femme of whom any of us would
have been proud to name as our own. In the coming years,
he will carry with him a vivid sense of humor, superior
leadership, and fascination for hard work.

before

the

mirror

determining his

time-rate-of-hair-loss

which worried him almost as much as his O.A.O.'s late
weekend arrivals. Not to be forgotten, of course, are his
aquatic accomplishments.

WILLIAM FRANCIS LAVALLEE
Woonsocket, Rhode Island
Bill was one of the group of former

enlisted

men who

entered the Naval Academy via the Naval Prep School at
Bainbridge. Though more of a liberal arts student than an

had no difficulty in any subject. His separaand weekends was a unique feature of his
philosophy: "Render unto the academic departments the
weekdays that are theirs, but save weekends for dragging."
When not attending meetings of the French or Aeronautical
Engineering Clubs, Bill could usually be found dribbling
a basketball. His versatility in athletics kept him near the
engineer, Bill

tion of academics

top of his class in
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during the entire four years here.

PETER ROBERT MAITLAND
Clinton, Massachusetts

A

Congressional appointment and a year at Bullis Prep in
Washington marked Pete's entrance to Annapolis. An active
background of sports, academics, and extra-curriculars prepared him well for the rigors of Navy life. Football was his
first love. A three year letter man, Pete captained the 150
pound eleven his last year as they won one National Championship after another. Boxing was his second favorite and
it was his ring craft along with his aggressiveness on the
gridiron that caused him to be dubbed Tiger. Although
sports took up a good bit of his time, Pete still managed to
compile an enviable academic record.

DONALD MARTIN

CHARLES ERO MASALIN

Wilmington, Delaware

Camden, Maine
Chuck came directly from high

After spending three years as an enlisted man in the Navy,
Don Martin, a product of Wilmington, Delaware, entered

behind his
on the rockbound coast
of Maine. Someday he claims that he will go back, build a
bungalow on the sea shore and again catch plenty of those
big lobsters. Although Chuck dragged on the average of
once a year, he says that quality is way ahead of quantity.
His ability to get along well with others, willingness to lend
a helping hand, and desire to do a good job assure him of
school, leaving

favorite pastime of lobster fishing

the Naval Academy via the Naval Academy Prep School in
Bainbridge, Maryland. During his four years at the
Academy, Don ranked with the top men of his class in
Physical Training. Among his many hobbies, he enjoyed

photography, ice skating, sports cars, and women. Because
he seems to come up with the right answers when most
needed, Don will always be a credit to his service and a
leader wherever he may go.

future success.
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FRANCIS JOSEPH McLAUGHLIN

DOUGLAS MURRAY MICHELSEN

Winchester, Massachusetts

Grosse Pointe, Michigan

Red McLaughlin,

to the Academy via Bullis Prep School after
attending Grosse Pointe High. During his hitch at Navy
Tech he is remembered for his cheerfulness and his monthly
visits to collect for the war orphan. The curriculum did not

Doug came

the Eighth's Mr. Take-It-Easy, picked

up the knack of taking things in stride early in his Navy
career. Someday, after he has become even more famous,
his motto, "Don't sweat it," will hang with other equally
memorable ones on a bulkhead in Luce Hall. The old red
head had known the meaning of college life. He transferred
to Navy from a New Hampshire athletic scholarship, then
became a standout Varsity soccerman and company fieldbailer. Bean Town held a not so mystic attraction for Mac,
one explained simply by the fact that it was home.

come

too easily for

Doug, but

his

application and per-

severance allowed him to compile an enviable record both
in academics and physical achievements. Doug's personality
was the keynote to his success. His sincerity and consideration of others' opinions have carved a spot in the memories
of all who knew him.

PATRICK JOSEPH O'CONNOR
Hammond, Indiana
After graduating from Bishop-Noll High School, Pat entered
Purdue University and concentrated on preparing for the

Academy.
his

Pat's a true Irishman as he so aptly confirms by
broad grin and friendly greeting. He found time for

such things as cross country, gymnastics. Catholic Choir,
and Irish ballads and dances. For Patrick, liberty has had
a fascinating

ways

and

like all

Navy men he found many
and as many

became very adept at handling the fair set, but
most of us he concentrated on the girl back home.

leaves he
like

call,

to enjoy himself. After several cruises
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ELTON COUNCIL PARKER,

JR.

Amebicus, Georgia
a man robust both in mentality and physique
although he was not addicted to either lifting weights or
prolonged concentration on matters academic. A year did
not pass in which Buddy did not acquire well deserved
stars. His favorite pastimes?
hunting, fishing, squash, rack
time, and reading the mail from his herd of young lovelies.
Born the son of an Academy graduate, Buddy was destined
to end up at the Academy. He entered the elite Bancroft

Buddy was

—

Marion Military

society via

Institute.

JOHN HOOD POWELL

JOHN RICHARD PERKINS
Memphis, Tennessee

Now it can
of

Lucky Bag

Cairo, Georgia

Hood, a Rebel from southern Georgia, completed a year at
Marion Institute in preparation for the rigors of Academy
life. Studies proved no problem, so Hood turned his attention to sports and took to die field in intramurals. Batt
football was his best game. His most noted achievement at
Navy came about as a result of a broken finger received
playing die game. He managed to stretch out his stay at

the story of Dick Perkins, boy editor,
fame. The Bag consumed large amounts of

be told

.

.

.

Perk's time for die last

two and a

half years of the course,

but he managed to manage the squash team and lend a
voice to the Catholic Choir. In a crowd Perk was the short
guy with the crew cut who could always be heard before
he was seen. What he set his sights on was as good as
accomplished.

A

the hospital for over a month, a record that

year at Christian Brothers College in
high school prepared Dick to pay the rent
twice a year at Annapolis, and stars were a four year stand-

Memphis

His social

after

Any

life

was taken up

in

dreams of
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stands.

back home.

An

easy going

extra time he spent in bull sessions.
southern gentleman, Hood left a pleasant
minds of all who knew him.

ard for the full dress collar.

still

his girl

memory

in the

JAMES FRANCIS POWERS,

JAMES PAUL RIVIERE

JR.

New

York City, New York
Having heard that Midshipmen were restricted as to the
number of personal belongings they might keep with them

Evanston, Illinois
Paul, one of the youngest

Academy

after entering, Jim played it safe and arrived in Annapolis
carrying only a toothbrush and an electric razor. A year
spent at Fordham University enabled him to clear the

directly

members

of his class, entered the

from Evanston High School. Since that

time he has been the proof that a year at college is not
necessary to succeed academically. Tackling Calculus and
Trig as if he invented them, Paul has earned the reputation
of a Math wizard among his classmates. His extra-curricular
activities have included sailing and swimming, the latter
being his forte. Many an hour Paul braved the mighty deep
of the Natatorium for the varsity team. Custom cars and hot
rods occupied his time when he was not engaged in swimming. Though inherently quiet, Paul is that vital part of any

hurdles of Plebe year, including seven consecutive weeks
of vocal lessons pressed upon him by a generous First
Classman. An ardent sports fan, he managed to find time for
company football, Softball and soccer, as well as many hours
of violent splashing in the instruction pool after every
swimming test. Jim hopes to find a career in aviation, earning his wings soon after graduation.

group which gives

it life.

MacGREGOR GORDON SCOTT
Washington, D. C.
After a year of marking time

at

joined us late in that long ago

summer

George Washington, Scotty
of '51, but he quickly
picked up Academy ways. Backed by an abundance of good
common sense and an appreciation for humor, Academy
life came easily, but there were those days when Navy took
its toll and won hands down. The light of his life was a
pretty miss from Washington who brightened the weekends
and the long times in between with her letters of cheer and
wisdom. His second love was the rack where he could be
found most any time he was not busy with the Reception
Committee. Scotty plans a career in the submarine service.
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ERNEST HUGH SEBORG
Rockfobd, Illinois
Ernie, Mrs. Seborg's first-born,

came

to

Navy Tech from

His affection for his home town was attested to by the fact that leave and returning there numbered among his chief interests. His volume of outgoing
mail each week was only slightly short of stupendous. Unlike many of us, however, he received even more than he
sent. Athletically, his tastes ran to wrestling for participation
and football for watching. He devoted much time to boosting the superiority of midwestern football. Ernie's ever
ready humor and constant willingness to help have made
life at USNA more pleasant for all of us.
Roekford,

Illinois.

WILLIAM PATRICK SLATTERY

WINCHESTER

Freeport, Illinois

Williston, South Carolina

De

Winn

Paul University in Chicago drafted Bill right from high
its basketball team. After a couple of years as a
college boy, however, Bill left the night life of Old Chi and
journeyed to Crabtown for further development in academics and basketball. Plebe year saw Bill quite active on
the freshman quintet which only blazed the trail for the
varsity five. His brand of ball satisfied Navy rooters as
much as it displeased their opponents. His 34 points for one
game during Plebe year will stand a long time before being
topped. Academics proved a good match for Bill, but he
managed to come through with his head above water.

C.

SMITH

participated in a full year of the collegiate-type educational process at the University of South Carolina before

school for

the change. Briefly terminating his prodigal ways, Chester
arrived full of ambition and enthusiasm
dissipated.

He

—two qualities scon

make quite a name for himself as
much to the disappointment of the

set out to

an athlete and writer,

Department which wept bitter tears over various essays
on irrelevant quiz material. Winn won acclaim on the batt
Bull

One play in particular made his name legend.
intercepted a pass and jaunted 60 vards for the winning
touchdown. Winn was always a fun-lover and had a great
football team.

He

sense of humor.
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THOMAS LESTER STATE

CARL PHILIP VOGEL,
Fairport, New York

Spokane, Washington
Hailing from the great Northwest where the girls, weather,
scenery, and parties are better than anywhere else, Tom
stood off the story-telling onslaughts of his southern roommates for four years only by fabricating a few yarns of his
own. After two years at Gonzaga University where he
starred in the pre-game warmups with the basketball team,
Big T limited his athletic activities here to an occasional
round of golf or a sprint to formation. The high mark in his
Academy career was spending half of Second Class year in
the hospital where he gained a respite from the rigors of
Bancroft discipline, for which he possessed no great love.
After graduation it's wings for the redhead.

JR.

Determined early in life to see the world, Carl left no stone
unturned on the road between Fairport and Annapolis.
Hard work and a will to win the Battle of Books, coupled
with his diligent pursuit of happiness guarantee his success.
Track, football, and dragging nothing but queens were
Carl's major activities. His carefree manner and friendly
attitude captured many friends. We are glad to have had
the privilege of

knowing him.

HOMER NORMAN WALLIN
Washington, D. C.
Known by all for his friendly wit, Homer has made for
himself a place in the good of Sth that no one else could
fill. With his taking-life-as-it-comes outlook Norm has not
only done well by the books but has revealed a pretty fine
habit of being around to help out a guy at a tough moment.
Gilbert and Sullivan plus an early six cups of coffee never
failed to open his eyes and make him his good old self.

Even with

his crazy ear for those hillbilly hits, we've all got
admit that the Wallin sense of humor has made him a (g2 )
good guy to have around.

to
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C. N. Chavarria

A. D. Cline

J.

Conway

E.

'

R. E.

Cook

S. F.

Davis

G. C. Heidrich
J.

E. Johnson

J.

R. Johnston

L. B. Kriner
F. G. Lippert
J.

Magagna

F.

L. O.

Marr

C. L.
T. A.

Monson
Morgan

C. B.

Owen

R. E. Park
L.

Pfeiffer

J.

W. M. Schoessel
L. W. Stockham
R. A.

M.
J.

Surma

T. Wolff

B.

Wuertz
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First

3/c

DeMars, Pitney, Cunningham, Thoma
Reichart,

DeWaal, Lary, Jensen

Third Ro\y— Graff, Ford, Varnadore, Fendler, Six, Senior, Parker, Roudebush
Fourth Row— Butterfield, Baker, Martin, McCraw, Zollars, Sakey, Smith
Fifth Row— Brewer, Marxer, Bustle, Whitmire, Mitchell, Dugan

st

4/c

Row— Betcher, Scherzinger, Diehlmann, Worrell, Kane, Dickey,
Second Row— Peterson, Wilber, Gleason, Conaty, Thompson,

Row—Vanlandingham,

Brinegar. Farlee, Xagel, Pelot, Clarkson, Uhlhorn, Kretschmar, Shafer,

Lowery

Second Row— Bound, Leary, Lewis, Yasenchok, Freakes, Chambliss, Triebes, Ingram, Thomas
Third Row— Warren, Rohbough, Salmon, Cone, Reeger, Wright, Hutchinson, Palmer
Fourth Row— Kirby, Wray, Wawak, Barry, Robbins, Krauter, Caswell
Fifth Row— Collins, O'Neill, Daniels, Fredricks, Montgomery, EUer
Sixth Row— Larson, Anderson, Archambault, Brown, Hoback
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J.

B.

Haynes, L. F. Gayle, W. J. Holland,
T. Baldwin, D. E. Waitley
J.

M.

E. Bishop,

J.

T. Baldwin,

Third
Battalion

CDR

J.

G. Drew,

J.

J.

Kronzer, R. M. Hughes, R. T. Nelson

USN

Battalion Officer

3rd Batt Office

.

Company
LT

E. H. Loftin,

Company

.J****!
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i

USN

Officer
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f
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E. B. Caraway,

W.

G. Fairey,

D. G. Bourke, L.

S.

...,,,.

,j

M. C. Mlekush,
Wigley

G.

W.

Gilstad, S. L.
L.
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W.

McClure, W. C. Martin,
B. Holder
J.

Frost,

f

WILLIAM ELLIS ARNOLD,

h

it

JR.

Pine Bluff, Arkansas
Toting a red hot pair of

Buddy
way to

left

drum

sticks

and a new pah of shoes,
and wended his
-

the halls of Henderson College

the banks of the Severn. Despite his constant battle
with the academic departments he still found time to swing
from limb to limb with the varsity gymnasts. A member of
the Drum and Bugle Corps for four years, he insisted that
it was harder to carry a drum than a rifle in a P-rade. Life
for Buddv wouldn't have been complete without an O.A.O.,
and though they came and went with the seasons, he was
never without one.

JAMES THOMAS BALDWIN
Hot Springs, Arkansas

WILLIAM ALOIS BAIR
Emporium, Pennsylvania
Bill used to claim "Emporium and Annapolis have a lot in
common. For instance, they are both equally inaccessible
from

all

Penn

State,

Reed

A man

many

ROTC

uniform for

was crew
manager, a battalion boxer, and battalion representative for
the Trident. A fast man with a chemistry equation, he could
usually be seen explaining the mysteries of the Skinny Department to a befuddled classmate or Plebe.
Special.

of

Navy with

a touch ot college life
belt.

He was an

at
all-

round athlete and excelled in many sports during his preNavy days; so PT was always fruit for him. Something
more than his last name acquired for him the nickname of
Baldy. An ill-fated bricking party, caused by a Yankee blind
date Youngster year, sold him on Southern girls, bringing
him back from Second Class summer leave with stars in his
eyes and miniatures on his mind. Tommy took his studies
seriously but was always ready for a little fun and horse-

two years of carefree
where he majored in metallurgy,

traded his sock-bag blue Air Force

a Jake

arrived at

Southeastern State College under his

parts of the East Coast." After

college life at
Bill

Tommy

talents, Bill

play.
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GLENN DALE BATES
North Stonington, Connecticut
Leaving behind Stonington High and the tombstone works,
Chief entered the Academy with high ambitions. A few of
these ambitions were immediately calmed. Most of his time,
aside from that allotted to his rack, was spent out on the
Severn in USNA's famous dingys and hanging from the high
bar in the gymnasium. Glenn also lent his artistic talents
to many pairs of pajamas for his classmates plus many
varied cartoons and posters. Being his conscientious and
dependable self should provide him with a successful career
flying jets for

Navy

air.

MICHAEL EDWARD BISHOP

DONALD GARRAID BOURKE

Powells Point, North Carolina

Pasadena, California

Although the youngest man in his class, Mike had already
completed a year at V.P.I, when he embarked on his four
years at Navy. He soon established himself in the top
twenty of his class and though the profs never realized his
true worth he never faltered from those distinguished ranks.
Starting as a novice he won a place on the batt boxing team
and was the possessor of a fine string of victories in the ring.
He also lent his talents to the company football team and
the batt tennis squad. His keen mind and varied abilities
should lead him to success in whatever field he chooses.

The Academy claimed Gort from Muir College

via the

beaches of California, and it broke his heart to exchange
his bikini for shoes and a tie
Often turned the room
into a three ring circus because he could not confine his
gymnastics to the gym
"Do you have any cigarettes?"
Spent most of his time pondering over the lack of mail
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

and frantically crossing names off his address book
Never without time to enjoy a good book or music of any
sort
Hopes to enter naval aviation upon graduation,
and if his early morning aeronautics from his upper rack
were any indication, we predict a promising future for him.
.

.
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ELISHA BERNARD CARAWAY,
Shawnee, Oklahoma
Brushing

off the

THOMAS ROGERS MERRILL EMERY

JR.

Boston, Massachusetts

Oklahoma dust and shedding

his

Boston's own came to Navy after a year's sojourn at Wesleyan University. It wasn't easy for tills staid fraternitv
brother to adjust to plebe year; he never forgot the train
pulling out after a football game leaving him just one
minute behind. As a Plebe he gained a starting berth on the
soccer team but afterwards confined his talents to the
squash courts. Through the long years he never lost his
good sense of humor, likeable personality, nor his inherent

Navy

proceeded to take the Naval Academy by storm. Plebe year E. B. all but lived at the Natatorium attaining the high dexterity that eventually won him
the number one diving spot on the varsity swimming team.
In contrast to his diving perseverance is his casual air which
enchants the women. During his Second Class year E. B.
chose another field for conquest and promptly became an
outstanding cheerleader for the Brigade. His industrious
enlisted uniform, E. B.

good

and lively spirit made him a very valuable addition
every group he joined.

luck. It

was

to

be Navy

line for

Tom, provided eye

attitude

charts didn't interfere. In the latter event the Supply Corps

to

was destined

to claim another valuable

man.

WILLIAM GORDON FAIREY
Wimberly, Texas
Claiming

his

home

as just Texas,

Wild

Bill left

behind

his

boots and spurs after a year at Texas A. & M. Bill had little
trouble adjusting himself to Plebe year after being a fish
with the Aggies. His favorite pastimes were 10-minute
workouts with the barbells and then a long rest in his rack.
His many interests included the Engineering Club, batt
football, the pick-ems, hot rods, and his passionate dislike
for Eastern women. Bill's conscientious desire to make Navy
air his career furnished the Plebes with many aeronautical
questions. His loyal support to Texas and good nature will

alwavs be remembered by his classmates.

'::>'
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LAURENCE WALKER FROST
Washington, D. C.
St. Albans School in Washington, came
Naval Academy steeped in tradition and is still as
blue and gold as the day he entered. He even liked to write
about the Navy, for his submarine stories in the Log were
always popular with the troops. Larry was also known for
his thoughtfulness and pleasing personality, for anytime
anyone had any troubles, they always came around to ask
Friar for his advice. He always took time out to talk things
over. Larry had a serious attitude toward the Navy and all
concerned with Navy life; he will be among the best of the
young officers entering the Fleet.

Larry, a graduate of

to the

GERALD WILLIAM GILSTAD

ROBERT WESLEY GRAUE

White Bear Lake, Minnesota
Jer found his way from his natural habitat in the far north
to establish residence at USNA, and because of his detailed

As Will Rogers once put it, "You can take the boy out of
the country, but you can't take the country out of the boy."

knowledge

A

Mexico, Missouri

Show-Me State, Bob came to Navy Tech
two years at Central College in Fayette, Missouri,
where he studied mechanical engineering. He was an easygoing lad whose pet peeve was the Plebe who kept calling
him Mr. Graue. His chief interests were crew, Math, and

in the field of sports and academics soon became
a revered member of the Fighting Ninth. There he served
as local consultant for any persons having difficulties with
studies or statistics. After winning a bloody struggle with
the Steam Department Plebe year, Jerry consistently made
his stars. His quick wit and sharp humor always made him
a welcome addition to any party or bull session. An aspirant
for the regular Navy, Jerry was known for his desire to

become

a

good

native of the

after

crew. A smooth-bore gunner, Bob hopes for destroyer duty
with the Atlantic Fleet after graduation.

officer.
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JOHN DOUGLAS HAGUE

JOHN BURTON HAYNES

Ablington, Virginia

San

Before retiring to USNA, J.D. led the social whirl of Cincinnati U.'s Architectural School. A semi-savvy, he never
wore stars but never worried about his marks. Widely
known as the only man in the Brigade to use Toni Home
Permanent by the gallon-vat size, Clean-Cut regularly
threatened to cut it all off but never did. His fathomless
reservoir of sea stories maintained a family tradition. A
member of the Varsity dinkey sailors, John helped win
second place for Navy in the '53 Nationals. John takes his
wit, charm, and vast collection of pipes into Navy line after
graduation, with an eye on the submarine service.

John, a native of sunny California and a former MondayNight-Warrior, gravitated to the Academy from San Jose
State College where he spent three years studying civil
engineering. Extra-curricular activities monopolized much

Jose,

weekend sailing on the Vamarie
the merchants of Robber's Row
heading the list. A dyed-in-the-wool black-shoe Navy man,
John hopes eventually to command a submarine. Meticulous in his dress and proud of his uniform, John will be a
of John's spare time with

and

selling

fine officer

ROBERT WILLIAM HEPWORTH
Derry, New Hampshire
Bill

achieved his ambition of attending the Naval Academy
completing a year at Wyoming Seminary. Hep had a

after

great interest in sports, especially football, where his feats
as a fast shifty back and good defensive player were usually
the main topic of conversation when Mids speak of the
gridiron season. During the off season, he could usually be
found cheering the other teams or in the rack storing up
energy for the coming weekends. Along with a pleasant
sense of humor, he was an easy-going guy who got along
with everyone. With a likeable personality and willingness
to work, Bill will surely

make

California

the top in his chosen career.
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Log ads

to

and a valuable

asset to the service.

—

JAMES REARICK HOLDER
Fayetteville, Arkansas

Diamond Jim got a start on his military career by attending
one year at Kemper Military School. Noted for his stuffed
strong box and address book, Jim was always ready to fix
someone up with a queen. The afternoons would usually
find the miserly soccer manager arguing with some player

who needed a clean pair of socks. For three years Jim
burned up many flashlight batteries conditioning himself
Being better suited as an eye-wash salesman,
he finally had to give up his dreams of a line career and
devote his ready smile and outstanding ability to the Supply
for late lights.

Corps.

WILLIAM JEREMIAH HOLLAND,
Iowa

JOSEPH JOHN KRONZER,

JR.

Iowa
Before Jerry came to Annapolis he satisfied his desire for
the Navy by becoming an expert on naval history. Though

Joe arrived at USNA fresh out of high school, and while
here made the utmost of everything the Academy had to
offer. Conscientious in everything he did, Joe won a starting
place on the 150 lb. football team in '53 after some bad
breaks the year before. Off the athletic field, Joe did equally
well and managed to score on the academic departments
quite consistently. A truly friendly person, Joe had a multitude of friends throughout the Brigade. Navy line beckoned
to him to take to the sea after graduation.

he has the map of Ireland all over his face, his first allegiance is to Iowa, which according to him outdoes all other
states in all fields. Dutch has quite a voice
Glee Club
Catholic Choir and he was always singing something from
grand opera to the latest popular. Founder of the Woman
Haters' Club, USNA branch, Jerry finally gave into the
fairer sex at the beginning of Second Class year. Jerry was
headed for Navy line and the silent service upon graduation.

—

JR.

Oshkosh, Wisconsin

City,

—
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RANDALL MOSS LUZADER

WILLIAM CARL MARTIN

West Virginia
man for two years, Randy made

Glenvtlle,

A

Fleet

Midshipman with
West Virginia he

Evansville, Indiana

Hailing from the

little difficulty.

Bill arrived at USNA from Evansville, Indiana, after two
years in the Fleet, and then took the place by storm. His
cheerfulness and sense of humor won him many friends

the transition to
hills of

be known that there didn't exist a
An ambidexterous
lad? indeed Antiphonal Choir, yawl commander, and
gymnast. To say Randy had a sixth sense making 4.0's on
quizzes would be very apropos. Many a Plebe fell under
his torrid yet instructive wrath. This lad proved himself a
let it

task that a mountaineer couldn't handle.

—

—

throughout the Brigade. In athletics

—

—

Hon among the women, for many a maiden became enchanted with his charm and finesse. ( That's the way he tells
it.)

In

Randy

an indomitable

the

Navy

spirit

Navy

receives a competent officer with

and amiable

line.

personality.

SAMUEL LEE McCLURE
Jacksonville, Florida
entered the Naval Academy fresh out of high school
and made the change look like the most natural thing in the

Sam

world.

The many

classmates

who

received his tutoring

tested to his brilliance in academics

and

also,

Marty showed

considerable talent by lettering in lacrosse Plebe year and
winning a starting berth on the Varsity the following year.
In fact Marty achieved almost everything he worked for,
and he worked at everything he did. However, he found
plenty of time to enjoy himself and managed to have so
much fun on summer cruises that he lost all doubt about

at-

his three varsity

were a good measure of his ability on the
However, like all human beings Sam had one
big weakness. He was a real bucket when it came to shining
shoes and sometimes let this get the best of his otherwise
sunny disposition. But he never got discouraged about joinletters in soccer

athletic field.

ing the Fleet after graduation.
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DONALD RAYMOND MILLER
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Ray entered the Academy
anxious to retire from the
sports expert,

via the University of Wisconsin,
demands of college life. A real

he claimed the Braves never had

it

so

good

they moved to Milwaukee. Frequent letters and
bundles of chow from those unknowns throughout the country testified to his winning ways with those he left behind
until

after

weekends.

He was

enthusiastic in any sport

which

involved using his comparatively long legs and as a Plebe
was quick to show the Firstie who asked, "Mister, how fast
can you run up to the fourth deck, fourth wing?" He was
likeable and easy-going, and never lacked for friends.

MATT CLARENCE MLEKUSH

RICHARD THURLOW NELSON

Los Angeles, California
Matt, whose last name Webster won't even try to pronounce,
was serving a hitch in the Navy at Guam when he received
his call from USNA. While at the Academy he spent many
hours working out very rigorously with the radiator squad
and at the same time listening to the Sack Rat's Serenade.
Between workouts he was the company's Log and Splinter
representative. A good sense of humor and a jolly personality, were among Mart's many likeable characteristics. Navy
line was Matt's calling after graduation and he was determined to make a good officer.

Waupaca, Wisconsin
Dick's four years at the

Academy were

characterized

by

a

seemingly boundless energy and enthusiasm. From the time
he traded the University of Wisconsin for Navy Tech he's
been on the go. Four years in the Chapel Choir and the
pursuit of the fairer sex constituted his extra-curricular
activities. His athletic ability, which kept him near the top
of his class in

pany

PT, made him a welcome asset on the comwhere he could always be found as the

sports squads,

origin of the loudest chatter.

choice,

it

will get a valuable

Whatever the service of his
man, one who has mastered

the art of working and playing hard.
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WILLIAM OLIPHANT KENDRICK RENTZ

WESLEY LEE SAUNDERS

Atlanta, Georgia

Gloucester, Massachusetts

ventured to Navy after a year in Georgia Tech's school
With academics his least worry, he turned
his abilities toward his favorite sports, track and cross country; however, his athletic career was cut short by a minor

Casting aside his salt-laden cap and two years' work at the
Merchant Marine Academy, Wes entered USNA. For two
years Lee was a staunch end for the Third Batt football
team, but his love of sailing soon made him one of the
gentleman athletes on the Varsity dinghy sailing team. Few
women have filtered through his PPI scope, and at this
writing Lee is still looking for that certain girl. We can say
with confidence that after all his careful work, she will be
a fine choice. With Lee's love of the Navy and his easy
going personality, the line should acquire a devoted and

Bill

of Engineering.

physical injury Second Class year.
quite complicated Youngster year
the cross

fire

Bill's social life

became

when he was caught

in

of several beautiful Southern Belles. Bill could

always be heard saying, "These Yankee women just haven't
got it." Coming from a family of naval aviators, Bill plans to
step on the first rung of that same ladder to success.

loyal officer.

CHARLES RAY SMITH
Taft, California
in a hole) Smith was a product of NAPS.
His 2V2 years in the Navy before coming to USNA were
spent in Memphis and Honolulu studying electronics and
eating submarine sandwiches while lolling in the shade of
Old Diamond Head on Waikiki Beach. He brought with
him to Navy his liking of good food and plenty of rest.
Smitty's love for Skinny P-works was second only to his love
for squash. He made the varsity team youngster year and
was a mainstay ever after. After graduation Smitty hopes

Chuck (he walks

to

become

a

Navy zoom-zoom.
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JR.

WILLIAM JAMES THEARLE
Orinda, California
Spider

came

to

Navy Tech from

the sunny state of Cali-

upon completion
never had to worry
about the California rains as his home was aboard a yacht.
One of the most enthusiastic athletic rooters, Jim could
usually be seen at some athletic event giving his all for the
team. With his magnanimous personality and witty humor,
he could be found as the spark of the crowd at the hops or
fornia after having one year of prep school
of high school. This tall

at a party.

The

and lanky

star in his eyes

is

salt

a pair of

Navy wings and

the nice pleasant atmosphere around Pensacola.

ROBERT BOONE VOLLUM
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Boone packed
to enter the

his large address book, bones,

and mandolin

Academy from Penn Charter School

in Phila.

grandpappy was the Daniel Boone of
woodsman fame.
Could often be seen playing soccer or
working in the gym to prove to everyone his Jake Reed
special was a misfit.
Spent most of his time figuring out
which fair damsel he should write or drag next, which was
.

.

.

Swears

his great
.

.

.

.

.

.

probably the big reason his slide rule answers didn't exactly
coincide with those of the rest in Math or Skinny class.
Bob's versatility, good humor, and drive are the keys which
will unlock the door to a promising future.
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LAWRENCE STEWART WIGLEY
Camden,

New

Jersey

Although West Point nearly claimed him, Wiggles, after a
year at Wyoming Seminary Prep, came to Navy to further
his education. His perseverance and diligence showed up
not only in his studies and play-making on the basketball
court, but also in seeing that his wives got back after their
renowned parties. Showing an excellent facility to get along
and work with people is one of his main fortes and will help
to push him to the top in the career that lies ahead of him.
After graduation, plans call for a year's sea duty, preferably
in the Mediterranean and then to Pensacola for those wings.

JAMES LANGLEY WILLIS,

JR.

Portsmouth, Virginia
Jim was originally from North Carolina but claimed Virginia
as his stomping grounds. Being a little different from most
babies his first words were "BEAT ARMY." With this goal
in mind he stepped from the party life of William and Mary
into the arms of Mother Bancroft and her special brand of
parties
tailor shop, that is. Jim could always be seen

—

actively participating in sports as a
at

member

of the batt

team and company basketball team. The years here
the Academy were smooth sailing for Jim because of his

football

ability to dig things out for himself.
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G. F. Ball
G.

Bittner

J.

V. R. Bush

Byrom
Cohn

T.

J.

N. M.
B. H.
T. R.

W.

J.

Dolph
Edgar

Fallin

D. Ford

P.

G. A. Fulk

W. H. Green
M. Gulick

R.

C. C. Hackeling

A. C. Hendrickson

D. C. Herndon
D. R. McGrath
L. D.

Nagel

M. Petch

K.

W. A. Peters
W. H. Price
R.

Scanlon

J.

R. G. Schatz

R. T. Shigley
J.

S.

W.
W.

Shillinglaw

B. Skene

G. Surer

J.

G.

Thomas

J.

A.

Webster

E.

W. Weeks

E. K.
J.

Wharton

H. Wilde

E. A. Zabrycki
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First

Row— Bennington, Andrews, Sims, Thomas, Johnson, Liston, Dixon, Glaser, Fong, Hogan
Row— Parkinson, Coyle, Deegan, Thoeny, Alkire, McGaugh, Ahrens, Berger, Stebbins
Third Row— Dundervill, Swenor, Bishop, Alvarez, Bates, Steinke, Oates, Jaynes
Fourth Row— Knapp, Ogas, McMorris, Pagani, Boyd, Duke, Barnes
Fifth Row— Stacey, Gibson, Partlow, Snider, Powers

Second

**

First

4/c

n

i*

*%

Row— Parks, Shook, Taylor, Peters, Schaum, Christenson, McCarter, Cartwright, Kane, Mason
Row— Henderson, Prince, Kendall, Smith, Nicholas, Desselle, Redwine, Pejsar, David
Third Row— Pierce, Arneson, Blake, Stannus, Kirk, Roach, Reynolds, Detjen
Fourth Row— Prout, Williams, Mortenson, Taylor, Gibson, Haase, Underwood
Fifth Row— MacKinnon, Miller, Denty, Burgard, Sellers, Martinez
Sixth Row— Segelbacher, Nulty, Gaither, Sword, Edmondson
Seventh Row— Adkins, Beard, Teague

Second

329

Company
LCDR

R. U. Myers,

T.

W.

M.

Gilliland,

Elias, R. L. Fischer,

McCauley, W.
330

USN

J.

Todd

W.

F.

JOHN JOSEPH ANDERSON
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
John's career here on the Severn was a hectic one but not
without its share of bright spots. A minor disagreement with
first Plebe vear set him back
but not for long. He came back fighting in '55 which gratefully acknowledges the addition of his many abilities. A
reach' wit with an eve for the females he could always be
counted on for laughs. He leaves Canoe U. for a career as
a jet jockev and takes with him a lot of friends.

the Skinnv Department in his

THOMAS HENRY COPEMAN
Norfolk, Virginia

went to
between
Then on

After leaving his high school with his blessings Bill
for a year

where he divided

his time

prep school and an establishment named Gusti's.
that eventful day of July 2, 1951 he realized a life-long
dream and began his four years of preparing for thirty or
so more to come in the Navy. In spite of a distracting fondness for females, parties and duck gunning, Bill managed
to do well in academics and sports, being especially noted
for giving his all in fieldball. Bill always hated to admit it,
but he really liked it behind these stone walls. We can be
sure that the Fleet

is

to

bluejacket.

A

Navy

twenty-two months as a
was spent preparing at
NAPS for the big occasion. Adjustment to the rigors of the
routine of the Naval Academy was no problem for Tom.
A hard worker, he still found time to drag to all the hops
and football games. Never a guy to run out on a party, Tom
was really one of the boys. Although he did not engage in
varsity athletics, he was an active member of the battalion
bowling and company football squads. A guy who likes to
do his best with a job and is never satisfied until it is completed, Tom should do well in the service of his choice.

WILLIAM ELIAS, JR.
Trenton, New Jersey
Washington

Tom came

getting the best.
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after serving

great deal of this time

FRANCIS JOSEPH FARINO
Holly,

New

York

Francis Joseph Farino, alias Pogo, arrived at USNA from
Brockport State Teachers College. Although his studies
came first, his enthusiasm for sports carried over into Navy

where he was first string goalie on the Plebe lacrosse
team. His hobby seemed to be impromptu wrestling matches
with classmates. Being an O.A.O., Frank spent the rest of
his time either writing letters or counting the days until the
next leave. Allatime funny, Frank had a smile for all, plenty
of time for good-natured fun, and a quality of leadership
that can't miss in his chosen field, the Navy line.
life,

ROBERT LOUIS FISCHER
Dubuque, Iowa

Bob

left three colleges and a bricklaying job to seek his
fortune at the Academy with hopes for a future in the
Marine Corps. The company was glad to get him too for
his many pre-recitation translations of the Spanish assign-

ment, for a pair of decorated pajamas for the O.A.O, and
The most outstanding feature of
Bob is his hands both for their size and varied abilities.
Equally proficient at tossing a football, basketball, or softball, Bob was even more famous for his artistic endeavors.
It might also be said that with Bob, business is business,

for his athletic abilities.

—

MYLES EDWIN FLADAGER
St.

pleasure

Paul, Minnesota

After a year of college life with its brighter aspects, including NROTC, Mick decided to make the following four years
the best of his life. He had an exceptional ability to make

and a way with the femmes that landed him
an O.A.O. with the title of Miss Baltimore. At the Academy
he took part in all sports, with basketball being his favorite.
Myles excelled in bull, which always brought him many
listeners, and he was always the man to answer the impossible Plebe questions.

friends easily
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is

pleasure,

and love

is

for the birds.

GUY ALBERT BOYER GRAFIUS
Shamokin, Pennsylvania

From

who grew
between MIT and
Navy, he chose Annapolis. Since then Guy has proved him-

tall

the hard coal regions

instead of broad.

came

Having

a coal miner

a choice

exceptionally skilled in academics, using the minimum
of brain work and time. The rest of his time was
spent reading football statistics, figuring out plans for the
next weekend, or just racked out. He was a friendlv and
easy-going gin with a good word for everyone. His biggest
self

amount

-

accomplishment
true for

.

.

.

?

Navy was keeping a cute Maryland coed
plans to take his chances as a Navy pilot.

at

Guy

SHERRED LESLIE GUILLE
Chattanooga, Tennessee
Want a varied life? Use Les' recipe. Begin at Tucson, clash
west to Sunny California and then east to Tennessee; converse at ease on Freud or Spillane; spend three years with
the Fleet, then switch to

USNA

for four. If you're the right

sought after a companion as Les.
Admired for his dry humor, Les excels in escapades designed to confuse the unsuspecting. Many a Youngster
classmate envied those weekend sailing trips to New England which earned him his letter. When not navigating the
broad Severn in his mighty dinghy, his weekends at home
were filled with dragging his favorite.
sort,

you'll

become

as

GORDON RAY GUIMOND
Oakland

City, Indiana

seems that Gordon never acquired a nickname, for he
answers to everything starting with G. Surprising though
it may seem to his classmates he found time between hops,
concerts, and trips out in town to participate in crew, volleyball, bowling, and to become a varsity member of the
Flying Squadron. Since academics came easily for him (a
year of engineering at Purdue didn't hurt anything Gordon
spent many happy hours debating everything from the relative merits of a monarchial system to the relative demerits
accrued at USNA. Graduation will find Gordon wearing
It

)

Navy
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blue.

,

CHARLES

R.

HAGEE

MOORESVILLE, INDIANA
Let Chuck light up his pipe and he is ready for anything
from a bull session concerning "the good old joe college
days" to those frightening diagrams created by the "madof the E. E. Dept. He was a prospective coxswain
Plebe year, but the luxurious fare offered by Mother Bancroft Youngster year ended his crew aspirations
he was
too short to stroke. Chuck was a sandblower, only 5' 6", but
still he was able to spike a few for the company volleyball
team and play a little football. After graduation, he hopes
to spend his first sea duty aboard a cruiser and spend his
shore assignments with a certain little blonde.

men"

—

PAUL OLMSTED JESSEN
Corning, New York
Corning, New York, claims this

sandblower

who bounced

Navy from

Cornell University where he had under
taken electrical engineering for two years. This preparation
plus his brilliant mind eased Paul through the four year

into

minimum of study. His time was occupied
with telling people of the Corning Glass Works, battalion
football and company sports, and writing letters (most of
which were addressed to a certain Miss in Corning). Paul
did find one obstacle inside the walls which cost him a few
hours of his time in the dreaded ice water of the Natatorium.
struggle with a

RICHARD MILTON JONES
Gulfport, Mississippi
Richard hails from Gulfport, Mississippi, along the sunny
Gulf Coast. After two fun-filled years at Mississippi Southern College where he was active in the ATO fraternity, Icky
decided to give USNA a break. Sailing was as much a part
of him as his radiant personality. Always in the middle of
things and ready with a helping hand, Dick spent many
hours of extra-curricular work with the Boat Club. An
ardent Dago enthusiast, Dick put it this way, "Spanish is
for the Spaniards." But no matter what the situation, he
always managed to come smiling through.
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EDWARD ANDREW KINGSTON
New

Passaic,

Jersey

After a one year sojourn at Vanderbilt, including a brief
hitch in the NROTC, Ed saw the light and headed USNA

A

who

staunchly advises, "Never let your studies
your education," Ed has managed to gather
a store of philosophic works for his extra-curricular activities. Should a discourse on Spinoza or Schopenhauer appeal
to you, Ed will gladly give you a three- or four-day lecture.
The voice of the Joisey Kid is familiar to the Brigade
through his efforts on WRNV. Flying is Ed's ambition.
Since he flew his N3N backwards second class summer
nothing is impossible.

way.

lad

interfere with

STANLEY DENMEAD KOLB,
Maryland
better known as Dipper

r

JR.

Salisbury,
Stan,

to his classmates,

came

to

Admiral Farragut Academy. A strong determination to succeed, a cheerful sense of humor, and an extended
helping hand make him a hard man to beat. Although the
academic departments gave him a little trouble, his spirit
never let down, and he was always able to make that ever
glorified 2.5 even if it did take a second try sometimes. Not
many weekends found him without a drag a firm believer
in the saying "women are here to stay." Being extremely
Navy-conscious he seeks a Navy blue career as a sub-

USNA

via

—

RONALD CORNELL KUCERA

mariner.

Hastings, Nebraska

A

potent

the

5'

7" contribution from Nebraska,

Academy

after

two years

for raising his temperature at

envy

—

of the entire battalion.

and

Kuch came

to

Nebraska State. His secret
will from 98.6 to 100 is the

at

An

easy

man

to find in a

crowd

laugh of its kind in
the world. Definitely the man to see on blue Mondays, any
one of his classic statements would cheer one up. "It's never
so

just tell a joke

bad

it

listen for the only

can't take a turn for the worse."

An

avid fan of

Sack Rat Serenade and an actor in the Masqueraders, Kuch
hopes to further his career in the Supply Corps.
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JAMES RAY LUNNEN
CONNELLSVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA
Ray, better
College.

known
came

as

Razor for reasons known only

company and

to

battalion football, in the spring turning his

ability to Softball. In academics,

when

there

was a

difficult

Ray was

problem

referred to as one of the cool lovers,

time for

to his

Canoe U. after a year at Westminster
During the fall and winter he was a main spark in

classmates,

all

his

to

the

man

to see

be solved. Always

Ray managed

to find

many female

admirers. After four well
should be able to handle any

rounded years at Navy, Ray
difficulties which face him in the

future.

WILLIAM FREDERICK McCAULEY
Omaha, Nebraska
Migrating from the Great Plains of Nebraska to USNA
seemed to present few adjustment problems for The Chief.
An easy-going, likeable Irishman, he always managed to

some humor into any situation. Scot was known to
enjoy all the finer things in life wine, women, and Dixieland jazz. His mixture of Irish blarney and Cornhusker technique seemed to be particularly fatal to the femmes. Convinced that it is easier to imitate birds than fish, Scot intends

inject

to

ROBERT STERLING MERRITT
Eagle Rock, California
It was hard for Bob to give up his hot rods, beautiful
women, and eternal sunshine; but his great desire to go to
Navy Tech won out. After the usual tour in high school, he
spent some time at Glendale College and finished preparing
for USNA at NAPS. He was one of those creatures who had
little fear of the Executive Department and was always
willing to do the daring or unusual. He loved to live it up
and could start a party just about anywhere at anytime. All
he needed was a cute drag and plenty of jazz music. Navy
air was his choice for a post-graduation career.
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go Navy

—

air.

DAVID OLIVER MILLER
Laxsford, Pennsylvania
a desire to be a Navy man. He came all
Lansford, Pennsylvania via Admiral Farragut
Academy, and settled down at Navy to do a fine job in
preparing to be an officer. He was not a man to complain,
and had the necessary initiative to stick to a job and come
out on top. However, he fell short of studying all the time
and spent many a relaxing hour either with the latest novel

Dave always had
the

way from

or with the special

girl.

The Fleet was

his goal after receiv-

ing his commission.

JOHN RUTLER MORRIS
Camp

Hill, Pennsylvania
Babv John entered the cold gray walls with his eyes half
shut. Opening them, he decided that the service sponsoring
the green suits, rather than the standard blue, was his
favorite. His friendliness and exquisite doodling won him
the art editorship of the Trident. Next to drawing, he prob-

ably enjoyed a good cigar more than anything else. His
ability to place a great distance between each foot distinguished him in all track events in which he chose to
participate, but the Flying Squadron gained his most spirited offerings.

JAMES WINBERT ANTHONY MULHOLLAND
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Moe came

to

Because of
had smooth

'

Navy by way

his easy-going

of

Admiral Farragut Academy.
naturedness, he

way and good

sailing during his tour at the Academy. It was
not the pomp and ceremony that meant so much to him,
but the basic simplicities. Dragging particularly was a
favorite pastime with him. Playing the tortoise, he took the

^*J

four year course at USNA in stride, and never spent a
minute more than necessary on the books. Although Moe
was happy here at Navy he looked forward to a career out
in the service.
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ROBERT UPSHUR MYERS
Stafford, Pennsylvania

One of the kids of the class, Bob finished high school at
Severn, plunged into the Academy whirl and came out
way ahead of the game. Succeeding at every task seemed
be a characteristic of Bob's. Like all lacrosse-happy
juniors, he saw his paradise in the long blue line.
Senior member of the Flying Squadron, Bob had dragging
down to a split second operation as long as his legs held out.
The love of the sea and the vision of those heavy gold
sleeves always were Bob's motivation in his Academy years.
to

Navy

ARTHUR HENRY NUSSEL
Sarasota, Florida
Needless to say Maryland weather

is

one of

Art's pet peeves.

The Florida climate has no doubt spoiled him. However,
Art has no trouble downing a home-cooked meal in any
part of the world. Having entered the Academy as an exelectronics technician, Art

He shows

right at

home

in

Skinny

labs.

accomplish. Never having had anything to do with field
events before, he has developed rapidly as a javelin thrower.
With his keen mind and methodical nature, Art will turn in
a good job wherever the service takes him.

CARL EVERETTE OATES
La

is

unrelentless drive in whatever he undertakes to

Feria, Texas

two years at Texas College of Arts and Industries,
plus a short stay at the Navy E. T. School enabled him to
breeze through the Academy without fear of visits to the
Carl's

Academic Board. Although an avowed sack artist, he managed to find time for varsity sailing, company fieldball, and
the Reception Committee. Carl's affability and easy-going
manner made him a good companion for any activity,
whether it was a game of bridge or a day of liberty. Carl
had his eye on the Fleet long before coming to USNA and
he had no doubts about where he was going after graduation.
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THOMAS EDWARD O'BRIEN
Fort Worth, Texas
Tom came to Navy Tech via NAPS after a short cruise as a
white hat convinced him that the Navy was for him.
Although a perennial on the intramural squash teams, Tom
preferred to spend his free time dragging or sleeping. A true
Texan, he reportedlv divided his leave time between a beau-

brunette and horses. Though academics weren't always
he found time for such extra-curricular activities as
ED and sub squads. A hard worker, he was determined to
go after his dolphins in the submarine service after gradutiful

easy,

ation.

FRED CASTRO PETERSON
San Diego, California
Pete entered the

Academy by way

of

NAPS

after

spending

three years in the white hat Navy. His determination

and

hard work saw him dirough a rough first year in academics,
and the next two years found him holding classes in Skinny
and Math for several of his classmates. His sportsmanship
and athletic ability made him a good competitor in all intramural sports. He kept his eyes set on gold wings even
though during Second Class summer he and his instructor
took off one day in an N3N, each thinking the other had the
controls. On any course he steers, though, the Navy has
another good career officer.

ROBERT JOSEPH PONTI
New Orleans, Louisiana
to Navy via Aloysius High of New Orleans,
Louisiana, and Bullis Prep of Silver Spring, Maryland. In
football he brought an excellent record with him, but a recurring knee injury ended his playing days after a standout

Bob came

season with the Plebe team. As a sports official he managed
to keep in touch with football. Varsity baseball then claimed
his efforts. No party-pooper, Bob was a good man to spend
an enjoyable liberty with, but his jaunts into the social whirl
kept everyone guessing. His diligence and earnest interest
in all he undertook made him a welcome addition to any
group.
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PHILIP

HENRY RYAN,

JR.

Charlottesville, Virginia

was on July

2, 1951 that this gentleman from Charlottesstepped into the System to realize his ambition.
His only complaint during four good years was that the
Math and Skinny Departments were looking for geniuses
instead of prospective naval officers. Thoughts of a good

It

ville first

day's gunning and Paris liberty were paramount at all times
except when he got too near the rack and became oblivious
to everything else (the only real escape, he said). Phil
showed his skill in many intramural sports ranging from
battalion gymnastics to water polo.

DAVID UPTON SCHADE
New Britain, Connecticut
Dad

Schade, the oldest

man

alive,

came

to the

Academy

and some primary work at
month held over engagement on table 129 kept

after three years in the Fleet

NAPS. A six
him hopping
all

down

hill

his years at

rack,

all Plebe year, but his classic statement, "It's
from here," followed him through the rest of
Navy. Never a man to stray too far from his

Dad would

occasionally tear himself

WILLIAM ELLIOTT STEVENS
Buffalo, New York
Steve

came

to the

away

for a

game

pocket novel. Dave owned a cackle
that often surprised his profs and made more than one of
his drags wonder. If things went right Dad hoped to fly the
big ones for Navv air.
of tennis or the latest

venerable institution on the Severn after

two years at Canisius College where he had visions of becoming a doctor. Though he switched his major when he
came to USNA, he never lost his serious outlook or his
capability for quiet meditation. Academics never bothered
Steve; he was so thin, the fast ones went right past him.
Politics, parties, and women were his passions. "Loose"
was his rallying cry, and he lived life to the hilt that way.
His buddies were close ones and in leaving the Hall, Steve
took with him the respect of those who knew him.
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JOHN BRENT STREIT
Crystal City, Missouri
Brent

left

the Electrical Engineering College at Missouri
Canoe U. He participated in all com-

University to attend

pany sports and was known to frequent MacDonough Hall
on weekends. He had a fine sense of humor and excellent
taste in music, art, and literature. He spent only a minimum
amount of time with his books, but that was enough to put
him in the top half of his class. His favorite pastime was
lying on his bed with the latest magazine and listening to
music. During Brent's stay at the Academy, his interests
were spurred rapidly in the direction of aviation. Definitely
included among his plans for the future were gold wings.

WILLIAM JOSEPH TODD
Austin, Minnesota
Bill spent a successful four years at USNA but most of his
time was occupied with day dreams about the mid-West.
Next to imbibing Scotch, to him "the nectar of the gods,"
his favorite sport was Third Batt football. In the winter
and spring he sided with the Fighting Tenth in fieldball and
basketball. Collecting future memories occupied his summer
months. No matter what Bill might say, he always knew he
would wear the star of the Navy line after graduation

ceremonies in 1955.

ALFRED LORING VAIL
Cornwall, New York
Al lived

all

of his

pre-Academy days

a certain military school on the

in a town adjacent to
Hudson River but was quick

to see the light and set his sights on a Naval career. Two of
AFs favorites were sports, particularly football and track,
and Italian food. Not a star man with the academics, Al was
proof that once a man sets his goal he can obtain it by hard
work and determination. The class of '55 yielded to the
Navy a man who could be depended on to complete any
task, no matter how high the obstacles.
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GEORGE HERMAN VOLK
McKeesport, Pennsylvania

A

some hillbilly music and some one to talk poliwith were all that were necessary to make George forget
his encounters with the academic departments. George
soft rack,

tics

came to the Academy from the University of Pittsburgh,
where he played freshman baseball. At the Academy, after
the rack had been amply patronized, George gave his
energy to company soccer and softball, and battalion
bowling. A great entertainer at any gathering, he was ready
any time with a western song or corny witticism. George's
genuine smile hid a serious side and a ruggedly individualistic

nature.

FRANK BLAIR WARREN
San Antonio, Texas
answered to the name of EfEe except in public.
graduated from high school in 1951, and that same year
without enjoying the laurels of a graduate became a Plebe
and began four years of drudgery with the books again. His
studies, a position on the Ring Committee, and sports kept
him busy, but he managed to leave his weekends free for
a little gal from Texas. Eff loved to eat but Navy chow
couldn't seem to add the pounds to his 150 pound frame.
However, he knew he was working toward filling a big spot
Blair usually

He

in the Fleet.

DARREL EDWIN WESTBROOK,

JR.

Rossville, Georgia

Born

in the foothills of Sand Mountain in Rossville, Georgia,
Darrel put on his first pair of shoes and took his initial step
toward higher learning at Georgia Tech. As a member of
the Sigma Chi fraternity, Darrel's horizon broadened, and
he moved on to the Severn shores where he assumed a new
role. With traits of deep sincerity, honesty, and initiative,
Darrel was quickly adopted by his classmates and dubbed
Chubby Cheeks. Studies were a necessary evil which he
quickly mastered with time left over for full weekends of
dragging. Battalion and company football, battalion water
polo, and sailing took up the major part of his afternoons.
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E. E.

W.
W.

F.
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D.

J.

C.

W.

R. T.
J.

J.

lf^

Mahan

R. D.

M.

!*ife

B.

Missler

Motherway
Murtland

F. Nelson

W. J. O'Keefe
W. W. Scott
J.
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T. Slaughter

A. Soltesz

D. L. Sullivan
P. L. Sullivan
I.
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Tobin

B. L. Williams
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First

3/c

Row— Krilowicz, Adams, Karrmann, Isquith, Putkonen, Kail, Fernald, Hogg, Gifford,
Second Row— Mcllvain, Bowers, Reilly, Rice, Barton, Patterson, Hiett, Finn, Ehle
Third Row— Kirkpatrick, Spring, Saracco, Kensinger, McMillan, Fallai, Biele, King
Fourth Row— Mickey, O'Brien, Anderson, Altenburg, McNerney, Croeber, Derr
Fifth Row— Leahy, Thomas, Wells, Ward, Beasley, Broome

#«

»l

Row— Frederickson, Flynn, May, Radcliffe, Mitchell, Lehman, Budd, Runzo, Goodpasture
Second Row— Hillsman, Kein, Fredda, Lupfer, Lovejoy, Naquin, Murphree, Giglie, Weibly
Third Row— Van Hoose, Nance, Lanigan, Rower, Lukenas, Meador, Krilowicz, Arthur
Fourth Row— Gardner, Garvey, MacGregor, Venable, Sloan, Sutherland

First

4/c

Peacher

Sixth

Row— Ault, Doss, Minor, Meurer, Tipton, Ruff
Row— Dukes, Kopp, Pyle, Jenkins, Nicolls

Seventh

344

Company
LT

J.

E. Weatherly,

USN

E.

W.

Lull, R. K. Mattox, E. R. Perron,

H. M. Andress,

B.

G. McSwain,
J.

P.

J.

P.

Eadie, E. H. Grant,

Williamson, K. R.

Drummond
345

W.

N. Pugliese

HYNEMAN MILLER ANDRESS

ELIF AUGUST ANDERSEN
Chevy Chase, Maryland
After extensive tours of many foreign countries as an Army
brat Elif willingly settled down to a Navy routine for four
years.

Always

Minden, Louisiana

One

fateful day in July 1951, Miller came through those
gray grates to learn how men handle those ships, his previous experience being limited to the bayous. Soon after
landing on the campus, Miller, a high school graduate of
four weeks, was astonished to find himself in the same class
with many college graduates, and he's been studying ever
since to stay there. After a brief trial at sports, Miller devoted his time to extra-curricular activities of a less strenuous nature such as the Trident and the Lucky Bag. During
second class year he was president of the Nine Bells Club
but was trying to get just cause to leave the organization.

a persistent student with a firm desire for a

made the grade. Good music and
dancing are always foremost in his mind and many a spare
moment has been spent listening to Tchaikovsky or Beefar flung 4.0, Elif finally

thoven.

With

his log,

traveling

sixteen crossings of the Atlantic already in

Elif leaves

and

to

the Naval

devote his

Academy

efforts

to continue his
towards a successful

career in the military service.

JOHN ALOYSIUS BEGLEY,
Brooklyn, New York
What

JR.

a surprise to a certain Firstie

when he

discovered

was older than he was. Yes, Jack was older
in years but he has never failed to be one of the gang.
Always a good humor man Jack kept us laughing when the
going got rough and yet there was never a more serious
person when necessary. After graduation from high school
Jack spent some time at the New York Maritime College.
With the sea in his blood he decided to come to Navy Tech
and make good use of his talents. He certainly did the best
for himself especially when the Math Department helped
him win his spending money.
that his Plebe

<_>
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ROBERT HENRY BINISH
Green Bay, Wisconsin

A

Packer fan from

snowy Wisconsin

way

to USNA from
where he was an LSN
mainstay on the swimming team,

back,

Bob journeyed

via the Regulars

Liberty striker ) Being a
he never did manage to qualify for the Radiator Squad. He
originated the Nine Bells Club, a small elite organization
which barred membership to those widiout crests. The
motto was "Variety." A high forehead denotes the intelligence with which he won the relendess fight for law and
order over the masterminds in the academic departments.
He shall never want for friends.
(

.

KENT RICHARD DRUMMOND
Albuquerque, New Mexico

ANGELO GEORGE CICOLANI
Westwood, Massachusetts
Chick came to Siberia on the Severn from Northeastern
University via the Naval Air Reserves. The only lifetime
Bostonian

whom New

Bulldog came to the Academy from Albuquerque, New
Mexico, and die New Mexico Military Institute. With this
background it was easy for him to adapt himself to die
system. During his years as a midshipman he was one of the
top crew coxswains; and he was first Plebe coxswain for
I955's outstanding Plebe boat. Except for the obstacle
course, many things did not come easily to him, but in the
future we know the tenacity of purpose which he displayed
in his four years here will make him a natural for a successful career. He's looking for duty some place where they have
Saturday afternoon tea fights.

Yorkers mistake for a Brooklynite, he

was constantly perplexed by the Executive Department
all his efforts. A serious believer that all 24 hours
day were meant for hard work, Chick worked hard
when working and played hard when playing. A good
player on any athletic team, he could be found in sweat
gear every afternoon. His stars were testimony to his hard
work and ability with the books and slip-stick. With his
friendly personality, Chick will certainly be a success in his

thwarting
in a

chosen

field.
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JAMES PETER EADIE, II
Locust Valley, New York

ROBERT JAMES ENGLERT
Syracuse, New Yorx

one of the more cosmopolitan members of the Bridedicated his leisure time to studying the New
Yorker and worshipping the Brooklyn Dodgers. As a more
serious individual, he worked hard to star in academics.
Aside from academics he thoroughly enjoyed a good game
of Softball or basketball or a quick dip in the pool. Yet all
these many activities couldn't put a damper on his genial
disposition which continually broke the spell of routine. His
chief worry was wondering when that next package would

keen lifelong ambition Bob entered the gate one
sunny morning in July of 1951 to become a full-fledged Mid.
He must not have walked through bilgers' gate because he
has always done well in academics, although maybe his
year at Le Mayne College helped too. Bob's main interest
at Navy was dinghy sailing and this was justified by the
fact that he lettered Youngster year and was elected president of the Middle Atlantic Intercollegiate Sailing Association in his First Class year. In his other moments away from
the grind, he tooted his horn in the Drum and Bugle Corps
and sang in the Catholic Choir. Bob is looking to a career

Pierre,

Fulfilling a

gade,

arrive

from home.

He was seldom

at

home

himself, for

during leave he always seemed to be busy elsewhere.

in the

Navy with

JOHN JOSEPH FLYNN,

a job in naval architecture.

JR.

Hallowell, Maine
Down from Maine came

this Irish tenor (four years in the
Catholic Choir) to cheer up Navy Tech with his bright wit
and sparkling personality. A member of the five year plan,
Mike wasn't on very good speaking terms with the academic

An all around sportster he was the guy who
gave strength to any of the company sports squads he
played on. With his all-winning smile and just the right
amount of blarney, Mike had no trouble at all finding fair
companions for his weekends. He's sure to follow his ancestors with a successful career in the Fleet.
departments.

-
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ROBERT JOSEPH GALVIN
Detroit, Michigan

When

that contraption called the reveille bell sounds off
every morning, there's only one midshipman in the Brigade
who jumps up and starts to shadow box. That's our boy Bob
Galvin. It's been said that Bob's play pen had a canvas
deck and rope sides and that his teething tool was a punching bag. Instead of mixing a formula, his mom just followed
his dad's orders and squeezed Bob some spinach juice.
Before leaving Detroit for Crabtown, Bob used to split his
time between studying medicine, boxing, and a pert little

brunette.

LEROY FRANKLIN GAYLE,

EDWARD HENDRIE GRANT,

JR.

Houston, Texas

Denver, Colorado

who won a medal in high school for being the best
all-round athlete and scholar, has continued his fine job here
at Navy although with somewhat rougher competition. In

just recently old

Ed Playboy

Frank,

much

Grant, from Denver, Deerfield, Dartmouth, and
USNA, is a likeable, hard-working guy

who

stars in his studies and letters in his sports. Besides
these two accomplishments, his other two favorite projects
are sacking out and dragging. For variety from his native

hard work he has found time to drag every
weekend and to make life a little more enjoyable for himself. Being an old Fleet man, Frank has kept up the spit and
polish traditions and is a hard worker. We feel sure that
when the time comes for graduation Frank will be ready
spite of his

to contribute

JR.

and its rugged mountain beauty, Ed traveled in Europe
with and without the Navy. As a member of Delta Upsilon
fraternity he is a familiar face in the salons and saloons of
the Ivy Colleges. His friendly personality (although he
never says a word before breakfast) has won him many
friends who find him easy to get along with and a fine
state

to the service of his choice.

shipmate.
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MYRON DAVID HARNLY

NEIL LEAVITT HARVEY
Hampton,

Mansfield, Ohio

Dave came

to the

Academy

Phi

Gamma

the

Academy he had

via

Whittenburg College and

New

Hampshire

Neil decided to attain two objectives, the
Naval Academy and world travel. After a year at Exeter,

Early in

Delta fraternity house. Even before entering
his eyes set on that one ambition of
his, flying. During the past four years he has been working
all of the time toward that goal. His academic average was
not affected bv his letter writing and his other extra-curricular activities of playing squash and singing in the chapel
choir. Upon graduation the service will not only receive a
capable officer but one who is interested in his work and
has the desire to succeed.

life

armed himself with his primer of navigation and a
world atlas and proceeded to Navy. Morning classes usually
proved easy; but the noon chow had a disastrous effect,
and the four years were an up-hill pull for Neil. Though his
somnolent characteristics were usually most prominent after
sixteen hundred he could easily be induced to spend some
time in the photo lab or on the squash courts. Neil's desire
to travel could not be satisfied by cruise alone, and during
leave he could usually be found at an air station looking
Neil

for a hop.

RAYMOND REED HENDERSON
Vicksburg, Mississippi

"The South hasn't lost the war yet; they're just waiting for
supplies" was one of Ray's favorite expressions. A loyal reb,
his loyalty to the Brigade was shown for three years of hard
work as a cheerleader and a singer with the best of Prof
Gilley's warblers. His two pets are a strong dislike of academics and a quite the opposite feeling toward his rack.
The big ambition is to beat Army and with this ambition
and his good all round nature he should go places in the
service.
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PAUL MATTHEW HOFF
Baltimore, Makyland
After graduating from Baltimore Poly, Paul fulfilled a life
long ambition by coming to USNA. Neither Steam nor Math

—

obstacle, but French
c'est la guerre. A true
romantic adventurer Paul spent his summers traveling,
courtesy of Navy hops. His natural curiosity was the reason

were an

why of things and what
makes the world go round. During his spare time, he was
found working for the Engineering Clubs or helping a perplexed classmate. With all the attributes of a keen mind, a
capacity for hard work, and a personality that wins many

for his constantly trying to find the

devoted friends, Paul will go far

in his

chosen career.

RICHARD McBURNEY HUGHES

RICHARD JOHN KIEFER

Quaker

Youngstown, Ohio
Many years ago Dick was born in Youngstown, Ohio, and
still resides there despite wandering around quite a bit

City,

Ohio

Hailing from the great Midwestern town of Quaker City,
Ohio, Mac began his naval career by serving two years in
the Fleet before entering the Naval Academy. Academically
speaking Mac is very savvy, having that know-how for
certain subjects such as Skinny, which most people find
very incomprehensible at times. Mac also takes a very active
part in intramural sports and is a true sportsman no matter

what the odds may
Naval Academy was
as possible.

Mac

be.

One

of his

main objectives

home in the Navy. Being an Air Force
however, Dick has strong designs in that direction
himself. His main ambition in life is to be a stick jockey of
some jet in the wild blue yonder. During Second Class
summer he easily mastered the Yellow Perils; so he should
be qualified for their faster sisters. Dick showed us his
athletic ability in intramural sports but met his Waterloo
in second class swimming. Dick is recommended as a great
before finding a
junior,

at the

accumulate as many hours of liberty
plans to take swagger stick in hand and
to

depart with the Marine Corps.

liberty partner.
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EDWARD WARREN LULL

STEPHAN DOUGLAS LOWE

Cambridge,

Lynn, Massachusetts

From out

New

England

New

York

Cambridge, New York, and Glen Burnie, Maryland,
home. After five and one half whole months in the Navy he
reported to Navy Tech from NAPS for a four year hitch. A
proficient athlete, he was a sparkplug on the company
volleyball, football, cross country, and softball teams. When
not dragging, Ed was always ready for a chess or pinochle
game. Classical music and literature claimed most of his
time, with a spare moment now and then for studying. A
quick wit and friendly smile won him many friends and
guarantee smooth sailing for Ed in the future.

Ed

lowlands of
Maryland came Steve in that fateful summer of '51. Hailing
from Lynn, and a former Lambda Chi Alpha at M.I.T.
Steve lost no time in setting to work at Navy. He stood at
of the wilds of

to the

the head of his class consistently and won prizes for his
excellence in academics. In his spare time he rowed on the
Varsity crew team, wrote for the Public Relations Commit-

and sang tenor, besides finding time to tell everyone
about his girl friends. On graduation the Civil Engineer
Corps will miss a good man if they pass up Steve and he

tee,

calls

turns to his other love, submarines.

RICHARD KIRKMAN MATTOX
Salisbury,

North Carolina

Dick, like many others, got a taste of college life before
entering Canoe U. After a year at North Carolina State, he
deserted the wine, women, and song, and set his sights on a
service career. Easy-going and a good mixer, Dick was
equally adept at a party or on the athletic fields. In the fall
he lent his talents to the company football team, but come
spring and he would settle down to his first love, golf. He

was top-seeded on the golf team his Youngster year, and as
a Second Classman he was voted captain of the team.
Whichever service finally claims Dick will be gaining a fine
and capable officer.
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ROBERT HOPKINS McDANEEL,

JR.

Wilmington, Delawake
After entering the portals of good ole Navy with a year of
social training at the University of Delaware, Bob and his

happy-go-lucky style were well known throughout the
Brigade. He devoted his excellent athletic abilities to batt
and company sports where he was an outstanding team
man. Most every weekend (including Plebe year) while at
the Academy he could be found dragging. Bob's main ambition is to become a human being again and live the life of a
play boy. Upon graduation the Academy will lose a great
buy and the service will gain an excellent officer.

RICHARD BARR McLAUGHLIN

BILLY GENE McSWAIN

Lexington, Massachusetts

Gaffney, South Carolina
The Navy Tech way of life came

Shortly before completing his enlistment in the Navy, Mac
laid aside his earphones and typewriter to come to the

as quite

a

change for

he became acutely aware
program. When he wasn't sweating
the obstacle course or the annual swimming tests, Mac was
busy sparking the Eleventh Company volleyball team to
another of its infamous, near winless, seasons. Mac always
found time to develop one of his characteristic habits, a
serious addiction to dragging. "Cherchez la femme" was
his motto as it was about the only Dago phrase he fully

Beege, the good-natured, nice-looking South Carolinian
with dark wavy hair, for he had been used to college life
at Limestone College and the University of South Carolina.
Bill at once put his nose to the grindstone and always seems
to come through with the goods. In the afternoon he could
usually be found either on a handball court or on the soccer
field where he was a valuable team player. Graduation
gives the service an excellent, hard working, conscientious
officer who is truly a great guy, never to be without many

understood.

good

Academy. Soon

after his arrival

of the physical training
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friends.

—

ARTHUR JOSEPH MEHRENS,
Butte,

EDWARD REGINALD PERRON

JR.

Montana

Bud was determined from the start to make
USNA good. He tried out for Plebe football, and

Spencer, Massachusetts
State claims this serious minded and highly respected Marine. From Parris Island to the Academy via
NAPS at Newport, Ed's lifetime ambition was fulfilled
when he arrived at Navy. His four years at Canoe U. were
appreciated to the nth degree. Always active in intramural
sports and available on the campus or in his room, with a
friendly smile and a helping hand, Ed's college days left
little to be desired. After graduation he plans to devote all
his energies towards a long and successful career with the

The Bay

his stay at
his

chances

of making the team were good but difficulty with his studies
prevented him from continuing. Since then, Bud played
company and battalion soccer and handball in which he
excelled from Plebe year on. His strongest attributes were
his perseverance and will power which were brought out
by his intensive studying. His plans for the future include
marriage and a career in the Marine Corps. Whatever
choice he makes will be to that service's benefit because
of his hard working ways and philosophy of clean living.

Marines.

The Corps

gets a 4.0

man.

WILLIAM NICHOLAS PUGLIESE
Brooklyn, New York
T-Bag
officer.

Bill,

the Brooklyn lover, plans on becoming a line

He was

active in

all

phases of company activity

Columbia to attend the Naval Academy. While
attending Columbia Bill played football, and he spent the
first two years here getting pushed around Farragut Field.
Ever since that time, he has been an ardent participant in
company sports. Although Bill never had any great trouble
with academics, those stars always seemed to be slightly
out of reach. You must have seen him around the yard
he's the only one with the Boy Scout salute.
since leaving
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FREDERICK BROWN SCHOENBERGER
Newburgh, New York
Fred, an advocate of models, banjo, and bird calls, spent
much of his Navy time at the two varieties of tennis. His
weekly food bundles were eagerlv anticipated, but rarely
lasted long enough to be fully appreciated. From New York
Military Academy he barely missed going to nearby Hell-

on-the-Hudson and ended up on another river. A member
of the parlez-vous and Newman Clubs he played quite a bit
of tennis and took an active interest in sailing. Soon Fred
hopes to be sailing in the wild blue yonder and doing a fine
job of it as he has done in everything else.

HENRY MUffi SEREX
New Orleans, Louisiana
From way down

south in the land of the March Gras and
Mick came to Navy and lost no time in
settling down to life up North. He lost nearly all of his
accent by Youngster year and even went so far as to say
that he preferred the company of Yankee ladies, which was
proved by his frequent drags. A loyal supporter of the
radiator, Mick loved nothing better than a little relaxation
and a good cup of coffee after a trying day. Adaptable to

the mint julep,

any

situation, his sincere, cheerful,

won him many

friends.

and friendly personality

The road ahead seems paved with

success for a fine career in the service.
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FREDERICK WILLIAM TINDALL
Plainwell, Michigan

That famous cross country man pushed his way into Canoe
U. from the campus of Kalamazoo College. Back in Michigan, Old Willie was quite the man about town and lover
extraordinaire. It seems that Navy's somber atmosphere

tamed him somewhat, for now he's quite the intellectual.
We'd venture to say that our boy wonder was the paramount critic of Mickey Spillane in these parts. When he
wasn't keeping company with his rack and current novel,
he could surely be found cutting the deck

Company

JOHN PATRICK WILLIAMSON
Vodka

Collinses, blue-eyed blondes,

and push-pull radio

contraptions were Jack's loves. Given the first two mixed
with dim lights, a quiet lounge, and soft music, he was a king

On weekends when he wasn't dragging,
which were infrequent, he could most probably be found
perched behind a mike and flashing red lights up in the
sky-four hideaway of W3ADO competing with WRNV for
the loudest signal on the air waves. Among his other interests were rabbit hunting, swimming, and golf. Jack couldn't
be called a book-worm by any means, but those stars on his
full-dress collar bespeak a certain proficiency on his part
in seventh heaven.

with the old

slip-stick.
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Varsity Pinochle Association.

for the Eleventh

2/c
D. E. Aitchison
R. Arnold
J.
R. Bellinger

J.

V.

J.

R.

S.

Brillantes

Cecil

H. L. Crumpacker

M.J.Dwyer
D. O. Faust
K. H. Godsb-ey
R. H. Hagan
'

D. F.

Hayman

F. C.

Hoerner

R. D. Jones

A. E.
F. D.

Keegan
McMullen

K. L. Miller

G. E. Morgan
E. C. Mortimer

M. M.

J.

Nicholson

E. A. Olds

S.

L. Ritchie

J.

E. Schaefer

H. A. Schick
L. Schneider

W.

F. D. Scovel

J.

H. Sikes
D. Sloan

W.

G. P. Textor
T. L.
J.

Weisner

W. Westerhausen
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v-McKemie, Nolan, Bachelder. Lowrance, Baca, Cook, Amoranto, McCauley, Holmen, Dy
Row— Kelly, Collins, Dunbar, Peterson, Ailes, Woodrow, Turner, Hughey, Pistotnik
Third Row— Leonard, Phillips, Steelnack, Davis, Thurman, Koch, Peake, Carroll

:ond

Fourth

Row— Matney,
Fifth

First

Junghans, Andrews, Dressell, Wellborn

Row-Baker, Bouvet, Paul, Bligh

Row— Massey, Reinarz, Kosoff, Herrin, McGregor, Chadick, Fohrman, Donahue, Feeney, Marshall
Second Row— Parker, Midgarden, Nelson, Hall, Rorer, Meinig, Ziegler, Walter, Mackenzie
Third Row— Accountius, Poole, Wright, Gerson, Henderson, Hamilton, Christenson, Dillnian
Fourth Row— Haugen, Withers, Riches, Comly, Storey, Poremba, Morris
Fifth Row— Peterson, Mulholland, Roberts, Burke, Top, Sickman
Sixth Row— Dodson, Anthony, Victor, Roberson, Baker
Seventh Row— Campbell, Troutman, Fish, Ostrom
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Company
CAPT

R. R. Dickey,

Company

C. E. Sojka, R.

W.

J.

USMC

Officer

Westberg, E. G. Riedel,
W. Caswell

L. Matthes, D.
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JOHN ANTHONY ADAMS
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Academy a combination of
winning personality that brightened
many dark moments around Bancroft. Known as the Modern Adonis, he numbered gymnastics and boxing among his
athletic laurels and in the fall devoted his attention to
coaching the Third Battalion football team. John's friendly
nature and knack of having a joke for every occasion won
him high popularity with his classmates. Upon graduation
the USMC received John's talents, for he felt that his capacity for hard work should be put to use.
Johnnie brought to the Naval
athletic abilities

and

a

JOHN CARY ALLEN
Laurel, Maryland

Cary was on home ground at Annapolis. A native of Maryland, he claimed Laurel as his home and Landon School
in Washington as his prep. A little man with a big voice,
Cary was a natural for his position as crew coxswain. A
man of quiet nature and a true scholar, he was intensely
fond of the classics and could often be found in less hectic
hours listening to part of his excellent record collection.
Cary's versatility also extended to singing in the Catholic
Choir and acting for the Masqueraders. Perhaps most notable
were his creditable performances as dragger extraordinaire.

JOSEPH

EDWARD ARMSTRONG

Altoona, Pennsylvania

A

Marine from start to finish, Joe came to the Academy
from the Marine Corps and planned to make it his career.

The Plebes remembered him

for his nightly platoon drills.

Academics were of little trouble to Joe and he spent most
of the time working cross-word puzzles and writing to his
girl. Every fall Joe could be found on Upper Lawrence
Field chasing soccer balls or replacing divots on the field.
In the winter he spent many hours on the sub squad as one
of the senior members.
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ROBERT WARD BURTON
Andover, Massachusetts
Bob's quiet confidence, sincerity and self-assurance were
to many of his classmates during his
If there were any questions to be answered, Bob was the one to see, for his answers were always
right. An extremely industrious worker who loved to have

wonderful boosters
four years at Navy.

mind occupied, Bob worked on the business of the
Trident Society and decorating Tecumseh in his war paint
as an active member of the Brigade Activities Committee.

his

Whenever

there

be found doing

was

to

was something to do, Bob would invariably
His eye was on the Navy and his dream

it.

someday build the ship

of the future.

DAVID WHITE CASWELL
Jamestown, Rhode Island
This five foot six hunk of energy came to Navy Tech from
the Marine Corps but he hoped to make the Navy his career.
He found his size was just right for a dinghy Plebe year
and he claimed to have set a new speed record in one when
he hit Mach .008 on a real windy day. Back in Rhode Island
he lived only a few feet from the ocean; so besides a pair
of elevator shoes, he also wanted a new dinghv
for o
graduate J
tion for use
carriers.

EDWARD MICHAEL DOWER
Green Island,
Duke prepped

New York

Navy at Siena College. On campus he
gained laurels in basketball and baseball. During second
class year he broadened his activities and took on soccer.
Although not much on letter output, he did set a record
for letter reception which roughly estimates his popularity.
At present he is weighing offers of a future from Navy Air
and almost anything associated with air. Although the Air
Force seems inviting to him, he has a deep seated interest
in the Navy. However one service will gain a fine aviator
for

and some outstanding executive material.
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when he

wasn't flying from one of the Fleet's

WILLIAM WALLACE FARNSWORTH
Greenville, South Carolina

"For Thou art my strength," was Bill's motto, for studies
seemed an impossible hurdle at times, and he always managed to skim the top and settle in for the grind at a new
term. Energetic and ambitious but still congenial this Rebel
gained much and gave much at Navy. Being a member of
the lacrosse team's defense took up the greater part of the
time left after he had satisfied the demands of academics.
Success crowned Bill's combination of idealism and drive,
but he always had trouble keeping his mind off blond hair
and blue eyes.

JOSEPH ANDREWS FOREST
Portsmouth,

New Hampshire

Attracted to sailing and the sea ever since his summers as a
youth on the Maine coast, this Navy junior made the

Always active,
and the business

civilian-to-ploob transition with no strain.

Joe split his time

among

sailing, lacrosse,

managership of Reef Points. Unfortunately for Navy line,
color blindness left the Supply Corps as the only door left
open to Joe upon graduation. However he was naturally
adapted to administration and business and was qualified
to ease into the business club and still serve the Navy
successfully.

GEORGE LYNN JOHNSON
Newrurgh, New York
George came

to the

He

Academy

after a year in the

NROTC

no time acquiring a place on the flick
team as well as starring easily in all his academic work. His
slide rule collection was reputed to be the largest in the
at Cornell.

lost

world. A sparkling sense of humor made him the life of
every party he attended. George was outstandingly successful in all his endeavors at Navy with the minor exception
of the Second Class swimming test. He just hoped that
Navy line would never let him down and force him to use
his
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elementary back stroke.

GERALD LEON JONES
Cape Gibardeau, Missouki
Jerry came to Navy after two memorable years at Missouri
State. Music seemed an integral part of him and he found
an outiet for

it

in every conceivable

way

at

Navy. His

numerous extra-curricular activities won him the award,
"Man Most Absent From Room During Study Hour." With
his rigorous schedule, he cultivated the art of getting the
maximum mark per minute of study. Organizing ability and
knowledge of things musical made him the obvious choice
for Ring Dance Chairman. Jerry was always at hand for a
game of tennis, football, or softball and took an active part
in company sports just to make sure he didn't have any
spare time.

JAMES

EDWARD MASTERS

Oaxmont, Pennsylvania

A break in the Pittsburgh smog and a view of the sea made
Jim decide that the Navy was for him. In his home town
he did yeoman work on the varsity football, baseball, and
basketball teams. At Navy he quickly got a fix and sailed
smoothly from the time he walked in the gates. Studies
didn't take up too much time; he was a believer in the idea
that academics should never interfere with one's vocation.
Jim knew that he owed his success to the Lord and he
planned to make sure that throughout his career in the
Navy, he would not stray from his source of help.

WALTER LOUIS MATTHES,
St. Louis,

JR.

Missouri

After completing three years at Washington University

and

Sergeant from the Army ROTC, Bud put
behind him some memorable days and came to Annapolis.
His pre-law studies, sage advice, and dubious hair line won
for him the nickname, Uncle Bud. "Mr. Matthes, Sir," was
well known for his posture consultation classes at release.
Despite his undying concern for Plebes Bud found ample
time to handle the business end of the Ring Dance, furnish
a note of discord in the chapel choir, and contribute success
to any party. Academics didn't bother him much; he was the
originator of the phrase, "It's only one grade, in one subject,
in one day, out of four long years."
retiring as First
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MITCHELL DUDLEY MATTHEWS, JR.
Cleverdale, New York
A well-known sight about the yard on weekends, Dud

and

could always be seen running to and fro, from the
knockabouts to the hops to the oyster bar. Although he was
duly presented with the company brick for one of his misses,
they were usually well above average. Fortunately for his
sanity's sake, he kept a weekend "drill" schedule posted on
the inside of his door, with the girls' names on it. It helped
prevent quite a few embarrassing situations. His other
talents were swimming and fixing things, although sometimes the things he fixed did not work so well afterwards.
his drags

JOHN STEPHEN McLAUGHLIN
Waterford, New York
After prepping at Staton, John came to USNA to become
one of the most liked members of the Twelfth Company.

two years Mac had some trouble with the books,
lost confidence, and found time to become a
charter member of the sailing team. Second Class year he
found the wind too cold and retired from active duty to

The

first

but he never

give his services to the ever popular radiator squad.
air

had

first call

on John

after graduation

and

Navy

leave.

HENRY CROSKEY MUSTIN
Alexandria, Virginia

Hank and

with a long family tradition of
fresh from a year at the
University of Virginia. A smooth operator among the women
and one of the very best tale tellers living, he was a party
boy supreme. With the advent of Plebe year academics, a
four year, tooth and nail struggle with the Skinny Department ensued. However, Hank was determined; he managed
to tear himself away from his beloved Blue Dragon long
enough to acquire sufficient dope to emerge triumphant into
his guitar, along

Navy, arrived

a
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Navy

career.

at the

Academy

FRANCIS GREGORY NEUBECK
Washington, D. C.

A

C, Greg won early football
Gonzaga High team. At
Naval Academy, he ran into more than his share of

native of Washington, D.

recognition as quarterback of his

the

injuries

but nevertheless kept with the squad

as a consist-

was the admiration and
athletically endowed classmates

ently fine lineman. His physique

envy of many of his less
and a rumored reason for the great variety of queens with
whom he could be seen at nearly any hop. Navy air was his
ambition and he was determined that nothing would keep
him from getting those wings.

EDWARD CHERRY NEWBEGIN
Roslyn,

New

York

born in the thriving metropolis of Brooklyn, New
York, but moved at an earlv age out into the "suboibs." His
naval career began about the time he was five when he
learned Navy Blue and Gold. For the next twenty vears he
collected oddments of knowledge nautical to supplement
the curriculum at Navy and became a permanent fixture on
the soccer field during his four years. His interests were
varied but included girls, vin ordinaire, and the Glee Club
which he assisted with a firm, round bass. Ed hoped to
make Navy line and that fabulous destroyer duty, but his
eyes were strong arguments for the Supply Corps.

Ed was

ROBERT GOODCHILD NEWBEGIN,
Roslyn, New York
From an

IV

Bob felt destined for a naval career and
himself of the opportunity to enter the Acad-

early age

finallv availed

emy via the Fleet Reserve and NAPS. At USNA he displayed a talent for cool reasoning and well-founded argument which seemed to turn every situation to his advantage.
With the reputation of being a fugitive from the workshop
of Rodin, dilettante, swordsman, and basso con mucho
gusto, he made quite a name for himself. He looked forward
to the day when he could leave the hallowed halls for the
glories of

Navy

line.
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JAMES MARDON O'HARA
Glen Rock, New Jersey
"Wait

'til

next year!"

—the battle cry of

all

diehard Brooklyn

which the smiling Irishman from Glen Rock is one.
Coming to the Academy via the Naval Reserve and Bullis
School, Jim has proved himself to all of us as one of the
best. Each fall and winter you will find this blond-headed
son of Erin on the football field holding down a strong end
position. His ability and sincerity plus his natural friendliness and humorous personality, make him a must in anybody's book for a party or company. Keep your powder
fans, of

dry, Jim.

JAMES RICHARD O'NEIL
Waban, Massachusetts
Out of the debris of Beacon Street in of Mass, this smiling
Irishman came to the Naval Academy via Newport and
NAPS. Leaving behind his faithful hotrod and numerous
other ties, he descended upon the Academy with tales of
fame and fortune. Although he couldn't see ten feet ahead,
he managed to excel in many fields. Whether it was women,
sports, or just plain fun, he was always in there with the
best. The eye standards kept him out of Navy line, but he
could see the good points of a career in the Supply Corps,
too.

PHILIP

MONROE REITZEL

Baltimore, Maryland
Phip began his academic career in Baltimore, where he
graduated from Baltimore Polytechnic Institute in 1948.
The following three years he spent studying architecture at
the University of Pennsylvania. In 1951, however, he traded
his tweeds for a blue service. He brought to Navy Tech a
fine appreciation of art, music, and literature which, during
his stay at Navy, enabled him to be a frequent contributor
to the Trident magazine and do consistently fine work as a
member of the Art Club. Phip was best known among his
classmates for his willingness to pitch in and help anyone
in need. He followed his father in selecting Navy line.
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EMIL GEORGE RIEDEL
Bellaire, Ohio

The words "George" and "universality" may be classified as
synonymous in the Academy Thesaurus. No matter what

—

—

it may be
academic, social, or sport he will strive for
and attain a stellar performance. He came to the Institution
on the Severn from Ohio University with many pleasant
experiences and thoughts of college days gone by to dream
about during his sojourn. His steady character and aggressiveness stood him in good stead during his years at Puddle
Prep. Come a weekend, liberty, or the opportunity to drag
constantly, and he could be found in the front lines. He has
lived up to his motto, "We're all foot loose and free," very

field

religiously.

ROBERT DALY RYDER
Hamden, Connecticut
"Hey Red" would always bring

a response

from

this six foot

curly blond from Yale country. After three years of col-

Andover Academy, Bob settled
Navy style and found it quite
previous experience. He soon became

legiate training at Phillips

down

to serious college life

different

from

his

known as quiet but serious; the Plebes knew especially well
how serious, but found him not so quiet when in his inner
sanctum. Whenever he disappeared from view, everyone
knew he was in his rack; however, he slashed as much as
the next man. Never was he known to refuse a blind date
or a

HAROLD CHARLES SCHLICHT
Manchester,

Hap came

New Hampshire

to the

Academy

after a year at the University of

New

Hampshire. Plebe year he earned his numerals as a
member of a national championship Plebe rifle team, but
beyond that he confined his athletic talents to leading the
steeplechasers home and playing softball. At the same time
he put his knowledge of sailing to good use and earned a
yawl command which he used quite often. Hap claims to
be quite a ladies' man. Just witness the number of "Dear
John's" he received followed by the invitations to the
respective girls' weddings. (We can't win all the time,
Hap.)
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good novel

for

weekend company.

DONALD CHARLES SHELTON
Alexandria, Virginia
This would-be Willie Hoppe mastered the manly art of
billiards with the same ease and aplomb as he did the Rules
of Wallace. Academics were a breeze, the women plentiful,
and he took both as a matter of course. His keen and often
profound wit made the days a little shorter for all of us.
Navy air calls him and if he isn't Mayor of Pensacola by the
time he completes flight training it will be a great surprise.
He was not one of the best, he was the best ... in everything he did. New York's loss is the Navy's gain for Don
will be a key figure in the Navy of the future.

CASIMIR EMIL SOJKA
Lonsdale, Rhode Island

Rhode Island's gift to the metropolis on the Severn
came to Navy after a stopover at Rrown University. He
combined great tenacity of purpose with a lot of plain hard
work to make his stay at the Academy quite a success.
Having previously developed a taste for engineering, he
devoted much of his spare time to furthering his knowledge
in that field. Hiking and camping were two of his favorite
pastimes when solid ground was available. Whether it was
London, Lonsdale, or Warsaw, this Slavic son was sure to
find his way into a Polish home or a polka party. The Navy
line had first call on his services and he planned to make it

Little

a thirty year stay.

1

HNPB

ROBERT DANIEL STUCKEY
ffl

Kansas City, Missouri
Stuck came to the Academy from The Corps, and he had
great aspirations of going back. But the old eyes did not
hold out; so Bob was destined for other duty. Each winter
Bob could be found somewhere around the squash courts.
On off-days, Bob spent most of his time trying to study and
listen to classical music at the same time. Usually the former
got the worst part of the deal. He was a charter member of

|4M

^

the Saturday night Boondockers' Club.
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JUAN ANTONIO TORROELLA
Havana, Cuba
Pan-American Relations were given a decided boost when
Juan made his very welcomed appearance at Canoe U.
after a six-year shuffle between Hebron Prep, Georgetown
U. and the Cuban Embassy. With some difficulty, he has
dispelled all our beliefs that his grandfather had a major
part in the Maine Incident. He easily lived up to his Latin
background at every opportunity a young woman could
be seen at his side. Dark-tressed beauties predominated,
although fair-haired lovelies were quite welcome. His
warm, sincere qualities make him an outstandingly easy

—

man

to serve with.

CALVIN GEORGE WEAVER
Long Beach, California
From a Navy family, Cal

spent some time in tire Naval
Reserve before going to Severn to win an appointment on
his own. At the Academy, Buck, Jr. earned a name for himself

among

his classmates for his sincerity, frankness,

and

willingness to lend the helping hand. Although not a varsity
man, Cal held his own in company and battalion sports.

Brigade Activities took up the rest of his time with jobs like
decorating the Christmas tree or painting Tecumseh. Navy
air offered the path to a career for him.

HUGH LARIMAR WEBSTER
Washington, D. C.
Larry began his Navy career one short half mile from Bancroft Hall, when his parents were stationed at Annapolis
in 1932. Since that time he has travelled and studied extensively. He came to Navy Tech from Bremerton High in
Washington, with a year delay for chemical engineering at
Stanford University. For his four years at Navy, he was one
of the most active and best liked men in his class. A regular
starter on the first eleven, he gave his classmates and school
much to remember him by in his conduct both on and off
the gridiron.

Navy

line

was

his billet after graduation.
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ROBERT JOE WESTBERG
Eureka, California
Semi-annual pilgrimages

Bob

a well-traveled

Two

to his

beloved home state made

young man before he ever

Humboldt

set foot in

an uncanny
knack of keeping his overworked slip stick in top notch
order, equipped him well for the big job that he carried
on assiduously for four years extra instruction for Twelfth
the Fleet.

years at

State, plus

—

Company members of '55. Throughout his USNA career
his lofty stature made him a much sought-after and coveted
company

and basketkeen sense of humor and pleasing personality made him an excellent companion on dull Academy
weekends or after game liberties in Baltimore night spots.

prize of

ball managers. His

ERIC HANS WIELER
Catskill,

New York

Rip picked up his handle when he came to these hallowed
halls from the land of Rip van Winkle
Catskill, New York.
It is Rip's good fortune to be one of the youngest members
of our class
he had to spend a year at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute before he was allowed to enter Navy Tech.
Since he has been with us, Rip has proved himself to be a
versatile athlete as well as an outstanding scholar. He
gained his N for varsity soccer, and he has been a star man
every year.

—

—
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cross country, steeplechase,

2/c
R. E. Baker
A. E. Barlow

Brandt

T. C.

N. A. Burgk

M.

A. Burt

H. H. Caldwell
D. W. Deutermann
J.

F.

W.

Donahue

A. Everett

F. P. Flack

W. Foote

E.

G. B. Gollehon

Good

G. E.

M. A. Hart
F. N. Hopewell

Huber

O. R.

Hubert
E. W. James
R. M. Keller
L.

J.

A. P. Kelly

D. E. Kennedy
D. W. Lajeunesse
D. E. Lindquist
J.

C.

D. F.

McCoy
McLean

H. H. Neuhard

Newbury

A. C.

D. L. Palmer

W.

C.

Shannon

D. A. Shelso

D. N. Sibley

W. H. Simpson
M. Taylor
White
L. A. White

J.

F. D.
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Row— Cook, Fink, Monteith, Cox, Russell, Hanna, Guttman, Lutz, Schneider, Doyle
Row— Trammell, Edmondson, Harrison, Bauknecht, Sturtevant, Ross, Marshall, Nace, St.
Third Row— Clark, Anderson, Doherty, Brown, Normand, DeMott, Brown, Tillman
Fourth Row— Hatfield, Rogers, Howe, McCormick, Miner
Fifth Row— Heiden, McMenamin, Hicks, Brown

First

3/c

Second

First

Martin

Row— Wilcox, Wiestling, Butler, Haynes, Goldberg, Chadrow, Taft, Mitchell, Graham, Houston
Row— VanNiman, Cooper, Schaaf, Omberg, Matheny, Mason, Featherston, Skiles, Gordon
Third Row— Gertz, Olson, Jokanovich, McKee, Rice, Westbrook, Correll, McNergney
Fourth Row— Bayne, Manazir, McCullough, Lacey, Ross, Miller, Chafee
Fifth Row— Holroyd, Rachap, Phillips, Miesel, Randal, Grassle, Featherston
Sixth Row— Harrison, Goolsby, Lyon, Weifle, Buel, Hatchett

Second
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M.

T. Slavton

G. N. Arthur
D. E. Knepper
O. A. Zipf

W.

P.

Chase

H. L. Stuntz
G. T. Dantzler

Second Regiment

E. A. Wilkinson

D. N. Kolaras
L.

S.

W.
J-

E.

McCarron

H. Linebarger

R. D.
C.

Boudreaux

Echard

Shumaker

E.

M. Anderson,

E.

J.

Toupin, R. B.

R. A. Ruth, G. O.

Pirie,

R. K. Coulter, R. E. Nelson

Compton,

C. B. Peterson, T. K.

J.

C. Gussett,

Hyman

Fourth
Battalion

T^>

^^pi*^

"
fifry

A

CDR

P.

H. Durand,

USN

Battalion Officer

4th Batt Office

Company
IJ
LT

H. E. Whyte,

Company

USN

Officer

•••
••

•••
••

•

r1

«.

Mar

'

G. E. Olson,
J.

E.

Low,
A.

J.

A. Baldwin, H. C. Schrader,

W. Brown,

H. A. French
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Ailes, R. O. Bartlett,

K. McPherson, R. C. Dutnell

JOHN WILLIAM

AILES, IV

Arlington, Virginia
coming, the Penguin has been demonstrating
Navy in all branches of academics.
While spending a minimum of time studying, he earned
and kept his stars with ease. John devoted a great deal of
his time to his principal avocation, that of camera bug. At
one time or another, he shot pictures for all of our publications. He and his camera were a familiar sight at our sports
events. On the athletic field, John was known as one of the
Brigade's better softball pitchers. He planned to put his
20-15 vision to good use on the bridge for thirty years or so.

Ever since

his

his ability to get to

ERNS MOSES ANDERSON

JOHN ASHBY BALDWIN,

Cleveland, Ohio

Baltimore, Maryland

A baritone voice echoing through the halls of Bancroft
always warned of Andy's approach. Heckler, prankster,
congenial brat, he still managed to hand out more than his
share of "Hi's" and smiles. He proved his leadership ability
by teaching five different girls five different sports all during

Jack came to us from the fine city of Baltimore after having
passed many pleasant years there learning the ways of a
man of the world. At a tender age he left home for the wilds
of Connecticut, where he cast off his southern ways and

the

—

same

leave. Plenty of natural ability in sports

and

—

became a good Yankee if there is such a thing. Although
his summers were usually spent on Nantucket Sound, the
summer of '51 found him marching along the banks of the
Severn. Life was a trial until the day in Seamo that they
placed him in a knockabout. From then on life was a breeze.
He looked at his books occasionally but in his mind he was
tacking up and down Nantucket Sound. If only a destroyer
had a jib and main.

class

steeplechase and a 3.2 average without practice or
holds the Academy record for hop attendance
and blind dragging couldn't be missed twirling around
first in

study.

Ems

—

not by playing his harmonica, uke, or trying
wrestling holds, Erns would find another method of pestering his wives. No doubt about it, some lucky gal is going

Dahlgren.

to

If

be happy with

JR.

this jewel.
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JOHN MATTHEW BANNON

ROBERT OWEN BARTLETT

Youngstown, Ohio
"It's me, Ziggy." With these words, Jack Bannon would
enter and things invariably started popping. Always the
life of the parts
Jack could always bring the light of good
humor into the oft somber existence here. When it came to
football, however, he was dead serious. To prove this point,
he was chosen All-Brigade quarterback his Second Class

Los Angeles, California

-

.

he did well for himself in snowing the
academic departments without knocking himself out over
the books. His only worry here was how to get twelve hours
of sleep in eight hours. With his quick sense of humor and
his good judgment. John will make the grade in anything
he chooses to do.
year. In addition

JOHN LOWELL BRAINERD
Norfolk. Virginia

During his stay at Navy John succeeded in what most of us
have tried at one time or other dragging every weekend
and then hitting those books all week. The rest of us let
these activities lap over. John had the attributes for such a
life as could be evidenced by his progress on the wrestling
team won his N Plebe year and his fine class standing.
Summer cruises were a pleasure for John because he enjoyed
and work? We are sure that John will be
the relaxation

—

—

—

—

respected in the future as a result of his fine

traits.

Bart,

who

spent four years at

USNA

trying to have the

entire institution transplanted to California, listed partying
as his favorite sport.

discover that

up

A pre-law student

women make

at

UCLA,

Bart didn't

excellent cooks until he signed

Navy. During his tour of duty he conhad a platoon of females on duty. His roommates
maintained that he must have found some of them under a
rock, but Bart, being truly a scholar and a gentleman of the
for a hitch in the

stantly

old school, says he's never seen an ugly

woman

bad whiskey. He may be shocked when he
outside world.

nor tasted

gets into the

ALLEN WEBSTER BROWN,
New Yoke

JR.

Hudson,

most other Marines, followed the Corps closely
through his years at Navy Tech, and hoped to return to his
beloved service upon graduation. Tales of weekends to
Sweet Briar, breakfasts with forty girls, and others made
fabulous stories and smack of an occasional desire for the
wild eccentricities of bachelorhood. Al, somehow through
the countless rigors of the academic year, managed to
broaden his talented field as the editor of the '54-'55 Reef
Points, that ubiquitous Plebe Bible. This coupled with many
other collateral jobs round out our man as a likely Marine
Al, like

and future 13th Company

GERALD

T.

DANTZLER

Officer.

JOHN WAINWRIGHT DeWITT

Charleston, South Carolina

Oceanside, California

Jerry considered Navy Tech as a temporary resident between leaves and permanent residence to be divided be-

Although born in Virginia, Jay claims California as his home
state. After coming to Navy he plunged into a four year
battle with the system. Even diough his battles with the
Executive Department consumed most of his time, the
Jaybird managed to find time to compete in two varsity
sports, track and soccer. Far from a slash. Iris only star subject was P.T. but he had no real trouble with academics
and could always start coasting about midterm. Jay's easygoing manner and friendly nature insure success in any
career that he may undertake.

tween Charleston and Washington. Having learned to swim
be seen trudging over to the
Natatorium in sweat gear and slippers. His wide grin and
friendly sense of humor won him many friends both inside
the gray walls and with the important part of the civilian
population the fairer sex. Jerry's academic attitude was
"Don't sweat it." Second class spring held a few frights for
Jerry as he held the distinction of being one of the few to
in Hawaii, Jerry could often

—

ride the Dilbert

Dunker

twice.
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CHARLES THOMAS EDSON

RICHARD CLARK DUTNELL
Cleveland,

Dut came

Omo
to

Navy from

Chevy Chase, Maryland
the Buckeye State desirous of

was one thing

that Charlie enjoyed at Navy, it was
he was a natural athlete. On the other
hand, if there was one thing he hated, it was studying.
However, after a couple of close encounters with the Academic Board, Charlie wisely decided to devote his efforts
to leafing through textbooks. Charlie more than made up
for his academic faults, by his many other activities. Even
when worried, with his whole career at stake, he could
always come up with a friendly smile and give someone else
encouragement. A good athlete, but most of all a good guy,
Charlie will be a credit to the service.
If there

sports of any kind, for

bringing fame to the family name. His efforts in football
brought him much recognition and a detachable mark 5

mod 4 smile. He also dabbled in lacrosse, but met his
Waterloo in the up-out-together-squeeze. Dut left academics
and regulations to the "another day in which to excel" clan
and applied his talents as chairman of the '55 Ring and
Crest Committee. His appetite was reputed to have slenderized many a Plebe. He shall be found in the future still
adding to the pyramid of friends he acquired here with his
amiable ways.

HENRY APPOLD FRENCH
San Diego, California
Hailing from that never, never land, California, Mrs.
French's little boy Hank arrived at the Academy via Severn
School. Quite a sportsman, he could be found practically
every afternoon indulging in diat mayhem, lacrosse. Hank
lived and breathed this old Indian game and became an
irreplaceable fixture on the field. Being an old salt from
China and Guantanamo, he was always ready, willing, and
able with a sea-goin' tale for everyone at hand. Hank lays
claim as an indisputable connoisseur of all beer, having
proved his title many times over.
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GEOFFREY LELAND GARDNER
Washington, D. C.
Originally from Michigan, Geoff prepped
D. C. before entering the Academy. Here

in

Washington,

at

Navy he has

never sweated any of the academics, but occasionally some

him a jolt. Many of his friends will
remember the time he welded two leads together in Juice.
Some of his hobbies included singing in the shower and
playing "Oh Susanna" on the harmonica. He advantageously
used the time in between weekends to rest up for the next
party. His quick humor and friendly, easy-going nature
have made him a favorite among his associates.
of the departments gave

DAVID MILTON HAMMETT

HARTLEY OLIVER HOLTE

San Diego, California

Seattle,

Oregon and educated to the
way of partytime on the beaches of sunny Southern Cal,
Dave claims San Diego as his home. The Gimp had a good

was best noted and recognized by his back, the back
of his b-robe. Through his years at Navy Tech, he amassed
quite a collection of numerals and awards of assorted sizes
for his achievements in the athletic fields. Aside from the
desire to become a naval officer, his foremost love in life
was sports, with an emphasis on tennis and basketball. If
there was anything that he did not know about the stars of
the state of Washington, it really wasn't worth knowing.
After coming to Navy, Ollie decided that the feminine sex
really had some interest for the poor dejected male, and his
inquiries and pursuit into the eccentricities of the female
were fast, furious, and thorough.

Born

in Colorado, raised in

Ollie

time slogging through the mud in the rougher of the outdoor sports and was forever being caught in his skivs when
the bell rang for choir formation Sunday mornings. Any free
study hour would find Dave writing passionate letters to his
O.A.O. in Cal who has probably sweated the last three
years more than he. One thing for sure, when you run
across Dave somewhere in the service, you'll know him
when he says, "Just gotta have another cigarette!"
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Washington

THEODORE KENNETH HYMAN

EDWARD LOW

Long Branch, New Jersey
Ted is a product of New Jersey who had been an enthusiastic Navy prospect for years before he became a Midshipman. His advent at the Academy marked no change in his

Marysville, Ohio

enthusiasm, and he was always willing to do his share of
whatever work was at hand. Reserve and confidence are
Ted's distinguishing characteristics. He had no difficulty
with academics and found time to become a valuable member of various sports squads. While in the Naval Reserve, he
became interested in lighter-than-air craft, and intends to
enter that field as a pilot when he graduates from the
Academy- Ted has a brilliant future ahead of him with
the industry and intellect to accomplish whatever he sets

body.

MarysvihVs All-American Boy graduated
.

Ed had
.

.

.

this

is

in the presence of

crazv antics, and in the years to come you'll see
and sporting Navy wings.

supercharged

.

he'd like

without a doubt the
one Al
"Mac" MacD. at chow time. This potato-absorbing individual says he's traveled around so much all his life he can't
rightly call any place home, but he will settle for San Diego.
Claiming Sunny Cal as his home and being a beach rat at
heart, Al hasn't been out of water since he took his first bath
and has been splashing around on the Varsity swimming
team since Youngster year. He has a passion for speed and
.

.

in his high
.

.

.

huge collection of books ranging from
market
played the clarinet and
very strong affinity for the dance floor

a

.

.

.

piano
had a
absorbed a lot of kidding concerning the age range of girls
he dragged. He was high in competition for most letters
received and written. His interests included debating, 150
pound football, tennis, and choir. Ed was one of those persons who never finds enough time to do all the many things

ALLEN BARTRAM MacDIARMID

most repeated expression used

.

sports to the stock

out to do.

San Diego, California
"Look at all those spuds!"

first

school class
starred during his years at Navy Tech
continually strived to improve himself both in mind and

MG
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Mac

in a

.

to.

.

.

.

JOSEPH DAVID MACKENZIE
Passaic,

New

Jersey

from the confines of
Naval Academy where his
Straight

P.H.S.,

Dave journeyed

brilliant

to the

high school record,

along with athletic prowess, firmly established him in Canoe
U. for four fruit vears. Academics presented no stumbling
blocks for Dave as he cruised through his years here. Dave
was a well built lad, a giant, but agile, very friendly, easy
never lacking the time or energy
going, and goodnatured
always ready for a joke. His
to do someone a favor
.

.

.

.

.

.

was distributed among football, numerous
company sports, and the rack. These assets, along with a
determination to succeed, mark Dave for a bright future.
athletic ability

WILLIAM HENRY JAMES MANTHORPE,

WILLIAM EDWARDS McCARRON,

JR.

willingness to help others

is

needed,

Bill's

the

man

JR.

Galveston, Texas

Ardmore, Pennsylvania
Here was a lad from the city of brotherly love who claimed
his strength was that of ten for he doesn't smoke, drink, or
chew. Math was a mystery to Bill, but a 4.0 in dragging
was his for the asking. He apparently had a contact in
Washington who had his fingers in the academic pie, because Bill always had the straight dope on cruise or the
Skinny P-work. We don't know where he may be assigned;
but whenever plenty of common sense, a lot of pep, and a

Mac came to us straight from the beaches of Galveston and
high school. Since he had no previous military background,
ours was a completely new life for the young Texan. With a
high will to learn, Mac pushed ahead and within a short
time was completely adjusted to the Navy routine. Never
a slouch in studies, Bill earned his stars Youngster year and
kept them for the remainder of his stay. Being intelligent
was only one of Bill's gifts he plaved 150 pound football
and spurred the Thirteenth company lightweights forward
to two Brigade Championships. Bill was always very popular with his classmates because of his great sense of humor.

—

for the

job.

With
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and cheerful smile, he
making a success in the service.

his intelligence

trouble

will

have no

JOHN RICHARD McDONNELL

ALFRED SCOTT McLAREN

Kansas City, Missouri
Soon after Red arrived at Navy from Kansas City, Missouri,
it was discovered that he really had an eye
both for a
basketball hoop and a babe. Always thinking, both on and
off the basketball court, he had the gift of pepping us up
in a low moment with a witty remark. Although suffering
from lack of milk during that part of the year when he
wasn't on the training table, Red always managed to have
a warm welcoming smile for everyone. He was quite a help
in many ways to many of us in our battle with the elements
here on the Severn. With his understanding, team spirit, and

La Mesa, California
Fred came to the Academy with time in as a Navy junior
and a happy year as Midshipman, USNR at UCLA behind
him. A competent handling of academics insured ample
time for hurdling, swimming, and keeping a considerable
female following happy. Possessed of high motivation and
an enthusiasm for the tasks which must be done, his presence on any team was a welcome guarantee of success. As
he was ever a staunch Californian, it is doubtful if Fred
will long linger for fond farewells on the East Coast.
Whatever the future holds, Fred's confident capability and personal attributes will bring him success.

—

warm

personality,

Red's

a sure bet for an outstanding

career.

JAMES KERRY McPHERSON
Santa Fe, New Mexico
From down along the Santa Fe
McPherson (Mac to everyone but
year at

New

Trail
his

Mexico School of Mines,

sign striker here at Navy.

With

comes James

O.A.O.

).

K.

After one

Mac became

an En-

a helping hand, understand-

ing personality, and a buoyant spirit, Mac left a favorable
impression upon all those he met. Mac put his heart into
everything he did, whether in the classroom, on the athletic
field, or on the dance floor in Dahlgren hall. Following

Youngster cruise aboard a can, Mac developed a sincere
desire to fly. So with his heart in New Mexico, his head in
the clouds, and his

body

in a jet,

Mac

starts his career.
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GEORGE WHITEFIELD MEAD,

III

Washington, D. C.
"How long have you been in the Navy, mister?" "All me
bloomin' life, sir." Seems like it, doesn't it? George was an
old salt from way back; just ask the Plebes. But even with
his many varied talents the smiling Irishman always found
time to hit the rack. With academic standards in the midlatitudes and that "don't sweat it" attitude, George always
won the fight to stay with us. In dragging he also won many
jousts, but like Washington, he has made no entangling
alliances and stands a free man.

ERIC MILNOR

JIMMIE RAY MITCHELL

Wilmington, North Carolina
If you heard someone say day after day "Aw, the Prof will
put out the dope," you would know that you were listening

Alexandria, Louisiana

Mitch left the bayous to spend two years in the Navy before
becoming a Midshipman. His enlisted service included ET
school, a tour of duty aboard an LST in the Far East, and
finally the course at NAPS. Like most other things, Mitch
took academics in stride, and spent many pleasant study
hours in the rack. Despite strong leanings toward the radiator squad, he could often be found sparking the company
sports squads, and did a lot for the Juice Gang. An individualist who combines the calm assurance of one who
knows that every problem has a solution and the quiet
poise of a Southern gentleman, Mitch will find little difficulty in whatever field he pursues.

to Eric. He has spent his years at Navy proving that eight
hours sleep a day is not enough. When things went wrong,
this normally quiet and unperturbed redhead rocked the
corridors with a roar that would make a lion feel small.
Frequently, he could be found in Smoke Hall demonstrating
his mastery of ping pong. Eric's only big complaint about

Usnay was

that this part of the world

real trials for a

is flat

and

offers

no

mountain climber.
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GARY ENTNER OLSON

PETER WILLIAM ODGERS
West Orange, New Jersey
Peet,

who

what he

hails

called

from the "Land
it,

came

to

San Pedro, California

A

from San Pedro High School in the West's
Gary carried his academic accomplishments to the hilt here at the Academy. Called Olie by
his many friends, his pet peeve was to have his Swedish
name spelled with an "e." Considered a social giant by his
friends (a real party man), Road maps' good-natured
sarcasm couldn't be equalled. Athletic-wise, Olie served
penance on company steeplechase as a Plebe, and later
developed hidden talents in lacrosse, fieldball, and soccer.
Usually very neat and regulation, the condition of his desk
drawer was his outstanding idiosyncrasy. Anything filed in
its shambles was lost forever.

of Eternal Sunshine," that's

USNA

with a pair of days in the

"Old Navy," not to mention three years of reserve duty.
He brought with him a boundless amount of practical
knowledge, along with an ingenious talent for parties.
Academics provided Peet with a small problem at first, but
after a Plebe year scare (Steam, of course), he picked up
the memorize-and-plug-'em method of matriculating, thus
sailing smoothly through. His spare time was divided between swimming, hand-to-hand, and softball, to mention a
few of his numerous athletic abilities. He excelled in the
art of winning friends and influencing people, as was indicated by his popularity among his classmates. Peet
bet to succeed in any field of endeavor.

is

star student

so-called Paradise State,

a sure

CARL RRYNOLF PETERSON
Glen, Minnesota
After being elected the fourth best looking in his high
school class of four boys, Glen's favorite gopher wended
his way to Navy. Although Pete had never seen a soccer
ball before, his endurance gained behind the plow stood
him in good stead, and he was riding the Varsity bench by
Second Class year. Pete had no fear of the academic departments, even though he was forced to master the language of
Sunny Spain instead of his native tongue, Swedish. A good
man to have on your side in any situation, Pete is destined
for success because of his friendly nature and resourcefulness.
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HARRY CHRISTIAN SCHRADER,

JR.

Evanston, Illinois

A

son of the Windy City, Harry came to Navy Tech after
completing a tour of duty at Evanston Township High
School. On arriving on the Severn, he quickly began demonstrating his talents both in academics and athletics. He
anchored the Fourth Battalion football team's line from his
slot at guard and turned in a fine performance every game.
His only trouble connected with academics was keeping
his stars shined; so he had plenty of time to help anyone
with a question and did so any time he was asked. He plans
to go into submarines upon graduation.

WAYNE KIMBALL SHANAHAN
Whitefish,

From

DENNIS JOSEPH SULLIVAN,

Montana

JR.

Washington, D. C.

The

Whitefish, "Winter Playground of the Rockies," as

Shanny would put it, comes the next probable Polar explorer. Having lived most of his life on the Montana ice cap,
he could take anything above 0° Abs. After high school,
Shanny traded his ski pants for a pair of Navy Dress Canvass and a White Hat, prepped at NAPS where he held the
record for time horizontally, and finally wound up in the
Beaver Company of Ye Olde Trade Schoole. Never one to
sweat academics, he whizzed through Navy with no stars,
but also with no strain and a clutch factor of absolute zero.
Shanny will be taxiing for a take-off in one of the nation's
newest jets sometime in the near future.

quality of intensity in whatever he undertakes, be it
won Denny innumerable friends

relaxing or concentrating,

and excellent grades. Coming from Notre Dame as an
NROTC student after having bounced around the world a
bit under the guise of a Navy junior, he acquired rather
definite opinions on the art of lifesmanship, being most
outspoken on the subjects of wine, women, and Ireland, in
that order. But despite his heritage, background, and natural tendency to

list

to starboard,

it is

ion that he will prove to be a most
cocktail party.
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our considered opin-

welcome addition

to

any

2/c
Bennett

P. C.

R. F. Berg

Brown

N.

P.

J.

F.

J.

Davidson
Drayton

D. L.
J.

Dudrow

C. Duffley

T. A. Fischer

R.

J.

Fisher

P. K. Firzwilliam

C.

J.

Hansen

A. L. Henry

Henry

R. T.

H. E. Hicks
E. C. James

W.

B.

Kramer

J.J.Lally
R.

J.

H.

Levendoski

Lewis

S.

C. L. Mitri
E. H. Parker
L. A. Perrone

C. R. Perry

C. D. Peterson

W.

S.

Rich

H. Slough
J.
C. D. Stevenson
R.

Swaneburg

D. N. Topping
J.

B.

Townsend
Van fly

C. D.

R. H.

Weidman

G. T. White
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First

Row— Bostick, Zimmer, Grdina, Heald, Taylor, Murphy, Wolinsky, Vallerie. Began, Wilbur
Row— Oldfield, West, Lindquist, Feffer, Miklos, Donnelley, Davis, Johnston, Coleman
Third Row— Arnold, Stewart, Arcuni, O'Neill, Toner, Licari, Roth, Twitchell
Fourth Row— Secor, Sloan, Hodge, Cooper, Mandel, Nelson, Harper
Fifth Row— King, Williamson, Drumm, Kerrigan, Almstedt, Ksycewski

Second

First

Row-Moran, Hardy,

Girard, Rowe, Degnan, Conery, Tennent, Patterson, Russell, Stryker
Row— Pulling, Tarquin, Merry, Martella, Bonus, Krause, Robinson, Guthman, Mansfield
Third Row— Moll, Bayless, Brown, Booriakin, Spears, Maguire, Komegay, Brancato
Fourth Row— Caughman, Lane, Gray, Powell, Wier, Matheson, Geoghegan
Fifth Row— Beran, Peters, McGirt, Broady, Witzmann, Hoch

Second
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Company
CAPT

R. D. Whitesell,

Company

USMC

Officer
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H. A. Levin, F. L. Castillo, D. Ebert,
M. J. Rubenstein, D. A. Alecxih

fill

DONALD ALEXANDER ALECXIH
Steelton, Pennsylvania

From

Steelton, Pennsylvania, hails

better

known

whom

Don

as the Serb, particularly

Alecxih, perhaps

among

his classmates

ready smile and unfailing good humor have
endeared him. No Olympic swimmer, the Serb found himself whiling away the winter hours in die depths of the
instruction pool. This, however, didn't dampen his spirits,
and he came through with flying colors. In the field of
academics he fared far better and earned the reputation
of a deadly marksman with the slide rule. Looking for other
worlds to conquer, he often invaded the realm of the fairer
sex, where he is noted for his many and frequent successes.
to

his

FREDERICK MICHAELS BOWLES
Cartersville, Virginia
didn't have to move his baggage far when he entered
Canoe U. As a resident of Crabtown for several years, he
spent enough time looking in from the outside so that Navy
Tech held few mysteries for him. Born and raised in Virginia, Fred came north a bit just in time to be a football

Fred

star for

Annapolis High. After a year at the University of
his football talents to work for the Fourth

Richmond, he put

A bruising competitor on the athletic field, Fred
academics hard too. As a long time aviation enthusiast,
he has a desire for a flying job come graduation.
Batt team.

hit

EDWARD HUGHES BROWDER
Panama

City,

Panama

A bi-lingual handyman

working for a construction company
from Balboa High School in his native
Panama Canal Zone, Ed suddenly found himself facing
Plebe year and his first stateside winter. A ladies' man, he
took a dim view of a Plebe's not being able to drag, but his
Fourth Class year netted him class numerals as a member
of the Plebe rifle team and a pair of stars for his full dress
uniform. Perhaps the dangerous life that he lives is his chief
claim to fame from inviting five girls to the same hop, to
diving into the Chesapeake Bay in the back seat of a
venerable Yellow Peril.
after graduation

—
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FRANCIS LEONARD CASTILLO
Belen,

New

Mexico

known to everyone, came to the Naval
the dry lands of New Mexico after prepping
at New Mexico Military Institute and the University of
New Mexico. He had an almost miraculous ease in making
friends, but it took quite a bit more effort to achieve his
biggest thrill— winning the Brigade Boxing Championship.
Chico, as he

is

Academy from

Despite his apparent disregard for sports, tiiere was no bigger rooter for the Blue and Gold. His sincerity and warm
friendship will stand him in good stead wherever he goes,
and ambition will carry him to the top.

WALTER BARROLL CHRISTMAS
Washington, D. C.

An avowed

thirty-year

man, Wally came

to us

by way

of

high school in the Canal Zone and Washington, D. C,
college at Swarthmore, and finally Bullis Prep. His extracurricular activities were varied Chapel Choir, Engineering Clubs, The Foreign Relations Club, soccer, tennis, and
a large number of tea fights. Widely read in recent naval
history, Wallv's knowledge, the Plebes soon learned, served
as an excellent source of Plebe questions. As exams neared,

—

several of his bilging classmates found him quite helpful.
Skinny labs, flaghoist
Pet peeves? Sure, he has them
drills, and those who ask if he has a sister named Alary.
.

.

.

DAVIS LEO CLARK
Selinagrove, Pennsylvania

From

the metropolis of Selinagrove with a population of
three thousand, including the epileptic colony, came Davis

and heavy tread, equipped with a year of
which seemingly didn't include spelling, and
a trailer truck full of money. He became noted for his good
natured placidity but fortunately soon overcame this and
emerged from his pre-naval cocoon a Midshipman among
men. A pillar of strength in company cross country, Dave
of the light heart

liberal arts,

still

managed

to find

time for writing interminable

to a succession of O.A.O.'s.
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letters

GEORGE OWEN COMPTON
Oklahoma
"Play

it

City,

loose!"

Oklahoma

was Owen's motto. Neither motherly

letters

from home nor the all-seeing eye of the Executive Department could keep him from his knack for stowing in obscure
corners more civilian clothes than are usually found in a
well-stocked haberdashery. Having little trouble fathoming
the inner workings of amplidyne power supplies, or Foreign
Policy under Dr. Paone, Owen retired to the rack and, finding that the horizontal position goes well with pocket-size
westerns, deserted his haven only on rare occasions for the
purpose of disposing of pent-up energy and wreaking

havoc upon any and

all

opponents on the athletic

field.

DAVID JACK CONLEY
Strathmore, California
Jack The Ripper Conley

boy who

is

about the most intelligent party

stalks the earth today.

Take a

jigger of genius,

mix

well with a dash of Beelzebub and a pinch of Casanova and

you have his class standing in the roaring twenties. Hailing
from God's country, he spent one year at the University of
California as the lad causing the most blasts in chem lab
in 1951. Smooth as cashmere, competent as a Mark 5 computer, with the cunning of Br'er Fox, Razorback Jack has
carved an inimitable record with his slide rule finesse. You
won't forget him, for somewhere, someday, you'll meet him

ROBERT KEITH COULTER

again at the top of the pile of

Gladwin, Michigan
hailing from the Wolverine State, spent three
years at Northwestern U. studying pre-med before coming
to Navy. An abundance of good nature and love for a good
time made him a must at any social function, while at the

The Doctor,

little trouble where the fair sex was
avid skier, the Doctor has graced the slopes
of Winter Park, Colorado, and the mountains of Northern
Michigan. With his natural ability to make friends, and his

same time he had
concerned.

An

interest in his profession,

Bob

will

have

little

difficulty in

finding a place in the service.
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men

struggling for success.

DANIEL EBERT
Highland Park, Illinois

Dan was

second year at Northwestern Uniopportunity he had awaited finally
arrived. He came to Navy bringing the battered guitar that
was his welcome on a long Sunday afternoon and the
business experience which proved handy to the Christmas
Card Committee. Plebe summer introduced Dan to the
glory of the oar, and his first of many rowing experiences
began in '55's Plebe shell which captured the Freshman
National Championship. Dan won his stars for academic
excellence, although he remained reluctant to squeeze his
finishing his

versity

when

six foot

frame into

the

full dress.

RICHARD DEAN ECHARD
Peoria, Illinois

Eck says just mention his name in Peoria, the greatest little
town in the world. Born with a pair of football shoes on,
he hasn't taken them off since. While in high school, Dick
made All-State two years in a row. Disregarding the Midwest, he spent a year at Dartmouth before he signed his
name on the dotted line for USNA. While at Navy, Dick
has earned the reputation of being a hard hitting and determined member of the football squad. Looking ahead, he
hopes to go into flying. Always with a smile on his face and
a good word for everyone, Dick will be a success wherever

VINCENT DePAUL KANE
Tenafly, New Jersey
A certain nonchalance and ironical

he goes.

who never looked

wit characterize Vince,

enough to buy cigarettes until he was
21. A year at Columbian Prep preceded USNA, and we
welcomed him with open arms as one with that desirable

—

old

a house in the suburbs of New York. He loved
kinds of music as his king-sized record collection testified
and took a sadistic delight in torturing his roommates with
gloomy classics which would have driven lesser men mad.
Afternoons found him manhandling a dinghy; but shortly
after learning that the quickest route to the O Club was as
the crow flies, he turned to aviation.
attribute
all
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DEMOSTHENES NICOLAS KOLARAS
Athens, Greece

The Army got Demo first, but
enough to hold him. Demo spent

fortunately wasn't good
the entire period of the

occupation with his parents in Greece, but in 1949 returned
New York. There began a chain
of events, ending when Demo realized his life long ambition

to his birthplace, Lockport,

and became

a

Midshipman.

Demo

often entertained us

many times his capacity for making
game amazed those around him. Hard,

with Greek tirades, and
noise at a football

steady work, whether keeping ahead in academics, helping
design the class crest, or fighting his way up to the varsity
soccer squad, typify a young man with a future.

DAVID MARSHALL KOONCE
Santa Ana, California
Spending

his early

days on the beaches of the Hawaiian

Islands and Southern California as a Marine Corps junior,
Moon became a lover of aquatic sports, excelling in both

swimming and water

HAROLD ALWOOD LEVIN
Princeton, Illinois
If it is a real sportsman you would like to meet, then let me
introduce you to the Hoss. Harry is a true Swede from the

state of the fighting

for coffee

when

it

is

Mini and

is

proud

of

it.

well above the average person's.

comes

to

skiing.

Finally

settling

at

Severn

School to prep for the Naval Academy, he had little trouble
extending his athletic ability to include lacrosse. Bringing
to Navy his skill and competitive spirit, he modestly walked
off with three varsity lacrosse monograms. Destined to keep
up the family tradition by joining the boys in green, Dave
will be a valuable addition to the Corps.

His capacity

He

is

no piker

food either; however, his eating desires

don't slow the Hoss down. Delicacies like pickled herring
or Roquefort cheese make this big Swede as content as ever.

A

very religious man is Harry, who is hue as ever to the
Lady Hoss. Although he missed his calling as another Frank
Buck, we're glad he made his way to Canoe U.
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DONALD BALDWIN LINEHAN
Cambridge, Massachusetts
In that

summer

of 1951,

when

a

downy-cheeked kid casually

No. 3 gate, Navy scored; and though Navy's
been scoring on Don ever since, he has managed to cut
now and then. Even if he would like everyone to diink of
him as a slash, The Kid would rather be out tossing a football
around than in his rack with the smoke rising from his
slipstick. He has some odd ideas about the cause of the
war of northern aggression, but Don still marches when the
band plays "Dixie" at P-rades. If his eyes hold out, Don will
probably be up there with everyone else, making those
strolled in

controlled crashes.

RAYMOND GREGORY LYDEN
Portland, Maine

Greg

hails

from Portland, Maine.

When

he

first

entered the

Academy he had hair on his head and none on his
"There've Been Some Changes Made" is his favorite

chest.

song.

His favorite pastime is winter sleeping widi a gale blowing
through wide open windows. When things get tough he
enjovs slapping a handball around a court. Gregg's best
friends are Texans, Marines, and bos'n mates. The Foreign
Relations Club receives most of his oratory, and he has
talked his

way

debates and an

all

the

officer's

way

to

a trip to the

West

Point

position in the club.

MALCOLM MacKINNON,
East Orange,

New

III

Jersey

Mai's former plans for an engineering career were not completely

subdued when he came

to Annapolis.

through his courses in starring fashion and

4

i

still

He

breezed

had time

to

be on the Varsity swimming team for three years after winning an N sweater as a Plebe. The Drum and Bugle Corps
claimed him for a hitch as did the company softball team
which he played for when swimming was over. His high
standing may point to eventual PG work. Whatever the
assignment Mai will have no trouble doing a capable and

i>

creditable job.
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ALBAN THOMPSON McISAAC
New York, New York
Born and raised in a family that has been Navy all the way,
Tom's appearance in Annapolis was imminent from the
beginning. Deeply devoted to the sack and the steerage,
Big Red somehow found time to handle numerous extracurricular activities. Tom was never seen with the same
drag twice, but his roving eye discovered many a fair lass.
The destroyer fleet is his goal; however, excessive gedunk

may

force him into ships a bit more substantial. His outstanding leadership qualities were discovered when he was
given command of his room the very first week. Not a star
man, Tom's aggressiveness will carry him far.

JOHN EDWARD McNISH
Belleville, New Jersey
Jack claims the Garden State of the Universe as his home.
A glutton for hard work Gish came to the Academy with
several years of crew training behind him, training which
he put to good use as stroke man on the Plebe crew. If
there was a weekend when Jack wasn't dragging it was the
Executive Department's fault. One of the best liked men in
the company Jack was always ready to do a favor for anyone, especially dragging your date's roommate! Academics
were fruit for this Mid and p-works were just another quiz.
Jack will wear the stars of the Navy line after graduation.

ROBERT LEWIS McVEY
Des Moines, Iowa
Pancho, as Bob is known to his classmates, spent some time
at Iowa State College and Drake University before coming
to the shores of the Severn. At Navy Skinny and swimming
gave him his only major problems, but hard work and
determination brought him success as it will in whatever he
undertakes. When he wasn't studying, Bob liked to play
bridge, catch up on rack time, or plan his next liberty. A
professional at enjoying himself on liberty, Pancho can boast
of many evenings well spent in Baltimore and Philadelphia.
His excellent wit and fine sense of humor will always be
remembered and make him popular wherever he goes.
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ROBERT TODD MELOY
.\lameda, Calefobnia
It

was love

of the service that finally

leave the vicissitudes of

life at

prompted Todd

to

the University of California

to come to Navy, and surely it is with pride diat he can
look back on his choice. His record here has been excellent.
Possessed of a methodical and penetrating mind, Todd
found little challenge in academics and soon sought other
endeavors to occupy his time. The Foreign Relations Club,
the Forensic Activities, and the Spanish Club soon felt his
strong influence, while the Trident magazine found in him
a willing and able author.

ROBERT BURNS

PIRIE, JR.

Wymore, Nebraska
Though it is impossible

to compare Robin with his famous
no doubt that he has distinguished himself
as a Midshipman. Coming to tire Academy via Nassau Hall,
Robin brought with him an abundance of athletic ability,
as attested by his record in lacrosse and squash. Being
neither a social nor an academic slouch, he found it easy to
drag regularly and still maintain his near perfect average.
His sense of humor and leadership abilities have put him

father, there

is

\

high on the striper list. This favored son of the Executive
Department has strong leanings toward Navy air.

MORTON

JAY RUBENSTEIN

St. Louis,

Missouri

Mort came into the Navy a complete civilian after having
spent two years at Washington University of St. Louis,
where he studied such un-naval subjects such as zoology
and chemistry. Academics were the least of his worries; so
he concentrated on writing letters, and it always seemed to
pay off. His main interests were baseball and the Cardinals,
but being on the chubby side he settled for softball and
squash. He constantly bragged of the Mid-West and
yearned for the days when he could return to the plains of
Missouri. His ability to grasp things easily coupled with a
driving ambition to get ahead foretell his sure success in life.
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STEPHEN RUDDY RUTH
Winnetka, Illinois
Although Steve hated to leave Winnetka, he quickly acclimated himself to the Academy life. Always looking for
something more to do he squeezed some correspondence

crowded schedule. His chief interest
was swimming but he could be found banging the
squash ball around during the fall and playing handball in
the spring. Steve's desire to stay physically fit was partly
responsible for a few sojourns on the ED squad, but his most
frequent antagonizes were those who disagreed with his
contention that the greatest men of history have had recedcourses into his already
in sports

ing hairlines.

MARSHALL THOMAS SLAYTON
Keene, New Hampshire

In

Tom we

and

the

and Keene,

New

they come." Via White River Junction
Hampshire, Marsh came to USNA after
three years as an English major, Delta Upsilon, and socialite
at Dartmouth. A few adjustments were necessary upon
becoming a Midshipman, but being an easy-going fellow
he made the change. All Marsh had asked for, three square
meals, a bed, and lots of mail from a certain party, he got
in abundance during his stay at the Academy. A hard
worker and a friendlv fellow, Marsh should go to the top
in whatever line he chooses.

THOMAS FRANK STALLMAN
Rochester,

"Down from

hills

New York
have a congenial

man who

is

trulv a scholar

His class standing was right at the top. That
his athletic endurance is on a par with his scholastic prowess
has been proved on the soccer field and in the swimming
pool. During the spring Tom demonstrated another skill
when he sailed on the Severn nearly every afternoon. He
was in the Naval Reserve when he graduated from East
High School in Rochester and almost remained in the
Reserve by way of the NROTC at Rensselaer Polvtechnic
athlete.

Institute.

Few Midshipmen have been

mates having

difficulties

V

so helpful to class-

with their studies.
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FRANCIS GEORGE STOKES

New

Brunswick,

New

Jersey

From

the ivied halls of Rutgers Prep, Frank set his course
for the granite walls of Bancroft. Even as he stood ready to
plunge into the unknown rigors of Academy life, Frank

demonstrated the Churchillian attitude of "Fear naught;
all will be well" which has always been characteristic of
him. His tremendous drive and enthusiasm have infused
themselves into every activity that he has undertaken. The
Forensic Activities and the Foreign Relations Club have
both felt the impact of his alert mind and keen intellect,
while the Trident magazine has been the beneficiary of his
penetrating political analyses and his colorful pen.

DONALD GOODRICH TODARO
Lynbrook,

New York

the only man in the Class of '55 to spend four years
as a Plebe. Based on his education at Northwestern, Hofstra,
and Fleet ET School Don knew just about all there was to

Toad

is

know. Never having

to

worry about studying, Spider was

able to devote a great deal of time to playing bridge and

reading sea stories. Any time left was consumed listening
to Toad music or writing letters. Despite all the running he
received Don was an asset to any gathering, and providing
that he can find the wall chart during his physical, he will

make

a fine line officer.

JAMES FORREST TODD
Detroit, Michigan

Navy man from 'way back when. After fudging
on his weight with bananas and water (Jim loves bananas)
he signed up and starred his way through ET School. He
has been sparking for Navy ever since he got here. Big
man on the Mahan Hall signs and responsible for Army
signs, he was really an asset to the Juice Gang. Jim used to
be a good party man, but he lost his head and pin at the
beginning of Second Class year. With his serious attitude
and his sincere desire to do a good job in Navy line, Jim
just won't be able to miss.
Jim's an old
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ERNEST JOSEPH TOUPIN,

JR.

Norwood, Rhode Island
Toup came to USNA still wearing

his third class

crow.

and full of ideas on how to beat the system,
he didn't allow the yoke of Plebe year to break his spirit.
He retired from active athletics after Plebe year due to
extreme age and became a member of the Juice Gang and
an officer in the Radio Club. A Red Mike since entering the
Academy, the Stork spent many weekends sailing and logged
numerous extra hours in his rack. Navy line from the word
go, he will be a capable and successful officer.
Alert, aggressive

WILLIAM KENWOOD TRACY
Baltimore, Maryland

Ken spent

his first two-and-one-half college years at

Hopkins where he majored
fully to the party at hand.

Johns

in the art of lending oneself

He

received his basic training in

by Sigma Phi

Epsilon. Told to go
Hopkins and journeyed to
Annapolis. At this noted resort his multi-sided interests were
sparked by a love for sailing and a desire to be a top diver
on Navy's aquatic forces. Ken's swimming personality and
full grin combined with a keen intellect will bring him
credit in any field of endeavor, provided that he does not
do a one-and-one-half gainer from the jet he hopes to fly.

a night course sponsored

South for

WILLIAM EUGENE TURCOTTE
Lowell, Massachusetts
Lowell-born and Lowell bred, Lowell High School, Textile
Tech, and then Navy but this isn't just plain Bill; we
called him Turk. As a distinctive Irishman and a true to
form party-goer and lover, Turk nevertheless consistently
maintained a fine academic standing and lettered three
times in baseball. You'd usually find him playing squash,
writing letters or listening to records during fall and winter
afternoons, but come spring it was Turk on second. His sad
stories and waltzing were always good for laughs, and his
women were the best. Personality and a driving will to win
will put Turk at the top in any league.

—
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his health,

Ken

left

EDMUND LEWIS TURNER
Annapolis, Maryland

Even before the end of Plebe summer
well known to all of us for his ready

the Tiger

had become

smile and prowess on

An

inhabitant of sunny Crabtown, he
Marine Corps. Although he first demonstrated a leaning toward one-sided
disputes with the Executive and academic departments, he
passed the years here with his usual ease and good humor.
On the athletic field he distinguished himself in 150-lb.
the athletic

came

field.

to us after a brief sojourn in the

and lacrosse. Graduation finds him
back to the Marine Corps or to Navy line.
Regardless of who wins the toss, the service will be proud

football,

headed

wrestling,

either

to receive him.

DENIS EDWIN WAITLEY
Pacific Beach, California

Among

the more casual lads to lose their shams to the head
hunters in the second wing basement Plebe summer was
this refugee from the Pacific sand dunes. Denny's one up on
Sampson, though, for his shorn locks haven't prevented his
talented tonsils from engraving his classic profile on an
impressive array of fluttering feminine hearts. Not content
to let his voice alone be his fortune, he has cut a fancy
figure in the bottle and blonde set, nor will his inspired
performances on the excused squad struggle soon be forgotten. A few years may find this cat crooning chanties to
the seagulls on the far China station.

GEORGE WILLIAM MARTIN
New York
From Brooklyn Tech to Navy Tech, from one
Brooklyn,

tree to an-

and has been
paddling since. While being quietly friendly in manner, he
managed to hold a continual grudge against the academic
departments. Many afternoons in the gym made him a proficient gymnast while weekends found him water-planing
behind a yawl clinging to a spinnaker sheet. His liking for
music from classical to hillbilly could be attested to by
anyone within range of his voice. If Navy line lands him, he
will someday realize his secret ambition of substituting a
yodel for a bosun's call on the squawk box.
other,
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George

set

his

course for Navy,

2/c
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First

3/c

4/c

Row— Little, McMurrough, Brown, Felt, Bailey, Samuelsen, Andrews, Fazzio, Gant, Vosseller
Second Row— Balent, Scott, Kronzer, Holt, Curry, Baker, Bechdel, Emmett, Strahm
Third Row— Hopkins, Weiland, Higgins, Haworth, Antonicelli, Smith, Smith, Lucas
Fourth Row— Rutemiller, Kase, Weiss, Wright, Black, Hower
Fifth Row— Fahrney, Porter, Sixbey, Jerome

-Williams, Theohary, Gelinas, Berry, Sasche, Moore, Newcomb, Landrum, Merriken, Hissong
Row— Lott, Huff, Wandell, Bauer, Wallace, Vachon, Shearer, Dyck, McGaffln
Row— McKelvey, Creighton, Fraher, Gebhart, Creighton, Wilson, Good, Corr
Fourth Row— Brandenburg, Ingle, Keyser, Key, Davis, King, Gonyaw
Fifth Row— Jaeger, Palmer, Hunter, Griffin, Barnheiser, Dickson, Kiehn
Sixth Row— Galla, Bertke, Wade, Weigand, Thompson, Doty, Beron

Second
Third
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Company
LT

Summit

C. D.

Company

W.

L. Pray,

W. M.

Sides, B.

Sherwood,
404

Officer

J.

M. Ervin,

H. Judy

R. E.

Omaha, Nebraska

NATHANIEL RERNT
Brooklyn, New York

After studying architectural engineering for three years at
Iowa State and Omaha Universities, Art joined the Navy

Nat came to the Academy out of
him twenty-one years of varied

and soon found himself a Plebe at the Naval Academy.
Always active in extra-curricular activities, he was most
noted for his solo work with the choir and glee club and
for his art work, which won him recognition in the art
contest. Due to the lack of ice in Maryland for his favorite

never finished high school, he really turned to at the Academy and put in a creditable four year performance. Company sports proved him to be an ace basketballer, but his
greatest pleasure was his daily session of pool. Red loved to
boom out in his Brooklyn tenor at the slightest provocation
and his greatest disappointment lay in the fact that he no
longer had his violin on which to accompany himself. Nat
looked forward to more excitement in the service after

ARTHUR RUCKLAND ALLEN

sport, figure skating,

Art spent

all

four years at the

Academy

rowing on the varsity and battalion crews. He has his eye
on service law, but isn't too particular as long as he can
steer clear of Skinny for 30 years.

the Fleet, bringing with
experience. Though he

graduation.

JOHN BERNARD DRAVES
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Milwaukee is known for the Braves, but Milwaukee is also
famous for Draves. John came to the Academy out of the
Army where he was billeted as an electronics technician.
can be said that he has a sparkling personality. John
for his managing abilities, and quickly sided
with the baseball team. Before coming to the Academy, he
attended the University of Wisconsin, and the University
of Obrero in Mexico. Hypnotism and radio took up most of
his spare time, and he also had one of the finest collections
of records that could be found in the Hall. No one stared
It truly

was known

him

straight in the eye.
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BILLY

MELVYN FISHER

MAXWELL ERVIN

Castlewood, Virginia

Cincinnati, Ohio

Max

Although known by a variety of nicknames, his head was
turned most often by just plain Mel. His daydreaming about
the old campus gained him the reputation of a Joe College
Boy. His dark eyes and hair were the keys to his success
with the women. He loved to talk about June Week, 1953,
in particular. Quite an athlete, Mel earned an N star for
his baseball ability and also tried his hand on the basketball
courts. A good guy to have around the household, Mel will
go far whatever his destination.

entered the Naval Academy fresh from a rigorous rat
year at Virginia Polytechnic Institute, only to be confronted
with another Plebe year. However, with the scientific background gained at VPI as a physics major, he had little
trouble starring in academics at Navy, Math being his
favorite subject. Although an avid sports enthusiast, his
athletics were confined to company sports
except during
sub-squad season. His favorite pastimes were watching
basketball and listening to music. Despite his being the only
seaman in the family, Youngster cruise sold him on thirty
years in the Navy.

—

EDWARD EUGENE FOWLE
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Ted came to Navy Tech after
Grand Rapids Junior

a year of pre-engineering at

Not prone to throwing penTecumseh, hs placed his faith in his Pickett & Eckel
Guess Rod and always emerged the victor. His fall and
winter spare time was dissipated in intramural cross country
and steeple chase. With the advent of spring, however, his
thoughts changed to those of softball. Ted never dragged
around the campus but saved his talent for the moralebuilding companion back in the Furniture City. He was a
quiet and conscientious fellow whose ability and strong
College.

nies at

character should serve
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him

well.

JOSEPH LOUIS GIMBRONE
Buffalo,

New York

Joe gave up his New York State scholarship and left his
native Empire State after two years at the University of
Buffalo to wear the proud Navy Blue and Gold. As an
athlete he boasted never having been trapped two seasons
by the same sport. Al might have continued boxing, "only
the other guy hit back." A real liking for things scientific

helped Joe through four successful academic years. However, his love of the rack and light literature prevented him
from working too hard. His preference in the service was
the Civil Engineer Corps, but whatever the Navy had in
store for him, he was ready.

WALTON JAMES GRINKE

JAMES CLAYTON GUSSETT

Fredericksburg, Texas

From deep

Cincinnati, Ohio

in the heart of the

Texas

hill

Gus joined the Brigade after two years at the University of
Cincinnati where he pledged the SAE fraternity. An ardent
baseball fan, as well as a good catcher, Jim spent many

country, via the

Seabees and NAPS, Wally came to Navy Tech. His first
love was his rack, although three years of Executive swimming threatened to keep him from lettering on the radiator
squad. Never at a loss during liberty, he could always find
a party in New York, Baltimore, or Philly. His high spot in
athletics came when he scored the safety that broke the 28

game

Company heavyweight
and ability made him the

losing streak of the 15th

ball team.

His personality
we will never forget.

afternoons of summer leave at Crosley Field cheering on the
National League Redlegs. During football season, in addition to being one of the 3700 cheering Mids, Jim never

foot-

how his beloved Bearcats played. Upon
graduation, and with a low preference number, we will find

type

Jim trading

failed to find out

of friend that

in his faithful

steam

After thirty years of sea duty,

enjoy
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life.

kit for a

Gus plans

brand new
to settle

sextant.

down and

JOSEPH THOMAS HAWKINS

THOMAS ELROY IRVINE

Bristol, Tennessee

Coronado, California

Though an Army

Claiming to have lost his way after a fraternity party at
William and Mary, The Hawk found himself a billet at
Navy and settled down to prove it was no mistake. Always
a progressive and conscientious individual, he showed real
generalship in Academy activities which included football,
track and choir. He was never satisfied with a second best
showing in anything; his aggressiveness and determination
gave Joe success over the many obstacles that often seemed
insurmountable. However, he looked forward to a busy life
which combined science with the service.

brat and an ardent lover of California,
decided to try the Navy and found it much to his
liking. His favorite pastime was physical conditioning, and
he took full advantage of the facilities presented at the
Naval Academy. An avid sports enthusiast, he spent almost
every afternoon on the intramural football or softball field
until a knee injury caused him to switch to boxing. Tom
had little trouble with academics and found plenty of time
for dragging. A pleasant face and an amiable disposition
won him a host of good friends who knew that he was sure
to be a successful officer.

Tom

ROGER DAVID JOHNSON
Willmar, Minnesota
Spider was a genuine Swede from the coffee drinkin'est
town in the Land of 10,000 Lakes. He came to the Navy
after vetoing the NROTC and
programs. A member of the 15th Company's Brain
Trust, academics caused him little worry and allowed him
time for such activities as company cross country ( on which
he was the steady anchorman ) sub squad, and membership
in Cynics, Inc. An easy going manner, coupled with a ready

Trade School via the Fleet

NavCad

,

sense of humor, won him many friends. A thirty-year man
at heart, Spider hoped to start his career off right by win-

ning his wings of gold.
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ROBERT GEORGE JUDD
Bristol, Connecticut

When Bob

bit Annapolis he wasted no time in making the
soccer team. Every fall thereafter he capably defended
Navy's goal against all foes. Plebe year he graced the Drum

and Bugle Corps with his horn flourishing but switched
back to a rifle for the remaining time. Only once did a
subject have him worried, and in the end his faithful slide

him over all obstacles including Steam. Bob
was always ready with a smile and a kind word for everyone
but the man who had the gall to deride the Dodgers. His
career at Navy was a good start toward a long term in the

rule carried

service.

JACK

HOWARD JUDY

FREDERICK HENRY KOESTER,

Santa Paula, California
Jack came from the Lemon capital of the world in sunny
California and the Berkeley campus to a new life at Navy.
He was right at home amidst test tubes and integral signs.
Academics were no problem to Jack, who as a result was

A

Still

Good

about

was always ready

five

thousand

letters

and

late reveille

for those football weekends.

behind, he could never quite

what happened to all those mail bags. One of his
favorite pastimes was keeping his address book up to date
from the Log and Splinter mailing list. A veteran subfigure out

squader, Fritz always dreaded the icy water of the Natatorium. His frankness and enthusiasm made him an enjoyable addition in any company.

reward. Sundays found the
musician pounding the keys in the style of Geo. Shearing
down in the bandroom. Good at the piano. Good at sports.
that effort has

firm believer in the early, early taps,

policy, Fritz

always ready to help others in their arithmetic. A hot tip
before the exam, "Use your head!" Every afternoon found
Jack standing knee deep in sawdust at the high jump pit.

He proved

JR.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

its

guy.
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RICHARD NELSON MACK

CARLOS KAY McAFEE
Oklahoma

Washington, D. C.
After high school and a year at Bullis, Dick signed up for
a tour at the Blue and Gold. While at Navy Tech he learned
the how's of sailing and many a Saturday and Sunday
afternoon found him logged on board the Vamarie as one
of the racing crew. His name was also on a number of the
company sports squads where he did his part to uphold the
company's honor in the brigade. His artistic ability was the
envy of many classmates, for from his able pen flowed
many and varied tales of the Midshipman's life. Dick's
abilities and perseverance will prove valuable to him in his

City,

Oklahoma

"Go you Okies" resounding through the

corridor marked
the passing of big Mac. Devoting his stay at Navy Tech to
football, excused squad, and the purchase of goats after

he found

time for academics; however, because
mind, Mac was always ready for
the finals. Upholding a greater number of the unwritten
Academy laws than the written ones, he finished his four
years at Canoe U. with a considerable degree of notoriety
among his classmates. His quick wit and sense of humor
always made him a welcome companion.
leaves,

little

of the sparing use of his

career in the naval service.

WILLIAM EDWARD McGINNIS
Little Falls, New York
Bill hails from Little Falls, New York,

—

where

all sorts

of

wild things seem to occur at least that's the impression
the home town scandal sheet seemed to give. When he came
to Navy he already had four years of college behind him
and a heavy gold ring to attest to that fact. Bill's main

He liked to travel and managed
Europe during summer leave. Sincere
with others, Bill will be a worthy asset in

interest lay in literature.
to see a

good share

in his relations

of

any undertaking.

n
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KEITH ARTHUR NYHUS
Tyler, Minnesota
Keith,

who

Navy from
member of

answers to the name of Nebbs, came to
of the Sky Blue Waters. He was a
the ROTC during his year at South Dakota

also

the

State College,

Land

which he claims

to

be the West Point

of the

West. Extolling the virtues of Minnesota or talking about
hunting, fishing, and trapping were among his favorite pastimes. A track man in high school, he was a valuable asset
to battalion and company intramural teams. His amiability
and readiness with an anecdote won him many friends.

WILLIAM RICHARD OVERDORFF

WILLIAM LAWRENCE PRAY

Altoona, Pennsylvania

Humeston, Iowa
High school proved to be a snap for Bill, and he walked
away with the valedictorian honors of his class. Following

was born and reared

and calls Altoona
his podunk. In June, 1950, he graduated from Altoona High
and entered the Undergraduate Center of Penn State. After
a year of prepping, Bill was on his way to Annapolis via a
Naval Reserve appointment. A good education was Bill's
first aim at the Academy, but he still found time to become
an expert marksman on the Plebe and Varsity pistol teams.
The chess team, another popular sport at Navy, also required a lot of his time. Several successful matches against
Army were his reward. The Amateur Radio Club fairly
Bill

in Pennsylvania

high school he enrolled in the School of Engineering at
Iowa State College in Ames, Iowa. While there Bill engaged

and was also a member of the
time that he sought and attained his
appointment to the Academy. His chief interests at Annapolis were queens, politics, and religion. Four years of
hard work have won Bill a lasting appreciation for the
Naval Academy and the naval service. Now with graduation
assured, he is looking forward to many years as an officer
in several collegiate activities

ROTC.

well accounted for the remainder of his spare time.

in the
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It

was

Navy.

at this

THOMAS EMIL SANDMEYER

JAMES CALVIN ROTHROCK

Minneapolis, Minnesota
The Navy Rlue was nothing new to Tim, better known as
the Zommeler. AD3 Sandmeyer reported to the Naval
Academy with strict orders from the family not to join any
fraternities until his sophomore year. It did not take him

Altoona, Pennsylvania
Jim arrived

at

High School
his

Navy

a

month

after graduation

in Pennsylvania,

new home by

from Altoona

and was quick to adjust to
Athletics and academics

the Severn.

seemed to go hand-in-hand with the Rock. Plebe year
found him on the basketball and track teams. Constant
practice with his spear earned him a letter in track his
Youngster year. Meanwhile, he managed to retain his stars
with comparative ease. As to the future, Rock hopes to be
fortunate and emerge with a low preference number. In
that event, he'll no doubt trade his present blues for a set
of Marine greens.

long to get into the swing of his new environment, and he
quickly found a berth on the Varsity fencing team. Tim
hails from Minneapolis, Minnesota, where hockey and art
took up most of his time. He plans to make a long career of
the Navy.

RORERT EDWARD SHERWOOD
Cheyenne, Wyoming
the wilds of Wyoming, by way of the University of
Denver and the regular Navy, Bob came to the Naval
Academy and fell right into the routine. The awards on his
B-robe attested to the many hard hours he spent guarding
the goal for the soccer team. His interest in photography
found its outlet on the Log staff. Academically Bob had
some close calls, but he always rated a 4.0 for the pretty

From

he dragged. Famous for being able to get along with
people and for finding ways for getting things done, The
Dealer will certainly be successful in claiming his place in
girls

the sun.
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WINFIELD MICHAEL

SIDES, JR.

Andover, Massachusetts
Leaving his fond memories of Andover's Phillips Academy
(and American History) behind him, Mike, alias Biibchen,
awoke one morning at 0615 to find himself surrounded by
stenciling gear and new friends. After giving Plebe soccer
a whirl, Mike found that his feet could hold their own on a
varsity field. This fact was well proved in his last three years
as a Varsity soccer player. Mike's ability did not cease

he

left

the soccer

well, especially in

the

JV

when

but showed up in his academics as
German. Also, he logged much time with

field,

choir.

RICHARD SHERWOOD SMITH

WILLARD GEORGE STEADMAN, HI

Chicago, Illinois

Meriden, Connecticut

Dick was born

Von

Steadholz, though born in Germany, claimed New
as his home. He came to the Academy following
a previous enlistment in the Regular Navy, and his aspira-

and since has globetrotted over a large part of the country. For a while he
lived in Cheyenne, Denver, and Minneapolis before moving
to his present home in Chicago. In June of 1950 Dick
graduated from Lane Technical High School in Chicago.
He then attended Wright Junior College in the same city
for one year before coming to the Naval Academy. During
his periods of leave Dick liked to spend his time out of
doors fishing, hunting, and skiing. In the past Dick spent a
large part of his summers in northern Wisconsin and
Canada on fishing and hunting trips.
in River Fall, Wisconsin,

England

tions pointed

toward many years of service

life.

Willie

was

always ready to offer constructive criticism, since he invariably held an opinion about many diversified fields and was
always well informed on all current events. Studies never
gave him very much trouble, because he never let them
sweat him. He wasn't known for his athletic prowess, but
he did his part whenever needed. Willie constantly displayed the ability to overcome any difficulty and bring
every undertaking to a satisfactory conclusion.
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WILLIAM RICHARD YOUNG
Bellefontaine, Ohio
Bill's life

has been almost

all

Navy, for

it

was

after a

couple

of years in the Fleet that Bill passed the exams to come to
ole Canoe U. on the Severn. A dyed in the wool sack rat.
his afternoons near his pillow listening to his
long hair music, and yet Bill managed to stand high academically. A man of varied interests, Bill appreciated
bridge, good beer, and Irish women, having met a few of
the latter while on Youngster cruise. Setting his sights on
any goal, he always makes it ... a requisite for a good

he enjoyed

officer.

MB

OTTO ALFON

ZIPF

East Rutherford,

New

Jersey

A

combination of athletic and academic prowess is goodnatured Otto von Zipper. The day didn't begin for Otto
until he had his box of Corn Flakes. Always in the thick of
things on the lacrosse field or on the gym floor, Otto was a
staunch Navy supporter. Academics were no problem either
after two years at Rensselaer Polytechnic. Photography was
his main hobby, photographing his O.A.O. that is. Otto has
the unique distinction of being the only man in his class to
be given a "Wildman" with a shine rag. He has already
begun a record in the Navy of which we can all be proud.
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Row— Swope,

Crichton, Tirschfield, Poole, Rodenbach, Rosser, Weissinger, Granurn, Mahoney, Johnson
Row— Mayer, Murphy, Purvis, Cooper, Swenson, Worrell, Avis, Willes, Fraser
Third Row— Nelson, Bradley, Clements, Stober, Bibb, Patrick, Wright, Smollen
Fourth Row— McKean, Delashmitt, Heckler, Monto, Disher, Yarbrough
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First

Row— Williams, Goto, Whitney, Calkins, Parks, Cook, MacKenzie, Illick, Graham, Boemer
Second Row— Boman, Hume, Love, Tulley, McKenna, Hagood, Uber, Cruise, Fry
Row— Hunter, Utnehmer, Barbero, Swarner, Werner, Kessler, Stephenson, Pierce
Fourth Row— Mooney, Risinger, Holland, Edison, Spane, Heyden, Luce
Fifth Row— Howard, Wallace, Lengauer, Vaughan, Dunbar, Steckler, Sheehan, Petinos
Sixth Row— McNall, LeBer, Stumcke, Higgins, Giese, Hansen
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R. H. Flood,

Company

USN

Officer
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Chapman,
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GEORGE THORNTON

ATKINS,

JR.

Barnesboro, Pennsylvania

George came to Navy from good old Barnesboro High via
NAPS. When he isn't bending over the books, George can
usually be found behind the helm of one of the Sailing
Squadron's yawls. "Some day I'll have a yacht of my own,"
says Skipper At. On an Ensign's pay this boy is going to
own a yacht???? Air Cruise made up At's mind toward
choosing his branch of the service. He's all for Navy air.
We're behind you all the way, George, wishing you happiness and the best of luck in your career.

PATRICK STANDLEY BYRNE
Dahlgren, Virginia
Pat stormed the walls of Navy straight from the sands of
Waikiki in beautiful Hawaii Nei. By virtue of his aggres-

he had no trouble learning the ways of shoes,
and ties. His problem was in adopting these fashions
into his first love, the golf game. Those low scores on the
back nine and his prowess in the fight ring made a name
for him in the MacDonough Hall Log. Pat also personified
siveness,
shirts,

"big things

A

come

in little

packages" for the femmes

true sailor, he endeavored to

fulfill

fatales.

the fable of a girl in

every port and did quite well for himself on our summer
cruises. Pat's past experience will serve him in good stead
as a

Navy

line officer.

THOMAS PETER CANN
Rye, New York
Tom came

to

Navy from Rye, New

York, a thriving out-

New

York City which is better known to his
associates as Mecca. In high school Tom kept himself busy
playing football, baseball, and basketball. After graduation
from high school, Tom ventured to Colgate for a semester
before deciding to make the trip to the Trade School. He
captained the 1951 Navy Plebe basketball team in its first
game, but a twisted knee ended a promising career. He
professed to be a man's man, but we knew better he tried
to keep it a secret, but we all saw her that Sunday. Tom
found no trouble with academics and could always find
time for a quick take-off on any Math prof.

growth of

—
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JAMES McLEOD CARR,

JR.

Atlanta, Georgia
Disapproving of

all

the jokes about Georgia Cracker, Jim

was always there with a broad smile and the old

^

style

Southern hospitality for everyone. Coming to the Academy
from the Phi Delta Theta house at Emory in Atlanta,
Georgia, his unpredictable manner and childlike innocence
won him the name of L'Enfant. Appearances were deceptive, for behind Jim's naive face was a brilliant and cunning
mind which always got him through exams without opening
a book. From his photographic memory, Jim could recall
the score of any college football game in the past decade
and all the winners of the Kentucky Derby. Without a
doubt, this man will go far.

EDWIN KARL CHAPMAN
Presque

Ed came

Maine
Navy via

Isle,

to

the Fleet.

He

claims as his

woods

podunk

Maine. Although
Ed thought nothing of slashing around in waist-deep snow
up Presque Isle way, he couldn't seem to adjust himself to
Maryland's weather. Beginning in September, he would
measure the window opening at taps with calipers and then
crawl under two blankets and a B-robe. Ed was active in
a small potato

town

in the north

of

company soccer and fieldball, and in battalion lacrosse
(when he wasn't in the penalty box). His main weakness
was his inability to pass up a good poker game with the
boys, but

EUGENE ASHMORE CROSBY
Jacksonville, Florida
left home to join the Navy, he had no idea
he would ever wind up at USNA. Entering with a ball
and chain around his neck, he never deviated from his
purpose in life and headed toward Memphis at the beginning of every leave. He found the going easy after conquering Dago and studied just enough to keep his head above
water. "Give me the simple life" is his philosophy and he is
as genuine as any person can be. His easy going manner
and perseverance have won many friends and will send him

When Biddy
that

far in the Fleet.
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we

predict a change after he ties the knot in June.

DAVID BOWDOIN CROUCH
Atlanta, Georgia

The deep South never had such a staunch representative of
the Confederacy until Sober Dave came to Navy Tech. He
hated the name Sherman and was a full-fledged Colonel in
the Confederate Air Force. Along with his liking for black-

eyed peas, corn squeezings, and the famous rack, Dave was
wrestling, and company sports. Always
making the most of his few liberties, Dave was strictly a
party man and famous for dragging Southern beauties.
During his four years at Navy he couldn't quite get used to
living so far North (North was any place above Georgia);
so upon graduation Dave will head South again to try his
active in track,

luck in

Navv

air.

CHARLES RUSSELL DEDRICKSON
Los Angeles, California
Russ graduated from Monterey Peninsula College with an
eye for the service. His first contact with the Navy was three
years as a reservist and some time in ROCS. Navy Tech
was a natural step in quest for a Navy line commission.
His girl took up most of his time after the books. Next came
his hobby, gunsmithing. His first love, however, was food.
This was Russ as we knew him, Russ Dedrickson, who plans
to get hitched and head for God's country after graduation.

DANIEL CHASE DENNISON
Davenport, Iowa
Out of the land where the

tall corn grows came Dan to face
Navy. Melt a case-hardened idealism
with a 50% mixture of amiability and genius, pour and cool
slowly in a military mold, and you have a prototype of Dan.
With a slide rule in one hand, a steam kit in the other, and
a thorough knowledge of dead reckoning, Dan soon had a
fix near the top of his class. With a middle name like Chase,
Dan couldn't help but lead the way in the intramural sports
program. Here's our choice for the wardrooms of the Fleet.

the cold facts of
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life at

JOSEPH JAMES

DUNN

Springfield, Massachusetts

Joe descended upon Crabtown in the summer of '51 with a
gleam in his eye and the devil in his smile, and four years
later is leaving the same way. As everyone knows "the
system" is like the Rock of Gibraltar, invincible, but Joe
managed to take a few big chunks out of it in his spare time.
With the boys, Joe is the greatest; with the women it's from
one love to the next for he has yet to find his "slim trim
pamatella." With his enthusiasm and personality this young

Irishman

is

heading for a successful career in Navy

line.

EDWARD JAMES
Watertown,

New

EASSA
York

—

."
that's Ed trying to be a linguist.
His Plebe year he was taking French for a language, belonged to the Ralian Club, sang in the Greek Church choir
besides having a Syrian background acquired from his
father. Although a state wrestling champ in high school he
gave it up to play 150-lb. football at Navv; this gained for
him valuable running ability paying off in the means of
being back on time from liberty. With his heart set on the
Air Force no, Navy line no, no, Marine Corps anyway
we'll know when we read this a few years hence.

"Paris est situe sur la

—

RICHARD WILLIAM ELLIS
Boston, Massachusetts

Dick hails from Boston—the home of the bean and the cod
—which he stoutly maintains the center of culture and the
is

ways of life. After a four year tour at Dartmouth
College, and armed with an A.B. degree and a stripe in the
shh reserve, he made the trip down from New England
to give the Small Boat and Gun Club a whirl. Always ready
to give anyone a hand or to liven up a dull moment with a
humorous anecdote from the past, this last of the big-time
spenders is sure to be welcomed wherever he may go.

finer

— —

.

.

—

—

GEORGE GEORGE FETTERER
Sheboygan, Wisconsin
After graduating from North
enlisted in the Fleet

High School in 1950, George
to Navy via Newport. He

and came

was known as G 2 in the
on the soccer team since

Center forward
Youngster year, George never
slighted sleeping, eating, sports, liberty, or dragging. His
sincerity coupled with a friendly manner, a fine sense of
humor, a repertoire of jokes and songs, and a gregarious
nature make George's acquaintances his friends and his
friends his buddies. Ask George what he liked best at Navy
liberty after football games.
.

BARTON WOODROW FORDHAM,

.

halls of Bancroft.
his

.

JR.

Beaufort, South Carolina
After prepping at Georgia Military Academy, Bart came to
us with a deep respect for military life and a flair for getting
If anybody could get us a free ride, Bart
do it. Those familiar words, "But suh, I just
don't understand this," soon endeared him to his classmates. Beaufort's favorite son handled the fairer sex with
commendable aplomb and emerged unscathed from a long
line of social affiliations. He will be an asset to any wardroom mess and a gentleman in the finest sense of the word,
and we may expect great things from him in both the
professional and social realms.

along with people.

was the man

to

GERALD ALVA GERDON
Everett, Washington
After a year at Everett Junior College, Jerry trekked 3000
miles from his home to join the boys in blue at Navy. Sail-

Prop Gang, and Reception Committee claimed much
USNA. Always happy, possessed of an
understanding of others, Jerry smoothly blended academics,
extra-curricular activities, and social life. His ability to
sense the slightest friction in any group and to lubricate
that friction with a smile or a joke has won him many
friends and should take him far in years to come.

ing,

of his free time at
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CHARLES LEWIS GOODING,

JR.

Harington, Delaware

became one of
Academy.
His afternoons at the Academy were spent at the helm of
a yawl or with the Marching Band and his nights over the
bridge table discussing modern music, T. S. Eliot, or the dire
need of good shiphandlers as he was. He was often found
in the duck blind during leave and also at a few parties, as
Chuck, a past student

at

Michigan

U., soon

the top sailors in his class after entering the Naval

—

his life as a

he pocketed
eye,

Phi
his

and headed

Gam will testify. After four years of
USNA sheepskin, looked the world

ulcers
in the

for the Fleet.

LEO PETER KEATING,

JR.

Chicago, Illinois

summer of '51, after seeing Mr. Roberts, Leo decided
do battle with the sea rather than don Kaydet gray.
Chicago's Quigley Prep, St. John's M. A. in Delafield,
Wisconsin, and Northwestern Prep all claim our reincarnation of William Jennings Bryan. A knight of the Saturday
night Dahlgren tourneys, Leo also tilted in the post-game
Baltimore lists. His motto: "If you want something done,
see Leo!" He kept in shape with the rigors of batt swimming
and marching, the popular Executive pastime. Any military
court will be honored by his presence and perennially fair
judgment.
In the

to

GEORGE HOYT MARTIN
Everett, Washington
Son of a naval officer, Marty could pick almost any town as
his podunk. He was born in sunny San Diego, but calls
Everett, Washington his home; it's God's country. He came
to USNA after a short tour at Columbia Prep. At Navy

Marty was

strictly

a non-dragger.

He

stuck to

company

Academics came to
him easily, so he was frequently found prone with his
favorite hillbilly singer pounding his ears. Always goodnatured, ready to laugh with you or at himself, Marty
found a host of friends at Navy.
sports: soccer, 150 touch,

and

softball.
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ROBERT NEIL MILLER
Indio, California

Born and raised in Chicago, Bob moved to Indio during his
teens. Having acquired a desire for knowledge as a physics

Bob continued on his
gaining his stars here. This was not at the expense
of his sleeping habits for one coming into the room before
major

at the University of California,

way by
a class

would

inevitably find

him straightening

his

bed

spread from a short nap. Bob spent his afternoons battling
for the Sixteenth and his weekends with the boys at a movie
or dragging. After graduation, Bob plans to go into subs and
try to find a home in the Navy.

HAROLD WILLIAM NELSON,
Morton Grove,

JR.

Illinois

is one of the top members of the class and has the stars
prove it. His primary occupation in his spare time has
been writing those long letters to his O.A.O. and in building
his cannon. He's a regular at heart and hopes to make the
service his life's work. Company cross country, steeple
chase and volleyball took care of those long dull afternoons
for him, and his girl occupied a good portion of his weekends, at least those the Executive Department didn't previously reserve. The service he enters should be proud to
have a man of his fundamental preparation and intelligence.

Bill

to

ROGER EASTMAN NELSON,

JR.

Carlisle, Pennsylvania

As one of the few men who knew exactly what he wanted
from life from the very day he entered the Academy, Rog
took regimentation in his stride and never wavered in his
desire to become a Naval officer. Following in his fathers
footsteps, he carried this determination into every aspect
of his life as a Midshipman. This loyal son of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon was an ardent believer of getting there firstest with
the mostest. But Rog is not always so serious, for he was
willing to laugh along with the rest of us. What service?
why the Navy of course, forever and a day.
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JOHN WALFRID NYQUIST
Menlo

Park, California

John was born in San Diego, California, but as is the way
with Navy juniors, has done more traveling than P. T.
Barnum. Minneapolis high schools remember John on the
strength of his baseball pitching prowess. His journalistic
ability led him to the U. of Minnesota, and after a year he
arrived at Canoe U. Baseball, both Plebe and Varsity, have
taken up most of John's extra time. His remaining hours

were spent with being Company Representative, Ring
Committee, and cartooning for the Log and Splinter. John's
inimitable sense of humor, his desire, and his ability to get
along with everyone will provide the
upon graduation.

Navy with an

excel-

lent officer

\

CHARLES MOULTON PLUMLY
Portland, Maine

Plum trekked down to Annapolis with a handy six pack in
hand from Portland, Maine. For two years previous to this
journey he spent his time at the Beta Theta Pi house at the
U. of M. and the Gardens in Portland. Sportswise, Plum is a
fast man on the handball court. He played baritone with
the Marching Band for an extra-curricular activity. Ole
Birddog also took a sporting interest in E.I. and members
of the opposite sex. To those who knew him, and nearly
everyone did, Plum was tops. His magnetic personality,
ever-ready smile, and New England twang will be subjects
for pleasant reflection for vears to come.

ROBERT DUNNAM POLAND
Texarkana, Arkansas
After spending a year at Marion Institute in Alabama, Polo
climbed on his hoss and rode north through the Gateway

Southwest and finally through Gate Three, USNA.
Since water skiing was not included in Navy's sports pro-

of the

gram, Bob found gymnastics was a good substitute and
could be found every afternoon chalking up for another
swing around the bar. Polo was always unusually quiet
between reveille and breakfast, which was probably due
to the fact that he did most of his talking during the night
in his sleep. Bob is determined that he will spend his postgrad days getting his wings.
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FRANK JOSEPH REGAN,

JR.

Lawrence, Massachusetts
Always known as a connoisseur of fine cuisine, The Fox not
only had a hollow leg, but carried a bushel basket full of
chow for those in between meal snacks. Alternating Chaucer
with Basic Mechanisms, he had no difficulty pulling the
proper numbers off the weekly tote sheets. Amiable, personable, a friend of everybody (those New England mannerisms were bound to bring a smile), it took only two to
make a party if Frank was one of them. After second class
summer he was determined to get in the air. With apologies
Mr. Lindbergh, the first non-stop jet flight around the
world will probably be by Hot Shot Regan in the Spirit of
Lawrence.
to

JOHN RAYMOND RICHARDS
Honolulu, Hawaii
Johnny came to Navy from the shores of Honolulu and
Punahou Academy. He had a winning smile and many

among these, his career on Navy's soccer team,
was interrupted by a half year stay in the hospital with a
broken leg. But while there he kept up his social life, a
factor in which he excelled with the help of a long list of
drags the Navy hops were a habit with him. Between
springtime dates, he took a stab at running the 880 on the
track squad. A hustler and a good friend to any and all,
Midshipman Johnny will find much success waiting for him
loves. First

—

in the

Navy

line.

ROBERT MERLE ROBINSON
HOOVERSVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA

—

Robby is a Navy man from way back he joined up in '49
when he graduated from Hooversville High. Aviation summer sold Robby on Navy air and he is going to make a try
for those golden wings at Pensacola. Here at Navy Robby
spent his spare time at company fieldball and soccer. In the

Mahan Hall with the MasGang when he wasn't holding down the
TV set in Smoke Hall. We'll probably see

spring he helped out over at

queraders' Prop
front seat at the

him
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streaking through the clouds in the future.

RICHARD ARTHUR RUTH, IV
Phoebus, Virginia

When

Dick sprinted out Second Class gate with suitcase in
hand, he was usually steering course ISO True and heading
for the land of Virginia gentlemen. His ability to get there
Varsity
first is evidenced by his record at the Academy
cross country, steeplechase, and batt track. His roommates

—

remind you of his singing, which he practiced in the
shower, and as a member of the Catholic Choir. Dick usually returned from leave with his crest, but his heart was
are sure Dick will continue on
divided among several.
the road to success after he leaves Mother Bancroft for the
will

We

wardroom

of

some

destroyer.

DAN GEORGE SHIELDS
Hammond, Indiana
Dan made up his mind

to attend

Navy Tech

in

1950

when

he visited our fair institution with a friend. Dan jumped
from state to state in his quest for higher learning. His high
school clays were spent in Manassas, Virginia. Next he
prepped at Wyoming Seminary in Kingston, Pennsylvania.
Navy at Annapolis was his last stop. A history of football,
basketball, and track in high school made him sports minded
here. Wrestling and football were his favorites at Navy, but
the sub-squad claimed his afternoons in the winter. Dan
hopes to enter the submarine service after graduation.

ROBERT LOUIS SMITH
Burlington, New Jersey
Smitty claims Burlington, New Jersey as his podunk.
ating

from high school there

in '50,

Graduone year at
for the back door of

he put

in

Rutgers University before setting sail
Mother Bancroft. While at Navy Tech, Bob had his biggest
battles with the Skinny Department after starring for the
course Plebe year. While not a leading contender for
athlete-of-the-year he managed to take part in four seasons
of batt football

and company

fieldball

and

softball.

He

also

claimed Executive swimming as a sport during Second and
Fourth Class years. While Bob seemed a happy go lucky
guy we sometimes wonder about the receding forehead.
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CARL JAMES STRANG,

DONALD GEORGE STRAW

JR.

Eufaula, Alabama

Sugar Hill,

From

Don landed

home

mint julep, the budding magnolia,
and the boll weevil, Carl came to Navy. He brought with
him his citizenship in the Great South, a warm Confederate
smile, an unshakable satisfaction with life, and a competent
literary gift. A well entrenched devotee of Goren, he nearly
convinced the sports program office that we needed an
inter-battalion bridge tournament. When the rumored word
about a training table got out, the plan met its downfall.
His profound interest in professional matters and his assuring manner will lead to success in any career he chooses.
the

of the

few years

New Hampshire
at this establishment in

active duty

hometown

is

Sugar

under

Hill,

his hat.

New

summer of '51 with a
The old sea daddy's

Hampshire, where he

is

a

notorious character with a pair of boards and with a handy
six.

Here

He

is

also

It is

engaged man

Don

he is a hard working company
an active member of the Letter-a-

at the factory,

sportsman.
Day Club.

a

is

known

fact that

Hayseed

is

the longest

in the outfit. But, despite his outside vices,

one of the most

liked,

good-natured guys

ever met.

PATTERSON CORWIN TAYLOR
Arlington, Virginia
Pat provided us with a little of Hawaii, bringing with him
his aqua ability and talented uke. From the start, Pat was
in the midst of things here at Navy. Credit him with an
after-taps fire, receipt of probably the most original C.O.D.
package in Bancroft history, and many more. For him integration and differentiation were hard to tell apart, but he
managed to pass Math with a slide rule and a smile. Always
happy, he went out of his way to make others feel the same
way and this may account for his success. A party spirit and
plenty of poise and confidence make him a natural for success.

He
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prefers the submarine Navy.
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ARTHUR PETER WINFREY

III

Cunton, North Cakolina
Ignoring numerous scholarships, Pete headed Severn-way
only a few short weeks after graduating from high school
and is still dreaming of a long summer vacation. One of the
youngest members of the class, he found marks surprisinglv
easy, so devoted much of this time to extra-curricular activities. These centered in sports as Pete, a P.T. slash, played
JV basketball, battalion football and bowling, plus sprinklings of cross country and baseball. But from Saturday noon
to Sunday night all others things were forgotten for his time
belonged completely to his charming Southern Belle. His
determination and natural ability assure Pete the top of any
field

SIDNEY JOSEPH

he may choose.

WOODCOCK

Glennville, Georgia

Woody

hails from Glennville, Georgia. After graduation
from Glennville High, he attended Marion Institute, Marion,
Alabama, for a year in preparation for his work at Navy.
Not being too socially inclined, he occasionally dragged one
of many young lovelies. These lucky girls, especially the
Yankee ones, were usually left in the clouds by the charm
of this southern gentleman. Athletically, he performed well
in swimming, sailing, volleyball, steeplechase and cross

country for the glory of the Sixteenth. After graduation

Woody

plans to join the navigators of the deep as a sub-

mariner.
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SIGIFREDO OSWALDO YEPEZ
San Gabriel-Provincia Carchi, Ecuador
Sigi

is

the oldest

est in heart.

member

He had

of the class in age but the younga bit of trouble with the language and

customs at first, but he caught the drift fast. He wasn't the
highest in grades, but he was right at the top in spirit and
was one swell guy to have around. The ladies seemed to
like him a lot, too. He was a driving member of the company

and soccer teams and one of the best players on
cheerful guy you'll never meet and Ecuador
getting a top rate officer and gentleman when he joins her

volleyball

both.
is

A more

navy.

DONALD LOUIS ZUCKERMAN
Chicago, Illinois

Zuck blew in to Severn Tech from the Windy City. Zuck
had previously ventured to Prep School, where he saw his
algebra after spending the wee hours of the mornings
shoveling snow and his nights climbing drain pipes. Zuck
winters in Miami, but his first and only love has always been
a bottle of Budweiser in any Chicago pub. Zuck hopes to
spend the next few years of active service on the bridge of

first

a destroyer
in hand.
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and

his liberty in

some remote inn with

bottle

2/c
R. G. Beagle

J.

L. Black

W. Boshoven
W.
Buddie
J.
B.

S.
J.

A. Chester
B. Collins

R. H.

Daus

R. A. Dresser
P. B. Fales

G. Ferriter

P.

Gervais

J. J.

M.

R. Gluse

H. E. Hanna
J.

Hopkins

I.

Hudgens

R. C.

R. H. Jaeobson

R. D.

Kemper

G. B. Leavey

H. F. Lenhardt

M.

MacDonald
McPherson

J.

A. A.

Murray
Myers
S. D.Nelson
B. L. Poe
G. Reagan
C. H.

B.

W.
V.

F.

Reineeke

W. Roper

D. R. Sackett
R.

J.

Sampson

G. L. Vogt
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First

3/c

Row— Daughenbaugh, Hawk, Haven, Emery, Rothwell, Parcell, Newman, Zilar, O'Brien, Nelson
Second Row— Mears, Ashford, Abbott, Huguley, Hockney, Robinson, Boyce, Melnick, Conner
Third Row— Robinson, Shields, Cannon, Seaman, Shoemaker, Paasch, Nikkola, Bee
Fourth Row— Watts, Durr, Mooers, Browne, Herlihy, Boyajian
Fifth Row-White, Gibson, Hirst, Cox, Smith

9«
!

A

1

i

»

*>
«r-.«L..«i,
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.

First

4/c

•«

Row— Nutting, Frustace, Scott, Fossett, Larsen, Myers, Peele, Lucke, Shane, Stallkamp
Row— Anderson, Gates, Lackey, McNutt, Scott, Hyatt, Bradley, Skezas, Pivarnik
Third Row— Besecker, Grady, Stiff, Ferriter, Yanes, Gardy, Allender, White
Fourth Row— Hennesey, lies, Gentile, Haney, Witt, Daringer, Rountree
Fifth Row— Westphal, Wedell, Peterson, Schenck, Haughey, Ryan
Sixth Row— Harper, Hofstedt, Thacher, Larson, Peltier

Second
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Fifth

Battalion

g>MM>M,

P.

W.

Fiedler, T. N. Tate,

J.

Perryman, R. A.

R. Johnson,

J.

M.

LeRmn

E. H. Smith, D. E. Knepper, R. R. Newell,
J.

5th Batt Office

W.

Gallagher, R.

J.

Mieldazis

Company
LCDR

A. A. Hereon,

Company

USN

Officer

WM&M,

E. A. Wilkinson, C. Shumaker,

G. L. Stephens, B. L.

J.

C. Gonzales,

Munger

P.

W.

Williams,
J.
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S.

J.

W.

Collins,

W.

Ray, F. L. Tolleson

P.

Chase,

JOHN BURNS ACEY

WARREN PRITCHETT CHASE

Chicago, Illinois

Ann

From the windy city on Lake Michigan's stormy shores,
Jack made the journey to Severn's banks. A promising center

A

Arbor, Michigan

year with the college boys in blue (that's spelled
NROTC), convinced him that the Navy was his future,
and therefore he forsook the vain life at Michigan for the

on the Plebe football team, Jack was forced to give up his
love because of a knee injury, but he soon found himself busy at lacrosse. Bruno, the hard luck kid with extra
duty, always had a charming femme to comfort him in his
sorrows. Jack hopes to give the men in green a hand when
graduation comes around, and after Quantico, perhaps a

pleasures of Paddle Prep. Although he made no varsitv
ratings, he was one of the mainstays on many a championship company team. His famous "I hate women" and "I'll

first

probably bilge" will go down in infamy, for Skip was always
in the upper echelons academically, and he dragged just

try at flying.

enough

so that

choice:

Navy

JOSIAH WILLIAM COLLINS
Macomb,

Illinois

Joe! "Bet one, bet two,
his stock cars

and

I'll

Illinois

pick 'em

home

week." Joe left
something bigger

all this

to find

—

than the Mississippi. Battalion football and Law Self
Taught occupied Joe's afternoons, and only a blond could
keep him away from his office ( the rack ) during the weekends. Studies were never a worry, but Bill and the Executive
Department clashed frequently over Navy's time honored
system. His friendlv, unassuming manner has won him the
admiration and friendship of everyone he's known. A fine
leader, he will be among the top in any field.
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we knew him

line.

for a ladies'

man

at heart.

His

WILFRED SIDNEY FISHER
San Diego, California
After a brief tour of the world from Texas to Guam, Willie
settled down to being a good Rebel in Tennessee. Coming

Brigade via Columbian Prep, Willie has always said,
"Plebe year was fruit; besides January to June Week isn't
very long if you rise before the reveille bell." After a few
hours of scraping firesides on Youngster cruise, Skin decided
the Navy air arm needed a good sky jockey. Even coming
close to tangling with a fantail bound AJ hasn't changed
his mind; so bring out the going Jessies and crank up the
escalator here comes a naval aviator.
to the

—

JAMES MICHAEL GREGO

JOHN CARLO GONZALEZ
Bronx, New York

Cannonsburg, Pennsylvania
Jim spent two glorious years in the Navy as an ET before
he found himself behind the dark walls on the banks of the
Severn. Away from the Skinny book, Jim can be found displaying his innate qualities of rhythm either swinging his
arms with the Drunk'n Stumble Corps or adding another

After almost two years of Marine greens, Speedy decided

wanted to be a Marine officer. His two years spent
undoubtedly helped him to pass the entrance
exams and kept him a star man every term. He is still trying
to find out how many fraternity brothers he had at old
that he
at

CCNY

Navy U. He

notch to his

says they are called Dekes. Navy's fencing

team has certainly been able to use the activities
guy on its foil team. He has danced his way
hearts, but he still finds baseball, lacrosse, and

of the little
into

is

many

in the mail.

electronics

his favorite pastimes.
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foil in

the fencing

loft.

Jim's

for the delicious spaghetti dinners that

first

love,

however,

Nana Grego

sends

J.

E.

HARMON

JOHN PHILIPS JAUDON
Alexandria, Virginia

Dallas, Texas
"Yea man, they grow 'em big down in Texas!" Jay, the man
with a thousand nicknames but no name (initials only)
brought scoring honors to the old Seventeenth with his
famous point after touchdown booted against Notre Dame.
The Toe has always been a man to watch for Navy. True

From

the ranks of Uncle Sugar's civilian corps, Virginia
John came to the waiting arms of Ole Mother
Bancroft. Surviving the rigors of Plebe summer with ease,

—

to that

Texan

division,

he proceeded

to display to visiting opponents the finer
points of fencing, after which he would act as their Recep-

On weekends he could often
dark-haired girl and/or headed
for the glistening waters of the Chesapeake on the deck of
the Vamarie. With his head in the air (Navy of course) and
his eye on the speed record, John will take the shortest route
to the Annapolis of the Air after that lovely day in June.
tion

heritage, Phil liked everything, especially his

We can still hear the saxophone

Committee

DONALD EUGENE KNEPPER
Arlington, Virginia

Don

surf-boarded onto Severn's shores from the broad,

blue, Pacific, having spent his time out yonder working on
Johnson Island and attending the University of Hawaii for

has always been the greatest mystic of all,
Navy line man— always
has been, always will be. His most distinctive claim to fame
is the fact that he owns more slip-sticks than any other man
in the Brigade; he got more right answers than most, too,
never having had any fears academically. Don will always

two
for

years.

he

is

Knep

a self-avowed blackshoe

be remembered, however,

for his

tourist guide.

be found with a certain

and drums sounding
from his room and a frantic "Go, Go, Go!" It will be a long
time before the hulking frame and the big smile that were
the Harm's are replaced around Old Navy.
music.

undying love of the Navy.
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tall,

ALAN POMEROY LEWIS
Washington, D. C.
With a mambo beat from Panama, Al danced into Academy
life. With him he brought an indispensable love for the
submarine service, an easy ability for the academics, and
a strong desire for the opposite sex, all diree of which he
kept with him during his stay on the Severn. Al was also a

—

tycoon of the local answer to television radio station
and was an accomplished baritone in the Chapel
Choir. Over the years we noted one other thing about Al,
and that was his devotion to the naval service which he
would discuss with any and all who would listen. We wish
him the best of luck in his years with the Fleet.

WRNV—

BILL GREENE

BURTON LORENZO MUNGER

LOWREY

Santa Paula, California
The tanned skin and sun bleached hair Burt obtained after
every summer leave were proof that he was another Southern California water lover. While at Navy Tech Burt had

Harbtsbubg, Pennsylvania
After arriving at

Happy Hour,

Navy Tech

a

little

late in the

Summer

Greene settled down to waiting patiently
and to devoting most of his liberty time to
becoming a great lover. In the latter he excelled. His
athletic efforts were mainly spent on the JV and company
soccer fields and in taking his own version of the Atlas
course over in the gym. The Lowrey and his hair are racing
against time, and as a result he's anxiously awaiting graduation. He hopes to have a career with the U. S. Marines.
Bill's determination, friendliness, and faith in the service of
his choice will help him immeasurably to succeed in his
chosen profession and in his future life.
Bill

for June, 1955,

command

ticket of the yacht
breaking the Plebe record
for the rope climb, and being the only Youngster letterman
on the gym team. It is rumored that he can go up a rope
as fast as most can come down.) His free time (when he's
not polishing those stars on his full dress ) is spent thinking
of the day when he'll be riding jockey on a Navy jet.

the distinction of getting his

Vamarie while

43S

just a Youngster,

HAROLD CLARK
Bound Brook,

New

PABST,

JAMES STEWART RAY

JR.

Jacksonville, Florida

Jersey

Having spent many a happy hour flying a war surplus
Yellow Peril ( he has one at home ) Red came to the Naval
Academy in order that he might pursue his hobby as a
career. He made life at the Naval Academy interesting, both
to himself and to others, through his artistic abilities. Harry
utilized all of his spare time on intricate work such as ship
models and carpentry and was a good person to know when
one was in need of something to be tinkered with. He had
a profound willingness to do everytiiing in his power to
accomplish any duty set before him with the true spirit of

Jim, born in Detroit,
age. Before

,

the occasion.

Good Luck,

coming

moved to Reb-land at a very tender
USNA, Spook studied aeronautical

to

engineering at the University of Florida. His knowledge
of aircraft, old and new, is his main claim to fame, although
it caused him a few anxious moments Plebe year when he
decided the First Class were lacking education in this line.
Academics are secondary with Jim, as his theory is that the
more a book is opened, the less is its resale value at the end
of the year. Jim's prime ambition is to become a part of the
Navy air arm.

sailor.

DAVID ALLEN REEDY
Detroit, Michigan

Enthusiasm is Dave's by-word. After playing roles in two
Musical Club Shows, talented Dave produced and directed
the show as a Second Classman. He enjoys competition,
whether it is competing in company pistol, soccer, or cheering from the stands. Easily recognized at a distance by his
crazy legs, Dave is also known at once by his warm cheerful
smile. When things got rough, Dave would think of more
pleasant days as Joe College at Denison and Wayne Universities. He never worried about studies, for they were
secondary to getting together with one or more of his many
friends.

"
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WILLIAM KENNEDY RHODES,

JR.

Kodiak, Alaska
"I'm an only child and I want a little attention!!" Dusty
coined that one for himself but never believed it. Being a
firm proponent of

Omar Khayyam

along with a touch of

modern Don Juan made him quite a ladies man. His
weekends were about evenly divided between paying Ins
debts to the naval society and dragging. Academics didn't
come without work, but when it came to athletics Dusty
the

found an equalizer. Although the first soccer ball he ever
saw bore the NAAA stamp, a year's experience paid off in
a Varsity berth at center half.

ARTHUR JENSEN RUBERG

CARL SHUMAKER

Hyde Park, New York
A sub man from way back,

Alexandria, Virginia

came

steps of his

A Navy

Art, sometimes known as Ruby,
good old USNA from Uncle Sam's underwater fleet.
A cheerful smile and a helping hand for all seemed to be his
nature. If there was anyone in the crowd who needed a
radio fixed, he saw Ruby talent plus. Although he would
never be an advertising man for Wildroot Cream-Oil, his
friendly disposition attracts many people. Born a sailor, his
instincts brought him to the Vamarie where he spent many
a carefree afternoon. Faithfully a submariner, he will always
be a tribute to the United States naval service.
to

long,

from way back, Clif is following in the footmustang father, but starting halfway up that
long ladder. Not being one to burn the midnight oil,
junior

never starred, but he hasn't bilged either, being
contented middle-man. Coming in with the typical
Blue and Gold Navy junior spirit, Clif leaves with the blue
somewhat faded and the gold a little tarnished, but still a
career man. Of course there's a little miss in Ohio, who
landed him Youngster year, that may have something to
say about his future.
Clif has

—

just a
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IRVIN

MATTHEW SMALL

ELDON DWIGHT STEELE
Omaha, Nebraska
Omaha's own Dr. Mayo and

Kansas City, Missouri
From the sands of San Diego via Japan, Matt came to Navy
Tech for four years of temporary attached duty. The Arthur
Godfrey of Navy, he put in many hours over a hot mike and
a cool platter at WRNV with some time spent in executive
roles. In addition he was a member of the Catholic Choir,
a noted Musical Club Show thespian, and in the upper
echelon of the Sound Unit. With a cool contempt for academics and many a cute drag waiting her turn, Matt found

the man with a girl in every
land-locked port in the country that was our own Easy
Dog. A staunch member of the choir and a stalwart of the
cross country team (17th Company local), Ed decided that
a Navy life was the only way for his future. An affinity for
the academics gave him plenty of spare time for his most
favored extra-curricular activity, the pursuit of that old
devil
women. Those in the know, however, predict that
Ed will fall from the ranks of the single soon after graduation and retire to the relative peace of siring a long string of
descendants.

—

trouble enjoying himself until he could return to his
beloved Marine Corps.
little

GORDON LeROY STEPHENS
Jacksonville, Florida

Gordon LeRoy Stephens

—a

rather long

an unfortunate circumstance to

title

—

for such

a

were well, they were
be endured during his few

short subject. Academics for Steve

waking hours and to be worried about just at the crucial
moments. In sports, the boy with the built-in-foxhole was
salty to the core, sailing for most of the year with a fling at
company football during the wonderful Maryland winters.
After four years at Navy Tech, Steve hopes to cast his lot
with the Corps again and take a whirl at the air arm.
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WALTER JONES STEWART

III

Alexandria, Virginia

Ten

and virtual poweran Oklahoman, kept everyspeak, by dragging a girl named

stones of laughter, ping-pong terror,

house with the

ladies, Sleepy,

thing in the family, so to
Our own Will Rogers, Sleepy, always had a retort to
bring; Bancroft Hall to its knees. It was the constant battle
between Sleepy and the Navy that haunted our halls in
Ozzie.

search of fresh Mid blood, but as our hero freely admits
he never thought he'd make it. It's farewell to Severn's
shores and hello to the service.
.

GEORGE WINFIELD STOTT,

HARLEY LORRAINE STUNTZ

JR.

Washington, D. C.
This real nervous

Mid

is

really

from no place, having done

arm and become

ously help

n

a star airplane driver.

and personality that are

him achieve

The

conscien-

his will obvi-

his goals in the years to

come.

1/
\

III

year, a

on the bus to Baltimore caused Harley to lose more
teeth than both teams in the game. Bud spent a pre-Navy
year at Purdue University Extension, but the academics
still took a lot of work. Harley likes nothing better at meal
time than four well braced Plebes. However, a Plebe gave
him this compliment: "He is hard but fair, sir!" Any sport is
Harley 's sport; he is a natural athlete. Harley will be an
asset to the Navy. He has a fierce competitive spirit, and he
works to win.
jolt

U. were waiting to get out and playing football; but after a
knee injury put a quietus on a promising football career at
the end of Plebe year, he turned his size and energy to boxing and his good looks and charms to pursuing young ladies.
After graduation, Tad hopes to become a part of the Naval
tiousness, ambition

.

Fort Wayne, Indiana
On the way up to the Army-Navy Game Youngster

quite a bit of traveling as a Navy junior before arriving at
Severn's shores. The Heeper's main interests here at Canoe

air

.

\
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THOMAS NEIL TATE

FREDERIC LeROY TOLLESON

Idaho Falls, Idaho

SlSTERDALE, TEXAS

"Once upon a time there lived a little Prince who was very
." For a man with initials like TNT, Tom
fond of roses.
is certainly an affable guy. Idaho Falls has reason to be
proud of him. He has been the Seventeenth Company representative since Third Class year, a yawl sailor, and the
Varsity gym team manager. Because academics proved no
strain for him, Tom kept himself busy collecting things

Tolley, a loyal son of the Lone Star State, first felt the
pressure of the martinet's boot at Texas Military Institute.
A brief exposure to the salt air around the Stanford campus

.

.

convinced Fred that he was meant to be the sea-going type
of fighting man, and therefore he headed for Canoe U. Two
weeks of frolicking with the fishes aboard the USS Bowfin
and a couple of luxurious, all expenses paid summers with
Uncle Sugar's flattops persuaded the Cherokee Admiral that
he would best be suited to duty above or below the big
pond. Here at Navy Tech Wally Tonkus is noted for his
poolie football and his Casanova-like qualities.

sheep, buttons, paper, or anything. The
lucky enough to get Tom will gain a conscientious leader, a hard worker and, above all, a true
gentleman.

string,

pencils,

service that

is

PAUL MICHAEL ULSHAFER
Fern Glen, Pennsylvania
Straight from the coal fields of Pennsylvania came Big Ule.
Brought up in the football state, it is only natural that Paul
is

an ardent

fan. After

prepping a year

at

Wyoming

Semi-

nary, Ulley found the studies a breeze, and therefore spent
most of his time keeping up on the outstanding athletes of

the country. About three times a day, though, sports took a
back seat to dreams of strawberry pie. Someday soon Paul
will achieve his real ambition and the service will gain its

most

1^
"***

enthusiastic jet pilot.
1

tr\
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EDWARD ANDERSON WILKINSON
Selma, Alabama
Andy played an active
basketball teams. His
courts has

part on his high school football and
on the basketball and volleyball
to bring his company teams to the

skill

done much

His cheerful smile and congenial personality have
proved to be a great help to his friends in their hours of
need. Andy hopes to enter Naval aviation upon graduation,
and his spirit and determination will prove him to be a
credit to the Naval Academy and an inspiration to those
serving with and under him.

top.

PERCY WILLIAM WILLIAMS,
Plainfield, New Jersey

JR.

Navy Tech and immediately saw that
were an equalizer for the Executive Department.
Picking up a big N star Youngster year for an upset victorv
over Army in lacrosse, The Perc was also Brigade high
scorer for a championship fieldball team. Never a star man,
Percy, however, found that studies came easily enough so
that he always had enough time for his second love
wooing the fairer sex. Willie's quick humor and broad smile,
which have left a lasting impression on so many of us, will
easily insure our future admiral a large group of friends
wherever he may go.
Willie arrived at
athletics
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JOHN RAYMOND WILSON
Salt Lake City, Utah
"Yeah man, them is ducktails, Mid version, man." From the
muscle beaches and jazz hangouts of the West's Golden
Paradise, Smokey roared into Annapolis in a hopped up
roadster. Although he had a few tough breaks on the gridiron (more time on the squad than off), Gimpy was a
leader in every form of academic and extra-curricular ( ED
life that he entered. His humor, haircuts, and flashing smile
have left a big impression on all of us, but possibly a
bigger impression on that little someone who was always
there.

CARROLL HENRY JOSEPH WITTNER
Schenectady, New York
An

athlete of the first order here at Navy, Witt worked too
hard on the athletic fields and had to take the five year
course. But neither this nor the Executive Department
could daunt his spirits. One of Eddie's hosses on the gridiron, Witt also encountered stardom as a weight man in the
spring. Carroll, dual meaning for Witt, thinks everything's
fine in Navy line, and upon graduation will join the black
shoe boys in the Fleet. In the future Witt will easily add to
his long list of friends, and his good humor and quick wit
will help him immeasurably in accomplishing his goals in
his career ahead.
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Row— Rizzo, Murphy, Philipps, White, McConnel, Andre, Smith, Llewell\Ti, Newell, Ballanrine
Row— Spackman, McKee, Morency, Hlava, Strickland, Finley, McMahon, McCoy, Waite
Third Row— McClure, Eades, Mclntyre, Monroe, Jermstad, Gionis, Renner, Rempt
Fourth Row— Trippe, Heisner, Duppenthaler, Taylor, Sipes, Steiner, Johnson
Fifth Row— Dunn, Anderson, Winters, Acosta, McCuIlough, Brown, Luke
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First

4/c
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Row— Greer, Edewaard, Finegan, Fassett, Demand, Thumian, Walts, McCain, Bunting, Martin
Second Row— Rowton, Sykes, Cordova, Hasegawa, Brooks, Mueller, Abel, Stubbs, Jones
Third Row— Gamboa, MacNeill, Tinker, Keifer, Frawley, Pittenger, Williams, Fales
Fourth Row— Strean, Sendek, Bruce, Edwards, Saunders, Glaser, Smith
Fifth Row— Hamrich, Ruth, Woods, Hupp, Meuhlhof, Vargo, Higgins, Mansfield
Sixth Row-Dittrich, Hardy, Oliver, Fisher, Wiklinski, Gladding, Brewer
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JAMES PAUL ASHFORD
Uriah, California
Jim spent time in both Oklahoma and California and was
most certainly surprised to discover what a pleasant change
our Maryland weather offered. He spurned offers from Cal
to come to the Academy. Always near starring
a couple of
digits either way
Jim never bothered to work too hard for
his marks. We only wish that had been the prevalent situation with all his classmates. A robust company participater,
Jim plaved squash, fieldball, and second base for the softball
club. Jim looks forward to Navy air, and with his happv
disposition and his abilities, we have no doubt about his

—

—

future.

PHILIP

ARTHUR RAYLY

Clearwater, Florida

Academy

Phil entered the

after a year's experience in the

Marine Corps. Always just one jump ahead of the academic
departments, he had to gain numbers every year because
his previous year's class standing was always lower than
of men left in the class. Phil was very interested
and was a mainstay of the battalion and company backfields. On weekends he always had a drag from

the

number

in football

his large selection of stock to

likeable nature
in his

make

things pleasant. His

and easy-going manner

will carry

him

far

chosen service.

FRANK EDWARD RENDRICK
Minersville, Pennsylvania

Ben was one of those problems in motivation. His only incentive was that for sleep. Someone always had to post a
watch in class in order to awaken him in time for the
quizzes. The onlv objection was to his muffled snoring. An
achievement worthy of note was Ben's three years of varsity
football.

He

never tried out for the wrestling team but
own in various intra-room bouts. Ben's

consistently held his

endurance in athletics and his easy-going, loose manner
have made him popular with everyone except the O.D.'s

who
ality.
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did not appreciate the easy-going part of his person-

THOMAS PAIGE BENNINGTON
Severena Park, Maryland

Tom

didn't stray far from home in coming to the Academy.
Having a year in the Navy and being a Navy junior, he had
a good background. Academics were not his specialty, but
good old Tom came through when the heat was on. During
the afternoons he was out running steeplechase or playing
batt lacrosse. His favorite pastimes were dancing, listening
to good music, playing bridge, and partying in Baltimore.
A member of the engineering and model clubs, his mechanical activities kept him in the shops building radios and

other gadgets that struck his fancy.
is

A

life in

the

Navy

line

his choice.

GREGORY DEAN BLACK
Pasadena, California

Even before Greg came to the Academy, he saw his future
in Navy air. His father, a naval aviator himself, may have
had some influence on Greg's ambitions, but determination
to pursue his dreams was shown by his enlisting in the
Naval Air Reserve. The Academy is a big stepping stone to
Pensacola and the wild blue. Greg would rather reminisce
his experiences in the Sierra Nevada than relate any of his
sea stories. Active in athletics, he played football and was a
Academy, he spent his

track star in high school. At the

afternoons rowing for the

THOMAS NICHOLAS BROWN
Virginia Beach, Virginia

Brownie recognized that his first love was the Navy blue as
he gave up his studies at William and Mary College and
entered Hilder Prep for a refresher course. He was always
easy-going and had a good word for everyone. Academics
were not Brownie's favorites as can be seen from his "I'll
spot 'em the problems on the exam" policy. However, he
always pulled through when the chips were down. His
world travels include China, Japan, and the Philippines,
and Tom expects to continue his travels aboard a tin can.
His love for the sea should carry him a long
Navy.

way

in the
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Navy

crew.

RALPH NORMAN CHANNELL
Darlen, Connecticut
Connecticut

Yankee,

who

impressed all with his
to the Naval Academy
after graduating from high school. Except for Dago, which
he considered as necessary as the plague, Norm had smooth
sailing academically. He excelled at Skinnv, playing the
sax with the NA-10, and tolerating his Rebel wives. Possessed with a burning desire to rack in for breakfast and
wear his skivvies to noon meal formation, he never managed
to do either. He considered Scotch, good books, Pogo, and
dragging among the more pleasant things in life.
This

friendly

and

cordial manner,

came

L
WILLIAM GEORGE COLLIER
Washington, D. C.
Bill came to Navy after attending Bullis Prep. His one
ambition was to make Navy line or bust. His persevering
nature will probably gain him an O.D. underway qualification his first few weeks at sea. Bill never quite starred and
he had a time with Dago, but he came out on top. Yawl
sailing and females occupied Bill's time during the fall and
spring, but winter came and he forsook everything for long
afternoons in the sack. Be that as it may, being always full
of pep and ready to give someone a helping hand made Bill
very popular with his classmates.

THOMAS JAMES DRAKE
Hollywood, California
California boy all the way through, Tom came to us from
the star-studded lots of Hollywood, and he soon found a

A

at Navy Tech. Tom went in for the rough and
tumble sports here, taking to football and lacrosse. During
the week Tom took the academic challenge without any
trouble, leaving the weekends free for hops and parties
always in the company of a queen. In between times Tom
swapped sea stories. No one could tell a better one than
Tom and still sound convincing. His chief interests were
books, women, hops, women, parties, women, and, oh yes,

new home

women.
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JAMES RALPH DUNBAR
Darlington, Indiana

A

student of

all

sports

and

a master of

many, Jim concen-

trated mainly on crew. Being a fast and studious worker,
Jim succeeded in securing number three oar of the Olympic

crew team. Although crew consumed much of his time, Jim
managed to keep his name on the social register, a very
active dragger at that. Direct and precise in speech, and
action, Jim is a man of few words. During his years at the
Academy, he demonstrated a high quality of leadership.
As he goes into Navy air, he takes many noteworthy traits
which will make him an outstanding officer.

EDWARD ROACH FLOYD
Coronado, California

Ned

known

variously as Igor, Roach, Kook, the Hulk,
He is a Navy junior and seemingly
has stored in his memory all classified knowledge concernis

also

and the

Man

Mountain.

all naval vessels of every country in the world. He was
given his first Jane's Fighting Ships when he was ten years
old, and has been collecting and memorizing these books
ever since. Ned has a passion for early rising and is also
very well known for his voracious appetite. Possessing as
much power mentally as physically, Ned found academics
a snap. His sport was crew Plebe year, but since then he

ing

JACK ALFRED

GARROW

has added wrestling in which he

Antioch, California
Jack,

who

prefers the

California, his

first

and

name George,
last love.

is

When

money, he
football or running Varsity track, both
of Antioch, or counting his

truly a native of

not dreaming
playing Varsity
of which he does

he

is

is

with exceptional savior-faire. Above his fame as an athlete
is his reputation for clean living. His dislike of rocking boats
upon the wide expanse of water causes him to prefer the
blue of the Air Force to the blue of the old Navy; but no
matter what branch Jack decides upon, his easy ways and
gentle disposition will take him far towards attaining his
goal.
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is

a standout.

FRANK POWELL HAMILTON
Pensacola, Florida

—

Ham finds it difficult to claim a home town in fact his
worldly travels even arouse jealousy among the editors of
the National Geographic. However his present belief is that
Pensacola will stand the test of time and become his permanent home. Ham's stepping stone to the Academy was
Wyoming Seminary, and his background there has stood
him

in good stead. Although a man of various abilities
(musical talent is last on the list), Ham's first love is
athletics. His only regret is that he wasn't born an Indian
so that he could have entered more fully into the game of
lacrosse.

I

LAWRENCE LEONARD HEISEL
El

Paso, Texas

Although he claims Texas for his own, Larry actually hails
from one mile inside the New Mexico border, and in true
fashion of the Old West, he enjoys good Mexican food. His
conscientious work in Brigade activities and outstanding
performances for the Masqueraders reflect an insatiable
appetite for sheer participation. Sports are not neglected
his curriculum, and tennis, his favorite, along with
steeplechase and cross country have all been mastered by

in

this soft-speaking

Texas

fella.

His contributions to the servmany which he

ice in future years will certainlv reflect the

has

made

KENNETH LEROY HOLDEN

to the Brigade.

Antioch, California

Another former bluejacket, Ken entered Navy from NAPS.
Ken participated in Varsity and JV football and was noted
for his peculiar habit of real head-knocking when out on the
field. Further in the field of personal accomplishments was
Ken's ability to

He

remember names

—especially

those of his

never once sent the wrong letter to the wrong girl,
and Ken wrote a profusion of letters. Academics seemed to
pose no problem for Ken (as they posed no problem to
seven hundred other classmates of his). A congenial member of any group, Ken should prove himself able in whatever field his preference number allows him to enter.
drags.
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WILLIAM ERNEST JERAULD
Cape Cod, Massachusetts
came to Navy straight from high

Willie

school.

A

music

lover of semi-classics, his gentle nature didn't necessarily

keep him out of the middle of everything from companv
activities to room rowdiness. His favorite sport is skiing,
but since it never snows that much in Maryland, he changed
to swimming. Chow and mail were his favorite delights and
never failed to envolve spasms of glee. His congenial personality and enthusiasm made Willie a favorite with all. He
was sometimes referred to as a distant relative of Paul
Revere because of the way he ran around getting things
done.

JOHN ROUX JOHNSON
Norman, Oklahoma
Jack was quite accustomed to the Navy ways as he entered
USNA from the Fleet. He entered the Fleet from Granby
High which turns out those wrestlers who annually besmear
our Plebes' wrestling record. His guiding star, Betelgeuse,
has been toward Navy always, you might say. Jack always
had time enough for his varied interests reading, writing,
and racking. Although considered quite a Casanova by
some, and known to be one by others, he never found an

—

O.A.O. He is well stacked with attributes of personality,
perseverance, tact, and wit; and we all expect to see and
hear much of Jack in future years.

MICHAEL DANIEL KANDRA
Shamokin, Pennsylvania
After graduation from high school, Mickey entered the
Pennsylvania State College where he spent two years enrolled in the civil engineering; curriculum and was a mem-

ber of Chi Phi fraternity. While at Penn State, he was
affiliated with the NROTC program. That little taste of
Navy life got to him and he decided to get the real thing
by coming to the Naval Academy. An ardent sports fan,
Mick is partial to basketball ... he captained his high school
team his senior year. Mick's determination to stick with a
task will bring him success.
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NORBERT RAYMOND KAUS
Dunkirk, New York
Shortly after his graduation from high school,

Navy. Following his boot camp

Norb

enlisted

Great Lakes, he
was assigned to the ET school at the same location. His stay
at ET school, however, was short-lived as he transferred to
NAPS to prepare for entrance into the Academy. Norb
could be tagged as a typical Midshipman who accepted his
ups and downs in stride. A steadv and dependable performer whether it be athletically or scholasticallv, Norb
always worked to do his task well.
in the

at

ALFRED WILLIAM KAVANAUGH
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
A son of whom Oklahoma can be

proud, and a son who's
Oklahoma (just ask him). Bill came to Navy via
Oklahoma University, Oklahoma A. & M., and NAPS. A

proud

of

he set a new dragging record,
tremendous ability to be a great
guy. His affections at Navy were divided equally among
Dago. Steam, and cross country. Interests and vitality unlimited are his keynotes. He'll be happy with a lot of wild
blue yonder below him, but when he touches down, you
can bet your boots that it will be on that wonderful Oklasocial cut of the first water,

and

his greatest asset

homa

is

his

ROBERT ALAN LeBRUN

soil.

Lynn, Massachusetts

A

cheerful victim of wanderlust,

the Marine Corps

Navy

and a

Bob

left

New England

sergeant's stripes, then

came

for
to

probably the longest engagement of his life
in any one place. The Forensic Society, batt football and
sub squad claimed his attentions during the week, but Bob
toured the social field with enthusiasm on those fleeting
weekends. Never one to burn out his slip-stick, he had little
trouble with the academics once Plebe Steam was out of
the way. Always ready to migrate, emigrate, vacate, or
just go, this likeable gentleman will have ample opportunity
to continue his roving ambitions in the service.
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to play

PAUL RAYMOND MANIKOWSKI
New York
A former Beau Brummel of the University

Corning,

home

become one

of Rochester,

Navy. Observing life from
a height of 6' 4" he found academics fruit, athletics enjoyable, and friends easily. For three years he led Navy's
debating team and Bancroft's Flying Squadron to many
victories. Graduation cum laude was his chief goal. His
next is flying. His ability will achieve the second for him
Ski left

as it did the
indeed!

to

first.

If

it's

at

a friend

you need, here

is

a friend

MARCY LESTER NEWELL
Denver, Colorado

Marcy began

his active life in

Norwood, Massachusetts. His

road led him to East High in Denver, where he made his
decision to enter Navy Tech. He has been active on the
rifle team and company sports. His favorite sport however,
is spending an afternoon in the rack with his books. Upon
leaving Navy, he plans to go on for further enlarging of his
mind. Marcy's sharp eye for the women and good spirit will
make him happy wherever his number may lead him.

JOEL ANTHONY ROBINSON
Brooklyn,

New York

Robbie came to the Academy via Brooklyn College and
Brooklyn Technical High School. He was born in Brooklyn
and spent most of his life there. A rabid Dodger fan, his
only comment to those that regularly came around after
World Series time to collect their bets was "Wait until next
year." Academics never gave him much trouble; so he spent
most of his study time in extraneous reading. In his spare
time, he warbled in the choir, glee club, and asserted
musical activities. He hopes to follow in the footsteps of
"Navy Line looks
his father and make Navy his career
mighty fine."

—
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ERNEST HARLIN SMITH
Elkins,

West

Vibginia

After spending a year at Ole Miss, Smitty decided on a
change and came to the Academy. Navy life wasn't new to

him

since he

had been

a

member

of the

NROTC

program.

becoming accustomed to the Academj was the fact that Sigma Chi has no chapter here.
Academics never gave Smitty any trouble and he was always
found very willing to lend a helping hand in that respect.
His brief, witty remarks and pleasant personality are assets
that should prove very helpful to him in whatever field he
His greatest

difficult)' in

pursues.

GEORGE TSANTES,
Merchantville,

New

JR.

Jersey

recognized his true and well-founded Navy
calling while immersed in electrical engineering studies at
Drexel Institute of Technology. He has a long heritage of
the sea behind him, dating from the schooners of his Greek
forefathers. The call of the sea was so great he even joined
the dinghy sailing team. His special abilities include being
able to shoot the bull in two languages, and on occasion
he has been known to help Navy by helping Greek ambassadors out of language entanglements. His methodical and
analytical approach to problems, his lack of a clutch factor,
and his attachment for the sea are the perfect ingredients
for his future success in the Navy.

George
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finally

ERNST VOLGENAU
Clarence, New York
The switch from the rigors of farm life to the
Academy life proved no great problem for Ernie.

strain of

A

deter-

mined, conscientious, hard worker in everything he undertook, Ernie's studies were no obstacle in his road to success
at Yoosnay, and he was equally adept in sports. Ernie's
afternoons were spent in athletics varying from wrestling
in the fall and winter to throwing the javelin for the track
team in the spring. In the social department Ernie's luck
was nothing less than sensational. Ernie's indomitable
spirit, keen sense of duty and responsibility, and determined
will to win will surely make him a respected and successful
officer.

f\
Wg|||fc

JOHN EUGENE WILDMAN
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
John became an eager Plebe two weeks after his graduation
from the home town high school. The little stud put away
his barbells at the end of Youngster year, and displaying
his versatile ability, decided to hit the books. However, he
worked out over at the handball courts almost every afternoon, or teed a few straight ones on the golf course. John
has provided many humorous moments for his friends with
his party escapades and concern over his receding hairline.
This well-liked southern gentleman has planned himself a
future in Navy air where he should maintain his fine record.
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Row— Oslin, Bryant, Hamilton, Thompson, Scales, Ingels, Fritz, Giambattista, Bower, Maguire
Second Row— Schwalbe, Cloycl, Bortz, Doby, Katz, Bays, Didier, Burns, Martin
Third Row— Madouse, Rau, Fickenscher, Clevenger, Lampert, Baum, Goldstein, Trimpert
Fourth Row— Greenheisen, Kiefer, Groat, Rohsenberger, Schneidewind, Gaouette, Bender
Fifth Row— McManes, Hartman, Burleigh, Anglim, McPherson, McManes

Row— Bellows, Amend, Thorn, Bernatz, Haltermann, Patten, Larson, McCormick, Banta, Sw£
Row— Young, Shroyer, Gallagher, Foley, Driggers, Gross, Cunningham, Lisle, Gottsche
Third Row— Baldwin, Berg, Budney, Bassett, Darab, Wyatt, Badger, Chevalier
Fourth Row— Andros, Wright, Cameron, Pettepher, Hemingway, McConnell, Feldman

Second

Fifth Row-Kiely, Work, Aiken, Gilbert, Caldwell, Kaufman
Sixdi Row— Holmberg, Dougherty, Bauer, Tate, Jensen
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GLENN NEAL ARTHUR
Washington, Pennsylvania
A good all around athlete at Chartier's Township High
School, Art further showed his prowess by quarterbacking
a thrice champion battalion football team and throwing up
those fat ones for the varsity baseball team.
lubber, he joined the ranks of those
P.T.

Department that a man can swim

pass those

tests. Extra-athletically, his

that certain girl

from

WINFIELD SCOTT BAIRD,

real born

like a

to the

rock and

still

principal interest was

back home. Art hopes

New London

A

who have proved

to get his dolphins

as soon as possible.

JR.

Indianapolis, Indiana

Winny, came to Navy from Indiana's Howe
Academy. He quickly found that crew was the
sport, and started his shirt collection. An inverse star man
in Dago, he was the first man to deep six his Dago book at
the end of Youngster year. His big moment came Youngster
spring when he stroked the JV crew to an open water victory in the annual Adams Cup race. This Quiet Man knows
his limits and capabilities. He sets his sights high and when
the going gets rough, you can bet his will be the steadiest
Scotty, alias

Military

oar in the water.

PAUL DAVID BATDORF
Schuylkill Haven, Pennsylvania

From

out of the rolling

hills of

the Pennsylvania back coun-

came Batty with the hayseed still in Ins hair. Paul was
what the old salts would term a preserve having entered
through the Naval Reserve. His annual blue and gold injections soon remedied this and he became a full-fledged Navy
boy. Always a lover of sports, he became a strong supporter
of athletic teams and a demon in his own way in company
try

—

His thoughtfulness for others, reasonableness, and a
strong desire for exactness will start him on a successful
career in the Fleet.
sports.
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JACK RANDALL BEDENBAUGH
Jacksonville. Florida

The Gator, as his roomies call him, likes the outdoor life as
well as the social. He is notably a raconteur and liberty
hound. J ack's educational philosophy is "Get to the big picture first, then branch out; versatility is the high sign of a
good life." A member of '55's Fearless Five, he boasts the
highest spirited room in the Brigade, a one room basketball
team representing five states. After graduation, Jack, a star

man

be an aviator. That
magnate first.

in physical training, will

he becomes a

political

is,

unless

ROBERT DAVID BLAINE
Mendham, New Jersey
Bob came to the Naval Academy by way of a Fleet appointment after a year and a half in the Navy. Before enlisting,
he lived in northern New Jersey and graduated from
Morristown High School. During his stay at Navy he has
become noted for his outstanding faithfulness to his one
and only while still being able to answer every liberty call.
Bob shall also be remembered as being qualified for
administrative duties after graduation for, due to having
his name permanently enscribed in the Excused Squad Log,
he stood more AMCBO watches than have ever been recorded bv any other man.

THOMAS ASHLEY EDWARD DAVIS
Belmont, North Carolina
The gentleman from the South the original unreconstructed Rebel. Deeply hurt by deprivation of drape-shape
clothes, bop haircuts, and adequate party life since his
imprisonment here with us, he has nonetheless managed to
struggle through, aided materially by a carefree regard for
academics, lots of sack time, and the revered photograph of
his O.A.O. Shrewdness and a sense of humor makes this

—

man

an asset to any organization. Athletically,

interest

among

and was a
undecided

football, golf,

Tom

divided

Softball teams,

good performer in each sport. He
whether to strike for stars and/or bars.

consistently
as to

and company

is
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RUSSELL CHARLES DeESCH
Allentown, Pennsylvania
Allentown's contribution to the class of '55 is none other
than Russ DeEsch, the poor man's Hank Snow. Navy
scouts quickh' picked Russ up and transformed him into
one of Navy's all around competitors in baseball and football. Academics presented no trouble to Russ who spent his
spare time singing hillbilly songs and writing to his many
loves. For entertainment, be it dancing, singing, or telling
jokes, Russ has no equal. The men who serve with Russ in
the future will enjoy his wit and sparkling companionship.

^0^
PAUL WARREN FIEDLER
Dade

City, Florida

After an initial three years in Illinois, Paul lived in Florida
until graduation from high school. Then came two and a
half years as an enlisted man in the Navy before entering

Academy with a Fleet appointment. Although a
capable academic student, Paul took up wrestling as a
major course at the Academy and made the Plebe and Varsity squads. His extra-curricular activities consisted of
spending every available minute on liberty and as many of
these as possible involved in the pleasant art of dragging.
Upon completion of the course here, Paul intends to make
the Navy a career and eventually to reach Pensacola for
the Naval

flight training.

JOHN WALLER GALLAGHER
Tulsa,

Oklahoma

John came

to

Navy

at Tulsa University.

two years of chemical engineering
With this background he fell into the

after

business of slashing quite naturally.

Company

sports occu-

pied most of his sports seasons, but come spring, he became
a permanent fixture on the Varsity tennis team. Not content
with the dope passed out by the Skinny Department, he
could be found studving amateur radio and electronics in
the spare time he was allotted. His favorite gripe was, "too
much anti-freeze in the swimming pool." He was famous

good jokes for which he "couldn't quite remember
the last line went." His quiet and unassuming manner
identifies a verv sincere and likeable guy.

for his

how
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JOHN RICK GANEY
Buffalo. New York
John entered Navy from Canisius College where he dabbled
above academics with a determination which earned him the veneration of his classmates,
John went on to make a record of which he can be proud.
He participated in company sports and his efforts on the
teams were ever appreciated. In Brigade activities John
was a Newman Club member and served on die Christmas
Card Committee. Always ready widr a good word and
persistently anxious to join in a good time, John was always

in the liberal arts. Rising

welcome

Good

—as was

luck to a

his address

man who

will

book full of "real nice girls."
be a credit to the service.

THOMAS GILBERT KIEFABER
San Bernardino, California
The pride of the sunny sands
than our

M.G.M.

6'

4" hero

lot as Gil

Tom

of California

Kiefaber, better

Thomas.

Tom came

to

is

none other

known around the
the Academy widr

quite a football record, only to be sidelined with a bad knee
after a successful Plebe season. His main battle was waged
with the Skinny Department. When not engrossed in a

Tom could be found musing over his many
abroad, and the females who have entered his life.
is a connoisseur of fine music, collecting records of

Skinny book,
trips

Tom

such famous artists as Woody Herman and Woody Herman.
His quick smile and party wit will be appreciated by his
associates in years to come.

JOHN

H.

LINEBARGER

Sioux R\pids, Iowa
John, a native born Iowan, came to the Naval Academy via
the Congressional appointment route. While in the Acade-

mv, he enjoyed the weekends, the football games, and
leave. Of course, Academy life entails much more than
these subjects, but the odier activities just filled in between
the Big Three. The most memorable occasion in his four
years was an incident during a wreath laying ceremony in
Arlington National Cemetery at which time he was Joe
Schmidt from Missouri one minute and John Linebarger
from Iowa the next, which only goes to prove that in order
to succeed in the Navy you must be versatile.
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CHARLES WILLIAM LITZENBERG
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
After graduating from the Severn School, Bill decided to
devote his many talents to the Academy. Always a sports
fan, he excelled in Varsity lacrosse, Varsity 150 pound
football, and the pick-em. On weekends, when not dragging
his many lovelies, he could always be found working
Always a good man for a party, he was never lacking
in ideas on how to spend a weekend or football liberty.
After a close call with Bull Plebe year, Bill had no trouble
with academics and seemed to have his own special formula
for dodging the poop sheets. After graduation his ambition

one of
out.

is

Navy

air.

JOHN FREDERICK LONG
Norbistown, Pennsylvania

With

a misleading surname, the

Stump

is

neither

tall

nor

famous Louisiana vintage, but just one of the poor
persecuted. Hailing from Pennsylvania, he went through all
the stages of youth in a somewhat normal manner, and at
the age of eighteen, he joined the Navy to hunt for brighter
goals. Unfortunately, he was unable to make a rate in thirtyfour months; so he decided that the only way to get ahead
was through the Naval Academy. After a short period of
adjustment, he became another member of the clan of the
six brass buttons, and his right hand rule became "the line
is fine." And so far all is said, along comes
guess who
in that famous ten percent.
of the

—

DONAL ELMER McGONEGAL
Ephrata, Washington
Following two years of engineering at Washington State
College, and a brief period as a Naval Aviation Cadet at
Pensacola, Mac joined the Regulars with the desire to become a good career officer. Finding academics no obstacle,
he was always joining various book clubs and left a rumpled
page in almost every book in the regimental library. After
earning his numerals Plebe year he devoted his athletic
interests

member

to

company contact

aviation, Mac's personality

will help
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sports

of the Kelly Varsity Squad.

and pride

him obtain what he wants

and was a

Upon
in

in

reliable

reentering naval

accomplishment

life.

\
)

J

RICHARD JEROME MIELDAZIS
Berkeley, California
hails from Berkeley, California, but claims Lake
Tahoe, Nevada as his summer residence. After graduating
from high school, Dick became one of the troops at Navy
Tech. A quiet, unassuming manner deceives the casual bystander. Dick gave his all to golf, sailing, 150 pound football, and steeplechase while at the Academy. His claims to
fame are his interest in cars and trying to keep above 2.5.

Dick

Aviation

is

Dick's choice of service.

ROBERT MARTIN MIELICH
Maplewood, New Jersey
Academy from home in New Jersey after
Lehigh University, Rapid Robert took the
system in stride early and stayed well out in front of academics all the way. When not practicing the hand salute,
expounding Deutsch, or navigating the uncharted waters
of femininity, Bob could be found devoting much time to
the financial fortunes of the Log and Splinter, first on the
circulation staff and then as business manager. Plebe sailing,
company softball, steeplechase, and cross country occupied
Coming

to the

two years

at

his sports time, along

with the frogmen.

JUSTIN ALBERT MILLER,

JR.

Alexandria, Virginia
far as friends go, Jesse has a host of them, the reason
being that he has one of those personalities which appeals
to everybody. Of course a prerequisite of personality is the

As

gift of gab, and Jesse excells in this field. From the number
of sea stories he's accumulated, one might be inclined to
believe he'd already served his thirty years. Jesse's proved
himself the enviable guy who knows whether to go around,

He
over, or through an obstacle when he comes to one.
wants three things from the Navy: his O.D. qualification,
his wings, and his dolphins. Can you think of anything else
to collect?
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with a secret ambition to flap flippers

JOHN JOSEPH MURPHY
Rockville Centbe, New York
Murph was born in a backwoods town
He invaded the Academy with a group of
Bullis, set his roots,

and determined

called Brooklyn.
his

buddies from

to stay while beating

off Steam and Skinny. With a firm mind and determined
manner, he set his course and should reach his goal easily.
Traditional battles with Woo Poo always end happily for
the Murphy's his brother, Jim, is also a member of '55.
An ardent sports fan, he loves those Bums and also talks a

—

golf. Wonder if it's the stop-over at the ninewill never forget Murph as
teenth that brings him back.
"What's that slipping?"
a boxer

good game of

We

.

BYRON BRUCE NEWELL,

.

.

JR.

Alexandria, Virginia

teammates) nearly passed into the
He was to be denied his ambition of following his father and two uncles through the
Academy due to his eyesight, but after a year at Wesleyan
University, B.B.'s persistence brought him his appointment.
Bruce lists stars, Varsity soccer, Hop Committee, and the
Log and Splinter among his many and varied interests. It is
obvious then (to quote a phrase from one of our Steam
books) that when the situation demands a combination of
ability, hard work, thoughtfulness, and personality, the
Navy can look towards Bruce.
B.B., (Nails to his soccer

pleasantries of civilian

life.

CHARLES MOULTON O'BRIEN,

JR.

Baltimore, Maryland
After spending three years at Loyola College in Baltimore
as a physics major, Charlie came to the Academy and finding little trouble with studies, helped the other members of

many study hours into happy hours.
His love for the sea (Ocean City) and air hint to a possible
career in aviation. Always ready to accept a challenge on
any field, Charlie even tried skiing once. His inherent ability
the Fearless Five turn

and untiring

effort to explain said
saving in Skinny lab. A sharp
mind, quick wit and easy manner will be Usnay's loss and
the service's gain.

in the field of science

subject have proved to be
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life

ROSS STUART OLSON
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Ole realized

his desire for a service career before finishing
high school. After his first entrance examination he felt
compelled to master the essentials of mathematics and did
so with a year of prep school in Minneapolis. Ole was one
of the tetched fellas who enjoyed Plebe summer and was
happy throughout his years spent at the Academy. Fervently

wishing duty that provides good
career

in

the

Navy

line

fishing,

Ole plans for a

upon graduation.

JOHN THEODORE PARKER
Wheelwkight, Kentucky
"Hell no, you can't borrow my hood. How'm I gonna cross
the colonade without a hood? You want me to freeze before
I get to the fencing loft?" ushers in smiling J.T., who is
really not as bad as all that might sound. A firm believer in
the Osmosis Theory of studying (place book on desk, place
feet on book, lean back and grow wise), Ted has proved
his point with three years of star-studded full dress. Having
descended from Kaintuck with a pocketfull of pipes, Ted
plans in the future to befoul the air of Navy carrier ready

rooms with

JAMES MARVIN PERRYMAN,

JR.

Washington, D. C.
school Jim came traipsing down from the NaCapitol via Marine Reserves, swagger stick in hand,
to seek his career. After a few cold seasons on the dinghy
squad, lu Lent a helping hand to the various company sports.
Never bothered by academics, he always had time for his
favorite hobbv, sleeping. Being a firm believer that wine
and women were meant to be mixed, he was always the life
of the party. When not in the rack he could be
( or death )
found dragging his Baltimore O.A.O. (for once a shake paid
oil
After graduation it will be chapel bells and Marine

From high
tion's

I
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his olfactory treats.

DAVID BERTRAM REYNOLDS
Berkeley, California

Dave, a hot rod expert par excellence,
ant city of Berkeley.

He came

to us

from the pleasthrough the Naval

hails

Reserves after attending, for a short period, the University
of California. During the spring and fall you will find Dave
on the Roijono sailing up and down the Chesapeake Bay.
During the winter he spends his afternoons with a rifle down
the range. Anytime he is not doing one of the above activities
you can find him reading Hot Rod or having a good bull
session on cars and the like. When he isn't sailing on one
of the over-nights down the Bay, he will be spending his
weekend with some cute girl. When he leaves the Academy
he intends to spend his time flying for the U. S. Navy.

FRANCIS CLAYTON ROSE
Washington, D. C.
Clay came to Navy from Wilson High in Washington where
he was a member of the National Honor Society and High
School Cadet Corps. An interest in mathematics, philosophy,
and music fill his spare time. A candidate for the Supply
Corps, Rosie can be heard on the rifle range saying
"Just point me at the target, and I'll do the rest." When he's
not having woman trouble, always a different gal, he can
occasionally be heard playing the guitar. Hypocrisy and
prejudice are his prime dislikes. After a few years in Supply,
Clay hopes to go to postgraduate school and round out his
.

career as a

Navy

.

.

lawyer.

CARL HERMAN SANDERS,

JR.

Berkeley, California

Being a Navy junior, Savvy left Berkeley and the police in
a cloud of dust with fond memories and the determination
to seek his career in the Navy. When not dragging, taking
weekends, or racing on the Roijono, he could always be
found with a copy of Hot Rod or arguing about the advantages of 4-barrels. Needless to say, he has the best car in
California and never hesitates to tell you. Savvy, always
ready for a party, usually has the makings and plans for
one. Sparked by his pleasant personality and timely dry
humor destined to go far in the Navy. After graduation it's
Navy air for him complete with silk scarves and sea boots.
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GEORGE STUART SANSTOL
Edmonds, Washington
at Navy Tech via Edmonds High,
western reaches of Washington State, and Columbian Prep. Blushing Bov's savvy permitted him to spend as
little time as possible studying, having decided more could
be gained by reading a good book. His fistic encounters
in the squared ring have brought him some little fame, as
has his notoriety for making his company singularly outstanding in that it possesses its own fight song. An intrinsic

George joined the ranks
in the far

on occasion disastrous to a
roommate, is coupled with a wholesome appreciation of a good party. Flying would be o.k., but submarines
and those dolphins are the big attraction.

interest in the opposite gender,

certain

ALBERT LIVINGSTON TONEY,

JR.

Arlington, Vibginia

—

lover, scholar, and athlete
were cultivated by the traveled
life of a Navy junior. Holding the academic departments
at bay quite effectively, he devoted most of his time to track
and a succession of drags who flowed seemingly endlesslv
from a voluminous address book. No Red Mike he, the
prospect of a PARTY was to him the signal for immediate
and frenzied planning in order that the social side, shielded
as it is here at Usnay, might not wither and die. Possessed
of remarkable candor and sound judgment, Al is an unusual
prospect for the Navy, and the branch of the Fleet receiving
his services will be greatly benefited.

Presenting

Licentious

whose wide

fields of interest

a,
j
\
JOHN TOWNSEND TYLER
SwARTHMORE, PENNSYLVANIA
Being a studious fellow and finding academics a struggle
even in grammar school, John went to summer school every
year until he found himself a Plebe at USNA. He found a
living language in German, and by outguessing the Department he wound up a Second Classman after becoming a
continental rascal in Paris and the French Riviera during
summer leave. Ambitious and ready to help, he contributed
to many activities, finally applying himself to the Class Ring
Committee. With the wanderlust in his soul and a laugh on
his lips, John will be a welcomed 30 year man to the service.
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Al

SIMON JOSEPH ULCICKAS,
Nashua, New Hampshire

JR.

Si hails from the land of silent people and came to us with
an open mind after a year of New Hampshire U. and Theta
Kappa Phi fraternity parties. Because of his experience in
such orgies, he made friends quickly with his brothers in
blue serge. Easy-going without ever seeming to exert himself, he kept the academic departments comfortably at bay
while maintaining himself a regular on the Varsity lacrosse
team starting with his Youngster year. Mr. U. probably had
the hardest name in the Brigade, but letters from every port
never failed to come. With a roving heart and a million

smiles, Si

JOHN MICHAEL YUSCAVAGE
Kingston, Pennsylvania
After a sparkling year of college, Yusc came to Navy Tech
with an outstanding athletic and academic background.
He is a vivid sports and woman enthusiast and has driven
many a Mid crazy by not disclosing information about his
luscious drags. Finding academics no problem, Yusc has
devoted his spare time in the afternoon to boxing and sack-

ing out. He is known throughout the company as a connoisseur of fine food, especially those delicious morsels of
Lithuanian Kiebosy he receives from home. Yusc's jovial
nature will be appreciated by his associates in years to

come.

is

a

welcome addition

to the

Navy

line.
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Row— Federici, Rosenberg, Price, Junker, O'Hara, Barker, Sedano, Handley, Murdoch, Norton
Second Row— Bridgman, Hines, Gierhart, Coon, Torres, Hemphill, Vollmer, Britton, Miller
Third Row— Crowe, Gautier, Herring, Gawarkiewicz, Osburn, Peace, Kozlov, Layer
Fourth Row— Cofer, Strange, Ford, Hathaway, Williams
Fifth Row— Hamilton, Miller, Christensen, Larson
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Row— Evans, Smedberg, Gibbons, Reed, Lamb, McGarrigle, Radzicj, Burden, Nickerson, Dotson
Second Row— Fox, Denny, Gough, Nelson, Potter, Jones, Mohler, Goodman, Hynes
Third Row— McCandless, Wales, Oldham, Merritt, Mitchell, Schnepper, Withers, Willingham
Fourth Row— Borden, Ford, Craig, McKenzie, Buerger, Wilson, Doyle
Fifth Row-Wells, Yarbrough, Collett, Polhill, Simpson, Clement
Sixth Row— Brewer, Hall, Hennig, Patterson, Keyser, Merritt
Seventh Row— Geeting, Keith, Felix, Greer, Hoag
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S.

W.

R.

Conway,

J.

Pyne, D. F. Rohr

H. Stewart,

LUKE SERAPHIA BOUDREAUX HI
New Orleans, Louisiana

LEONARD ANTHONY BRACKEN,

Luke, a cotton-picker from the bayous of Louisiana, came
to USNA after a year at Loyola University of the South.
He spent almost every afternoon and weekend on the
Royono or on one of the yawls when he was not sparking
his company cross country team. His roommates' only complaint was his habit of exercising his vocal chords right after
reveille. Luke plans on remaining in the line as long as he is
wanted. A great personality and a willingness to help

Brack attended Penn Charter Prep, and wished he'd stayed
there, before arriving at the bonnie banks. He is easily
recognized by his jovial manner, especially before breakfast. After three long years working in the wrestling loft,
Brack achieved the position of manager and chief timekeeper. In the fall of Second Class year, Tony was a frequent visitor to the Main Office every half hour. Taking
it on the chin he came up with his famous line, "If you
have to go, go big." Brack was well known for fixing up his
classmates with real queens (and then initiating the bricking party the following Sunday night). Tony is an all
around good scout, and the service will gain a fine man.

—

all combine
have a successful and promising
career. He and the O.A.O. back home will soon be ringing
wedding bells after a wait no man should have.

the other guy plus a pretty good set of brains

to insure that

he

JR.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

will

JAMES HAMILTON BROWNLOW
Oradell, New Jersey
When Jim got tired of painting white

lines and stop signs,
grabbed his guitar, and came down to
the Brass Factory. Despite an early attempt by the Executive Department to thwart his musical career, that same
guitar was heard through the halls for the next four years.
He picked up a big '55 for Plebe soccer, but his favorite
sports are sailing, swimming, and fishing in the surf. For
hobbies he likes to work with anything mechanical. His
background, love of the sea, and proved capabilities will
make him a fine officer.

he put on
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his shoes,

HARVEY WORTH RURDEN
Birmingham, Alabama
It has been "Annapolis or Bust"
a kid

—

his father

is

for Harv ever since he was
wearer of the Navy blue. He
home, for here he spent his last

also a

Birmingham as his
two years in high school prior to coming to the Annapolis.
He was on the Plebe gymnastics team and helped his battalion to the Brigade championship two years in a row.
Sleeping he loves, preferring it to study which he dislikes
although he has managed to do well in academics ( he has
won his stars every year). Navy air with some time on declaims

—

—

stroyers

is

his first goal.

WILLIAM RUTGERS CONWAY
Passaic, New Jersey
New

Jersey boy

who made

Bill,

another

first

slap in Passaic. Prior to entering the

JAMES GIBSON COWART,

JR.

Key West, Florida
Big Jim says he is from Florida where he attended high
school, but coming from a Coast Guard family, he has not
spent much time in any one spot. Jim spent a year in prep
school before coming to Navy. When not sleeping in during
the afternoon, he is working out in the boxing ring. Fighting
Golden Gloves in high school and taking the Brigade championship at USNA, he has showed his fighting ability and
his unconquerable will to win. Tackle on a championship

good, received his

Academy he was

and basketball court. Since then he
has directed his abilities to the Varsity soccer field. Although
born above the Mason-Dixon Line, he confesses to be a
Yankee in love with New Orleans. People are his hobby,
and his attained success on the subject is evident from his
office as Second Class president. If the energy with which
he conducted his tenure is indicative of his ability, he has
active on the gridiron

team was also his specialty. Wherever there is
sure to be there. With his winning combination
sincerity, industry, and his spark of gaiety, Jim will be

battalion

but to open his hand and find success.

fun,
of

he

is

successful in his career of flying.
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ROBERT WYTHE DAVIS

MONTAGUE RICHARD DUVAL

Yorktown, Virginia

New

party the notes of "Violets" are heard, nine chances
out of ten it is Ace, reminiscing about his SA.E. days and
the memorable place in which he undoubtedly acquired his
predictable trait. Through hard work and constant vigilance

jump from the Deke house at
Monty coasted through a bit of the Navy's ET School
and NAPS and found himself bounded far into the academic
lead here at Navy Tech. Due to football mishaps back on

Canaan, Connecticut

Starting with a big running

If at a

R.P.I.,

he has won the sack-rat award of merit for three consecutive

the Cherry and White's gridiron, M.R. changed his profile

New Canaan

years. Sportswise,

way back

football,

Hobbies, extra-curricular tricks, and thought all
find themselves away from B.H. and out in Crabtown every
free minute
indulging in the middies' delight, dragging. A party boy first class, a ready song or laugh can
always be expected.

Bob has totaled up eight plus years of
even starting his Navy varsity chapter by playing

—

against his old alma mater William and Mary. In the classout of the
room, a far better than average student
classroom, a live wire and life of any party of two or more.
.

.

in '52, details of

which the

"nose."

.

.

.

.

ROBERT EDWARD EMERY
New Hampshire

Manchester,

As an ex-Fleet man, military life came easily to Bob here
at the Academy. In fact he was frequently consulted by his
company officer about his unusual conduct record. The
people of Manchester, New Hampshire, may remember
seeing his smiling face while he collected their garbage a
few summers ago. He returned at the end of Second Class
summer fifty pounds overweight after working on a Ballantine Brewery truck. He has been in charge of room every
fifth week for the last three years, and first term Second
Class year he commanded all his sections and units. We
like to remember Bob for his get up and go.
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Kid only

JAMES DAVID EVERETT
Troutman, Noeth Carolina
After a vear of easy campus living

at State, Jim decided to
and take a stab at the military
arts. He left Tar Heel country, and many broken hearted
southern belles, and headed north for the Severn. Although
he never played on a varsity team, Jim was a better than
average competitor, whether the sport was an inter-companv soccer game or a friendly game of handball. A suave
man with the ladies ... a must at a party. To all who
shared his company on this tour of duty he was considered
an indispensable asset in helping to subdue the rigors and
monotony of Mother Bancroft.

forsake the joys of college

life

BOBBY HAROLD FREEMAN

ROGER TATE FORTIN
Rye,

New York

Pine Bluff, Arkansas

A

former Admiral Farragut Academy man, Rog hails from
Rye, New York. The typical Salty Sam type, he engaged in
swimming and sailing during his years at the Academy. He
is an authoritv on the latter. As sailing master of the famous
Highlight Light,, he competed successfully in many thrilling
races. He excelled in swimming also, acquiring an InstrucThe Midshipmen's Boat
tor's Life-Saving Qualification.
Club is deeply indebted to Rog, for his conscientious efforts
particular the submarine service.

be Navy line and in
The New London sub-

marine cruise convinced Rog that

his future

in matters of sailing.

Of

course,

it

Reading, symphonic music and sports helped Bobby to
while away the many long hours here at USNA when there
was nothing to do. Many of those hours were evident immediately before Navigation, Skinny, and Ordnance P-works
and from 2215 to 0615 daily. A true Arkansas traveler,
Bobby proudly served with the First Marine Regiment at
Inchon in 1950. Besides helping the 5th Battalion carry the
gridiron championship a couple of years, he was a member
of the Varsity pistol team. "Once a marine
etc." still
applies to Bobby who hopes once more to be a career

will

was

.

ground-pounder upon graduation.

subs.
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.

GORDON BRUCE HAMLEY

RICHARD LOUIS GERO
Johnsbury,

Vermont

Upon completion

Ottumwa, Iowa
first heard the corn growing in Ottumwa, Iowa. A
symphonic pops lover, he also fills his spare minutes with
reading, the flicks, and a fancy for the science of frustrated
atoms electronics. A Fleetman fifteen months prior to
making Jake Reed richer, Gordy saw duty at San Diego
Treasure Island, Newport and Bainbridge. While captain
of the NAPS swimming team, he placed fourth in the New
England Junior College Invitational in the 100 yard free

Dick went into the world
to earn a living. He soon got tired of this and left the home
state of Vermont to view the seven seas. After a couple of
years in which he never saw one of the seven, he came to
USNA to continue the quest for them. While at USNA he
indulged in company soccer, squash, and steeplechase, but
at the same time he managed to pile up more time in the
instruction pool than any mid in USNA history. He plans
to give Navy line a chance to show him the seven seas. No
doubt it will oblige.

Gordy

of high school

—

coastwide competition. His wives say he's a
convenient size ... if there's no room in the house he can
sleep in the crib
but size doesn't impede his sincere
and frank approach nor alter the certain success ahead.

style against

.

.

.

RAYMOND WILLIAM HINE
Bridgeport, Connecticut
After graduating from high school, where he starred in detention, he joined the Navy to see the rest of the world. Two
years later Ray came to the Naval Academy and discovered
that he had to keep his nose to the grindstone so much that
it was cutting into his most pleasurable hobby
women.

—

He

scraped up time, however, to help lead the 20th Company to a couple of soccer championships, and he has never
missed a liberty call. Ray admits the Navy has his number

and

so

it
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will

be back

to the Fleet after graduation.

JOHN MELBOURNE JONES,

JR.

Baltimore, Maryland

—

"Where's that 135 pounds of alligator bait ah, in the rack."
Jack, one of the Jones' boys, saw light first in Baltimore but
moved to Creole Land. An active athlete, Jack copped two
Maryland Scholastic Association wrestling championships
prior to sailing into

Dewey

Basin. Lacrosse, music, reading,

lass from the University
Maryland constitute his hobbies. A small package, but
worth his weight in HBX, Jack, after two years of defending
our goal, captained the varsity lacrosse team in his third
year. Personable, and teeming with drive, he's bound to

the mystery of

hi-fi,

and a certain

of

make

his

mark.

CHARLES EDWARD KENNEY
Brooklyn, New York
Abe Lincoln
February

lost

some

12, 1931.

of his thunder

He moved

WALTER WELLS LAMB
Ashevllle,

when Chuck was born

upstate to Hartwick ("just

chusetts.

makes

He

his first

later

blow on the rear

moved

to Asheville,

in Boston, MassaNorth Carolina in

search of warmer climes. A versatile athlete, Walt starred
as halfback and track man in high school. Senior year saw
him place second in discus in the state. Being a trombone
player accounts for his love of music of all types. Sports,
historical novels, and poetry are his pastimes. His track
ability landed him a spot as varsity broad jumper at Canoe
U. No fair lass as yet caught his heart, and he credits it to
his bachelor blood.

nine miles from Cooperstown" ) at an early age. He worked
as a mechanic. A tour in the Marine Corps took him through
Parris Island, Great Lakes, Lejeune, and NAPS. Reading,
music, and falling in love indiscriminately claim the smiling
Irishman's spare time. Chuck is headed back to the Corps
upon graduation. His sincerity, warmness, and a couple of
brains,

North Carolina

Walt received

a perfect combination for success.
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THOMAS JEFFERSON LAPHAM

GERALD LUPTON

Peoria, Illinois

Detroit, Michigan

—

Illinois
home of Fibber Magee, Molly, Hiram
Walker and
Tom Lapham. When seventeen years old
he answered the call of Parris Island and soon found himself in the Marine Detachment, U.S.S. Midway, for twentytwo months sea duty. Tom entered Canoe U. via NAPS and
after scraping the remnants of stencil ink from his hands

Peoria,

.

.

JR.

Seeing Steve Canyon the victim of a vicious Red plot and
seemingly doomed, Jerry packed his bag and left the Sigma
Chi house and Michigan University determined to pursue
a military career and avenge his hero. His travels brought
him to the shores of the Severn, and though his schedule
provided little time for study between photography and
model building, he maintained better than average grades.
It was common practice during swimming season for the
gang to straggle over to the Natatorium on Saturday afternoons and watch Jerry shatter a record that he had set the
previous week. Rarely melancholy, Jerry could always offer
mighty good advice on any problem from love life to lens.

.

to an active stay. A member of the Hop ComRing Committee, Trident Society and the Varsity
basketball manager, he filled out his extra-curricular life bv
helping the Fifth Battalion win the football championship
three years in a row. With the future Mrs. L. he plans a

settled

NAY,

down

mittee,

career in the Corps.

RICHARD SCHUYLER PYNE
Haddon Field, New Jersey
Dick let out his first wail in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and
spent his first eighteen-odd years, until coming to Canoe
U, playing football and slapping his knee to jazz music. He
takes as much pride in looking as sharp in a button-down
and regimental tie as he does in one of Jake Reed's fuzzy
jackets. With designs of eventually settling down driving
him on, Dick has decided to follow in the footsteps of his
dad. Determination and the knack of realizing his ambitions
insure his success.
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HALLEM BENJAMIN RICH
Bbackenkedge, Pennsylvania

was born in Syria, a French possession in the Mediterranean. His laurels include the American Legion Honor

Pierre

Award, an offer of a scholarship to the University of Pittsburgh, and a Navy Unit Commendation medal earned while
serving aboard a destroyer in the Korean War. Here at
Navy, he was well known for his athletic prowess in company sports. The 20th Company and Mr. Warner will long
remember his aquatic efforts and his brave battle with
Dilbert Dunker. He is popularly known as The Continental,
speaking French to the gals who have made him famous
throughout the Brigade. Pierre, the world awaits you.

DONALD FRANK ROHR

EDWARD FRANCIS

Baltimore, Maryland

Upper Darby, Pennsylvania
When the Saint marched into the Naval Academy he
brought with him his trumpet, swimming trunks, and
Nancy. Thev sent Nancy home. Hailing from Upper Darby,
Pennsylvania, Bub came to the Academy via Bullis Prep.

For reasons
that

we know

Maryland

is

not,

Don

still

can't

not America in miniature.

be convinced

On

arriving at

USNA Don

immediately became admired and well-liked
bv all with his winsome smile and sense of humor. Among
his likes are the classics and Dixieland, an occasional book
and a bottle of beer. His dislikes are the Skinny and Steam
Departments, but he has always managed to come out well
on top of the two in time to pay the rent. Extra-curricularly
Don sings in the Catholic Choir and is on the circulation

A

GEORGE,

JR.

real cut in dragging, the Saint exercised his talents in
liberty-hounding or resting up for the weekend. The NA-10
trips to Hood College were Bud's extra-curricular activity,
along with singing before breakfast. Conscientious work
kept Bud clear of the academic departments, and his °;ood
nature and helpfulness should help him in the service. Bud
seemed air-bound after graduation, and jets should be no
strain to a man with Bud's determination.

the Log and Splinter. With his qualities of friendliand understanding of people we know he will go far.

staff of

ness

ST.
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JAMES HISTASPIAS STEWART
Fayetteville, Arkansas

Jim found a vast change from

his former western existence
traded his hog-togs for a stenciled
straitjacket and tried to settle down. Being a former frat-rat
he found this task no pushover. He had belonged to both

after entering

Sigma

Nu

USNA. He

social

and Theta Tau professional

fraternities

while at the University of Arkansas. However, he relinquished these titles for finer things. James has done fairly
well at cutting our throats, academically speaking, and his
slip-stick somewhat resembles a bowie knife. However,
despite being a former civilian, Jim will make a good naval
officer.

ALBERT CORNELIUS WINTERS
WlLLIAMSPOHT, PENNSYLVANIA
Al was the shunt-type Beau Brummel

— dragging

at constant

speed. During the weekdays he was the academic departments' chief competitor in giving extra instruction. However, he was never allowed to install a blackboard in his

room. Al lends himself to

model

many hobbies

—

golf,

fishing,

and, to the chagrin of his wives, the
Naval Academy wasn't the only education

airplanes,

harmonica. The
Al received after high school; in fact, he graduated from
Duke University before entering. Gayelord cuts a mean
deck of bicycles and is most adept in the games of chance.
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First

Row— Nygaard, Carson, Clearwater, Dulik, Brown, Regenharclt, Sawyer, Babbin, Flora, Follmer
Second Row— Barker, Schaffer, Bass, Neyhart, Brown, Cameron, O'Neill, West, DeVito
Third Row— Ducote, Homnick, Benjes, Altergott, Hansborough, Urlwin, Purvis, Mazik
Fourth Row— Seheible, Atkinson, Brown, Hamilton, Court, Ulrich, Balding
Fifth Row— Ellsworth, Craig, McPherson, Mini, Converse

First

4/c

Second

Row— Carty, Sturr, Troolin, King, Sutman, Timmer, Lloveras, Denny, Healey, Frazier
Row— Hoerle, Russell, Goldenstein, Rosenberg, D'Armand, Cox, MacAleer, Buss, Yoder
Third Row— Shipman, Haenze, Warley, Minar, Deegan, Taylor, Day, Frank
Fourth Row— Mann, Harvey, Stremic, Maloney, Schmidt, Larzelere, Willmarth
Fifth Row— Hodkins, Simmons, Harris, Studebaker, Weatherson, Ruby
Sixdi Row— Symmes, Herner, Farnan, Smith, Studer
Seventh Row— Thornton, Rodgers, Stiller, Wilhelmy
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J.

D. Kowalsky, L. R. Bechelmyar,
Carter,

T.B.

P. F.

J.

V. Harter, A. B. Jacobs,

Otrupchak,

Potter, Q. L. Glass

W.

J.

Malee, E. C.

R. Forbes

Sixth
Battalion

CDR F. F.

Penney,

USN

Battalion Officer

6th Batt Office

Company
LT

J.

F. Hall,

Company

W.

R. Ball, H.

W.

USN

Officer

Alexander, R. L. Boyd, G.

McMurtry, R. L. Coffey
488

J.

HOWARD WILLS ALEXANDER

LAURENCE CHARLES BALDAUF,

FlNLEYVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA

Arlington, Virginia

On

Larry saw the light of day in sunny California, but claims
good ole Virginia as his home. Never one for dragging much
here at the Academy, Larry spent most of his afternoons
playing tennis in which he won several N's. When not down
on the courts he was either listening to records or thinking
of ways to improve the Academy. He had some pretty good
ideas, too! The place never seemed to bother Larry very
much. Larry looks forward to a career in Navy air.

way

Navy from

the gateway to the West, FinleyPerm State and Marion Institute.
He was a football player at Clairton High and the two
previously mentioned non-reg schools. Alex was kept from
Varsity football by an old injury obtained before coming
to the Naval Academy. Aside from sports, his favorite
pastimes were liberty, eating, and Oh, those parties after
the football games! Life on the Severn never got Alex down.
"Just sleep it off" was his motto. Blond-haired with a glad
word and smile for everyone, The Dude is headed for Navy
his

ville,

to

Alex stopped

off at

—

WILLIAM RUSSELL BALL
Washington, D. C.
comes from a Navy family and his lifelong ambition
was realized when he entered the Naval Academy. He had
very little trouble with studies and devoted most of his time
to girls, the sack, and sports in that order. Bill made himself
known by excelling in company steeplechase, cross country
and golf and by holding the Annapolis Country Club golf

Bill

course

hopes

championship.
to enter the

Despite the

Navy tendency,

Marine Corps upon graduating.
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Bill

JR.

CHARLES ROBERT BENTON
Audubon, New Jersey
After two years of dividing his time between Drexel Tech,
working in Philly, and Bnllis Prep, Charlie came to settle
down on the shores of the Severn for four long years. He

never had many worries. Probably one of his biggest problems was "How can I get to Philly and still be back by late
taps?"
a problem never really solved. Always ready with
a helping hand, Charlie aided many less fortunates to overcome their daily struggles with academics by his magic
slip-stick. During his four-year tenure he entered into the
spirit of all the activities he joined with an enthusiasm that

—

will

make him

DONALD RAE BRIGGS

ROBERT LOUIS BOYD
Cody,

Wyoming

Bob came

a fine officer in the service of his choice.

Gentry, Arkansas

Naval Academy after spending two years
at Colorado A. & M. While at A. & M., he was vice president
of the Alpha Tau Omega chapter. After arriving at the
Naval Academy, Bob's interest turned to sailing, and he
spent many afternoons sailing on Chesapeake Bay as a
member of the Highland Lights crew. Turnine; to other endeavors, Bob joined the Log staff and its advertising department. He also found time to work with the class crest and
ring committee, and was an organizer for the Ring Dance.
An engineer and businessman at heart, his future aspirations
lie on the horizon.

Donald, the

to the

Academy

circuit

as the

breaker,

is

man who made

entered the radio station,

it

well

known around

WRNV

was a

famous.

far cry

the

When

from what

he
it

became when he was elected Chief Engineer. Don was a
Navy technician before entering the Academy, having
earned the rate of AT2 and would like to return to the field
of electronics where he is sure to be a credit to the Navy.
Incidentally, if you want to know anything about farming,
the
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AR-KANSAS

hillbilly

is

the

man

to see.

ROGER LEE COFFEY

JOSEPH CHARLES DE LASHMITT,

Detroit, Michigan

Cleveland, Tennessee

Roger at the present time calls Detroit, Michigan his home,
but it's a well-known fact his heart never moved from
Kansas City, Missouri. Rog graduated from Raytown High
School near K. C. and spent two years at the junior college
there before honoring Ma Bancroft with his presence. Academics never snowed this guy; so he spent most of his spare
time wrestling with his pillow. However, he did find time
for crew and put a good finish to his first year by stroking
the Plebe shell to the National Championship. He intends
to enter the Navy line, and if future brass should ever be
chosen by natural ability, Rog is the man for it.

Joe was born in Cleveland, Tennessee, and at the age of
nine donned a pair of shoes and ventured forth with his
family to the sunny state of California. In this sports-minded

he found a great liking for spear fishing, which is
evidenced by some of his fabulous tales of the deep. He is a
graduate of La Tolla High School and spent a year at prep
state

—

PINTARD MAGRUDER DYER,

school before coming to the Academy.
for the silent service.

III

Pin came to the Naval Academy with an infinite capacity
for having a good time and a disposition as sunny as his
native state. A natural athlete, he excelled in every sport,
particularlv basketball. His favorite pastime was dragging,
and Mother Bancroft seldom saw him during liberty hours
except by request of the Executive Department. To Pin

anything over 2.5 was wasted effort; nevertheless he managed to outthink the academic departments each time exam
rolled

A few summer

marine cruises have convinced Joe he should make

Alexandria, Louisiana

week

JR.

around and squeezed by them for four

years.
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^WH

his

sub-

bid

ROY BELL FREEMAN,

JR.

Decatur, Alabama
Bell Freeman came to Navy from the heart of the
South, and as anyone who knows him will tell you his true
love remains there. By his ceaseless efforts to adapt the
system to his own liking he brought a great deal of pleasure
into our Spartan-like existence. Roy always had a good word
or a reassuring smile for everyone in both good times and

Roy

When not at football practice or in the sack he could
be found in the middle of the nearest bridge game. His pet
peeves were reveille and academics as a whole.
bad.

JOHN VIEVILLE HARTER

DONALD CLAIR HECKMAN

Norwalk, Connecticut

Huntington, Pennsylvania

J.

Tender came to the Academy via the submarine Naval
Reserve and Hilder Prep School in D. C. He was the mainstay of both the company and battalion squash teams. Don
pointed to his workout as the reason for always eating after
one bell in the mess hall. To drag or to sleep was always the
foremost question in this boy's mind, and he spent a great
deal of time at both. Although not the least bit musically
inclined, he could be identified by the off-key tune that he
carried with him wherever he went. As might be expected
from his background before coming to Navy, Don is headed

V. hails from the largest rock garden known, Connecticut.

With an outstanding ability to find trouble,
humorous side of life, and to get along with his

to

see the

classmates,

he often provided a diversion from the long routine. John
was gifted with the ability to draw, and was a major contributor to the Splinter, the '54 and '55 Lucky Bags, and
even made an entry in a naval boiler book. When it came to
athletics, J. V. could be found sailing on the Severn or
swinging on the high bar. J. V. plans on aviation after
graduation.

for the silent service.

^

>
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AARON BENNETT JACOBS

RICHARD MICHAEL KITTLER

Torrance, California

Moline, Illinois

found his way to Los
Angeles and became one of the Golden State's most ardent
enthusiasts. Coming from the Fleet, he looks forward to his
return with a renewed interest in the Tin Can Navy. Although he had many a complaint about his falling grades,
he somehow managed to wear stars on his collars. His
favorite sport: figuring weekly grade averages between
steeplechase heats. Jake plans to spend the next sixty years

Dick came

Though born

at sea

to the Maryland School of Small Boats and
Barges in the footsteps of his two brothers. His fame here
was gained by being the only Mid who was able to invite
three hundred girls down for one week-end. He found that
he couldn't drag all of them so he turned them over to the
Newman Club tea fights. Dick was a mainstay on the company 150 pound touch football team and the Sixth Batt
gym and sailing teams. His one gripe was reveille and his
ambition the naval service.

in Wisconsin, Jake soon

—easy Jake, the

first

thirty are the hardest.

RICHARD ELLSWORTH McCOWAN
Shrewsbury, Massachusetts

A New England accent will help you to know that Dick is
from Shrewsbury, Massachusetts, where he grew up and
graduated from high school. To the Naval Academy he
brought his NROTC training at Yale and other college
experiences from Babson Institute of Business Administration. An easy-going attitude makes friends for him wherever
he goes and his witty ideas make him a popular man at
parties. Quite handy with Spanish, Dick wanted an interpreter's rating from the Foreign Language Department. In
the world of tomorrow, look for Dick among the prominent
leaders.

i|3S
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GEORGE JAMES McMURTRY
Rockville, Indiana

George, a Hoosier through and through, claims Rockville
as his home. After spending a year majoring in engineering
at Notre Dame, he received an invitation through the
NROTC to leave his fellow Irishmen and join the Regulars.
George encountered no difficulty with academics at Navy
Tech and was often seen explaining the daily lessons to
bewildered classmates. He had a fair share of pictures on
his locker door but confined dragging to special occasions.
The combination of intelligence and winning personality
guarantee success wherever he mav be.

JOHN TAYLOR PIERCE

THOMAS

Annapolis, Maryland

Coronado, California

Navy junior, was born in Honolulu, T. H. After the
usual moving around that the Navy does, his family settled
in Annapolis. Here at Navy Tech, J. T. spent his time tearing the academics apart, and playing Scaramouche with his

Tom was

sabre on the fencing team. After graduation, Jack would
like the silent service, but wherever he goes, we know he'll

never

do

to slow

SHINE,

JR.

born Navy and raised Navy, so what other way
Though born in Virginia, Tom
claims Coronado as his home and is one of California's
staunchest rooters. In his four years at Navy Tech Tom was

Jack, a

could he go than Navy?

known

However,

well.

to turn

him down

excelled.

a party (his favorite pastime).

Tom

is

never seemed

swimming pool where he always
eagerly looking forward to his Navy wings

and should make a
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down

his constant participation in parties

in the

fine pilot.

TAD EUGENE SIZEMORE

ALVIN BRIGGS STOREY

MlDDLESBORO, KENTUCKY

Cumberland, Maryland
Al is a Maryland boy, entering the Academy from Cumberland. From early high school, Al wanted to come to Navy
and realized his ambition while attending Bullis Prepara-

II

Never one to be discouraged, Gene went on to graduate
from high school with honors after being turned back in
the first grade. An ex-college man and an ex-sailor, Gene
decided he could make more history in this world if he
graduated from the Naval Academy first. He claims Mid-

tory School, receiving his appointment through the Naval
Reserve. His interests are listening to good music and

town in Kentucky and the only
where the moon shines over the mountains in quart jugs. A dynamo on any athletic field, Gene
got his N playing 150 pound football. His only weaknesses

having a good time with stress placed on the latter. Nothing
ever bothered Al as is attested by his favorite Monday
greeting, "Don't worry, fellows
the weekend is almost
here." Al was always ready with a good word and a smile

—

dlesboro

is

the meanest

place in the world

are beautiful girls,

chow

(eggs, scrambled,

BH

style),

—

and

for his

many

Skinny. Life holds something big for Gene with his determination, his personality, and his boundless energy.

CHARLES JOSEPH STUART,

JR.

Arlington, Virginia
in Annapolis, where he spent many hours
gazing longingly at the grey walls of Mother Bancroft before shoving off to tour the world in typical Navy junior
fashion. Our boy attended high school in Balboa, Canal
Zone, and finished off at Severn Prep. A happy, one-girl
man, Chuck passed most of his time at Navy swallowing
and digesting the academics, helping to run the battalion
bowling team, and wielding a mean shoe on the company
soccer team. Charlie Brown is an air-minded man, and
looks like a sure bet to go a long way in the service of his

Chuck was born

choice.

:
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friends.

ROBERT BRADLEY STUART
Moapa, Nevada

From

out of the wild west comes R. B., quite a

man

with

the slide rule, but never one to sweat the academics. R. B.'s

main interest was women. His weekends were spent in the
company of his drag and his weekdays in the sack. Bob is a
well rounded athlete and can handle any sport from pool to
football with ease. R. B. spent two years previous to Navy
driving around from party to party at Utah University, and
as yet he has not lost his commendable trait. Bob's ambition
on leaving Navy is to further his education through graduate school with a future in

CEC.

WILLIAM ALLAN WALDEN

EUGENE RUSSELL WALKER

Phoenix, Arizona

Lynchburg, Virginia

spent a month at U. S. Coast Guard Academy in New
London before transferring to Canoe U. He was an outstanding golfer in high school, but he developed a liking
for dinghy sailing while at Navy and spent many afternoons
sailing on ( or in ) the Severn. Bill passed many a study hour
writing to the fairer sex. On Saturdays these letters bore

Down

the trail of the lonesome pine, four years ago, came
our Little Ace, together with an enormous capacity for hard
work and a sunny disposition to carry him through his stay
on the banks of the Severn. Applying the first to academics,
the second to the ladies, and both to the Executive Department, he has managed to come out practically unscathed.
On graduation, E. R. returns to his first love, the Old Corps,
in which he served before coming to the Academy.

Bill

fruit,
if

sweet and sour, and

Bill

was dragging each weekend

the Executive Department did not interfere.

way and winning manners will
wherever his station may be.

Bill's

friendly

stand him in good stead
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ROBERT KENDAR WEIR
Laguna Beach, California
another Weir graduating from Canoe U.? In
few years a number of men from the Weir family
have served their time on the Severn, and not the least of
them, by any means, is Bob Weir, who came to the Naval
Academy with but one purpose: to get into the Marine
Corps. By applying a quick mind and a "they can't bilge us
all" attitude to life here, he has had no trouble with the

What's

this,

the past

Coming from a long line of Marines, Bob will have
great things expected of him, but with his capabilities and
system.

determination he will surely meet
during his career.

GORDON BLACK WILSON
Norfolk, Virginia

The converted cavalier from "that place where all the APA's
was dubbed Tiger by the boys for his wickedness with

stay"

made the most of
Navy School by dragging at every

the lacrosse stick. Tiger

his opportunities

possible minute.
included listening to sentimental music and
finessing the academics for letter writing. Unlike most of his
classmates Tiger had one unusual attribute he wasn't padhappy. He seemed to be constantly up and at it. Outside
the walls, Tig was a constant playboy, always ready for a
at the

Tig's

likes

—

party.
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all

demands made

of

him

2/c
D. E. Anderson

M.

E. Burdsall

R. Davis

J.

N. Donovan
C. R. Franklin

R. S. Gaines
R.

Grill

J.

N. F. Groepler

D. L. Hugdahl

H. Kinert

J.

W.

A. LaBarge

L. Landis

J.

B. R.

D.

S.

R.

J.

Laub
Mayfield

McCravy

L. E. McCullers

C.

W. Medwedeff

R. F. Milligan
J.

L. Milne

F. S.

J.

K.

Murray

A. O'Connell

M. O'Dwyer

R. D. Petersen

W. W. Powell
J.

P.

Ransom

D. V. Rigler

J.W.Smith
E. A. Solomons
J.

R.

R. Wolverton

W. Zimmerman
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Ruw-Chenault, Gober, Russelott, Sassone. Bums, Pmett, Jenkins, Crouch, Shea. Swartz
Second Row— Peterson, Nichols, Donalson, Waring, Baker, Vazquez, Missailidis, Petro, Malley
Third Row— Miniter, Woods, Johnson, Warner, Whiting, Aronson, Huggins, Jones
Fourth Row— Basse, Stuart, Whipple, Palanek, Neary, Solomon, Bator
Fifth Row-McGrail, Fox, Doragh, Whaley, Smalley, Hastie
First

3/c

Sixth

Row— Dolan,

Jensen, Coulbourn, Rositzke, Collier

Cresko, McMillan
Row-Hendrix, Nazak, Estep, Green, Polk, Razcek, Dalberg, Commons,
Robinson. Lyons, Mowery
Second Row-Beam, Gallagher, Boyle, Wclker. Long, Williams,
Sinnott
McNulty,
Flynn,
Faraey,
Whelau,
Third Row-Halvorson, Fisler, Scherzer,
McNamara, Forrestal
Fourth Row-Gordon, Means, MacLean, Archer, Harshberger,
Davies
Donahoe,
Beggs,
Peters,
Fifth Row-DePoalo. Porter.
Bohau, Trudeau
Sixth Row-Kendall, Bargelsld, Hummer, Eppling,

First

4/C
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Company
CAPT

R. D. Rosecrans,

Company

USMC

Officer

Fill

W.

T. Harbour, A. K. Millay,
C. R. Stewart,

J.

J.

J.

Chmelik,

M. Conway

P. F. Gehring,

W.
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D.

W.

Cockfield,

W.

A. Anders, E. H. Pace

J.

Conmy,

WILLIAM ALISON ANDERS
La Mesa, California

A

transcontinental trip brought Bill from the blue Pacific to
the blue and gold Adantic. A bit of that California sunshine

always apparent in whatever he does. A spherical piece
cowhide on a soccer field occupied most of his time here
at Canoe U., but due to a leg injury he was held back
slightly. Bill, if not practicing horizontal meditation, was
generally pouring ink out over sixteen or twentv pages of
special gab to that certain, femme fatale back in Southern

is

of

California.

VICTOR ALAN BROWN
Miami, Florida

A long

time Virginian who became a Floridian while at the
Academy, Vic long had his sights set on Usnay. After graduating from high school in Lynchburg, he and his uke entered the Academy. A persistent and undying proponent
of stringed instruments, Vic was usually occupied with a
uke or guitar at a jam session. The rest of his time was spent
between his favorite sport, fencing, and the rack. Vic was
never particularly impressed by the tortures of the academic
departments and cooly managed to stay a few inches ahead
of their claws.

JOHN RUSSELL CAMP
Cullman, Alabama
John came to the Naval Academy from Cullman, Alabama,
by way of St. Bernard College, after growing up in small
town newspapering. He waged a two-way battle with academics and the Navy Medical Department. Photography,
the engineering clubs, and the regulation book were among
his chief interests.

The

lure of the sea

who loves
Finding a home in

natural for John,

ships

made yawl

—from

sailing a

knockabout

to

the Navy, his perseverance,
determination, and ambition are sure to make John a successful thirty-year man in the Fleet.

battleship.
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POWELL FREDERICK CARTER,

JR.

Pacoima, California

A

Chamber of Commerce, P.F. can
by the yard. He entered the Navy in 1950

traveling California

quote

statistics

after a short fling at

UCLA.

After he accelerated through
excelled on the

NAPS, he entered Paddle U. where he

Varsity rifle team, winning his N three years running. His
thoughts were ever wending their way back to the sunny
beaches and pine covered mountains of his native state,
where he enjoyed hunting, fishing, sun bathing and the
building and racing of hot rods. A Navy line aspirant, P.F.
hopes to win his golden dolphins as soon after graduation
as possible.

JsfcJSaf

JAMES JOSEPH CHMELIK
Cicero, Illinois

Joe came to Navy after two years at Loyola of Los Angeles
and some night work at Loyola of Chicago. It was in the
spring of 1951 that he decided to change his major from
accounting and philosophy to electrical engineering and a
service career. His favorite sport is golf, but Ivy League
rules

made him

ineligible for the varsity competition.

He

compensated for this by going undefeated on the Plebe
team and in battalion competition. His even disposition
gives him the ability to adjust himself to any situation
which,

DAVID WELLINGTON COCKFIELD
Columbus, Ohio
"See Dave" was usually the advice to anyone in trouble
academically. The CO.' of the NROTC unit at Ohio State
couldn't see all this talent being wasted in mere civilian
life and so prompted Dave into taking the USNA entrance
exams. The advantages were questionable, but Dave kissed
the girls goodbye and came East. A hard worker on the
Class Crest and Ring Committee, he deserves much of the
credit for the design and ultimate finished crest we wear
today. With Dave's personality and ability he is assured of
always having a large circle of friends and a loyal following
in

whatever professional

field

when

following his father's footsteps in a service

career, will stand

he might choose.
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him

°;ood stead.

WALSH JAMES CONMY
North Carolina
you happened to see Wally looking wistfully at the chow
as it was passed down the line, he'd probably be
heard to
mumble something about getting down to weight for the
150 lb. weigh-in, one of his great Academy loves. From
North Dakota via North Dakota State, where he was a
member of SAE, Wally managed to keep the academic
departments handing down favorable decisions. An ardent
dragger of queens— each new, exciting, and differentWalsh squeezed in jaunts to the tennis court, the links, or to
the local Knights of Columbus, and filled in pre-study hours
with the Catholic Choir and Newman Club.
Bismark,
If

JAMES McNARNEY

CONWAY

Chicago, Illinois

Jim always

said that his

becoming a Mid was somewhat

of

an accident, but after arriving he left no doubt that he
intended to stay and that he went for Navy in a big way.

Mac soon became famous for his abilitv to get along with
everybody. At the same time he developed a near zip clutch
factor. Overshadowing any of these, however, was his ready
Irish wit which furnished many a happy hour for his classmates. Chicago and the University of Illinois lost a good
man when Jim came to Annapolis, but their loss was the
Navy's gain.

DALE FINLEY CROSIER
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
After a year and a half at the State University of Iowa, Dale
entered USNA with intentions of continuing his former
interests of dating, wrestling,

and playing the drum. Dating

plans suffered the first year, but in the succeeding three
years the Hop Committee and the Ring Dance Committee
served to lead to dating activities. In the athletic field
wrestling occupied much time and played the major role.

As for playing the drum, the
the

To

NA-10 received

Drum and

Bugle Corps and

Dale's support during most of his stav.

pass time on weekends, his try at teaching Sunday school
and those other weekend escapades will never be forgotten.
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LOUIS FRANK DA VIES

New York

Buffalo,

A

birth, a Rebel by choice, Lou is one of the
Fleet conversion men. Boot at Great Lakes, a minesweeper
operating out of Charleston, and the Naval Academy Prep

Yankee by

School mark the road to the
a muscle

Academy

and brawn man, Lou worked

gates.
off

Not much

of

the excess steam

Masqueraders, Lucky Bag,
Log, and Splinter managed to
leave him just enough time to wrestle the academic departments to a favorable decision. Brahms and weekends in
in

the extra-curricular

Antiphonal Choir,

New

York were

field.

WRNV,

his

two greatest

loves,

CECIL AUGUSTUS EDWARDS,

JR.

Beaumont, Texas

NROTC

student at Texas U., liked the
sophomore year he came to
USNA a hardened collegiate party man. During his high
school and college days Cecil was a distance man in track.
C. A. was also a boxing fan, being on the batt and Brigade
boxing teams at the Academy. Cecil's training at Texas U.
Cecil, a

Navy

trained
life

former

so well that after his

him

as a

man

with a desire for the finer things

will take care of itself so long as

WILLIAM RUSSELL FORBES
St.

A

Paul, Minnesota

loyal son

from Paul Bunyan land,

Bill came to the Naval
Paul possessing a combination of enthusiasm and ability. Finding himself most at home on the
golf course, he became a mainstay on the battalion golf

Academy from

St.

team and still managed to pull in the points on the company basketball court. A classical scholar, Bill never was
troubled academically. His perpetual love for good times,
good things, good music, and weekends characterized Bill,
whose sincere interest and cheerfulness will carry him into
a career in the

Navy

line.
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in

—wine, women, and song. Cecil believes that the future
Texas

is

independent.

JOSEPH ANTHONY GATTUSO
Paulsbobo,

New

Jebsey

Joe or the Gats as he is commonly refered to by his friends
graduated from Paulsboro High School before coming to
the Academy. He attended Wyoming Seminary where he
entered USNAY thru the Naval Reserve. While at Navy
Joe has distinguished himself on the athletic field by playing three years of varsity football. During the winter Joe
selected wrestling as his sport and made the varsity for
four years, wrestling in the 167 pound class. He also belonged to the
Club and Newman Club for four years.

N

His hobby

is

photography. Joe plans to enter the Navy

PHILIP FRANCIS GEHRING,

line.

JR.

Asbuby Pabk, New Jebsey
Frequent were the mornings that a Plebe could be heard
being indoctrinated in geography at Flip's table by loudly
repeating "The Riviera of the East Coast, Asbury Park,
New Jersey, Sir!!" A summer reserve program in lighter than
air, a prep school professor, his mom and dad, and an
Admiral Farragut preparation combined, and rapidly had
Phil entered in our class. In prep school, he was versatile in
varsitv athletics. Here he enjoyed a short lived baseball
career and developed a strong liking for Softball, always
saving most of his energy for academics. Phil anxiously
looked forward to his military career and a life of happiness.

—

QUENTIN LEE GLASS
Wobland, Wyoming
The fact that Wyoming was the first state to let the female
of the species vote was a well-established maxim with anyone who got to know Quent Wyoming's ambassador to the
Navy treadmill. Entering the Academy via Ottawa University and the University of Wyoming, Quent was only a seafarer by transition of locality his heart was true to the

—

—

green grass and snow-clad peaks of his land-locked home
state. An ardent statistician, Quent could generally be
located bobbing in and out between almanacs and technical
books. His sense of humor was always good to have along,
and his dimples were the pride of his fun-loving company.
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WILLIAM TAYLOR GREENHALGH,

JR.

Alexandria, Virginia

Born Navy, raised Navy,
Bill

came

to

Navy Tech.

it

was just natural, of course, that
came directly from high school

Bill

Being a Navy junior, Bill
hard to pick any one place as his podunk, but he

to the vast halls of Bancroft.

found

it

chose Philadelphia as his home port. An ardent sports
he suited up for such sports as soccer, football,
and basketball. Not that he was concerned with academics,
but it was said that Bill never read any book unless it had
an assignment sheet attached. Bill plans to weigh the family
anchor upon graduation.

finally

enthusiast,

BILLY MARTIN GRIMES
Manchester, Ohio

was born June 9, 1932, in the bustling Ohio River
community of Manchester. After being valedictorian of his
high school class, Billy ventured North to Miami University
of Ohio under the NROTC program where he played freshman basketball and pledged Sigma Chi. With his Congressional appointment approval and locked up with a college
certificate, Bill arrived late during Plebe summer and began
his career as a Midshipman, USN. Billy centered his interests on company basketball, managing the 150 pound football team, and handling many varied assignments for the
Billy

LAWRENCE HILL GRIMES,

Public Relations Committee.

JR.

Coral Gables, Florida
Larry hails from Coral Gables, Florida, the land of sunshine. Although he was born in Boston, he claims to be a
naturalized Rebel, living in Florida since 1936. He graduated from Ponce de Leon High School in 1949 and entered
Columbian Prep in Washington, D. C. where he entered
the Academy through the Naval Reserve. At Navy Larry

was a member of the Public Relations Committee for four
years and the Newman Club for one year. His favorite sport
and hobby is golf which he engaged in intramurally for four
years. He plans upon returning to Florida and getting those
wings with Navy

air in

the future.
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LAWRENCE VAN HANSEN,

JR.

Long Beach, California
Larry came to the Naval Academy from sunny Southern
California, NAPS, and a tour of duty in the Navy. His only
peeve about Canoe U. came from the fact that it wasn't in
California. Larry always managed to keep a 3.2 without
putting in much sweat on the books. His athletic participation was mostly limited to the squash courts where he managed to do quite well during his four years. He plans to go
into the

Navy

line

upon graduation.

WILLIAM THOMAS HARBOUR
Meridian, Mississippi

From a little town right in the middle of Mississippi, Rebel
came to Navy after playing Joe College at Meridian

Bill

Junior College for a year. Trading his trusty .22 and the
wilderness for his Plebe summer M-l and the rifle range,

acclimated himself to the Navy with ease. A new man
was born the first time he saw the reflection of his Navy
blues and the crew cut combined. Bill's two weaknesses
were food and blondes. In the spring, when not after one
or the other of his two weaknesses, the tennis courts claimed
Bill

his leisure hours.

WILLIAM SHIRLEY HIATT,

JR.

Meridian, Mississippi

A

Georgia boy raised in Meridian, Mississippi,

South's answer to the Yankee, a true stars

Bill

is

the

and bars man.

A

year at the Marion Institute prior to entering Navy provided
a pre-run on military life which gave him an insight into the
woes of the lowly Plebes. Because he logged so many hours
in the hospital and on the excused squad, Bill was forced
to shoot the academic course in one over par. True to his
O.A.O. and the "Hokey-Pokey," Bill was always there with
a smile and in his non-reg tee shirt ready for a good time.

The Confederacy was a good man shy when
some seventy years late.
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Bill

was born

SAMUEL JACOBSON
Chicago, Illinois

Sam was born and

raised in Chicago where,

upon graduat-

ing from high school, he attended Northwestern University.

Between

classes and fraternity life Jake always found time
indulge in his hobby of fishing in the Canadian lakes.
From the wine, women and song of the campus to the huptwo-three-four of Navy was quite a change. It took Jake a
long time to adjust from white bucks and sweaters to the
Navy blue and gold. When anything goes wrong for Sam,
he goes out to the courts and takes it out on an opponent
and a tennis ball. After a year on the Plebe team, he moved
up to the Varsity squad.
to

JEROLD DAVID KOWALSKY
Utica, New York
A good old Cornell U. ROTC student,

Jerry decided to give

Having no troubles with
the academic departments, our boy genius spent a good
up playtime and

try the real thing.

deal of time trying to

sift

a

little

light into the

dense dark-

ness that sometimes marks a Midshipman's mind.

The

price

paid was listening to Jerry reiterate his favorite remark
"You don't know?" Study hour was alternated between the
books and horizontal rest periods listening to music, his
favorite pastime.

EDWARD

LOUIS MICJAN

Daisytown, Pennsylvania
Mitch came to us directly from the California Community
High School of California, Pennsylvania. Ed first graced the
sacred walls of Mother Bancroft on July 10, 1951, and after
that was active in Plebe football, and finally, his last three
years,

won

varsity letters while playing on the National

Championship 150 pound football team. When not playing
football Mitch slept, listened to records, played pool, or
practiced on the uke. Mitch gained fame throughout the
Brigade for his unique style of uke playing and his fantastic
singing voice and was often heard to comment "I can recognize the words, but just can't place that tune."
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With

a familiar pair of legs on the cross

country team, he is looking forward to riding around on
propelled vessels in the future.

self-

ALBERT KENNETH MILLAY
Kittitas,

Ken came

Washington

Naval Academy from Washington State, a
NAPS. His onlv complaints about life
here at Navy were the rather inconsistent weather conditions. The situation was of grave concern to Albert who
would burn incense and do little dances for good weather
when Yellow Peril time drew nigh. Ken always managed to
maintain a good average, even though too much sweat was
never shed over the books. His athletic participation consisted mostly of squash in which he won his share of points
for the company. His career plans are based on the undersea
to the

hitch in the Fleet, and

fleet.

EARL HARRIS PACE
Salt Lake City, Utah
Earl found himself at Navy Tech after two eventful years
at Utah University, and like any good Utahan he always
stood by his home state in any hassle. Although a hard
worker and a good athlete, Earl was satisfied to forego an

attempt at varsity athletics and donate his talents to intramural sports. He spent much of his time studying but was
never too busy to lend a helping hand to friends in need.
And we know that this will continue to be the case when,
eye chart willing, Earl makes a career of the

Navy

line.

HARRY EUGENE SPENCE
Birmingham, Alabama
Fuzzy entered Annapolis after spending a happy year at
Georgia Tech. He was a tied and true Southerner and
listed Birmingham as his hometown with great pride. His
hobby was sleeping and his favorite pastime was spending
a quiet evening with the O.A.O. Punkin Smith. His biggest
gripe was not enough liberty, but his happy disposition
prevented him from expressing this dissatisfaction. His two
greatest loves were Dixieland and of course, Punkin. When
June of 55 rolls around, Harry is planning on getting spliced
and taking his bride to Pensacola with him.
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JAMES REGINALD STEVENS
Pakk Ridge, Illinois
Steve came from Illinois by way of Navy air and the Naval
Academy Prep School. His Navy career so far has been
spent in schools, but after graduation he hopes to make
good on the Navy's investment in the Fleet. The crv "stick
with those (White) Sox" every baseball season indicates his
pastime. His hobbies included swimming, three
4.0s in Navy PT tests, and being a member of the "best
marching musical outfit in the East," the Drum and Bugle
Corps, no relation to the New Ashmolian Marching Society.
Long a confirmed bachelor, he has changed inclinations and
New Jersey will be home port soon.
favorite

CHARLES RICHARD STEWART
San Febnando, California
It's

a long

wav from

the sunny beaches of Southern Cali-

fornia to the soggy shores of Maryland, and Dick traveled
it the long way, stopping off for a tour of duty with the

Navy

in Japan.

Known

to the

members

of his

company

for

and sailing abilities and to his classmates
as a good man to have along on liberty or when a party is
brewing, he has managed to make a good record without
letting academics worry him. A native Californian, Dick
spends most of his leaves on the beach or cruising around
town with one of the local lovelies in a smooth convertible.
His humor and good judgment will guarantee his future

his soccer playing

.success.
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DAVID LEON TRAPP
Grand Rapids, Michigan
From out of the glorious Midwest came
character who was always ready with

happy-go-lucky
of cheer to
alleviate the suffering of his fellow inmates at old Canoe U.
Second only in importance to his garnering a couple of
coveted stars were his performances after each Army game,
where he always managed to be in the limelight. Dave
could always be found at the head of the liberty line, and
each weekend found his enhancing his position as secretary
of the Beat the System Club. Undecided as to whether he
will look best in blue or green, Dave should find his genial
disposition a big help in his service career.
this

a

word

FRED SHURLOCK UNDERWOOD
Midland, Texas

Fred

left

the dust of the plains to

come

to the

Academy

with a smile not even the system could erase. His ability to
savvy academics led to manv study hours being well-spent
writing letters and reading Mickey Spillane. He claimed
these pastimes helped to broaden the scope of his "vicarious
liberal education." Fred played on Navy's soccer team where
he was affectionately known as The Oaf. His willingness to
defend the oil producing capacity of the Lone Star State led
to many good laughs at the dinner table.
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R. H. Burt
R. S. Betts

Booth

P. B.

L. Bossert

J.

S.

Brokaw
Brown
R. Brown

S.

G. Catola

C.

J.

R. H.

E.

DeNezza
DeNunzio
J.

J.

N.

G. Gardella

S.

A. L. Granger

Haddad
W. Hill
W. N. Leslie
A. G.
R.

E. C. Lovely
J.

H. Maston

P.

J.

D.

J.

Nelson

Noonan

T. E. Oliverio
J.
J.

J.
J.

K. Olson

Smallman

W. Smith
E. Stansfield

F. R. Williams
J.

A. F.

F. E.
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Wood

Wright

First

Row— Sheppard, Vieira, Anderson, Tricca, Merle, Masten, McKenna, Goldstone, McGuigan, Zeberlein
Row— Brazzon, Rotondi, Somerset, Chester, Magner, Haven, O'Connell, Severance, Clark
Third Row— Lynch, Schulte, Chelius, Kay, Eley, Pamell, Moore, Meyer
Fourth Row— Stuart, Horsefield, Brown, Chwatek, Keating, Kelly, Livingston
Fifth Row— Robillard, Shay, Barnum, Wright, Roysdon

Second

3/c

w "w-w,

* *

:

m

*

II -iri:

>«

**

Row-Surratt, Burket, Wright, Rennie, Alvarez, Brady, Reynolds, Reynolds, Conley, Dean
Second Row— Hoffer, Yoder, Anderson, Bennett, Fuller, Bredbeck, Evans, Bumgardner, Wyatt
Third Row— Smith, Narro, Webster, Driscoll, West, Slyder, Lucas, Mullin
Fourth Row— Harper, Igoe, Brown, Moran, Hayes, Brooks, Marshall
Fifth Row— Fennell, O'Neill, Lawe, Mayhew, Tucker, Mullady, Morgan
Sixth Row— Caldwell, Kandra, Phillips, Stout, Daudel, Forrestel

first

4/c

?+
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Company
CAPT

B. F.

Boyd,

Company

S. S.

Skorupski, D. L. Sturtz,
A. Moran, B.

J.

B.

USA

Officer

Thune, B.

M. Hinton

C. H. Haylor,

W. W.

Saunders, P. B. Steffenhagen,

H. E. Lovely, D. B.
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McCrimmon

DONALD MARR ALDERSON,
Colorado

LEROY ROBERT BECHELMAYR

JR.

Colorado
Although he denied it, we all remember Don as the lad who
may have stooped a little when he was measured for
entrance to the Academy, or else he was examined by a
fellow Coloradoan. He had an acute sense of military
judgment and could be relied upon to lend a hand wherever
needed. Always good for a laugh at optional uniform time,
Don did like to dress up and how. Believer in the steaming

Elmdale, Kansas
Beck left the wheat fields of Kansas to spend fourteen
months in the Navy before coming to the Academy. In
sports, Leroy was active in company and battalion competition where he played on the Brigade championship soccer
team. Beck explained his fear of blind dates by showing the
company brick of which he was the original holder. When
leave time rolled around, Beck always headed for Elmdale
two bars and a postoffice where he divided his time
between harvest and the Flint Hills Rodeo. Upon graduation, our quiet, good-humored Beck will be heading for the

Springs,

—

—

he cut quite a swath through several nearbv
colleges. His enthusiasm for the Navy never seemed to
soften and was a source of encouragement to many of us.
crest system,

—

Navy Supply

Corps.

JAMES LEWIS DeGROFF
Bryan, Ohio

While in high school, Jim managed to receive honorable
mention on the Ohio State All-High Basketball team for two
years. After leaving high school, he spent thirty months in
the

Navy

serving as a

fire

control technician. Transferred

Korean shores to the Naval Academy Prep
School at Newport, he finally entered here by way of a
Congressional appointment. While at Navy Tech, he developed those normal Midshipmen habits of sleeping and
letter writing. As can be expected he played some Varsity
basketball and participated in company sports through the
remainder of the year.
from duty

off

^«ttgh
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GEORGE BROUGHTON DeLANO

LEONARD GERALD DUFFY

Grand

Pawttjcket, Rhode Island

Rapids,

Michigan

George attended Allegan High where he participated in
football and track. After graduation he continued his education with a year at Western Michigan, a year at Bullis Prep,
and finally Canoe U. Behind the gray walls George was
active in company cross country, steeplechase, and battalion
water polo. George was the instigator of a goodies racket
which has resulted in the addition of several pounds to
himself and roommate. It appears to be the Supply Corps

After a year at Providence College, Duff cast his lot under

Mother Bancroft's wing to weather out his four. Not one to
be moved by precedent or traditions, he managed to set a
few of his own. Plagued with rackitis, and occasional tendencies to

fall into

batches of potato salad, Duff nevertheless

was an ever present threat on the cross country squad and
ardently supported the Ice House Gang. His leisure time,
when awake, was dedicated to Reef Points and a relentless
purge on this "constant sip, sip, sip." During aviation summer, Duff found his own and Navy air will take up his first
who knows? A party can be found almost
thirty. After that
anywhere, and Len will be there.

for George.

—

DAVID ANDREW DURGIN
Bethel, Maine

Duke arrived at Usnay after a stay at the Naval Academy
Prep School and Gould Academy where he participated in
baseball and football. While at the Academy, he continued
his active participation in baseball and 150 lb. football but
added the excused squad. It seems he has liver trouble.
During his thirteen month stay in the Navy as a white hat,
Duke started the electronics course at Great Lakes. Thirteen
months and four years later he completed it. Duke also has
a capability shared with Perry Como, and it isn't his ability
to sing. Many a man has been saved before watch inspections by a badly needed, home-made haircut.
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DAVID GRAY HAMILTON
Warren, Pennsylvania
Buried in the nether regions of western Pennsylvania, you'll
Dave's hometown Warren, by name, the biggest
party town in the U.S. Striking out from high school, he
P.G.'d at Severn-on-the-Severn, then hit Lehigh University,

find

—

biggest party college in the U.S. After several years of
metallurgical engineering and partying, Dave saw the blue
and golden horizon of the U. S. Navv. Dave's one and onlv
venture into the realm of the draggers gained for him the
perpetual brick. After four years with the boiler department,

he switched from submarines to patrol craft for a life's
pursuit. Dave's always game for a joke or a little deviltry.

ROBERT MARSHALL HINTON
Fort Wayne, Indiana
Out of the wilderness of old Fort Wayne armed only with
pen and ink staggered our Bob. Here at Navy they issued
him a slide rule and the Log's empty sheets. He mastered

new loads equally well. Despite the Log, Splinter, Trident Calendar, and Art Club and their many troubles, he
occasionally rolled over, grinned and put in a good word
for the Hoosier State from behind the "Do Not Disturb"
sign. If they can spare him periodically during rough
weather, Bob might take Navy line.
the
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RAYMOND FERNANDO JOHNSON,
Hillsboro,

Ray came

HOWARD EUGENE LOVELY

JR.

North Dakota

USNA

Saint Louis, Missouri

From

North Dakota State and
a year at Northwest Prep. After twenty years in the north
country Ray can't quite understand the hysteria caused by
an inch of snowfall in Maryland. Early in his stay at Navy
Tech, Ray was tagged with the nickname Peaches for taking
his share and the First Class seconds. Ray found a use for
his high school musical talent as cymbalist in the Drum and
Bugle Corps. Football is Ray's favorite sport, and he has
played on the battalion and company teams. Ray thinks his
career will be a blow-torch jockey.
to

after a year at

the start of his sojourn here at the Academy,

was determined

to

prove that the better things

women and that the word impossible did not
Academics came easily but nevertheless were of first
importance. After classes, Howard spent the year around
the Natatorium swimming or playing water polo. With his
determination not only to meet, but sit down and stare at
not include
exist.

obstacles,

JOSEPH MALEC,

we

feel sure

Howard

will

prove successful.

JR.

Omaha, Nebraska
Though active on many committees and

activities diroughout the class and Brigade, Joe was still able to devote his
afternoons to crew. Many of the people who knew Joe well
often wondered what a man of his business talents and
opportunities was doing at Navy. We found that answer in
his love for naval aviation. He spent two years at the
University of Omaha, where he was a member of Pi Kappa
Alpha, before coming to Navy. Intimately connected with
the ball room business most of his life, he has developed a
love for good dance music. Though very Blue and Gold,
Joe had a great affinity for non-regulation gear.
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Howard

in life did

DOUGLAS ROBERT McCRIMMON
Denver, Colorado

Doug
M.

left

the good

to try his luck at

life

of the Sig

Navy and

house

at

Colorado A. and

explain to the uneducated the

advantages of "cool, colorful Colorado." After seeing his
ocean Youngster cruise, he decided that the Navy was
his service. A former member of the Fort Collins' Lambkins,
he became a stalwart at right end for the Sixth Battalion
football team. Never one to take a strain on academics, he
was happiest when initiating a discussion during study
hours. Liberty found him diverting his attention to the
first

fairer sex.
off

A firm

desire to

become

a good officer starts

Doug

on a successful naval career.

RICHARD ASHLEY MORAN

EDWARD GEORGE OTRUPCHAK

Portsmouth, Virginia
Ashley is one you might expect to find hidden behind volumes of Skinny books. No assumption could be more mis-

Basking Ridge,

more likelv that he could be found working on a device
intended to block radio reception in the 6th Wing or perhaps in some way to jam the nearby radar transmitters.
Fortunately, his endeavors along this line have not reached
the successful conclusion that the time expended on them
might warrant. Ash is also a dragger, though not to extremes. It seems as though he got a weekend watch once
it is

this diversion

had

to

be

set aside for duty.

'
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Jersey

at an early age. After serving
an enlisted ET for a short time, our hero decided that
Navy Blue was for him and proceeded to the Academy via
Bainbridge NAPS. His athletic interests centered around
Hubbard Hall and crew, but he also starred in company
sports during his off seasons. Although never known as a
cut or slash, Ed had no difficulty with academics, in fact
writing letters to that certain someone took up most of his
time. Pensacola and naval aviation are to plav a big part in
his promising future, but a certain smile on his face when
he drags his O.A.O. makes it obvious that graduation will
be the beginning of more than one new career for him.
as

taken, for in spite of his reaching for the stars in that field,

and

New

Easy Ed joined the Navy fold

—

RICHARD ALAN PETERSON

ROBERT KENNETH POLLAK

Glenshaw, Pennsylvania
Coming to Severn's shores after a year at Lehigh, Dick
found Navy to his liking. With no academic difficulties,
Dick's only hurdle was the system it proved slightlv dif-

Silver Spring,

Bob came

—

life. Easily adaptable,
our product from the Steel City came through with flving
colors and along the route wasn't stingv with his talents
alwavs ready with a helping hand. A stalwart competitor,
Pete had an active part in company athletics of all varieties.
Aside from his activities and part-time studving, Pete's
chief vocation was keeping a certain Pittsburgh postman
busy delivering mail to his hometown O.A.O. After graduait

looks like a

Navy

after

one year

at

Kansas City

Having been an old high school ROTC enthusiast, he arrived armed with a knowledge of the secrets of
right and left face, and a staggering number of medals for
his abilities in marksmanship. Academics gave him few
troubles; so he had plentv of time for his pet project, the
construction of a perpetual motion machine. Hardly any
problems troubled him long, due to the fact that he approached them systematically, and he was often found
giving the hot dope to his classmates. This lad with the
analytical mind will be a big asset to the U. S. Navy.
University.

ferent from his previous collegiate

tion

Maryland
Academy

to the

line future.

THOMAS BENJAMIN POTTER,

JR.

Terre Haute, Indiana
Tom, far from being a land lubber from Indiana, has been
a

Navy man

for a long time spending three of his high

summers

at Culver, one year at Indiana State, and
an extra year here. In the fall and spring, Tom boards the
schooner Freedom, acting as her exec. Any other time you
can find him battling with a book and asking why the
Skinny department doesn't come out and say E
IR or
working on a detailed report of some of the island invasions
during the last war. Tom hasn't yet picked the service in
which he will make his name, but it is a safe bet that he will
make good no matter which he chooses.

school

=

':. r

r

:
-
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WESLEY WHITIN SAUNDERS
Alexandria, Virginia

Coming from a Navy family, Wes has already seen
Whenever a little dark on current

bit of the world.

a

good

events,

was "But I've been away." Being
away, though, wasn't entirely fruitless, for when it came to
Dago, Wes excelled. His time in Rio seemed to have educated his feet and fall always found him on Upper Lawrence
with the soccer team. In the spring, the sea struck his fancy
and sailing took most of his time. With graduation, Wes
looks forward to the Navy and subs.

his favorite expression

STANLEY SIDNEY SKORUPSKL
Bloomfield, New Jersey

Ski tried to reconcile the system with the

Sig at

EDWARD GEORGE SMITH

JR.

MlDDLETOWN,

happy times

NEW

YORK

Smitty staggered into Usnay after eighteen months of white
hat life. Once through Plebe year, he found academics of
little concern except for an occasional skirmish with Nav.
Although a charter member of the radiator squad, he sacrificed valuable rack time for gymnastics or softball and made
maximum use of his singing voice in and out of choir. His
natural enthusiasm for life in general should make him a
valuable addition to Navv line.

as a

Union College and the system took the inevitable

A potential academic star deluxe, Stan took academics to be a necessary evil, and studying ran a poor
second to crossword puzzles. He had to admit, occasionally,
that "Joisev" didn't have everything, but what it didn't have
didn't make much difference. The females never bothered
him singly, although collectively they ran him over the mill
a few times. A great guv, he came to USNA with a purpose
to go Navv. The future should find him as one of the
Navy's finest.
beating.

—
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PAUL RICHARD STEFFENHAGEN

JERRY DOYLE STEPHENS

Hastings, Minnesota

Dad came

Navy Tech from

Dublin, Texas

snow

Minnesota
with an ardent desire to fly. A lover of soccer, he played on
the Plebe, company and battalion teams. This, however,
wasn't his first love. When he wasn't in the process of
writing a ten-page letter to her, he could be found over at
the gym participating in a game of handball. Claiming that
spaghetti and corn fritters made the afternoon classes speed
by, he placed these at the top of his list of favorite foods.
Paul's ever-ready humor created many a gav moment
through the Dark Ages and should be quite an asset to him
to

the

drifts of

It's

a long

managed

way from Texas to the Naval Academy, but Jerry
make his way from Dublin to Navy via a two

to

year period spent wearing enlisted

Naw blue. Jerry enjoyed

women, bourbon, and sleep; and
opportunity arose he enjoyed them all to the

the better things in

life:

whenever the
fullest. During

fall and spring he spent a lot of time in the
squash courts, but during the winter he always held a varsity
berth on the radiator squad.

in the Fleet.

DONALD LEE STURTZ
Coshocton, Ohio

When Don came

to the Academy he brought a little bit of
Coshocton with him. His big smiles won everyone's confidence and friendship. He always had a conscientious
approach to his work and spent a good deal of time with
various activities of the Brigade. Every afternoon he was
off to work out, and after three years he finally managed a
handstand. Any skipper would be glad to have him aboard,
but Navy jets have caught his imagination via N3N's.

—
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CHARLES ANDREW TARVER,

JR.

Palatka, Florida
After leaving Palatka and the land of sunshine, not to mention the swamps, Chuck entered the Academy on a Congressional appointment. After successfully completing his
first

two years

little

at

Navy, he found the Steam Department a
became an ardent supporter of the five

too tough, and

year plan. Some of his leisure time was spent as manager of
the fencing team, and he also found time to sail on the
Freedom. A lover of good music, he was a prominent member of the Hell Cats. One of our eligible bachelors, he
played the field when dragging and is still looking for the
girl of his dreams.

CARL HERMAN TAYLOR,
West

Virginia

Known by most

everyone

Beckley,

JOHN RENWICK THUNE

JR.

Green Bay, Wisconsin

A

Brigade as Red, this West
Virginian came to the Academy from Severn Prep. The
crew squad occupied most of his time, but when crew was
out-of-season, he could be found trying a new sport
regular all-around athlete. His main interest in both naval
and civilian life centered around flying, which he had done
in the

spirit

—

quite a bit of before entering the
gripe in Carl's

life

was Bull

profs.

Academy. The

A

Green Bay West High
Navy the fighting Packer
which he always displayed in company and battalion

football

and basketball

School, John brought with
sports.

star at

him

to

His most interesting days during his tour of duty

at

camp

in

Navy were spent hunting and
upper Michigan.

fishing at his father's

He

enjoved his stay in Paris but still insists
is better. His aviation
interests were thwarted when he failed to find the chart on
the wall during the annual physical; so it will probably be
Navy line for John. His ability to get along with everyone

the

greatest

great competitor at

heart, Carl can't miss in his career of naval aviation.

room

service in Hotel Bancroft

will insure his success in the Fleet.
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LARRY EDGAR WARE
Jefferson City, Missouri
Larry's

first

taste of military life

came

School, which he attended for two years.

Kemper Military
Once at the Acade-

at

my, he found that his main obstacle was that of trying to
breathe under water during swimming instructions. An
ardent wrestler, Larry grunted and groaned between sojourns in the land of sweet dreams. A true liberty hound, he
would endeavor to drink his weight in coffee every time the
iron gates swung open. His sense of humor and willingness
to help a friend in need will be the envy of his shipmates,
as it was of his classmates.

RAYMOND ARTHUR WAYS
Elizabeth,

"Why

yes,

New

Jersey

Standard Oil

is

in

New

Jersey."

The Pride

of

Elizabeth was certain of that and after two years of seasoning at Cornell, Ray brought his good nature and repertoire
of funny stories to Bancroft's cavernous recesses. The big
fellow was always good for a grunt on the wrestling mats
or for trying to slip a punch in the ring but still claimed
that sleep and hops were the better conditioners. "Academics, poof! I'll wear my stars for dragging!" And so it
was. But over, under, or on the seas, he'll always have fun.
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2/c
F. G.

Adams

T. C.

Benson

J.
J.

W. B runner
C. Bull

H. F. Culberson

W. W.
J.

B.

Fleming

J.

Gambarani

P. B.

J.

Elpers

A. Evans

r^r^

C. Giant

D. L. Grimes

Hagner
M. Higgins
W. Hobbs

T. H.
E. C.
F.

W.

Howell
Ingram

J.

F. L.
P.

D. Issae

L.

M.

J.

Ishol

James

T. P.

^A^lfej^ljjfe

D. Kelly

Lampsa

T. C.

G. Leahy
D. C. McAullife

P.

D. B. O'Connell

ifihtfM
E.

J.

Parent

E.B.Reith
B. A. Sehade
E.
B.

W.
W.

J. J.
J.
J.

Schildhauer
Shafer

Stanley

C. Sterling

D. Thurber

G. A. Warner
E. A.

Wrobel
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Hicks, Jensen, Llewellyn, Marcotte, Kachigian, Gleneck, Pelphrey, Davis, Lisa

Second Row— Hall, Hamel, Brookes, Wattay, Knutson, Campbell, Crandall, Larsen, Satava
Third Row— Stone, Kompa, Fannin, Swart, Aldenderfer, Swanson, Christensen, Knauf
Fourth Row— Ballou, Round, Samborsky, McHugh, Peterson, Fox
Fifth Row— Weisenauer, Van Gronigen, Albertson, Cochrane, Brooks

3/c

First

Row— Brence, Whittenberg, Pierce, Smith, Thompson, Frank, Elliott, Owens, Johnson, Johnson
Second Row— Bump, Hughes, Clement, Forsman, Ascher, Blatt, Medina, Davis, Coyle
Third Row— Estes, Dawson, Krumrei, Lawrence, Gladin, Ondishko, Cheney, Taylor
Fourth Row— Masterson, Lindsey, Jackson, O'Beirne, Nalesnik, Johnson, Carty
Fifth Row— Gibson, Ibarra, Werbel. Miller, Sauer, Strybel
Sixth Row— Day, Clason, Buck, O'Connor, Port, Mather
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Company
LT P.

V. Purkrabek,

Company

USN

Officer
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R. S. Dickens, D. B. Stuart, T. D. Schultz,

A.

WMmm
J.

S.

Coe, G.

W.

Davis, R.

Strange, A.

J.

W.

Reszetar, P. C.

Dopazo

J.

Chiota,

J.

R. Curnutt

.

WILLIAM JOSEPH BARLOW
Jacksonville, Florida

Finding

much

his

way

to

Navy from down

of the southern sunshine

South, Bill brought

and bounce with him. Wild
known, was no stranger to

he was affectionately
having traveled much of his life. When not sweating out Skinny and Mechanics he was on the soccer field,
Kelly Court, or in town for a tour of duty with the cutest
crab Navy Tech has ever seen. Glee Club, the Stamp Club,
Reception Committee and the Italian Club all had to put
up with him. His biggest thrill, besides dodging O.D.'s was
watching Navy beat Army in football. It appears as if Navy
air holds the key to his future, and he is ready for Pensacola
a good man for the fly-boys.
Bill,

Navy

as

life,

—
JAMES MICHAEL BARRETT
Lawrence, Massachusetts
Jay took his opportunity to come to Navy seriously and
consequently spent a year at prep school to make sure there
were no slip-ups. At the Academy he divided his time between music, sports, and liberty. As the number one man on
the 24th's squash team, he rarely met his equal on the
squash court. Of course, his weekend plans were sure to
include a certain Miss from Iowa. A great philosopher, he
often enumerated the facts of life to his wives. A happy-golucky attitude carried him through the trials at Navy with
a minimum of worry and a maximum of enjoyment.

ARTHUR GORDON BEDFORD
Sanford, Maine

A salt long

before arriving at Navy, Al served two and one-

half years as a white hat.

A background

of electronics repair

while an AT3 at Norfolk helped him to blunt the sting of
the EE Department. Studies? "A necessary evil, but why
not more parties to make my stay bearable outside the
seven mile limit, that is." Weekend sailing on the Freedom
was his only reason for retiring from the radiator squad.
Al's favorite form of relaxation was playing tenor sax with

—

the NA-10. As for the future,
have it.
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it

will

be Navy

line

if

the eyes

GERELD STOKES BENNER
Arlington, Virginia
Jerry came to us via Quantico, Virginia,
Arlington, for you see, he is a Marine junior.

Hawaii,

Here

at

and

Navy

Tech, the Short One has wrestled and coxswained in season.
Studies being a cinch, except Bull, Jerry put his free
moments to good use playing bassoon in the Concert Band.
In fact you could find him tooting his bedpost whenever the
regulations permitted the use of musical instruments.
Lately, Jerrv's athletic abilities have been confined to the
Brigade radiator squad, which meets regularly in the Steerage. Like father, like son, Jerrv plans a USMC career.

ANTHONY JOSEPH CHIOTA
Revere, Massachusetts

Tony came to Navy from Severn School. He liked music and
more so when he was in the rack. His pet peeve was having
his name spelled or pronounced wrong. He would just
shudder when the AMOD would say, "Mr. Key-o-tee." He
was always in all Dago activities, being one of the top men
in Dago. Tony's ambition is to follow up his language ability'
for attache duty. His ability, combined with an
amiable personality and a good sense of humor, will surelv

and apply

facilitate his realizing his goal.

JONATHAN SHELDON COE
Hampton, Virginia
Having taken an Honor

Military School competitive

exam

found academics to be a
he could be found in one of

for his appointment, Jon never

problem.

When

three places

not on liberty,

—in the rack, in the boathouse, or in the rack.

and third took preference over everything, as was
by his all-time record on cruise. Navy air almost
got him with the N3N, but he claims salty air and rolling
seas will never be the cause for insomnia. The Norfolkarea being his home, ships have long been in the mind of

The

first

established

this

man

for

Navy

line.
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JOHN ROBERT CURNUTT
St. Joseph,

Missouri

Upon

graduation from high school, John joined the Navy
and saw duty as a West Coast sailor. He even managed to
get over to the Orient. Active in company sports, the cross
country team never went to post without John. However,
John oftentimes didn't see things eye-to-eye with various
sports officials. These were the times that tried men s souls.
If a decision was counter to John's sentiments about the
situation, then all hands a block around became aware of
his presence. John also had another salient ability
to sleep
at any time, and most of the time. His classmates will
always remember "There's nothing like a good mess of
catfish"
John's a country boy.

—

—

GEORGE WYTHE DAVIS
Columbia, South Carolina
George was born on a small farm near
Carolina. Later he attended Dreher High
bia where he played first string tackle on
George was offered scholarships to many

Columbia, South
School in Columthe football team.
Southern colleges
the Navy. Here at Navy,

but elected to make his career in
he participated in sports the year around and believes that
conditioning is of utmost importance in any sport. His leave
time was spent mostly in the swamps hunting, fishing and
enjoying nature; and he hopes someday to own his own
little farm down in good old South Carolina.

RODERICH SPAULDING DICKENS,
Tuscaloosa,

JR.

Alabama

New England, Roy came to Navy by way
Alabama, where he was a Sigma Chi at
Alabama U. He was an education major, but his participation in the ROTC program resulted in his transfering to the
Academy after a year. While attending the latter, he spent
a great deal of time with both the fencing and sub squads,
both of which felt his spirit of leadership. He claimed that
his major joys were attending wild parties and dances on
the campus. He looks forward to a life of travel in his service
Though born

in

of Tuscaloosa,

career.
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RICHARD HENRY DIMSE
Los Angeles, California
After a post graduate year in high school (he needed the
extra book learning), a recruiting chief wooed Los Angeles'

His favorite saying was "I
."
ET School was fine
but garbage truck duty wasn't his idea of what the Navy
should be like; so he packed his seabag and accepted a Fleet
appointment to Annapolis. He never could keep a steady
girl but was always willing to try a new one. Dick has
grown fond of the good life and will try for thirty years in
favorite son to the naval

only

made one mistake

in

life.

my

life

—

the Fleet.

ANTHONY JOHN DOPAZO
Newark,

New

Three years

Jersey

in the regular

Navy prepped Tony

for his stay

School on the Severn. The sharp DE USS Spangler
was home before he decided to employ his early New Jersey
training in cracking the gray stone walls of Navy. Born in
White Plains, New York, Tony migrated to Newark, New
Jersey, and received the usual Down Neck bovhood training. Swimming at East Side High School for three years is
his claim to bovhood fame. Coming to the Academy via a
Fleet appointment, Tony became a familiar flash on the
company cross country course. After winning his numerals
in Plebe track, Tony decided to retire and perfect a system
at the

to out-bull the

DONALD ERDMANN ECKELS
Laconia,

New Hampshire

Charles is from the hills of New England where he skis and
climbs mountains. Here at Navy he wrestled some, sailed
some, and was a member of the pistol team. He expressed
himself vocally in the Chapel Choir and the Glee Club.
Ardent admirer of Peanuts, from whence came the nickname. He delighted in the subtle joke which some call pun
'I've got gnus for you." Sometimes he even made his own
puns. He had enough spare time to build a 50' Cris-Craft
Cruiser, which was limited by restricted space to a three

—

—

foot model.

Navy

line looks the best to

Don.
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JAMES WRIGHT ELLSTROM
Fort Dodge, Iowa
Jim came

to the

Academy

via a Senatorial appointment and

where he was majoring in physical
education. His athletic time for the first six months of each
year was spent in the wrestling loft, the remaining time

Iowa

State Teachers,

being spent pitching a softball for the 24th. His trips before
the Board proved that academics were always secondary
to this little man from the corn fields; women and sports
held his first love. When asked how he got into the Academy
with his height, the standard reply was "The coaches
wanted me for my basketball ability." His hopes are Navy
air where he will get to see the tops of people's heads.

HARVEY DARYL FOLEY
Coronado, California
Daryl arrived

at

Navy

via

NAPS and

a Presidential

ap-

pointment. In his first two years at Navy, Reg Book majored
in Navy Extras
extra duty and extra instruction but
finally found the secret to success. Extra duty sessions
became few and far between and the academics came more

—

—

easily. Daryl's carefree attitude

contribution to Navy.

When

were probably

his greatest

things weren't going too well

wasn't a rare occasion for a disgruntled classmate to drop
room and receive a refresher course on life.
This attitude and ability to get along with everyone comprise the basic attributes of a fine officer for his second love

it

in to Foley's

— Navy

air.

JOHN JULES HOOTMAN
Grand

Rapids, Michigan

After two years of college, Joco enlisted in the Navy and
soon found his way to the Academy. A former boxer and
track man, he decided to drop both sports in favor of fencing, which he participated in throughout his four years.

His favorite pastime was setting condition H (for horizontal), whenever time and academics permitted. He also
found it particularly relaxing to play the drums with the
Hellcats. With submarines and the sea being his only loves,
Joco plans on a fifty year tour of duty with Navy line. With
his fine character

and

capabilities,

addition to the under-water
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fleet.

he

will

make

a

proud

ROBERT PAUL IRONS,

JR.

Bethesda, Maryland

Bob came

to

Navy

(instead of the University of Maryland

hoards of Navy juniors, or to be more specific, from
the Navy Dental Corps juniors. None of the studies posed
much trouble except Bull. He spent his afternoons, from
after last class until evening meal, at the Boat House. He
was in the Glee Club a year until they discovered that he
couldn't sing. He was very active in the Russian Club. Bob
plans to go into the line.

from

tire

LAUREN ANTHONY JOHNSON
San Francisco, California
Rockets

left

the sunshine of the glorious west to

Academy. Academics never seemed

come to the
and con-

to bother him,

sequently reading science fiction books was his major occuhad a scheme for reaching outer
space and was noted for his theories. When not pursuing
his interests in the upper reaches, he could be found hanging around
or sailing on board the Freedom. For a
career Larry turns his eyes from the wild blue yonder and
what's beyond it, to the blue of the seven seas. In fact, it
looks as if he'll be with the Navy for at least another thirty

pation. Rockets always

WRNV

years.

HI^^Ll h^m

KENNETH IVAN JURGENSEN
Hollister, Missouri

Academy after finishing one year at Severn
most notable accomplishment while at Navy
was establishing a new company record for most time spent
prone to the pad. When not there he probably could be
located at the participating level of any number of company
sports. Being a drum-beater in the Local Severn River Hellcats for four years, he considered his position the most
choice in the extra-curricular activities. Our hillbilly from
the Ozarks has trod a long way out of the woods in the
past four years and hopes to end up pulling his first tour
Ken entered

the

School. His

y

of duty at Athens, Georgia.
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DELBERT VERNON KEENER
Birmingham, Michigan
Del was another campus king turned sailor, for before coming to Navy he studied architecture at Cornell University.
His superior size and weight earned him a place on the crew
squad as coxswain but his favorite entertainment was
the git-box. Every night before study hour, his beautiful
and harmonious chords filled the deck, and finally, after
four years, he put them all together and played a whole
song. Studies never were much trouble; he played cribbage
instead of beating the books. But perhaps this Ensignstriker should have turned to the books, for his cribbage
was far from the best.

—

—

wSr

:

'

(WPP'
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GEORGE EDWARD LAWNICZAK,

.

."

>;.

JR.

Bellevue, Michigan

George came

appointment one
from high school. His many tours
with the ED squad, becoming battalion commander of his
unit Segundo year, proves it was not an easy change-over.
At other times he could be found relaxing with the Catholic
Choir and the Glee Club, spending a four year tour with
each organization. For athletics, the Name participated in
company and battalion sports. George looks to the air and

month

to us via a Congressional

after graduation

^f
'

T

multi-engines for his future.

HENRY CARLTON NORTH,

JR.

Brunswick, Georgia

A

true Southerner with a Yankee handle, Carl graduated
from Glynn Academy in June 1950, and attended (that
name again) North Georgia College for one year before
entering the Academy. He tried his hand at tennis but soon
turned to company and battalion sports. The Brunswick
Terror inhabited the athletic field at any time and was well
known as an athletic enthusiast. He was a six-striper on the
Excused Squad and an ardent fan of the Wine, Women,
and Song Club. Carl is a true Navy man and looks either
to

H

0>
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Navy

air or

the Fleet for a career.

NORMAN KENYON PALLADINO
Syracuse,

New

Yoke

In his Plebe year, easy going Norm was given the nickname
of Rock)' and somehow it carried through the hectic four
years he spent at Navy. Those years shouldn't be called
exactly hectic, for he had litde trouble academically, despite
his consistent

tendency to write

letters

during study hours.

Rocky liked to keep a large number of girls available, but
it was evident he preferred bachelorhood and, most of all,
a career in the
single-engine

air.

jets,

Norm

and

places his every desire in flving

for this reason

he

will surely

be one

of the best career pilots in the service.

STEPHEN WALTER RESZETAR
Allentown, Pennsylvania
Steve graduated from Parkland High School in Allentown

and then decided on a career in the Navy. Plebe year Steve
was a cross country and track man but found that the girls
still managed to trap him; so he turned to company sports.
Steve was active in the Russian Club, Catholic Choir and
had a one year tour with the Glee Club. Most of his spare
time was spent in writing pamphlets for the Allentown
Chamber of Commerce and (according to him) God's
Country. Always ready with a smile and a helping hand,
Steve will be a proud addition to Navy line.

KIRK WILLIAM

ROWE

Lewiston, Maine
Kirk attended Admiral Farragut

USNA. There he

Academy

before entering

participated in varsity basketball and held

the position of three striper in the cadet organization. Having gained entrance through a Naval Reserve appointment.

Kirk became an active participant in company sports and in
Reception Committee affairs. His favorites, however, were

and the beach, referring, of course, to the paltry allotment of potential dragging hours. Kirk idled away many
golf

hours across the Severn, on the fairways of Navy, practicing
up for that day when maybe he could fire that hole-in-one.
After graduation Kirk hopes to find duty where he can
continue his golf.

THOMAS DEAN SCHULTZ
New

Haven, Connecticut

Born

in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,

Connecticut, as his
via

NAPS and

Tom

New

to the

an appointment by the Secretary of

after a short tour in the enlisted ranks.

either the

claims

home town. He came

company

fieldball

He was

or soccer team.

Haven,

Academy
the Navy

usually on

An

active

member in various other activities, Tom is going in the
Navy line and subs after graduation. He feels, however,
that he is doomed to an eternal struggle with Skinny along
with his heartaches and disagreements with the Executive
Department. Tom's hobbies were wine, women, and song.

WILSON HARVEY SPANGLER,

JR.

Johnstown, Pennsylvania
Bill came to USNA via the Naval Reserve and Bullis Prep.
A strong supporter of all sports, baseball was his first love.
His biggest thrill was winning his first N star as a youngster
shortstop. A not so cherished part of Willy's life was that
daily ordeal as captain of the sub squad. He was a firm
believer of the old saying that anything over 2.5 was wasted
effort. Not a party boy, Bill would settle for a quiet evening
of dancing. The smell of salt air and rolling seas were included

M

in Bill's future plans.
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ROBERT COOPER STRANGE
Clare, Michigan

Bob

arrived at

Navy

shortly after receiving his B.A. degree

from Michigan State. As a Sigma Chi and perennial college
bov, he found that life at Navy seriously cramped his style.
Most afternoons the old man worked out on the parallel

member of the gym team. His favorite sports,
however, apparently were cribbage and the weekly pick-em.
Math seemed to be Bob's bete noir academically along with
his rubber slide rule that gave right answers only when the
moon was full. Naval air or Navy line are part of his gradubars as a

ation plans.

The

others?

—bigger

and better

parties!

DONALD BENNETT STUART
San Leandro, California

A native

Don left the sunny shores
Columbian Prep. The academics were never a snap for Don, but he always managed
to hold his own. All of us are noted for something, and Don
come

to

son of the Golden State,
to the

Academy

via

always excelled at the chow table. Continually being ribbed
about his weight did not stop him from putting it to good
use playing company fieldball and a little batt football.
Looking forward to liberty in D. C. kept him going through
his four years. As for the future years, Don plans to devote
his

time to the
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Lilienthal, Donald H

455
394
438
278

Lilly,

John E
Linebarger, John "H."
Linehan, Donald B

291
4°5

Richard G
Litzenberg, Charles

395
278
466
466

LeBrun,

Levin,

Little,

W

Long, John F
Loosley, Donald J
Lovelace, Donald

Howard

Lovely,

A
E

Low, Edward
Lowe, Stephen D
Lowrey, Bill G

Edward
Lunnen, James
Lull,

R

Luzader, Randall
Lyden, Raymond
Lynch, Robert A

M
G

III

Maitiand, Peter R
Malec, Joseph, Jr
Malick, Herbert C
Manikowski, Paul R

Manthorpe, William H.
Mara, Ray A
Martin, Donald
Martin, Donald Lee

J.,

Martin, George H
Martin, George
Martin, William C
Masalin, Charles E
Masters, James E
Matthes, Walter L., Jr

W

Matthews, Mitchell
Mattox, Richard K
Mattson,

D.,

Jr

M

McAfee, Carlos K
McCally, Kenneth R
McCarron, William E.,
McCauley, William F

Jr

McClure, Samuel L
McCowan, Richard E

McCrimmon, Douglcs

R

McDaniel, Robert H., Jr
McDonnell, John R
McGinnis, William E
McGonegal, Donal E
McHale, Edward B
Mclsaac, Alban T
McLaren, Alfred S
McLaughlin, Francis J
McLaughlin, John S
McLaughlin, Richard B
McMurtry, George J
McNish, John E
McPherson, James K

McSwain, Billy G
McVey, Robert L
Mead, George W.,

Ill

Medeiros, Raymond R
Mehrens, Arthur J., Jr
Meloy, Robert T
Merritt, Robert S
Michelsen, Douglas M
Micjan, Edward L
Mieldazis, Richard J
Mielich, Robert M
Millay, Albert K
Miller,
Miller,

David
Donald Raymond

Miller, Justin
Miller,

Robert

A., Jr

N

Ronald D
Miller, Thomas H
Miller,

Milnor,

Eric

Jimmie R
Mlekush, Matt C
Monahan, John P
Monnich, David H
Moore, Thomas D.,
Moore, Thomas H
Moore, William H..
Moran, Richard A
Morgan, John R
Mitchell,

Morra, John A
Morris, John B
Mos2s, Kenneth H
Mudzo, Michael G

Jr

IV

482

Jr

L.,

Nelson, Harold W., Jr
Nelson, Richard T
Nelson, Roger E., Jr

G

Neubeck, Francis

Newbegin, Edward C
Newbegin, Robert G., IV

381

Newell, Byron B., Jr
Newell, Marcy L
Newman, Charles L
North, Henry C, Jr
Nussel, Arthur H
Nyhus, Keith A
Nyquist, John

410
382
395
307
518
210
456
382
249
307
278
42 3
401

Wayne

May, Donald

Jr

Nay, Gerald

249
518

381

MacDiarmid, Allen B
Mack, Richard N
Mackenzie, Joseph D
MacKinnon, Malcolm,

337
438
468
364
338

291

352
43 8
352
336
323
395
210

W

Mulholland, James W. A
Munger, Burton L
Murphy, John J
Mustin, Henry C
Myers, Robert U

323
307
363
363
364
352
249
264
410
292
382
336
323
493
519
353
383
410
466
236
396
383
308
364
353
494
396
383
353
396
384
236
354
397
335
308
508
467
467
509
337
324
467
424
236
210
384
384
324
264
292
211

279
250
519
237
264
337

M

Thomas

E

O'Brien,

O'Connor, Patrick
Odgers, Peter
O'Hara, James M

W

Ohme, Calvin

E

O'Lear, Robert

M

Jr

,

Oliver, Philip, Jr

Olsen, Walter E
Olson, Gary E
Olson, Ross S
O'Neil, James R
Otrupchak, Edward G
Overdorff, William R

Harold C,

Pabst,

Perkins,

E

M

John R

Edward R
Perryman, James M.,
Perron,

Peterson, Carl B
Peterson, Fred C
Peterson, Peter D
Peterson, Richard

Jr

Thomas
Powell, John H
Powers, James
Potter,

Pray,

William

Price,

Robert

Sanders,

Jr

F.,

Jr

L

N

Carl

F.,

338
468
339
308
385
366
279
250
222
222
385
469
366
519

281

M

Ray, Jcmes S
Recicar, Steve A
Reedy, David A
Regan, Frank J., Jr
Reitzel,

Philip

Renard, John

M

W

Rentz, William O. K

Reszetar, Stephen

W

Reynolds, David B
Reynolds, Preston A
Rhodes, William K., Jr
Ribbe, Richard H
Rice,

Keith

Rice,

Robert C

J

Hallem B
Richards, John R
Rich,

Ricketts,

Myron V

Rledel, Emil

G

Ringer, Robert H

211

Donald L
Leonard
Riviere, James P
Roberts, John

222

Robinson, Joel

Rissi,

Rittenberg,

W
A

P

B

Thomas D
Schulze, Walter H
Scott, MacGregor G
Roger F., Jr
Seborg, Earnest H
Senn, Charles H
Serex, Henry M
Shanahan, Wayne K
Shelton, Donald C
Shepard, Rolf A
Sherwood, Robert E
Scott,

294
355
386
368
213
412
427
494
440
413
495

G

Shine, Thomas, Jr
Shumaker, Carl
Sides, Winfield M., Jr
Jr

S.,

D

William P

251

Slattery,

Slayton, Marshall T
Small, Irvin M
Smith, Charles R
Smith, Dickinson
Smith, Edward G
Smith, Ernest H
Smith, John
Smith, Lewis D
Smith, Robert L
Smith, Richard S
Smith, Winchester C
Smith, William D

311

398
441

325
237

M

521

457
252
238
427

W

413
311

Snow, James R
Snyder, Gary L

520
309
310

Snyder, John F
Sojka, Casimir E
Spongier, Wilson
Spence, Harry E
Stallman, Thomas

411

State,

280
354
482

Steadman, Willard G.,
Steele, Eldon D

Thomas

H„

Jr

F

L

Steffenhagen, Paul R
Stembel, David
Stephens, Gordon L
Stephens, Jerry D
Stevens, James R
Stevens, William E
Stewart, Charles R
Stewart, John E
Stewart, Jam's H
Stewart, Walter J.,
Stokes, Francis G
Storey, Alvin B., II
Stott,

George W.,

Stuart,

J.,

522
510
340
510
281
Ill

Jr

Jr

Donald B

Robert B
Stuckey, Robert D
Stuntz,

Harley

Sturtz,

Donald

L.,

542

Ill

L

Sullivan, Dennis
Sullivan, John R

J.,

484
442
399
495
442
428
537
294
428

Sutherland,

Jr

225
495
537
496
368
442
522
386
238

Paul

E

W

Sympson, William G.

A., Jr

Tollman, John M
Tarver, Charles A., Jr
Tate, Thomas N
Taylor, Carl H.,

Jr

Taylor, Patterson C
Thearle, William J

Thompson, James
John R

Jr

L-,

Thune,

Clarence

Thurston,
Tindall,

Frederick

J

W

G

Todaro, Donald
Todd, James F
Todd, William

Edmund

Turner,

Lee

Tyler,

471

369
400
403
511

457
400
401

L

295

Jr

R.,

267
523
443
523
428
326
267
523
268
356
399
399
226
443
295

Trapp, David L
Tsantes, George, Jr
Turcotte, William E
Turner,

225
295
282
282
239

341

J

Tollaksen, Robert E
Tolleson, Frederic L
Toner, John G
Toney, Albert L., Jr
Torroella, Juan A
Toupin, Ernest J., Jr
Tracy, William K

John T

471

Ulcickas,

Simon

Ulshafer,

Paul

Jr

J.,

M

472
443

Underwood, Fred S

51

Alfred
Vogel, Carl

341

Vail,

L

312
458
342
326

Jr

P.,

Volgenau, Ernst
Volk, George H
Vollum, Robert B

Wade, Seaborn

H., Jr

Waitley, Denis E
V/alden, William
Walker, Eugene R
Walter, Donald
Walter, Joseph J
Wallin, Homer N

Wardwell, Edward A
Ware, Larry E
Ware, Walter E., Jr
Warren, Frank B
Warrick, Richard P

Watson, Jerome F
Ways, Raymond A
Weaver, Calvin G

Weaver, John C
Webster, Hugh L
Wehrmeister, Raymond L
Weir, Robert K
Welch, William
Westberg, Robert J
Westbrook, Darrel E., Jr
White, Bernard A
Wieler, Eric H
Wiesner, James F
Wigley, Lawrence S
Wild, John E
Wildman, John E
Wilhelm, Fred A

W

Wilkinson, Edward A
Will, Charles H., Jr
Williams, Percy W., Jr
Williamson, John P
Willis,

James

Jr

L.,

W

Wilson, Derek
Wilson, Gordon B
Wilson, John R
Winfrey, Arthur P.,
Winters, Albert C
Wittner, Carroll H.
Woodcock, Sidney

Worth, Douglas

A

Woxvold, Eric
Wynne, John

A

R.

W

Ill

J
J

M

Zadarozny, Charles
Otto A

J

Zipf,

Zseleczky,

Zuckerman,

Emil

J

Donald

496
496
253
296
312
214
524
253
342
253
296
524
369
254
369
254
497
214
370
342
268
370
297
327
239
458
297
444
297
444
356
327
240
497
445
429
484
445
429
254
226
268
430
414
472

Yepez, Sigjf redo

Young, William R
Yuscavage, John

296
401

A

W

341

Stuart,

212
212
280
310
212
456

441

441

Theodore R

Stuart, Charles

Ill

252
238
213
225
368
536
509
398
312
413
522
267

Strang, Carl J., Jr
Strange, Robert C
Straub, Edward C
Straw, Donald G
Streit, John B
Strickland,

521

252

309
354
469
385
339

293
439
223
439
426
366
265
325
535
470
237
440
265
293
224
483
426
266
367

367
355
386
536
224
310
266
311

M

Raster, John

Sylvester, Charles T

521

Schultz,

Slack, Paul

266
483
470
412
534
397
440
224
427
398
294
340
367

340

Harold C
Schoenberger, Frederick
Schradar, Harry C, Jr

Sizemore, Tad E
Skorupski, Stanley

Sweeney, James

325

Jr

Schlicht,

Dan

Summers, Clarence S

471

W

Shields,

426
280
281

483
213
470
412

Jr

Jr

H.,

Sandmeyer, Thomcs E
Sanstol, George S
Saunders, Wesley L.,
Saunders, Wesley
Schade, David U
Schilpp, John F

251

B.,

Jr

George, Edward
Salomon, Marvin L

494
397
425
425
520
339

Jr

M

Puglies 3 , William
Pyne, Richard S

St.

251

John T

Pirie, Robert B.,
Plumly, Charles
Poland, Robert D
Pollak, Robert K
Ponti, Robert J
Poppe, Robert T

534
338

279
520
265

A

Peterson, Wilbur D
Phenix, Robert P
Pierce,

211

Ryan, Philip H.,
Ryder, Robert D

439
509
535
309
469
250
223
292
223
293

Jr

Paul,

Peebles, Edward
Perez, Joseph F

Ruth, Stephen R
Ruth, John C

-.411

Pace, Earl H
Palladino, Norman K
Parker, Elton C, Jr
Parker, John T
Parsons, William E
Patterson, Joel D

Roy C
Peckham, Daniel

Rubenstein, Morton J
Ruberg, Arthur J
Rule, Robert R
Ruth, Richard A., IV

425

J

W

Rowe, Kirk

424
324
424
365
365
365
468
456

411

W

Oates, Carl E
O'Brien, Charles

Robinson, Robert M
Roche, James J
Rodecker, Robert E
Rodes, Allen H
Rohr, Donald F
Rose, Francis C
Rothrock, James C

L

240
414
214
430

TRADITIONS
ARE THE ORDER OF THE DAY!
Traditions

in

the making of a yearbook

Comet

here at

are rooted

service and attention to

above and beyond the
...

in

personal

in

all

call

details

of duty

the care with which our

proofreaders check and double check
.

.

in

.

the watchfulness and fine

craftsmanship of our compositors and

pressmen ...

in

the expert workmanship

that goes into the binding of the book.
It's

been so

hundreds of

We

COMET PRESS,
200 Varick

Mew

Street
York, N. Y.

for

many decades and

fine schools.

Commander

salute Lieutenant

Herron, Editor Dick Perkins,
Inc.

Manager

Business

Ad Manager John

Bill

Kennington,

Kelly,

and

all

the other Midshipmen on the
staff of

done
the
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spirit

over

all

for having

May

of Tecumseh watch

of you as the time

to leave your beloved
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MERIN STUDIOS
YEARBOOK PHOTOGRAPHY. PROVIDING HIGHEST
QUALITY WORKMANSHIP AND EFFICIENT SERVICE FOR MANY
OUTSTANDING SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES YEARLY

SPECIALISTS IN

OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHERS
to the
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-
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-
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-
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Portraits of all First

placed on

file

in

Classmen appearing

in these Publications
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Any Time

for

Personal Use. Write or Call Us for Further Information.
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3-0146, 0147
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to

Long Line

be Built
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of Fighting Ladies
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Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock
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Co.

OONJ TREAD ON ME
i

First

Navy Jack, which unfurled

warning

to the

have been

ALFRED

first

world

in

the historic

1775-believed to

hoisted to the jackstaff of the

by one Lieut. John Paul Jones.

*

ft!

I.

t

made

this is naval history being
At 0955 on January 5th, one of

the major events in naval aviation history took place.

XP6M SeaMaster— Ship
and prototype of an entirely new concept in military aircraft.
As a component of a powerful new arm of the naval arsenal — the Seaplane Striking
It

No.

was the unveiling of the United States Navy's great new

1

Force — the Martin SeaMaster focuses national attention upon a revolutionary principle of military strategy,

The SeaMaster
class,

is

as the

WBA*

concept. Here's why:

MPH

and can operate from the

rivers,

which requires no

the coastal bays, lagoons

Today the

known

a highly versatile 4-jet waterbased aircraft, in the over 600
fixed base

and

top-level talk

is

estuaries of the

turning to

world

WBA

.

.

.

.

.

.

seas, lakes

and

bases unlimited!

and shown here

is

the reason.
*WaterBased Aircraft

BALTIMORE MARYLAND
•

EGYPT — For more than half a century, the Nile's
gigantic Asswan Dam has been the key point in
Egypt's vast irrigation system. Now, engineers are
installing a powerful hydroelectric plant in this
dam. Cheap electricity from the plant will aid agriculture and heavy industry .
will benefit all Egypt.
Caltex lubricants and fuels are used for all construction equipment in this new project to harness the
power of the Nile.
.

DENMARK —

.

Motorists in and

around Copenhagen — colorful

—

capi-

are fagracious land
miliar with spotless Caltex service
stations. Here, as in 67 countries
throughout the Eastern Hemisphere,
the gleaming Caltex banjo sign
stands for the finest automotive
products, service that saves maintenance costs and the courtesy that
every motorist has a right to expect.
tal of this

PHILIPPINES- Gaily bedecked with pennants, the "s.s. Caltex Manila" stands by
to deliver the first shipment of crude oil
to the new Caltex Philippines refinery
at Batangas. Officially opened in December, 1954, this modern refinery will provide work for many Filipinos and will
help answer growing demands for
petroleum products for agriculture, industry and automotive transport.

CALTE X
serves the people
of 67 lands
N

67 lands, across half the world, through
I
such developments as these, Caltex is able to
supply better fuels and lubricants for industry,
for agriculture, and for motoring millions.
These require a continual investment of funds
and skills, backed by a faith in a better future
for free nations.

CALTEX

Petroleum Products
SERVING EUROPE

548

•

AFRICA

•

ASIA

•

AUSTRALASIA

-the U. S.

Navy's Douglas

Continuing a growing trend, the
Douglas A4D attains maximum efficiency—at lower production cost —
through highly simplified design.
Faster than many of today's
fighters, the Douglas A4D attack
bomber is so compact that it can be
stored on carriers without folding
its wings, giving a consequent reduction in weight, cost, and fuel consumption. In all respects the Skyhawk meets, and more than meets,

A4D Skyhawk

demands on

range, climb, arma-

ment, and load-carrying flexibility
—exemplifying the Douglas philoso-

phy

of

pound

more performance per

of airplane.

Performance

of

A4D shows

Douglas leadership in aviation.
Planes that can be built in quantity
to fly farther and faster with a big-

ger payload are a basic rule of
Douglas design.

Depend on

First in Aviation
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America's Oldest and Foremost Makers of Uniforms
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.

.

.

Since 1824

Class of

£
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££dA&CH4

Suppliers of Fine Uniforms to Military Schools and Colleges
RETAIL STORE,

CONTRACT
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1424 CHESTNUT ST.,

DIVISION. 1001 S.

BROAD

ST..

PHILA. 2

PHILA 47

Take the Wheel— and Overtake Tomorrow!
Some day

other cars

may

attain the cleancut distinction of Pontiac styling or the

clearcut advantages of Pontiac's Strato-Streak V-8 performance. But not now! Today, these

car-of-tomorrow features are Pontiac exclusives
has gone to bring you a joyously

new kind

— visual and thrilling evidence of the long way Pontiac

of motoring. Just

how

delightfully different Pontiac

ownership can be we invite you to prove by piloting a Pontiac on a route of your choosing. And
don't be afraid to lose your heart! This future-fashioned General Motors masterpiece
a

wonderfully pleasant price. Confirm today the

many

'55

reasons

why

it's

is

tagged with

Pontiac's year to star!

Pontiac

»

WITH THE SENSATIONAL STRATO-STREAK V-S
PONTIAC MOTOR DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION

552

DEPENDABLE
ROCKET POWER
To the men responsible for
maintaining the defense of our

nation, the Aerojet-General

Corporation dedicates

sembled strength and

its

as-

skill.

LIQUID-

AND

SOLID-PROPELLANT

ROCKET ENGINES FOR ASSISTEDTAKEOFF AND MISSILES

•

AUXILI-

ARY POWER UNITS AND GAS

GENERATORS • ORDNANCE
ROCKETS • GUIDANCE AND
CONTROLS • ELECTRONICS AND
SPECIALIZED AVIONICS

•

UNDER-

WATER PROPULSION DEVICES
ARCHITECT-ENGINEER SERVICES

ty/efr- £e/iesa/ corpor ATION
A SUBSIDIARY OF THE GENERAL
AZUSA, CALIFORNIA

CINCINNATI,

OHIO

553

TIRE &

RUBBER

COMPANY

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

£""
GENERAL

«\

V

TIRE

J

•

.

Convair builds the world's

most advanced

aircraft through..

Engineering
to the M±h

power

NAVY'S XFY-1

TAKES OFF AND LANDS
ON A DIME
new kind of aircraft
for America's aviation arsenal... the
Convair XFY-1, a vertical takeoff,
delta wing Navy fighter. Powered by
a turbojet engine, it is one of the
world's fastest propeller driven planes.
Here's a

The XFY-1

is

as responsive as a

hummingbird over a rose bud.
nose-up like a guided missile
a fighter at speeds
beyond 500 mph... hovers
motionless... darts forward, and
sideways... backs down on its tail
to a feather-light landing.

It rises

...flies like

ANY SHIP BECOMES
AN AUXILIARY AIRCRAFT CARRIER
TH THE XFY-1 ON DECK !

This remarkable aeronautical
achievement is another result of
Convair's engineering for the
maximum degree of performance...
the Nth degree of air power.
.

Engineering to the Nth power

CONVAIR
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THE BEL AIR 4-DOOR SEDAN

Chevrolet's 3

new engines

You've got the greatest choice going

put new fun under your foot

and a great big
on your face

Would you

Chevrolet!

V8" around

Fire

flashes green

grin

.

strictly in

.

in the

the

Motoramic

new "Turbo-

charge when the light

calm and confident when the road
it

— you're handling

162 "horses" with an 8 to 1 compression ratio!) Or

want to read about the
new V8 and two new 6's here.

the equally thrilling performance

prefer

of one of the

two new

Flame 136" teamed

You'll

6's? There's the

new "Blue-

with the extra-cost option of a

smoother Powerglide. And the

new "Blue-Flame 123"

with either the new standard transmission or the extracost option of

Chevrolet

even better
to let them speak
for themselves on the road.
it's

Motoramic /i|!l'j;Mi^|/ More limn

.

.

snakes up a steep grade? (Easy does

would you

But

.

.

like to boss

is

new Touch-Down

stealing the thunder

Overdrive. See

why

from the high-priced

cars? It has that high-priced, high-fashion look and

everything good that goes with
dealer demonstrate.

Motors, Detroit

a neiv car

555

.

.

.

a

2,

.

.

.

it!

Let your Chevrolet

Chevrolet Division of General

Michigan.

new concept

of Ion -cost

motoring!

A
Smile in your
PUT

Stnokinai
...LIKE LEO

DUROCHER

NO CIGARETTE £attd$ed LIKE CHESTERFIELD
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Lasting quality

throughout the years
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Verson

//ts

///

LEADIXG THE WAY...
to

more goods

at

lower cost through mass production

I //

Crosley

speed, automatic

/
,

family

CROSLEY

Ave.. Chicago 19,
REgent 4-8200

and Ledbetter

St.

how

unit

famous

A

Dr., Dallas

8,

names
General Offices

-

Lycoming

1

1

//

\\

\

-

420 Lexington Avenue

New York
Hydraulic Presses

Jdea

ffiffig

/

Texas

Verson Press for Every Job from 60 Tons Up!
-

\

111.

Phone Harwood 4177

Blanking Presses

\

11

New

of

to discuss the possi-

Kenwood
Phone

Holmes

\

[

VERSON ALLSTEEL PRESS COMPANY
S.

\\\
\
\\

/

production with anyone

concerned with mass production and point out
costs can be reduced.

9300

^mmcm
KITCHENS

f

a

increasing variety of jobs.

would welcome the opportunity

\\\

HEATER

at \erson, are proud of our position of leadership
development of more efficient machines for mass production of formed metal products. Gigantic steps forward
have been made in recent years toward our goal of fully
automatic, high speed forming of metal with a minimum of
handling and now we are extending these methods to an ever-

of high

\\\

///SPENCER

We,

We

\\\

Corporation

more people

for

in the

bilities

^^\

Broadcasting

17, N. Y.

Forging Presses . Drawing Presses
Press Brakes - Dies - Die Cushions

\
\ Vv

IS Mj^^^mSS^^M
EZEE FLQW ^XnSQ^SSU^^

^Nv^^

1

^^\^

...FOR THE MOST WORK, LEAST UPKEEP
LONGEST LIFE, GREATEST MANEUVERABILITY,
POWER AND RUGGEDNESS!

...FOR

GERLINGER
proved

for

Material Carriers and Fork Lilt Trucks have
over 30 years to be the answer to loading, hauling.

stacking and delivery problems of logging, lumber mills and
yards, and wood product factories the world over. Featurefor feature, Gerlingers consistently prove their flexibility to
meet the exacting standards of material handling require-

ments

of all

heavy

industries.

GERLINGER CARRIER

CO.,

DALLAS,

OREGON
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Rugged comrade

at

arms

the 'Jeep

.

.

J

Like you, the Universal 'Jeep'

Developed during World

many branches

War

by Willys
is

young^with a big future serving our Armed Forces.
the 'Jeep' has gained increasing recognition in

II,

of the service because of

its

ruggedness and

versatility. It

has also

gained acceptance for the whole 'Jeep' family of 4-wheel-drive vehicles. In
in distant parts of the world, the 'Jeep' family of vehicles has

American military prowess and

Thanks

become

a

civil leadership.

to 4-wheel-drive, the 'Jeep' family of vehicles goes

through sand,

snow, over bad roads and no roads, where ordinary vehicles can't go.
distinguished service to our armed forces in

many

parts of the world

ready as a trusted companion at arms to you in your career in the

The JCw])

4-wheel-drive Universal 'Jeep'

fact,

symbol of

.

mud and

It is
.

.

rendering

and stands

Armed

Forces.

family

'Jeep' 4-wheel-drive

Truck

'Jeep' 4-wheel-drive Station

Wagon

'Jeep' 4-wheel-drive

Sedan Delivery

Willys .. .world' s largest manufacturer of'4-wheel-drive vehicles
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A PLOT OF AIR HISTORY
The U.

S.

Navy

tracks aircraft on a transparent

board as radar reports their positions. Plot the most

famous Navy and Marine

by

history,

and

fighter planes as reported

Grumman

aircraft

fill

the board.

GRUMMAN AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING CORPORATION
BETHPAGE

•

LONG ISLAND

•

NEW YORK

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS ALSO OF THE ALBATROSS TRIPHIBIAN, S2F SUB-KILLER, METAL BOATS, AND AEROBILT TRUCK BODIES
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VlrHf IIIBIHiB
your ship.
ities at

.

good feeling

your country,

in

to

have ... a

in the training

...

fine feeling

the beginning of your career in the United States

It

work

a

It's

• • • •

is

.

.

a

good feeling

knowledge that

you have just received

you assume an

as

its skill

and

integrity, in the building of

and

in

officer's responsibil-

Navy.

for a shipbuilding organization to have, too

tributing factor in the growth, strength

— and

security of these

.

.

wooden

.

confidence in
ships, has

its

been

own

a con-

United States for over a century and

a quarter.

Hodgdon

Brothers,

Goudy and

Stevens looks back on one hundred and
twenty-seven years of achievement

forward

service to country

We

— looks

to a future of continuing valuable

are

and

to fellow citizens.

proud of our Builder's Plates

and know you can have confidence

in the

ship that bears one.

AMS

101,

first

of eight minesweepers built in

bur yards

in the past

three year?.

HODGDON BROTHERS

-

GOUDY

and

ESTABLISHED AT EAST BOOTHBAY, MAINE

561

STEVENS
IN

THE YEAR

<^>Llv L'dl&t*

r

1827

STETSON
. .

as

if

IS

THE NAVY'S FAVORITE

FOOTWEAR

has been for more than 60 years

your Navy Exchange can't supply you — Stetson
anywhere, on an
open account basis. Ask for them hy number, as

If

will ship shoes to any officer,
indicated below.

The Stetson Shoe

Co., inc., So.

Weymouth

90,

Mass.

White Buckskin Dress Oxford §1206
Black Calf §1202, Tan Calf §1241

1
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8

8

5

WRofvw>*.-&£ual (Wort

COURT KING — Anti-slip
Special
bility.

—

DECK 'N COURT Special grooved soles are surefooted on boats, grass or any courts. Firm Duo-Life
counter and bind.

soles give maximum traction.
is slotted for extra flexi-

molded arch support

Firm Duo-Life counter and bind.

GALLTORKEPS!

crepe soles "soft cushion"
uppers "breathe." So light it floats!
by United States Olympic Committee.

BOOSTERS— Thick cork and
hard

floors, fabric

Worn

SURESHOT— They protect feet from shocks. Molded
suction soles give sure footing on speedy dribbles,
turns, starts. Loose-lined uppers. Team colors.

G OOD FO*

f

cs

Kcds

1.

HEEL-TO-TOE

2.

SH0CKPR00F
ARCH CUSHION

3.

CUSHIONED

CUSHIONED INSOLE

®

7tieS%oesoftf)amf>/MS-7fieyl/fas/!

SH0CKPR00F HEEL
MADE ON

FOOT- CONFORMING LASTS
.

'

'*"

UNITED STATES RUBBER
563

\

Support

COMPANY

•

Lets Toes Lie Straight

and

Free, for

Action

Rockefeller Center,

New

York

"The U.S.

oil

business must face up to the fact that

increasingly become part of an

oil

it

is

and

will

business world-wide in scope. The

is inevitable. America is not a nation by itself. Our country
have to live more and more as a member of a community of
and our industry will contribute more to foreign lands and
nations
receive more from them. This is a development not to be feared and
resisted, but to be recognised and participated in. There is no other
course consistent with the peace and good will that all of us want."

course
will

(£sso)

.

.

.

-From an address by M.

J.

Rathbone, President, Standard

Oil

Company (New

Jersey)

(NEW JERSEY)
STANDARD OILAND COMPANY
COMPANIES
AFFILIATED
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FURY ON THE HIGH SEAS
FURY JETS ... fast and rugged mean
new and greater striking force for this country's
U.S. Navy

.

sea-borne airpower. Capable
cess of

650

of

miles an hour and

. .

speeds in ex-

armed with 20

mm

cannons, swept -wing

FURY JETS empha-

size

advanced Navy might

in the air.

Latest of the

FURY

American production

series to
lines

is

come

off

North

the FJ- 3... faster,

more powerful companion of the Marine
Corps FJ-2
and the fourth in this growing fighter family, the FJ-4, is now going into
.

.

.

production.

Research and development make North
American foremost in aircraft, rocket engines,
ful

guided

missiles, electronics

and peace-

applications of atomic energy.

ENGINEERING AHEAD FOR A BETTER TOMORROW

Horth American Aviation, inc
565

Carrier

Based Jets to have

The rocket-powered, radar-guided
Sparrow I, coming off the production
lines here and at the new Sperry Farragut

Radar Guided Missiles

plant in Bristol, Tennessee, meets these

NAVY'S AIR-TO-AIR SPARROW

requirements— and more. It embodies the
proved features of more than 100 differ-

1 IN

PRODUCTION
Originally designated project

THE STORY BEHIND THE STORY:

SHOT, Sparrow began back
when

On May

newspapers from coast to
coast carried headlines like the ones
above, announcing the Navy's newest
weapon of defense— Sparrow I— and the
beginning of volume production for
12,

operational use in the

fleets.

Ahead of these headlines were 7 years of

in

HOT
1947

the Bureau of Aeronautics assigned

to Sperry the full responsibility of creat-

ing an entirely
system.

— so

It

had

new

air-to-air missile

ent missiles designed, constructed and
tested during a 7-year period
finest brains

— and

the

of an organization that has

devoted more than 40 years creating and

manufacturing automatic

and

fire

flight control

control systems.

be light and compact

to

multiple units could be carried by

fighter-type jets.

curate

— capable

swiftest

It

had

to

be deadly ac-

of outmaneuvering the

bombers an enemy could proit had to be practical— suitable

moseopi eoMP/mr

And

intensive cooperative effort shared by the

duce.

Navy'sBurcauof Aeronautics and Sperry.

for large-scale production.
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DIVISION OF THE SPERRY CORPORATION

.

GREAT NECK.

N.Y.

Serving The Ships
That Serve
The Nation

u_
&w
Single-Pass,

Header-Type
Boiler

B

&W

Single-Upta

Controlled-Superheat Boiler

&W

For over 75 years B
boilers have set the standard
for Naval and Merchant vessels,
Water-Tube Marine Boilers
Superheaters • Refractories
Airheaters • Economizers
Oil Burners
Seamless and Welded Tubes

THE
161

BABCOCK & WILCOX COMPANY
EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK

17, N. Y.

567

BABCOCK
« WILCOX

it

Underway on Nuclear Power'
17, 1955 the "USS Nautilus" backed away
from her dock into the Thames River, and pointed her bow toward
Long Island Sound.
The brief message flashed by her commander, "Underway on Nuclear
Power", has already become an historic phrase — for the "Nautilus"

At 11:01 a.m. on January

has demonstrated that nuclear power can be controlled and utilized to

perform constructive work.

Men and women

of Electric Boat Division of General

poration, builders of the

"USS

Dynamics Cor-

Nautilus" are proud of their part in

helping not only the United States

Navy but

the entire world to get

"Underway on Nuclear Power".

CEN ERAL

GO
"-It

DYNAMICS

D^

DIVISIONS

OV
EB ga ED <§
%
* \m $M
°--'

#.«

GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION
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4-4-5

PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK

S/EFIY

I

M PO RTANT

He stands in the Combat Information
Center of his ship, surrounded by electronic eyes, ears and brains.

Under

directions, acoustical

equipment

for lurking submarines, electronic

the

instant.

important.

It

is

He

has a great job and, due

future. Much of the equipment used by him
comes from the laboratories and factories
of RCA, where outstanding scientists and
engineers are constantly engaged in producing new and better electronic aids of
great variety — for him as well as for all
in the armed services on land, sea and

his

listens

com-

puters pinpoint targets and communications systems disseminate information

on

conditions.

to his training in the service, a greater

control, radar searches sky and surface in
all

PETTY OFFICER

His position is always
vitally so during battle

in the air.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT

RADIO CORPORA TION of A MERICA

ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DIVISION
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CAMDEN. N.J.

s CRANTON
for

MIDSHIPMEN
We

Banking Headquarters
of the U.S.

NAVAL ACADEMY

have many specialized Personal Services including

— Savings,

Safe Keeping, Checking and a Complete Banking Service for First

Classmen, Graduates

The

and Service Personnel, write for

FIRST NATIONAL
of

The

Bank

SCRANTON, PA.
Organized

Member

details.

1863

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

REMINGTON
— men

everywhere reach

For a quick once-over-lightly before an

shave

evening date or a

Remington. At

morning shave

fast,

easy-on-the-face

that's as close as a blade

H DAY HOME

TRIAL Ask

your

dealer about this no-risk free trial plan.

1

all

fine stores

for the

and our

20 Nationwide Shaving Headquarters.

$750 TRADE-IN
make

standard

Favored by

for

any

electric shaver.

Men Everywhere!
REMINGTON

The

The complete typewriter

No

in

other portable gives you so

for faster, better, easier typing.
riter at

portable size

many

features

See the Quiet-

your nearby dealer's today.

PRODUCTS OF

MCejtiifir/ti/n /tiirtiL

*

plus state and local

taxes where applicable

L:
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For Business
For Pleasure
For a World of Service—
.

.

.

YOU CAN COUNT ON AMERICAN EXPRESS
Here

are the world-wide, world-wise services offered

Express

366

by American

35 nations always ready to serve you
completely, expertly, whatever your needs for business or pleasure.
.

.

.

offices in

TRAVELERS CHEQUES

MONEY ORDERS

The best-known, most widely
Pay bills and transmit funds
with convenient, economical
American Express Money
Orders
available through-

accepted cheques in the world!

American Express Travelers
Cheques are 100% safe— immediate
refund if lost or stolen. You can
buy them at BANKS, Railway
Express and Western Union offices.

.

.

.

S. at neighborhood
Railway Express and
Western Union offices.

out the U.
stores,

TRAVEL SERVICES
The

OTHER FINANCIAL SERVICES

trained and experienced

staff of

American Express

Swift

tickets

. . .

hotel reservations

.

.

.

.

convenient and dependable,

other world-wide American Express

will provide air or steamship

financial services include: foreign

.

uniformed interpreters, and
plan independent trips or

remittances, mail and cable transfer

escorted tours.

sale of foreign currency.

of funds,

and the purchase and

SHIPPING SERVICES
American Express offers
complete facilities to handle
personal and household effects
shipments, also the entire
operation of import or export
forwarding, including customs
clearances and marine insurance.

Offices in Principal Cities of the World

Now in our Second Century of Service
571

Headquarters: 65 Broadway,

New

York

6, N. Y.

.

THE "NAUTILUS

//

Atomic Sub and Builders Rely on World's
Greatest Lubrication Knowledge

A

snorkel intake tube being

machined

to

very precise tolerances on one of the large

With

the launching of the "Nautilus"

— world's

first

atomic-powered subma-

rine—the U.S. Navy crossed the threshold of the atomic age.

Socony -Vacuum
been able

is

it

to play a dual role in this

has

most

now

lubri-

protecting vital machin-

ery aboard the "Nautilus."

Second, Electric Boat Division, Gen-

— builder

100% on

lathes in the

Groton plant.

of the

our lubri-

program of Correct Lubricaprotect its plant equipment

and

a

.

.

has done so for the past 34 years!

We wish the "Nautilus" and her crew
all

famous Socony -Vacuum

cants are

"Nautilus"— relies
cants

tion to

proud that

significant event.
First,

Dynamics Corp.

eral

success

..

.pledge our continued

cooperation, in every
the

Navy and

its

way

suppliers,

possible, to

toward the

end of keeping America and her

allies

SOCONY-VACUUM

Hydraulic bender shapes section of 8-in.

pipe in two minutes. This operation
formerly took a full day.
steel

strong.

OIL CO., INC.

The Makers of Mobilgas and Mobiloil
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AIRBORNE ANSWER
to an

The U.

underwater problem

Navy's anti-submarine forces are being reinforced by one of

S.

the most powerful tandem-rotor helicopters yet produced

.

.

.

the

HSL-1.

Bell

The

first

the

HSL-1

blow

to

Flying

helicopter to be designed specifically for anti-submarine use
is

new

a

"counter-punch" that will deliver

aerial

knockout

a

undersea raiders.
at

speeds up

homing weapons

120 knots and equipped with lightweight

to

plus the latest in dipping sonar, the

"hunter" and "killer".

Utilizing

HSL

is

both

Bell-designed autopilot the big

a

helicopter can hover motionless for long periods of time without pilot

enemy submarines.

fatigue, while the sonar operator listens for

The

HSL-1 incorporates

rotor system of the

the basic Bell patented

system which has accumulated more than a million

world wide

Featuring simplicity of rotor system

mum
.

.

.

power and

is

sound design
military

BUFFALO, N.

Y.

FT.

hours in

.

.

.

.

.

.

high rotor

folding rotor blades
.

.

.

.

tip
.

and compactness

.

speed for maxicastering wheels

to facilitate ship-

service.

The HSL-1

craft

lift

hinged engine assembly

board

flight

use.

another dramatic example of advanced engineering and

...

an integral part of

and commercial application

Corporation world leadership

.

.

all
.

Bell helicopters

in helicopters.

WORTH, TEXAS

Q/ifcr&raft CORP.
573

for both

which have given Bell Air-

.

Midshipmen
Here's

Here

is the

:

. .

word, the

last

word on developments

and happenings of interest to Naval

officers.

STATES NAVAL INSTITUTE

the

Word!

is

source of information on the Navy.
Institute's

monthly publication,

UNITED

The

your authoritative

Through the

UNITED STATES

NAVAL INSTITUTE PROCEEDINGS, you can keep
abreast of the maritime picture. The PROCEEDINGS
world between

carries the
:<=>

<\
-*\'

XSA

O

its covers. Institute

PROCEEDINGS

and

members

contributors span the seven

and all of the lands bounded by those seas.
Every major advance in the maritime picture

seas

^
\

and interestingly reported

factually

is

in the

UNITED STATES NAVAL
INSTITUTE PROCEEDINGS.

^m

r

Here

is

what the*^drnir&l^sa y about the United
and

fhfj§|s§|gq States

Naval

Institute's

States

Naval Institute

Proceedings

for the entire graduating class to become
of the

Admiral Ernest J. King:
"7 have been a member of the U. S. Naval

excellent

• Fleet

tute for almost fifty years.

of the Navy,

I would urge

all

Insti-

to

the

it

was

Naval Academy."

the custom

Jr.:

be a wella vital one. There is no better
achieve this than via some such medium as

informed

Nimitz:

"In my own midshipman days

is still

• Fleet Admiral William F. Halsey,
"The need for every naval officer to

to

keep in touch with the

W.

to commissioned service
pursued by the graduates of

introduction

hands

progress in any part of sea power."
• Fleet Admiral Chester

members
an

Institute before graduation. It is

which I hope

Marine Corps and Coast Guard

become members in order

Naval

man

way

to

the

Naval

is

Institute

and

the

Naval

Institute

Proceedings."

As a midshipman, you are eligible, along with all other regular Navy, Marine Corps
and Coast Guard officers, to become a regular member of the United States Naval
Institute. Annual dues are $3.00. These dues include a full year's subscription
to the

UNITED STATES NAVAL INSTITUTE PROCEEDINGS

and the

privilege of

purchasing institute-published books at substantial savings.

To obtain complete details of these and other benefits of membership, address:

United States Naval

Institute,
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Annapolis, Maryland

CARGO

MARINE RAILWAY CHAIN

LINES

FUEL OIL PIPING

MAINS
DECK
PLUMBING DRAINS

FIRE

•

FLUSHING LINES

•
•

•

FRESH WATER LINES

Here's why

Wrought Iron

is

more than a match for

CORROSION

HEATING COILS

The photomicrograph at the left shows how a
minute piece of wrought iron looks when it is
magnified a great
tion reveals the

which

many

times. This magnifica-

unique composition

wrought

of

responsible for its ability to resist
corrosion. Note the tiny fibers that are threaded
through the body of the high-purity iron. These
fibers are glass-like silicate, and there are as
many as 250,000 of them in each square inch
of wrought iron section.
These fibers serve as mechanical barriers when corrosion strikes,
and because they are not affected by corrosion, they halt and detour
the attack. This "defense in depth" discourages pitting and rapid
penetration, and keeps wrought iron on the job longer, at lower
cost per year.
These fibers help in other important ways, too. They anchor
the initial protective scale, which shields the underlying metal
just as a scab protects a wound. They benefit welding because
they provide their own flux in electric arc, acetylene torch, and
forge fire methods. And they give wrought iron special resistance to fatigue and vibration because of their fibrous qualities.
As you can see, no other metal duplicates the nature and
composition of wrought iron ... so, no other metal duplicates
the resulting service advantages. Write for our bulletin, Wrought
Iron for Marine Applications.
iron,

A. M. Byers Co.

is

Clark Building

Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

BYERS

BILGE LINES
BALLAST LINES
SANITARY LINES
EXHAUST PIPING

CORROSION COSTS YOU MORE THAN WROUGHT IRON

WROUGHT
IRON
AND
TUBULAR

HOT ROLLED PRODUCTS

ELECTRIC FURNACE QUALITY STEEL PRODUCTS
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THE AMERICAN SOCIETY
of NAVAL ENGINEERS, Inc.

Marine Auxiliaries
America's Standard for 90 Years

ESTABLISHED 1888

A

bonafide non-profit organization

for the advancement
ing,

Much

A

of a

Naval

vital factor for

important work
Art.

of

Engineer-

Conducted by Naval

is

Membership

officers.

officers career is Engineering.

maximum

efficiency in this

in this Society will

$7.50.

No

Windlasses - Winches
- Hydrapilots
Hele-Shaw and Hydramite Fluid Power
Steering Gears

be of great

help in keeping abreast of Engineering at

Annual dues

most

familiarity with the state of the

initiation fee.

all

times.

No

addi-

charge to members for quarterly Journal,
a recognized authority in Engineering.
tional

Write for Descriptive Literature

AMERICAN ENGINEERING CO.

NOW AVAILABLE FOR MIDSHIPMEN—A

Junior
at one half the regular dues, effective
one year after graduation.

Membership
for

Send application

Philadelphia

ENGINEERS,

of

25,

Pa.

BAWDEN

INDUSTRIES, LTD.
Toronto 3, Canada

to Secretary-Treasurer

THE AMERICAN SOCIETY

-

Capstans

AFFILIATED ENGINEERING CORPS, LTD.

NAVAL

Montreal

2,

Canada

Inc.
All subsidiaries of

605 F

St.

Washington

N.W.

HAYES MANUFACTURING CORP.

4, D. C.

Grand Rapids, Michigan

Northern Ordnance Incorporated
Division of

NORTHERN PUMP COMPANY

Hydraulic Machinery and

Gun Mounts

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
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Norden -Ketay Corporation
ENGINEERING DIVISIONS:

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT TO
NAVY
Commissioned

NCO's (Must be

Officers (Active

in top 3 grades,

Household Members

and Reserve)

married and at least 25)

Above

of Families of

*******

Now

it

possible for

is

SAVE up

Ketay Laboratories, New York, N. Y.
The Norden Laboratories, White Plains, N. Y.

MANUFACTURING PLANTS:

you

to

New

30%

to

on your automobile insurance and substantial savings on

York,

New York

Milford, Connecticut

Commack, Long

life

Island, N. Y.

Hawthorne, California

insurance!

*******
The Government Employees Insurance Companies

rate comNT .C.O.'s and Federal, State
government employees as-PREFERRED

—

missioned Officers and senior

and Municipal

civilian

SUBSIDIARIES:

RISKS!

Maximum

Protection at

Minimum

Cost

Nuclear Science and Engineering Corporation,
Pittsburgh, Penna.
Vari-ohm Corp., Amityville, Long Island, N. Y.

.

NATION-WIDE SERVICE
Write Dept.

T.

ClOVERNMENT fciMPLOYEES
y/riMi/uince
(Capita/ Slock

Companies— Not

Affiliated

]NJorden -Ketay

Compame]

With United Slates Government)

99 Park Avenue,

Government Employees Insurance Building
Sterling 3-4600
Washington 5, D. C.

7lew

97Wk*

New

Hi-lift

%%<

•

Cresci

now

available for

mercial

use

in

sizes.

16,

Extra

Heavy Duty (9 ton capacity,
illustrated). Heavy Duty (5 ton
capacity). Medium Duty {2Vi
ton capacity).
• Fifty years' experience in
hydraulic hoists and bodies
means safe, dependable, economical operation. Interchangeable rugged construction the
safest unit of this type ever built.

—

—

• For specifications and details
safety features, phone, wire

on

or write,

A. CRESCI
Vineland, N.J.

& SON,

INC.

New

York

FOR THE NAVY

Cargo
com-

Loaders

3

o RATI ON
CORpNew

New York

type Cresci Extra Heavy Duty

VI 7-1700

produced

577

Hi-lift

for the U. S.

Cargo Loader now being
Navy.

* 9

CONGRATULATIONS

.

.

.

and

GOOD LUCK!

MULLER & HORTON,

KLEIN,

Inc.

SILVERWARE WATCHES DIAMONDS JEWELRY
-

21

-

-

MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

38, N. Y.

COrtlandt 7-4590

Wherever you may be ...
our services

vi si .

.

.

.

we

if

you have need

of

stand readv to he helpful

ALPERSTEINS

Military Discount

ANOTHER

Department

We

For

all the Nationally
Furniture — Bedding

Famous Brands

of

—

Refrigerators

Washers — Ironers — Electrical AppliancesHouse Furnishings and Everything Else for
your home.

offer to the

regulation

CASH OR TERMS

NAVY SWORDS
CONQUEROR
DEFENDER

You can rely on our years

— *STAINLESS STEEL BLADE
— *CHROMIUM PLATED BLADE

SPARTAN

of experience

in servicing Military Personnel

- NICKEL PLATED BLADE

SWORD EQUIPMENT

ALPERSTEINS
Since

1331 W. Baltimore Street
Baltimore 23, Maryland
SAratoga 7-5235

1

FIRS1

ANNAPOLIS gradswords with STAINLESS STEEL and CHROMIUM blades
which we FIRST originated for the
Marine Corps and which have proven
very successful because of their longwearing and rust-proof* features.
now

uates

—

IYER

m

904
1020 Seventh St., N. W.
Washington 1, D. C.
NAtional 8-8559

SWORD BELTS
SWORD KNOTS
SWORD CASES

MEYER

New

Insignia ^prrialtstis

578

INC.

York, N. Y.

Founded 1868

To you young

officers

about

to

embark on your Naval Career go our

Good Luck and Smooth

The Black Diamond
849-877

EAST OF HIGHWAYS US
All

Types Sand-Blast Abrasives

Home

of the

•

best wishes.

Sailing!

Grit

Company

NORTH AVENUE
1,

STATE

25,

Special Gradings

Famous Black Diamond

ELIZABETH

Types Mine and Furnace Slags

All

•

4, N. J.

Grit • Hard, Sharp, Angular, Fast Cleaning

SEXAUER & LEMKE
INCORPORATED

34-50

VERNON

BLVD.,

LONG ISLAND

CITY, N. Y.

Manufacturers of

The
Flintkote

TWIN MOUNT GUN SHIELDS
FOR DESTROYERS

Company

ROOFING
Gun Foundations

SIDING

Torpedo Handling Equipment

•

Escape Trunk Hatches

•

Ammunition Stowage Tanks

Berth Slides and other ship parts

INSULATION

GENERAL ELECTRONIC LABORATORIES.

INC.

Research and Development

18 Ames

Cambridge, Massachusetts

Street

QUALITY ENGINEERING
FOR NAVAL APPLICATIONS

579

Ashore or Afloat

FLORSHEIM
Naval

Officers' Shoes

have earned the esteem of thousands who

FOR THE FINEST IN
SPORTS EQUIPMENT

consider Quality the most important single
ingredient of Service shoes.

THE FLORSHEIM SHOE COMPANY . CHICAGO
Makers of Fine Shoes for Men and Women

* *

Your Sword Should be the Best

**

BE SURE THE BLADE BEARS THE FAMILIAR H&H EAGLE TRADE MARK.
The

H&H

Sword Case

is

Silver-Cloth Lined to Prevent Tarnishing.

The

H&H

Sword

Belt

is

Genuine Cowhide, Nylon Stitched for Longer Wear,

and with Lock Swivel.

The

H&H

Hand Made

Sword Knot

is

of Superior Gilt.

For Military Equipment, Insignia and Uniform Trimmings
at Better

Dealers and Ships' Stores

it's

i^5\/

HILBORN-HAMBURGER,
15 East 26th

St.,

New York,

580

N. Y.

INC.

ScftuifcrtteHt

by
~~-'-"~~ "'

^Bjk

^.-w-^^^^I^^rtHB

STj

II

LCDOiNE
A

CO.-

Special Service to

All

Midshipmen and Naval Personnel

Fine Jewelry

and Diamonds
SERVICE NAPKIN BAND
at

made
owner's name
Band
crest

is

—

of
is

heavy weight sterling
engraved

silver.

below his own class

ships and stations are engraved across the

ends and back.

A

permanent record

and Federal tax

-

-

-

-

name
It

$10.00

1

American

Gem

We

cordially invite you to take advantage
years.
of this special service. Have our representative call
on you, and without obligation. Phone or wire collect.

BENS ON S
JEWELERS

Society

ANNAPOLIS

STATE CIRCLE

35%

has been our pleasure to serve Navy personnel for

many

Tilghman Company
Registered Jeweler

to

of

Exquisite Diamonds, Nationally
Famous Watches and Silver. Men's
and Women's Costume Jewelry

in sterling of

his entire service career.

Price including crest, engraving of

DISCOUNTS

20%

The

1319 F

Street,

N.W.— NAtional

8-1839

Washington, D. C.

WHITE MOUNT AIRY GRANITE
Strong

-

- Durable -

- Beautiful

•

THE NORTH CAROLINA GRANITE CORPORATION
Mount

Airy, North Carolina

5S1

SULLIVAN SCHOOL

>•%**

Effective preparation for Annapolis,

WEBSTER'S

West Point, Coast Guard and Air
Force Academies, and

NEW

Colleges

all

COLLEGIATE

/

DICTIONARY
^gCLU.S.PAT£^>

The

WENDELL

E.

BAILEY, Grad.

U.S.N.A., '34

more than one hundred

result of

of dictionary-making experience by the

Principal

famous Merriam-Webster Editorial
Backed by the experience

making

of

editions of Webster's Collegiate
to

Box

B, 2107

Wyoming Avenue,

WASHINGTON

8,

N.

years

.

.

.

five

Staff.

previous

Each proven

be the "best handy-size dictionary" of

its

time.

1,196 Pages, 125,000 Entries
2.300 Terms Illustrated.

W.

D. C.

G.

&

Merriam Company

C.

Springfield 2, Mass.

JL

the

lease

amount due,

the expenses

=^=

forward

o N December longtime
4,

request from

1865,

its

.

Rig'gs

me

after deducting
.

"

& Company

customer

DAVID

-

received the foregoing
G. FARRAGUT.

For more than a century the RIGGS banting tradition has proudly
served "the Navy" from Washington. The oldest typewritten document
in our files

At home

is

a letter signed by the revered

or abroad,

we

. .

.

believe you will find

GEORGE BANCROFT.
it

easier to advance your

financial affairs by the use of the time -honored

The

RIGGS

"RIGGS

chech".

NATIONAL BANK

•
FOUNDED 1836
of
LARGEST BANK IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL

WASHINGTON,

Member

D. C.

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

582

•

Member

Federal Reserve System

SAVANNAH MACHINE

FOUNDRY

and

CO.

Ship Building
Ship Repairs and Conversions
Structural Steel Fabrication

Graving Dock 540' x 73'

Marine Railway 1200 Ton

SAVANNAH, GEORGIA
P. O.

BOX

TELEPHONE

590

CONTROL INSTRUMENT COMPANY,

3-6624

INC.

Subsidiary of Burroughs Corporation

Gun

Salinity Indicator Systems

Fire Control Systems

Special Machines and

Equipment

BROOKLYN

67 _35 TH STREET

583

32,

NEW YORK

,

YOUR COURSE

PLOT

ON

and STAY

IT
. . .

save regularly
For over 125 years we have
helped our depositors reach
their savings goals by encouraging sound financial
navigation and providing a

place to save safely and conveniently. Start saving here

today. Dividends paid

from

day of deposit.
Write or come in tor tree
banking-by-mail forms NOW.

BANK

THE SEAMEN'S

for

SAVINGS

Chartered 1829

Main

Office:

74 Wall

Street,

New

York

5, N. Y.

Fifth

•

Avenue

cable address: SEASAVE
Member Federal

Office:

546

Fifth

Avenue,

New

York 36, N. Y.

NEW YORK

Deposit Insurance Corporation

FEEL THE DIFFERENCE (

POWER UP POW£8'X
Power-Primed with ROCKET FUEL
Another
with

for Sinclair!

first

From

ROCKET FUEL— the

power

at the

touch of your toe

Power up with Power-X and
you

also get

CONTROL
>tefc

Sinclair Research

same mighty
.

.

.

comes a new super gasoline power-primed

fuel used in

super getaway

feel the difference! In

.

.

.

V-2

rockets!

Command

high anti-knock

.

rocket

.

Power-X,

ANTI-STALLING, PRE-IGNITION
and ANTI-RUST PROTECTION.

'52

Vbur £fhclaft Deo/ef fir

SINCLAIR

POWER-X
The A/ew Super Fuel
584

Only
t(

ft*

Wsms-/z£D
c— —
LJ\

CHOCOLATES
TASTE BETTER
than

ANY

Other Candy

*A Secret Process of Homogenization

The VARIETY Box

•

EXTRA VALUE
PERFORMANCE FEATURES
Super-Dependable MAGNA-TRONIC Trans-

Chocolate

Pecan
Penguins

former-Powered CHASSIS

POWER

VOLTS PICTURE
for fiinest
fringe or local reception with clearest,
sharpest pictures obtainable

• 16,000

• 41

MEGACYCLE

minimum
•
•

IF

AMPLIFIER
maximum

interference and

VHF CASCODE"
"TELERAMIC" TUNERS
Finest

New

'

and

for
picture detail

UHF

for best reception

Easy Vision— CONVENIENCE

TOP

TUNING
•

OMNI-DIRECTIONAL SPEAKER

RR1S

for

greatly improved sound distribution

©

LOCAL

or DISTANCE
for best area viewing

SELECTOR SWITCH

EXQUISITE

FOR A PROOF DEMONSTRATION TODAY
See and Hear Magnavox Superiority

COME

IN

CANDIES

ana

NORRIS Candy Company
223 Peachtree

M-]um -pU

585

St.

N.E., Atlanta, Georgia

CONGRATULATIONS AND BEST WISHES TO THE
GRADUATING CLASS

Victory Apparel Manufacturing Corporation
Manufacturers of

LIFE PRESERVERS

250 PASSAIC STREET

AND NAVAL APPAREL
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

Saco*
Uniforms of Philadelphia
Custom-Made Uniforms

Displaying Locally to Graduates

January

— June
The

NAVY

MARINE

Service

the

in

AIR FORCE

heads

smartest

wear

BERKSHIRE CAPS
S.

ABRAHAMS & COMPANY

Broadstreet antl Ridge Ave.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Lee Uniform Cap Mfg. Co.
403 W. Redwood

St.

BALTIMORE

1,

MD.

—

P1M

SALT BATHS
INDUSTRIAL FURNACES
SALT BATH CONVEYORS
Three F. 0. B. Points
Detroit, Mich.

PRODUCTS

11300 Schaefer Hwy.

Detroit

27,

Mich.

Telephone:
TRADE MARK REGISTERED

Calif.

New Haven,

Conn.

Write for Descriptive Literature

METALLURGICAL

tilt

Los Angeles,

TExas 4-8127

5S6

3311 E. Slauson Ave.

Los Angeles

58, Calif.

Telephone:

LUdlow

P. 0.

Box 1898
8, Conn.

New Haven

Telephone:
1-9153

STate 7-5885

Precision Parts and

Assemblies

FOR 40 YEARS!

'Manufacturers of

•

ARMS

FIRE

• MOLDED
In the air ... on land and sea

.

.

Steel

.

PLASTIC

PRODUCTS
PACKAGINGIMACHINERy

Products' technical assistance and pre-

•

cision production have served our nation

• DISHWASHING

in

MACHINES

war and peace.

LIGHTWEIGHT COLT COMMANDER

Today we are working hand-in-hand with
the

Navy,

the

Air

Army

and

Force

Ordnance.

THE STEEL PRODUCTS ENGINEERING CO.
Engineers and Manufacturers
Springfield,

Ohio
COLT'S

MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Hartford,

Com.

*one- piece pipelines" for your ship
.

.

.

made

WALSEAL

with

VALVES AND FITTINGS
soon be one of the lucky lads assigned

It's likely

you'll

to a vessel

whose copper,

brass, or copper-nickel pipelines

are fitted with silver brazed joints

made up with Walseal

a registered trade-mark

Valves and Fittings. "Walseal"

is

which

and

identifies valves, flanges,

fittings

manufactured

by the Walworth Company. Walseal products have factoryinserted rings of silver brazing alloy in threadless ports.
Joints

made with Walseal products
make the piping system a

actually
J

.

Preparation for brazing

2.

Tube

is

heated

Good

are silver brazed and

"one-piece pipeline."

luck!

WALWORTH
and
valves
60

3. Fitting

is

heated

4. Both fufae

and

fitting

healed

Distributors in Principal Centers

587

fittings

EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK

17, N. Y.

Throughout the World

!

Owl 200,000 Offcws

MINIATURE RINGS

JNttoUSAA

United States Naval Academy

CLASS OF

1956

-fk hiwumsL at Cwt
United Services Automobile Association,
organized in 1922, is the largest insur-

Jeweled with diamonds and

ance company exclusively serving
officers of the U.S. Armed Forces with

colored precious stones

insurance at cost.
All selling

is

FINEST QUALITY ONLY

by mail. You

protection almost
anywhere in the world

enjoy

SAVE MORE

THAN 40% ON.
AUTO INSURANCE
1'iTiTii^AVi'i

at

where

U.S.
Forces serve.

11

moderate prices

Armed
Please write for folder with prices

"

SAVE MORE
THAN 25% ON
HOUSEHOLD EFFECTS

J.

E.

CALDWELL &

Jewelers

CO.

— Silversmiths — Stationers

INSURANCE

chestnut and juniper streets

Write today for application blank and details

Philadelphia

UNITED SERVICES AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION
1400

E.-

Grayson

Street

•

San Antonio

8,

7,

Pa.

Texas

METCALF BROTHERS &

CO., INC.

TRADE MARK
BEG U-S PAT OFF

UNIFORM SERGES AND OVERCOATINGS
for

more than

ninety years

NEW YORK

45 EAST 17th STREET

CITY 3

588

I

QQft MANUFACTURING COMPANY
"WHERE ACCURACY COUNTS'*
Manufacturers of Ordnance

—

-

Electronics

PASADENA

•

—

Aerial Photo Reconnaissance

Equipment

CALIFORNIA

Telephone East Boston 7-2907

DELECO,

Inc.

MARINE-INDUSTRIAL WIRING
ELECTRONIC INSTALLATIONS

MASTER ELECTRICIANS

•

REFRIGERATION

Installations

Electronics

Wiring

Refrigeration

•

141

Border Street, East Boston 28, Mass.

ARCHBALD. PENNA

Ready

to

Serve Our Navy!

SCHULZ TOOL & MANUFACTURING

COMPANY
425

SAN GABRIEL, CALIF.

SOUTH PINE STREET

589

Production for Defense

a

is

regular,

continuing and important part of our business.

From

GPE

In the aggregate the

manufac-

turing companies serve every branch of the

Gulf

Atlantic,

and

Armed

Services.

Ampro

Corporation

Askania Regulator Company

Pacific Ports to

Chicago,

111.

Chicago,

111.

New York, N. Y.

Bludworth Marine

General Precision Laboratory Incorporated
Pleasantville, N. Y.

MEDITERRANEAN

The Griscom-Russell Company

Massillon, 0.

Company

Cleveland, O.

The Hertner

FAR EAST

Electric

International Projector Corporation
Bloomfield, N.

J.

Kearfott Company, Inc.

N.

J.

Newark, N.

J.

Little Falls,

Kearfott Manufacturing Corporation

NORTH EUROPE

Librascope, Incorporated

Link Aviation,

UNITED KINGDOM

Inc.

Glendale, Calif.

Binghamton, N. Y.

Minnesota Electronics Corporation
St.
J.

E.

McAuley Mfg. Co.

Paul, Minn.

Chicago,

111.

Pleasantville Instrument Corporation
Pleasantville, N. Y.

States
Marine lines

Precision Technology, Inc.

The Strong

\

90

BROAD

OFFICES:
Galveston

Mobile

•

STREET

Baltimore

Brownsville

•

Houston

•

New

Francisco

HAnover 2-2000

•

•

•

Orleans
Seattle

•

•

Long Beach
•

Louis

•

St.

NEW YORK

Chicago

•

Norfolk

•

•

Los Angeles

Philadelphia

Washington,

AGENTS: Cleveland

•

Dallas

•

•

•

4,

•

D. C.

•

Toledo, O.

EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

Fresno

•

Electric Corporation

GENERAL PRECISION

N. Y.

92 Gold Street

Memphis

Portland

Livermore, Calif.

New York, N.

San

Tokyo

Detroit

590

Y.

TO THE NAVAL
ACADEMY CLASS
OF 1955:

f Zodiac
The twilight
Academy days
.

.

.

the

of

your

is at

hand

dawn

future looms

of a

4

new

ahead for

each of you in the Class
of

1955.

That

future

^

j

holds in

its

*z

f

It

well as a golden oppor-

talk!

.

.

know

that

each of you

.

will fulfill

your tour of

duty in the glorious
dition of the Navy.

America

all

ng aboijt! Self-winding
plus the exclusiv ; Reserve Power
Gauge
tell
at a glance ho
long your watch Vi ill run. Super
accuracy
incredible durability.
See the Au ographi c
at your dealer today.

We

service.

.

fFea. Tax

WATCH

Here's the
is

for

Gold Filled
$89.50
Ind

.

a grave responsibility as

tunity

Stainless
Steel $71.50

MPS Wf

f

timeless hands

.

.

.

aler

tra-

Good

'An

Officio/

& shock

resistant

Watch Swiss Federal Railway

luck and smooth sailing!

ZODIAC WATCH AGENCY
A

Submitted by a Well Wishei

iac

521 Fifth Ave.. N. Y. 17
Division of Edward Trauner, Inc.
•

AJso Distributor of World Famous Clebar Watch

NATIONAL ADVERTISING

IN
I

LIFE

Telephone

HINGHAM

T

5

Inc.

FOTTLER ROAD
HINGHAM, MASS.

HYDROPHONES, UNDERWATER TRANSDUCERS, SOUND PRESSURE AND
VIBRATION MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT

591

KA

p

/ah..;*,
[t&qaiftX.

6-2360

MASSA LABORATORIES,

T

proudly

serving
THE

U. S.

NAVY

STEEL
SINCE 1928!

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY
SHIP REPAIRERS
NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND MARINE ENGINEERS

SHIPBUILDERS

SHIPBUILDING YARDS
QUINCY YARD
Quincy, Mass.

STATEN ISLAND YARD
Staten Island, N. Y.

SMITHway

Port-

Submersible
Damage Control
Pump -A. O.Smith
also makes motors
for nearly every

BETHLEHEM-SPARROWS POINT

purpose, offering a
wide range of types

Beaumont, Texas

able

SHIPYARD, INC.
Sparrows Point, Md.

BEAUMONT YARD

%

and

sizes from
H.P. to 500 H.P.

SAN FRANCISCO YARD
San Francisco, Calif.
SAN PEDRO YARD
Terminal Island, Calif.

SHIP REPAIR YARDS
BOSTON HARBOR
Boston Yard

NEW YORK HARBOR
Brooklyn 27th Street Yard
Brooklyn 56th Street Yard

Hoboken Yard
Staten Island Yard

BALTIMORE HARBOR
Baltimore Yard

AOSmith»

PACIFIC

COAST

S715 SHITHwir STREET

•

GULF COAST
Beaumont Yard
(Beaumont, Texas)

DIVISION

SAN FRANCISCO HARBOR
San Francisco Yard

LOS ANGELES 22. CALIFORNIA

SAN PEDRO HARBOR
(Port of Los Angeles)

San Pedro Yard
General Offices: 25 Broadway,
On

the Pacific Coast shipbuilding

and

New

York

4,

Shipbuilding Division of Bethlehem Pacific Coast Steel Corporation

592

N. Y.

ship repairing are performed by the

'

!'"
i

'

|T

X

-

.

;3

^^k
^?"f^^BBfc

SjBHL^^jjKisif

Midshipman

FIRST CLASS SHIPS . . . FIRST CLASS SERVICE
For forty vears Mooremack has been a name of
consequence in the world of shipping
todav,
more than ever, on both the Atlantic and Pacific
coasts of the United States and in South America,
Scandinavia and Continental Europe, MooreMcCormack ships represent the newest, most modern and most efficient in transportation.
.

.

a Bailey

time of

crisis,

war

cargo.

To discharge such

.

Bailey Boiler Controls

peace

in

MOOREMcdORMACK
OFFICES

IN

1.

Improve Maneuverability

2.

Prevent

3.

Protect Personnel and

4.

Insure Fuel

5.

Carry on alone during emergencies

Smoke

responsibilities in

America's Merchant Marine must be kept strong

New York

5 Broadway

Ftf4a
Rh^KB^

studies

Feed Water

Control Value

•kFrom Pearl Harbor to V-J Day, Moore-McCormack Lines operated
more than 150 ships, lost 11 vessels, transported 754,239 troops and carried 34,410.111 tons of

liJ|

4,

BAILEY METER

N. Y.

PRINCIPAL CITIES OF THE WORLD

CctiJbiote.tjfti-

Equipment

Economy

COMPANY

Sttanv Plants

BEST WISHES

TO
THE CLASS OF

1955

NEW YORK DOCK COMPANY
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK

-

Rear Admiral H. A. Flanigan,
Chairman

of the

USN

A

Marine Terminal -

C. E. Hicks

(Ret.

President

Board

593

U.S.S.

MISSOURI. Each

battleship of this

has 36 Kingsbury Thrust Bearings
including the four on the propeller shafts.

class

Kingsbury Machine Works,

Inc.

Philadelphia 24, Pa.

KINGSBURY

KINGSBURY
THRUST BEARINGS

A

Kilgor e,

ARUNDEL]

inc.

r CORPORATION 1

BALTIMORE

For 25 years Kilgore research-engineering and

MARYLAND

DREDGING

manufacturing have pro-

ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTION

duced emergency illumi-

SAND

nation and signal devices

STONE
GRAVEL
COMMERCIAL SLAG
-

-

relied

on by ±he

U.S.

Navy

io safeguard ±he lives of
its officers

and men.

The
Research-Engineers

Arundel Corporation
Baltimore

Brooklyn

1,

N. Y.

2,

and Manufacturers

Maryland

Miami

of

Military Pyrotechnics

6, Fla.

INTERNATIONAL FLARE SIGNAL DIVISION

SPRAGUE

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

North Adams, Massachusetts

MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

594

THE NAVY MUTUAL AID ASSOCIATION

To the Graduating Class:

Navy Department
Washington 25, D.

C.

FAIR SAILING!

Organized July

Midshipmen Now

THE
THERMIX CORPORATION

28, 1879

Upon Receiving Commissions
Regular Navy

Eligible
in the

GREENWICH, CONNECTICUT

—$90,000,000

Protection in Force?

Assets— $28,000,000
Total Payments to Beneficiaries

PROJECT ENGINEERS

Since Organization— Over $22,000,000

MECHANICAL

SERVING THE NEEDS OF
NAVY, MARINE CORPS AND COAST GUARD
OFFICERS AND THEIR DEPENDENTS FOR
THREE-QUARTERS OF A CENTURY

AERONAUTICAL
ELECTRONIC

ELECTROSTATIC

BEST WISHES
TO

THE CLASS OF

Flanigan, Loveland

Tanker

1955

Co., Inc.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Operators of Ocean-Going Tankers

Rear Admiral H. A. Flanigan,

USN

(Ret.)

S. C.

593

Loveland,

Jr.

County Trust Company

TO THE GRADUATES
OF THE CLASS OF '55

of

Maryland

Resources Exceeding
'

'Congratulations!

9

$61 ,000,000.00
MEMBER:

Good Luck and God Speed

The Federal Reserve System
The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
and
General Depository for

The

The Treasurer

of the

United States

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
APPRECIATIVE

SCRANTON, PA.

of

OF
NAVY BUSINESS

Established 1863

RESOURCES OVER

100 MILLION

DOLLARS

CHURCH CIRCLE & GLOUCESTER STREET
Member

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Where Southern
Is

A

ANNAPOLIS, MD.

Hospitality

HOSPITALITY HEADQUARTERS

Reality

EMERSON
HOTEL
It's

just

around

the

corner from everywhere

Navy Headquarters
in
A Meyer

Hotel

Baltimore
Serving the Academy Since

Otis G. Clements, Mgr.

596

1896

WEMBLEY
NOR-EAST
America's Favorite
UNIFORM TIE

Famous Since 1885

Makers of Top Quality

MEN'S UNDERWEAR

SPORTSWEAR
PAJAMAS

ROBERT

REIS

Empire

&

CRUSH

CO.

State Building

NEW YORK,

N. Y.
TWIST

Makers

of

IT

Famous REIS PERMA-SIZED

SCANDALS

IT

NOT A WRINKLE

NEW ORLEANS, LOS ANGELES NEW YORK and CHICAGO

Sales Offices,

HE
DIDN'T

KNOW
JOE
GEE, WISH HAD BOUGHT MY OUTFIT FROM
JOE GREENFIELD AT PEERLESS' LIKE THE OTHER
1

FELLOWS DID

1

°

597

To Our Navy!

BLUMENTHAL-KAHN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
43 South Liberty

Street

Baltimore

Inc.

1,

Maryland

OVER 45 YEARS OF UNEXCELLED ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION

AIRBORNE

iFIILTON

d

COMMUNICATIONS f #|
NAVIGATIONAL
EQUIPMENT

jgg

JEMPERATURE
CO^ltRDL'

Temperature Regulators for
Heating and
Ventilating Systems
Hot Water Heaters
Diesel Engines
and other control purposes
aboard ship. Packless Valves for hazardous
.

.

.

liquids,

vacuum

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

systems,

etc.

Write for Literature

FULTON SYLPHON DIVISION
ROBERTSHAW-FULTON CONTROLS
KNOXVILLE 1, TENN., U.S.A.

/Jircraft f?adio

CO.

Corporation

BOONTON, NEW JERSEY
Dependable

Electronic

Equipment Since

J

928

Designers and Manufacturers of

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
For the United States Navy

SANGAMO ELECTRIC COMPANY
SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS

598

PMAN & SCOTT • MERR/TT-CHAPA1AN & SC<
3

Symbol

o

of Service

u

for 95 years

'•'

Z

The Black Horse insignia of Merritt-Chap& Scott has long been recognized as a

<$

raan

symbol of proficiency
salvage,

X
u

construction of
years,

marine
and

in the fields of

derrick

floating

all types.

your confidence

operations,

Today, as for 95
justified where

is

this flag flies.

Mjebritt-Chapman
& Scott
CORPORATION

5
Ul

Founded 1860

260

Madison Avenue, New York

Cleveland, Ohio

Chicago,

Washington, D. C.
Newport, Ky.

111.

v£&RL?7-£;:**?^Ai
Norfolk, Va.

Milton, Penna.

16,

New York

Birmingham,

Key West,

Houston, Tex.
Kingston Ja. B.W.I.

Ala.

Fla.

^i^;;„::7- j:;/_:-;.:^;;;

A&Ofl*

SUPPLYING THE NAVY WITH

SILVER BALL

£ zz^

•>•>

ANTENNA DISCONNECTING

FIN-TYPE COILS

SWITCHES

For
Fast, Efficient

N.T. 24158

HEATING

N.T. 24158-A

and

N.T 24206
N.T 24223

COOLING

N.T 24270

PowercrafT
CORPORATION
2215 DeKalb

Street

ST.

LOUIS

4,

AtROflN

MO.

Corporation
101

599

Greenway

Ave., Syracuse

1,

N.Y.

COASTAL TANK
TRANSPORTATION

of

LINES, INC.

PETROLEUM

and LIQUID

PRODUCTS

YORK, PA.

SERVING THOSE

WHO SERVE

US BEST!

nuclear energy...
Blaw-Knox has had the

RAND
EXPRESS

privilege of

working on a wide variety of nuclear
energy projects

.

.

.

FREIGHT LINES,

such as

INC.

engineering of fuel processing plants
for

atomic and hydrogen

and

projects

submarine

bomb

the world's first atomic

—engineering of ore

processing facilities for uranium

production
world's

first

Reactor.

Service betiveen the

—engineering design of the
will

England

and the Eastern Seaboard

Materials Testing

And we

New

continue to

further advance the use of Nuclear

Energy

for

both national defense and

peacetime applications.

1110

RUTHERFORD AVENUE

Lyndhurst,

BLAW-KNOX COMPANY

New

Jersey

Pittsburgh 22, Pennsylvania
Tel.

Geneva 8-0400
Lona;acre 5-3423

COSMO ENGINEERING LABORATORIES,

INC.

Designers and Builders of

CUSTOM PRODUCTION MACHINERY
Telephone GArden 5-4405

P. 0.

Box 348

600

•

and

EQUIPMENT

HACKETTSTOWN, NEW JERSEY

Choose

FOR YOUR MOVING DAY
a Modern HOWARD VANLINER —Your Magic
to
IF

ANYWHERE,

U.

YOU NEED STORAGE

Our modern warehouse

facilities

A.

S.
.

Carpet

.

.

are available for a day or a year

HOWARD VAN

LINES, INC.

EXECUTIVE OFFICES — DALLAS, TEXAS
Branches and Reliable Agents in All Principal Cities

1955

1880

75

th

AlOIVERSAEY

An

institution of individuals

dedicated to providing better merchandise
and rendering belter service for the

people of the Washington area.

A
FIFTH AVE. at 55th

St.,

Store

Worthy

of the Nation's Capital

N.Y.

Pepsi -Cola Bottling Co. of Annapolis

Suburban Club Carbonated Beverage
Admiral's Drive at West

601

St.,

Annapolis, Md.

Co., Inc.

1955

1871
Over 80 Years

of

Manufacturing Experience

CROSRY-ASHTON
—

SAFETY AND RELIEF VALVES

Approved and Used by U.

PRESSURE GAGES
S.

Navy

CROSBY STEAM GAGE & VALVE COMPANY
THE ASHTON VALVE

CO.

Wrentham, Massachusetts

New York

A

Paris

Salute from

TEMCO,

Inc.

whose extensive manufacturing

facilities

been employed during both World

and the Korean

London

Dallas
Los Angeles

Chicago

have

War

II

might of

conflict to bring the

America's power to bear on the enemy. In the

form of bombs and

shells

contribution,

supporting

made by

members

the

As during periods of

TEMCO
the

makes

greater

its

effort

Armed Forces.
TEMCO's

of the

actual conflict,

manufacturing power continues to help keep
the peace.

TEMCO

*

inc.

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

DEX-O-TEX
(Latex Type Decking)

TERRAZZO—For Wet

Spaces

NEOTEX—For Wet Spaces
MAGNABOND—For bonding Magnesium Oxychlorite
SUBKOTE—For light weight Underlayment

Cement

Manufactured by

CROSSFIELD PRODUCTS CORPORATION
140 Valley Road, Roselle Park, N.

602

J.

ANDERSON BROS. CONSOLIDATED

COS., INC.

COTTON GARMENT MANUFACTURERS
1900

Danville

OFFICIAL

1955

Virginia

•

INSIGNIA

for Sea-(joing
^Appetites

1 HIS trademark has

just

one

Get a bootmaker shine

by the famous 248-year-old
house of Crosse & Blackwell. Whether on shore or
at sea, men of the Navy can enjoy the many good

meaning

fine foods

with

DRESS PARADE

365 times a year

things to eat concocted from world-renowned Crosse
serve you!

No need to tell you the how and why of
polishing shoes. So don't add a thing to your shoe
care routine except Dress Parade Stain Boot

CROSSE & BLACKWELL

Polish. You'll get the finest shine you've ever had
in minutes. Dress Parade waxes as it polishes,
contains a stain that puts an end to scuff marks.
Whether you're on or off duty, Dress Parade keeps
your shoes at their best.

& Blackwell

recipes.

We're proud

to

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

DRESS PARADE

Fine Foods Since 1706

STAIN BOOT POLISH
in

black, brov

vhite

and four other colors

Wear Esquire Socks
The Smartest Thing on Two Feet

603

,

25c

MURRAY

HILL 6-4662

STOCK CONSTRUCTION CORPORATION
NEW YORK

GRAND CENTRAL TERMINAL

17,

N. Y.

THE FLOUR CITY
ORNAMENTAL
IRON CO.
ESTABLISHED

MINNEAPOLIS

6,

1893

MINNESOTA

ARTISANS IN ALL METALS

ARCHITECTURAL METAL WORK
WAR MEMORIALS OF CAST BRONZE
"FLOUR CITY" METAL WINDOWS
"ALUMA CRAFT" ALUMINUM
BOATS

t

'puM&i 3*u&6e&

Six times awarded the Navy "E" for excellence
in

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

production

GIBBS & COX.

I\<

NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND MARINE ENGINEERS
NEW YORK

604

H. H.

ROBERTSON COMPANY
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA
District Offices in all Principal Cities

MODERN BUILDING PRODUCTS
WORLD WIDE BUILDING SERVICE

Smooth

Sailing to

Officers

You Young Naval

"A Salute

Embarking on Your

to

our Navy"

Naval Careers!

GIDDINGS & LEWIS

MUNCIE

MACHINE TOOL COMPANY
FOND DU

GEAR
WORKS,

LAC, WISCONSIN

Manufacturers of

INC.

AND PLANER TYPE HORIZONTAL
BORING, DRILLING AND MILLING MACHINES;
OPENSIDE AND DOUBLE HOUSING PLANERS;

TABLE, FLOOR

PLANER TYPE MILLING MACHINES; VERTICAL
BORING AND TURNING MILLS AND DAVIS BORING
TOOLS

MUNCIE, INDIANA

WATERBURY TOOL
Division of

VlCKERS INCORPORATED

VARIABLE DELIVERY PUMPS

— HYDRAULIC TRANSMISSIONS

WATERBURY, CONNECTICUT

605

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF ARMORED TRACKED VEHICLES

AND OTHER DEFENSE MATERIEL FOR THE ARMED FORCES

FOOD MACHINERY AND CHEMICAL
CORPORATION
Executive Offices:

this

our

is

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

MORE AND MORE

HORIZON

OF THE WORLD'S WORK
DEPENDS ON

CONTINENTAL

POWER
This

the "radiant energy

is

is the activity of the
atomic particles comprising
every substance. The work

basis

spectrum"— the horizon for
the 1600 professional engineers engaged in research

This is the broadest
possible horizon in the electrical industry, since its

Whether or not a piece of power equipment turns out to
be a "good buy" depends in large degree on the skill
with which the engine is matched to the rest of the
machine. That is why it's wise, when buying such equipment, to choose one of the leading makes a make with
Red Seal power. In that way, you get an engine which is
not only tailored to its job, but backed by specialized
experience dating from 1902.

under way

and engineering at Sylvania's plants and laborato-

reaches, in

at Sylvania
some way, into

virtually every phase of this
spectrum, in the broad fields
of lighting, radio, electron-

ries.

I

—

ics, television.

SYIAANIA

Sylvania Electric Products

LIGHTING

•

Inc.,

RADIO

•

1740 Broadway,

ELECTRONICS

New York 19, N.
• TELEVISION

Canada: Sylvania Electric (Canada) Ltd.
Tower Building, St. Catherine St., Montreal,

PARTS AND SERVICE EVERYWHERE
Y.

roatinental Motors rorporation

In

University

We

P.

DETROIT

Q.

Believe that Peaceful co-Existence

SILAS

is

AND MUSKEGON. MICHIGAN

Best Maintained by being

Too Tough to Tackle

MASON COMPANY
INCORPORATED

ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS
Builders and Operators of Ordnance Facilities

OFFICES:
500 Fifth Avenue
New York

Shreveport
Louisiana

606

Lexington

Kentucky

PACIFIC PUMPS',

STAGE TYPE JBF

AAULTI
Capacities To

— 1000 GPM

— 1000

Discharge Pressures To
Electric

psi

Motor Drive To 3600 RPM

Steam Turbine Drive To 5000 RPM

Proved under grueling service in World War II, the remarkable endurance and performance under severe load
conditions as well as normal operation is why more and

more marine

Pumps

architects are specifying Pacific Boiler

design. Write for bulletins 109

PACIFI

Iqcific

Pumps

and 118.

inc.

HUNTINGTON PARK, CALIFORNIA
Export Office: Chanin Building

PUMPS

122 East 42nd Street,

New

Offices in all principal cities

M-?

607

Feed

for the feed water services aboard the vessels they

York,

New

York

Compliments of

STEWARD -WARNER CORPORATION
ALEMITE DIVISION
WliOILU

SO]
UllililiHil

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

FR Probe and Drogue
system gives

new long range

for

Navy wings
—

Perfection of the FR Probe and Drogue system termed simhas helped much to make mid-air
pler than making a landing
refueling a completely reliable and routine operation. The compactness of the FR system means simple installation on wing
tips or in bomb bays. Its completely automatic operation permits remote control
and requires no specially-trained crews

—

Flight
Refueling
INCORPORATED
FRIENDSHIP INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

608

BALTIMORE

3,

MD.

THE

1955 CLASS

RING

by

J

STE N'S
INQUIRIES INVITED

VERNON

R.

GATLEY

Culpeper, Virginia

A

Josten Miniature

is

match your Official ring in design and quality.
the only miniature that will exactly

609

For over a half-century Bath Iron

Works has kept pace with
tions of the

dependable

building

ocean

tradi-

Navy Department by

escorts

and

destroyers,

other

Navy

vessels.

GOVERNMENT PRODUCTS
YOU CAN

RHEEM

LON

1

DIVISION

rheem

Manufacturing Company. . Government Products Division
.

Downey, Calif. • San Pablo, Calif. (Washington, D. C. • Philadelphia, Pa.* Burlington, N. J.

610

Harvey extrusions

You
.

.

could make

this

wing spar and leading edge

from a number of small extrusions, milled alumi-

num

how fewer parts
mean more planes

plate

and hundreds of

rivets.

But you'd waste

hundreds of man-hours unnecessarily
there's a better

way

to

do the same

.

.

.

because

job.

A single Harvey Aluminum extrusion gives you the
same shape

in

one piece

.

.

.

minor machining before

By reducing assembly

needing only drilling and
installation in the wing.

steps, time

is

And

saved.

the

production bottleneck caused by bringing hundreds
of small parts to the assembly area

is

eliminated.

MAKING THE MOST OF ALUMINUM ... FOR EVERYONE
RESEARCH
Harvey does

all

.

.

.

DEVELOPMENT

.

.

.

PRODUCTION

three as a leading independent producer of

aluminum

special extrusions, press forgings, hollow
rod and bar, forging stock, pipe, tubes, impact
extrusions, aluminum screw machine products and related products. Also
similar products in alloy steel and titanium on application.

extrusions in

all alloys

and

all sizes,

sections, struclurals,

HARVEY ALUMINUM SALES,

INC.,

H RVEY
Luminum

TORRANCE, CALIFORNIA-BRANCH OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

611
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The
is

want

for

want

fhe

nfor

rfficer
0,,

T

who

T^ ladder

up the

of a Nail

was

the Shoe
for

well-''

i< er
d of*

of a

lost,

Shoe

the Horse was lost

want

for

of

a valve

was

the truck
What

lost...

your single most important consideration

is

in the pro-

curement of replacement spare parts for trucks and military
vehicles ?

Without a doubt

COMPLETE
Just think
is

it

it

must be the guaranteed

delivery of

your

order on schedule and at lowest possible costs.
over:

not delivered

IN

all

money you

the

FULL

invest in

an order which

wasted, because failure to acquire

is

a single gear or special bolt or valve prevents

cer
„d off

you from putting

your trucks or tanks into running condition.

The w^l

Today, many of the spare parts you require are no longer
available in surplus,

and likewise are not

in

production by the

meet

original manufacturer. In order to be fully able to

'

a tion

ALL

your requirements, a company must manufacture many of the
spare parts needed. Such a
engineering

staff,

company must have a

vast manufacturing facilities

specialized

and huge

resources. In this regard, Northwestern Auto Parts

financial

Company

stands alone.

For over 36

years,

Northwestern has specialized in supplying

hard-to-get parts for trucks
anticipated the day

and

to that

when

military vehicles.

would be

end we have assembled the world's

manufacturing

neering,

and

surplus stores

We

have

depleted,

largest engi-

and research organization for the

specialized production of spare parts for military vehicles.

We
above

urge you to compare our
all,

a surety

our resources, and,

facilities,

our record of performance.

We

are prepared to post

bond guaranteeing payment of penalties against failure
all parts of any order we accept. Investigate thoroughly

to deliver

and then judge for yourself the truth of our broad but completely
valid claim: Northwestern
largest

and best source

Auto

Parts

Company

is

the world's

for replacement spare parts for military

vehicles.

Write for our new,

fully illustrated

the entire Northwestern

brochure which portrays

Auto Parts Company organization and

facilities.

Northwestern Auto Parts
834 No. Seventh

Street,

Minneapolis, Minnesota, U.S.A.

Cable: Noi

Co.

Code: Bentley's 2nd Pha

NAVY TIMES-The most widely-read
newspaper

612

in

the U.S.

Navy— $5.50

a year

Best Wishes from

E. V.

CAMP STEEL

•

WORKS

•

PHELPS DODGE CORPORATION

ATLANTA, GEORGIA

COPPER

Manufacturers of

P

Chain and Fittings for Anchors and Moorings

•

ELECTROLYTIC

D

M

P D

REFINED

FIRE

Anchors (Non-magnetic, Carbon, and Alloy Steel)
Mines

Ship Propellers (Stainless and Carbon Steel)
Cast

(Principal):

Smelters:

Armor

Morenci, Ajo, Bisbee— Arizona, U.SA.

Douglas— Arizona, U.S.A.

Morenci, Ajo,

Cast Ship Parts, such as

Rudder Posts
Stern Frames

PHELPS DODGE REFINING CORPORATION

Hawse Pipes
Deck and

Shell Bolsters

Capstans
Miscellaneous Cast Steel Products
L

(Carbon, Stainless, Alloy, and Hadfield)

N

Selenium

COPPER

ELECTROLYTIC

S

Copper Sulphate

—

Nickel Sulphate

— Tellurium —

Precious Metals

Purchasers of

COPPER ORES, CONCENTRATES, MATTE
BUILLION, RESIDUES,

With the Compliments

Smelter and Refinery: Laurel
Refinery:

-

of

El

Paso, Texas,

Hill,

L.

I.,

N.

Y.,

Etc.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

-

PHELPS DODGE COPPER PRODUCTS CORPORATION

o

BOYLE

TANK

RODS, TUBES, BUS BAR, STRIP, WIRE

AND CABLES
MAGNET WIRE

INSULATED WIRES

LINES
Fabricating Plants: Bayway, N.

BULK LIQUID TRANSPORTATION

MAIN
fa

WASHINGTON

J.,

Yonkers, N.

Y., Fort

Wayne,

Ind.

Los Angeles, Cal., U.S.A.

17, D.C.

613

40 WALL STREET,

OFFICES:

NEW YORK

5, N. Y., U.S.A.

-jr

CARPEL,

Inc.

4111 Menlo Drive

Baltimore, Md.

Distributors of

FROZEN FOODS
MORTON'S BEEF PIES, CHICKEN PIES and TURKEY PIES
CROSSE & BLACKWELL FROZEN CONCENTRATED JUICES
LIBBY'S

,

Dollar for Dollar

You

Can't Beat

PONTIAC
"Ask

the Previous Class'

MARBERT MOTORS,
261 West Street

PHONE

INC.

Annapolis, Md.

COlonial 3-2335

All Best Wishes to '55

GARNETT

Y.

CLARK & COMPANY

INSURANCE UNDERWRITERS
5

Annapolis, Maryland

Maryland Avenue

Provident Mutual Life Insurance

Company

614

of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

IVloran has the specialized equipment and experience for every type of towing
harbor, inland water, coastwise or deep sea. Modern Diesel-Electric tugs
are available to handle assignments anywhere in the world.

prohlem

—

MORAX

TOWING & TRANSPORTATION
17

BATTERY PLACE, NEW YORK

4, N. Y.

large-run stampings

for
.

.

on

call

.

Compliments of

J.

&

J.

CASH

INCORPORATED

SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.

Mullins!

Makers
over fifty years, Mullins experts have been converting
some of the most complex forgings and castings into metal
from washing machine tubs to truck assemblies,
stampings
from tractors to kitchen sinks.

FOR

.

.

Cash's

of

Woven Names and Numbers

.

for

Marking Clothing and Linens

production, lighter-weight products and refinement of product design.

The

result in every case has

been lowered

costs, faster

it appears that there is no place for stampings in
even when stampings are already used
large-run parts
may easily mean a major step forward in
Mullins
a talk with
production processes.

Even when

.

.

.

.

.

We have enjoyed supplying

Just phone or write—

CASH'S

MULLINS MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
SAIEM, OHIO

WOVEN NAMES AND NUMBERS
to the Students of

Large pressed metal parts

UNITED STATES NAVAL ACADEMY

led products

for

Many

Years

THE BEST OF GOOD FORTUNE TO YOU YOUNG OFFICERS ABOUT TO
START ON YOUR NAVAL CAREERS.

AYERS-HACAN-BOOTH INC
CONTRACTORS
35

WESTMINSTER STREET

PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND

615

Ma/ Officer

For FOUR
gf/ie

SWORD

cf

Cuff Links
in the
Cuff links

contribute

much

Navy
to

the smartly

turned-out

appearance of Navy men.

For years Navy men have worn Krementz quality cuff
links under adverse and changing climatic conditions.

The Krementz process of plating with a heavy overlay of
genuine 14 Kt. gold makes this finer jewelry look richer
and wear longer.

Cuff Links and Tie Holder made with an overlay of 14
Karat Gold. Cuff Links $7.50. Tie Holder $4. (plus tax)

MADE IN AMERICA BY
MASTER CRAFTSMEN

Be Assured
is

it is

the

registered in the

9Crernentz
JEWELRY

BEST. Every sword
name of its owner.

FINE

9&e &dea£ <8ifi

QUALITY

Evening Jewelry

•

Cuff Links

Tie Holders

•

Belt Buckles

WRITE FOR BROCHURE

From

STD CORPORATION

$3.00 to $25.00 plus tax

Available wherever fine jewelry

Box 63
Rhode Island

is sold.

Address:

Edgewood

5,

Krementz &

616

Co.

Newark

5,

New

Jersey

WITH THESE
rv marriage

starts at

diamond

as headquarters for fine

enormous, and our prices
are in

Lambert Brothers, known
rings and jewelry.

start at $100.

— or we can arrange
us — we welcome

New York

Please write to

engagement ring
plain

Come

Our

since 1877
selection

in to see us

for a selection to

is

when you

come

to you.

inquiries.

The round diamond 14K

Its

(R, ngs

The round diamond, flanked
by 4 smaller diamonds 250

$600

18K gold band

7.50

Its

5-diamond mate

45.50

All including Fed. tax

LAMBEf^

JEWELERS

LEXINGTON

AT 60th
TEmpleton 8-6000

Use Our Unique
Spaced-Payment Plan
no Interest or
Carrying Charges

.

The Lambert Trophy

lor football

supremacy

is

awarded annually by the Lambert Brothers.

.

.

GENUINE
NAVY INTERMEDIATE
PILOT JACKET

We
$

32 50

appreciate

the splendid work

Sizes 34 to 46

of the

*35 oo
Sizes 48

Shipped

poiuald

&
If

50

Navy

remittance

Relief Society

aooompofiies •rdw.

U.S.N. ISSUE

Brand new. Genuine dark brown Goatskin leather. Bi-swing
back, two patch pockets, one inside snap pocket, Mouton
fur collar, Celanese lined. 100% wool cuffs and waist band.

FINEST JACKET
State Size

FRIENDS

MADE

Wanted

Distributors of tires, batteries, and aircraft
parts and equipment,

FLYING EQUIPMENT SALES CO.
1639-45

Dept. AN
ST.

W. WOLFRAM

CHICAGO

13. ILL.

617

OF THE NAVY

.

BEST FOR BOATS
it's

^neci&ioa
that counts

.

.

whether

pass

it's

game
of

quality

•

.

.

electro-mech-

servo

anical

INTERLUX FINISHES

the long

wins the ball
or the manufacture

that

components.

Now

more than ever, Industry and the Armed Ser-

stay beautiful

vices are calling upon the
Interlux Finishes

have everything ...beauty,

lasting protection, ease of application

Belock organization to sup-

and

extreme durability. Formulated for marine
use, they resist wear and weather and can
be scrubbed as clean as a porcelain dish.
The yachtsman who finds them so satisfactory

quality that

is

necessary for

precision servo
WRITE FOR
COLOR CARDS

Armed

work and
them outstanding for use in bathrooms and
kitchens and on woodwork, porch floors and furniture.

for his topsides, decks, spars, bright

\

ply that extra measure of

try must

interiors, will also find

.

.

units.

The

Services and Indus-

have the best
means Belock
.

electro-mechanical

International Paint
21
1

West

St.,

New

145 Annunciation

Company.

Inc.

servt

components.

York 6, N. Y. • S. Linden Ave., S. San Francisco, Cal.
St., New Orleans, La. • 6700
Pa.
00 Park
Ave., Montreal, Que.
105 West, 2nd Ave., Vancouver,
uver, B. C.

catalog available upon request.

WORLD'S LARGEST MARINEE PAINT
P
MAKERS
IT

.

the best

.

m

<^oea?€fc <&id/z/MK#n/ f^^oora/i^m

NEW YORK

COLLEGE POINT

THE SKILL THAT
LIES IN

A MANS

HANDS
Some men have a "touch". But ask anyone
of

and he can't.
knows he has something. Something
makes his cabinet ... or his turbine ... or

them

He
that

to define this skill

.

.

.

just

his cloth ... or his

garden a

little bit better.

At Bendix* Radio we seem
men who have this "touch"
something that's so

to

have attracted

.
. this intangible
essential, in our case, to
.

the making of fine electronic equipment.
Together they make lifeguarding and money
saving equipment.
In Aviation, it's dependable airborne and
ground station navigational aids for the great
commercial airlines, the military establishments and for executive aircraft.
On the ground their handiwork is revealed
in economical 2-way mobile radio systems for
railroads, police and fire departments, taxicabs
and for rolling units involved in industrial
materials handling.
When you think in terms of any electronic
equipment from airborne radar, to a walkietalkie. ..think of Bendix, the name millions trust.

tfendi/f f\a</Jo
PRODUCT OF BENDIX AVIATION CORPORATION
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TO THE YOUNG NAVAL OFFICERS OF THE NAVAL ACADEMY CLASS OF 1955
You Embark on Your Naval Career with the Best Wishes
of

MALPASS

Construction Co.* Inc.

CONTRACTORS AND ENGINEERS
P.O.

BOX

NORFOLK

4645

To

the Naval

Academy

Graduating Class:

REPUBLIC OIL

On

REFINING

the broad shoulders of you

young men about

COMPANY

to graduate

from the Navay Academy
a

Refiners

VIRGINIA

6,

and Marketers

heavy responsibility.

We

of Petroleum Products

lies

will

confident

feel

perform

that

your

you

duty

in

keeping with the high standard

REPUBLIC

of

the

Naval

Academy

and the best traditions of the
Naval Service.
Executive Offices: PITTSBURGH, PA.
Refinery:

TEXAS

CITY,

Hoffmaim-La Roche,

TEXAS

NUTLEY

10,

Inc.

NEW JERSEY

R-K SOLENOID TRIP VALVES
Three-Way

as

shown

for Fresh

Water

Distilling Plants

Other Types for Fuel Oil and Steam Service

Ruggles Klingemann Mfg. Company
Main

Office

—Salem, Mass.
— 110 Tremont

and Works

Sales Office

BOSTON, MASS.

619

St.

BEST WISHES TO OUR NAVY

FROM

General Steel Products Corporation
STEEL EQUIPMENT

NAVY AND MARINE LOCKERS

— SHELVING — CABINETS —

Executive Offices and Factory

FLUSHING,

— 131-33

BOXES

—

STEEL SPECIALTIES

Avery Ave.

NEW YORK

High

temperalu

Exclusive all-brazed,
changers and as

all- aluminum

The

Company maintains

Clifford

aircraft

heat

ex-

the largest technical facility of its
kind in the aircraft heat exchanger
Its Wind Tunnel Laboratory
foremost in developing solutions
for aircraft heat-exchange probfield.
is

lems, including lubricating oil cooling and control of temperature in
such vital areas as radar and

equipment compartments, bomb
bays, cockpit, cabin and cargo compartments, as well as for wing and

empennage
Clifford

anti-icing.

Manufacturing Company,

175 Ipswich Street, Boston, Mass.
Division of Standard Thomson Corp.
Jet engine
installed.

oil

cooler

being

7.4.S9

From Warships
Half of World

to

War

Rockets to the Nautilus
II

propulsion piping by the M.

Now,
Navy

in

with

the

To master temperature, pressure

warships were equipped with

and chemicals use

W. Kellogg Company.

addition to producing booster rockets for

aircraft,

Kellogg has been closely

design

of

critical

M. W.

associated

power piping for the

KELLOGG

piping and process equipment

Nautilus and the Sea Wolf.

The M. W. Kellogg Company, 225 Broadway, New York
(A SUBSIDIARY OF PULLMAN INCORPORATED)
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UNIVERSAL

Well fane

MOULDED
.

.

GRADUATING CLASS
The
.

.

.

twilight of your

New

Academy days

is

hand.

future awaits each of you with a challenge

of grave responsibility as well as a golden

portunity for service.
will

PRODUCTS
CORPORATION

of 1955
at

=

We know

op-

your tour of duty

Manufacturers

of:

be in keeping with the highest tradition of

the Navy.

Good Luck and Smooth

•

Radio and Television Cabinets

•

Reinforced Fiberglas Plastics

Sailing

Bellingham Shipyards Co.
BELLINGHAM, WASHINGTON

Prime Contractors

to the

Department

Navy

of the

Plant:

BRISTOL, VIRGINIA

Executive Offices:

1500

WALNUT

STREET

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

FOR TOP PERFORMANCE
You Can Depend On

CITIES

®

MARINE LUBRICANTS

CITIES SERVICE OIL CO.

DIESEL FUELS

MOTOR

SERVICE
SIXTY

OILS

GASOLENES

G21

WALL TOWER
NEW YORK 5
NEW YORK

Diamonds
Easily selected at your

of Quality

Navy Exchange by consulting

BENNETT BROTHER'S BLUE BOOK

illustrating

thousands of useful articles.
Order through your Navy Exchange Officer or submit
your individual order direct. Either way will be gladly
honored.

BENNETT BROTHERS,

123

LyeafS of (aJuaiiCu

Inc.

Constant service for over 50 years

485 Fifth Avenue

NEW YORK

30 East Adams

CHICAGO,

Street

ILL.

MINIATURE RINGS

WATCHES
DIAMONDS

it

^Design

LEATHER GOODS

JEWELRY

Since the founding of the United States

STERLING SILVER

Naval Academy,

this

FURS

appointed

jewelers to

official

company has been

many

of the

classes for their class rings, miniature rings
PIPES

and

class crests.

TROPHIES

Inquiries invited

SMOKERS'
ARTICLES

BANKS & BIDDLE

BAILEY,
Jewelers

GIFTS OF

ALL KINDS

Silversmiths

-

Philadelphia

Ask your

Battalion Supply Officer or Ship's Service to
the BLUE
from BENNETT

BOOK

-

Stationers

Chestnut Street At 16th

show you

Annapolis

BROTHERS

1,

Pa.

— Carvel Hall, Room 7

By Appointment
Naval Outfitters
to the late

King George VI

ESTABLISHED 1785

— incomparable
—
suitings
what better present

Scotland's finest tweeds

English

for those at

home

(or

you yourself) than

a suit length from Gieves of

Old Bond

Street.

GIFTS from

Gieves
l_

of Old
Mayfair London

622

I

M (TED

Bond Street

W

1

England

'<

Happy Voyage!

Smooth Sailing!

Best of Luck!

C
MEMBERS OF PREVIOUS CLASSES

ON

Allen P. Mullinnix

1920

•

Peter P. Rodes

1913

FORDS,

federal Services finance \orp.
AND AFFILIATES
*

Washington

6, D. C.

R

TRUCKING CORPORATION

THE FSFC STAFF

•

and

N.

J.

*

Xurchased with r

ride

.

.

.

1 reasured Always

ENGAGEMENT AND
JOHN

J.

COURTNEY &

WEDDING RINGS
452

CO.

623

Fifth Avenue,

New York

To

Young

the

Officers

Go

about to

start

on their Naval Careers

the Best Wishes of

THE HOWARD

COMPANY

P. FOLEY
ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION
Washington,

D.C

Baltimore, Md.
Harrisburg, Pa.
Williamsport, Pa.
Allentown, Pa.

supplying the

armed

Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Salt

Lake

Utah

ANCO

forces with

producible electronic systems for

^

City,

Houston, Texas

for

Combined Aerial

Navigation and Fire Control

COMPONENTS
VAPORS and LIQUIDS

• HIGH

& LOW PRESSURE

ROTARY JOINTS
balanced
Early

Warning

uses

piston

line

pressure

to

control friction

Automatic Plotters

•

GAGE PROJECTOR VALVE
design

pressure

eliminates

surges

and

gage

pulsations at the

• SWIVEL JOINT

Vehicular, Landing Craft

amazingly low swivelling torque reduces

and Helicopter Navigation

power

and wear

loss

• CHECK VALVE
positive sealing

—

full

flow

• PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE
relieves,

equalizes pressures to predeter-

mined setting
Write today— full engineering data
on any or all Anco Products as listed.

ANCO

DIVISION

AMERICAN ASSOCIATES

ONE BAKER
PROVIDENCE

•

Research

Development

•

•

•

INC.

STREET
5,

RHODE ISLAND

Engineering

Production of

Mechanical and Electronic Gear

^jpM/on

for the U.

S.

Navy

THE SPARKS-WITHINGTON COMPANY
JACKSON, MICHIGAN
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A LEADER in the MANUFACTURE of
COMMUNICATIONS and NAVIGATIONAL
EQUIPMENT for the MILITARY SERVICES
U.S.

Navy £ Air Force ^ Coast Guard

Federal Telephone

tV

Signal Corps

and Radio Compami

100 KINGSLAND ROAD, CLIFTON, N. J.
In Canada: Standard Telephones and Cables Mfg. Co. (Canada) Ltd., Montreal, P. Q.
Export Distributors: International Standard Electric Corp., 67 Broad St., N. Y.

FLEET helper

VCL^JCJCJKA-

MORTON,

625

PENNSYLVANIA

The Finest Service

.

.

.

and Estate Planning is deserved by the career Officers of our Navy, Marine
Corps, and Air Force. Therefore we cherish with a keen sense of pride the reputation gained
through more than twenty-five years of distinguished work in this field; we appreciate the
privilege of rendering the finest service to the Service's finest; and we pledge this continuing
responsibility to our newest policyholders in the Class of '55.
in Life Insurance

Louis P. Kraus
Life

Member

—Million

Duden

H. Richard

Representative

Representative

NA

Dollar Round Table

'47

„,

sork

N. A. L. U.

NEW YORK

LIFE

INSURANCE COMPANY

49 Maryland Avenue, Annapolis, Md.

*4ltci

C°*

SECURITY STORAGE COMPANY

With the compliments of

INCORPORATED

of Baltimore

'JEFFERIES" HOSIERY
Certified Cold Storage

for

Worn by
U. S.

the

men

FURS and GARMENTS

of the
1116

Naval Academy

PARK AVENUE

Baltimore

•

1,

Md.

"BON VOYAGE!"

appreciate the splendid work
of the

from your friends

NAVY RELIEF

at

SOCIETY
DUKELAND PACKING
BALTIMORE, MD.

A NAVY WELL-WISHER

ANNAPOLIS THEATRES
Presenting the

Direction, F. H.

BEST

in

Durkee Enterprises

DAVID

0.

COLBURN,

626

Motion Pictures

Annapolis, Maryland
Resident Manager

CO., Inc.

To the Young Naval Officers
Academy Class of 1955:

Greetings and Best Wishes from

SOUND APPARATUS
STIRLING, N.

CO.

You Embark on Your Naval

of

The Naval

Career with the Best Wishes

J.

of the

GEORGE CAMPBELL
Designers and Manufacturers of Graphic Level and

40-11 149th

Frequency Response Recorders

CO.

STREET

Flushing 54, N. Y.

Established in 1805

Severn School
Severna Park, Md.

THE FARMERS NATIONAL BANK
of Annapolis

A

CHURCH CIRCLE

Country Boarding School for Boys,

BEST WISHES TO '55
Member of Federal Reserve

on the Severn River Near Annapolis

Member

Welcome Aboard!

.

.

"Richer Milk in Cream Top Bottles"

.

At The Hecht Co. you're bound to find just the type of
furniture and furnishings to make a home "shipshape." Ask
about our credit plans
there's one designed to
needs like a set of "dress blues."
.

FURNITURE

.

.

fit

Fresh, Pasteurized Milk and

THE ANNAPOLIS DAIRY
PRODUCTS COMPANY

— APPLIANCES — TELEVISION

THE HECHT CO.
WEST STREET

& TRUST

126

ANNAPOLIS

BANKING

The ANNAPOLIS

the

WEST STREET

PHONE

2345

THE J. F. JOHNSON
LUMBER CO.

CO.

Known Wherever

Cream

your

HOME FURNISHINGS

1125

of Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Navy Goes

Lumber, Millwork, Building Supplies

EVERY BANKING

Hardware and Paint

FACILITY

Member: Federal Reserve System

ANNAPOLIS, MD.

— Federal Deposit

Col 3-2337

Insurance Corporation
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GLEN BURNIE, MD.
Glen

B 100

TO THE NAVAL ACADEMY CLASS OF
The
of

twilight of

you

your Academy days

in the Class of

is at

hand

.

.

.

1955. That future holds in

as a golden opportunity for service.

glorious tradition of the Navy.

We

know

the
its

dawn

new

timeless hands

that each of

Good luck and smooth

•

of a

you

1955:

future looms ahead for each

a

grave responsibility

will fulfill

as well

your tour of duty

in the

sailing!

•
•

H. E.

KOONTZ CREAMERY,
5600 REISTERSTOWN

INC.

ROAD

Baltimore, Md.

ACADEMY BLAZER

Hand tailored of fine 100% virgin wool blue flannel in
two or three button single breasted style.
Hand embroidered naval academy crest in gold bullion.

THE GRAPETTE COMPANY

Gold plated buttons.
Also available

INCORPORATED

in

charcoal grey flannel.

LOWE
56 Maryland Ave.

CAMDEN, ARKANSAS

628

TAILORS, INC.
COIonial 3-4361

Russell Ernest Baum, \n(.
615 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA
TEL.

Dan

/ YOUR GOLDMINE FOR ALL TMjf*7

Butterfield '55 tells the story of one of the

home. What happy memories for

The Class

ers

6. PA.

LOmbard 3-8164

us.

And

many

visits of '55

Middies to our

our prayers and best wishes always to

of '55.

RUSS & MARY BAUM
"DINDORF"
BAIRD & HEATH ROADS, MERION, PENNA.

ma

)

CHESTER

A.

POLING, INC.

POLING BROS. TANKER FLEET

99

WALL STREET
New York

5, N.

Y.

BOwling Green 9-7337

THE STRONG ELECTRIC
CORPORATION

Stop Stuffing Box
Leakaqe

Mn

87

City

Park Avenue

TOLEDO

NOW! f

2,

OHIO

Manufacturers of

HOW.

HERE'S

Bolt in a Sealol-Flexibox mechanical shaft
your conventional pump packing. Then watch
this seal get rid of your pump maintenance problems. See how
it eliminates gland leakage and shaft scoring
how it stops
dangerous, wasteful loss of valuable product.

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION
ARC LAMPS
ARC FOLLOW SPOT LAMPS
GRAPHIC ARTS PRINTING AND
CAMERA ARC LAMPS
INCANDESCENT SPOT LAMPS
ARC SLIDE PROJECTORS

seal in place of

.

.

.

We'll be glad to send you details on Sealol-Flexibox designs
box replacement, for designed-in pump installations, or for special applications. Send for Bulletin 9 and comfor stuffing

plete details. Sealol Corporation, Post Road, Providence

New York

5,

R.I.

Philadelphia • Chicago • Cleveland " Houston " Tulsa
San Francisco • Los Angeles • Kansas City (Mo. ) • Charleston (W.Va.
St. Louis • Edmonton
(Can.) • Manchester (Eng. ) • Paris • Frankfurt
City

•

RECTIFIERS

REFLECTORS
SEARCHLIGHTS
BALANCED PRESSURE SEAL

WATERMAN PRODUCTS COMPANY
2445 EMERALD STREET
Philadelphia 25, Pa.
Manufacturers of
Pocketscojie®

Pulsescope®
Rofescope®

Rayonic® Cathode Ray Tubes
and Other Associated Equipment
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AMBASSADOR TRAVEL AGENCIES,

INC.

27 WILLIAM STREET

New York,

HAnover 2-1160
Extends

its

heartiest congratulations on
at

your disposal

its

N. Y.

your preferment and cordially places

ivorld ivide travel services.

Telephone LOcust 4-1527

asportation
ff**ol

BUIK COMMODITIES

MISSISSIPPI RIVER

Best Wishes and

Smooth

AND TRIBUTARIES

Sailing

Chemicals, Coal, Petroleum, Sulphur,
to the

Etc.

Graduating Class!

INTERSTATE

TRANSPORT

OIL

LEA RIVER LINES, INC
INDIAN

2101

LINES,

CHEMICAL BARGE

SANSOM STREET
222

Philadelphia, Pa.

A

RIVER

INC.

LINES. INC.

WILMINGTON

WEST EIGHTH STREET

I,

DELAWARE

well-earned Salute to the Graduating Class!

E.

BROOKE MATLOCK,

INC.

"LIQUID TRANSPORTERS"

33rd and

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

ARCH STREETS

631

STROUKOFF
"For Research

and Development

at

Best"

its

With a highly successful background in engineering research and development, Michael Stroukoff has added to a splendid record the MS-17 boundary
layer control cargo assault airplane now undergoing further tests by U.S.A.F.
Another prototype, the MS-18 Pantobase (all bases) cargo assault airplane
has recently been completed.

mind

Stroukoff, keeping foremost in

and desiring

duced these two new avitrucs

to

the need of our military air

Armed

to faithfully serve the

arms

Forces, has developed and pro-

augment the ever increasing strength of the

military services for defense.

^==*
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ANOTHER FIRST

?

y.

FOR INGALLS SHIPS
.

.

.

USS GLACIER, largest and most

powerful

icebreaker to be built in the United States.

new Navy

vessel

is

another

first for

also first with the all-welded

The

Ingalls-

merchant

ship,

cargo-passenger vessel and refrigerated
issue ship. Ingalls is justifiably

proud of this record.

SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION
Birmingham, Alabama
General
Shipyards: Pascagoula, Mississippi — Decatur, Alabama
Offices:

Branch Offices:

New

York, Pittsburgh, Chicago, Houston,
Washington, D. C, New Orleans

632

Compliments of

REINAUER TRANSPORTATION COMPANIES
10

COMMERCE COURT
Newark

MARINE TRANSPORTATION

2, N. J.

PETROLEUM PRODUCTS

of

Best of Luck

To each

of

you Young

Officers about to

on your Naval Career go the best wishes of

and

Smooth Seas!

HE ARIN
TANK

embark

RUSSELL-POLING
and

LINES, INC.

COMPANY

*

BATON ROUGE,

122 EAST 42nd

LA.

New

^
ARKANSAS

jjjg^gj &

York, N. Y.

mm mm

HELPING BUILD ARKANSAS

633

STREET

!

BROTHER ACT
To provide the world with

versatile
military air transportation, the famous
C-119 Flying Boxcar joins forces with
the C-123 Assault Transport. Together
these "brothers-in-combat" roll off the
Fairchild assembly lines, and together
they land or para-drop men and vital
materiel wherever needed.

Carrying over 11 tons payload, the
combat-proven C-119 airdrops fully-

equipped troops and bulky cargo in
forward areas — while the rugged C-123
actually lands on unprepared terrain in
the most advanced bases, with full protection to personnel and equipment.
Fairchild, pioneer in military air transportation, is proud of its part in the
development and production of this
great assault team — one of the world's
most vital brother acts.

w^fie

136;

^ffi^e

1°

t^emKAaH

ci,
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Other Divisions:

American Helicopter

Division, Manhattan Beach, Calif.
Engine Division, Farmingdale, N. Y.
Guided Missiles Division, Wyandanch, N. Y.

Kinetics Division,

Speed Control

New

York, N. Y.

Division, St. Augustine, Fla.

Stratos Division, Bay Shore. N. Y.
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County Trust Co. of Maryland

Aerofin Corporation

599

Courtney
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Ambassador Travel Agencies
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Crossfield Products

American Engineering Co
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American Express Co
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Daystrom Instrument
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Deleco, Inc
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Douglas Aircraft
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Dukeland Packing Co
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Mullins Mfg. Corporation

615

Muncie Gear Works,

605

Inc

584
626

&

627

Lemke,

Inc

579
603

Company

584
592

Socony-Vacuum

572

Sound Apparatus Co

627

Sparks-Withington

Co

624

G

580

Sperry Gyroscope

Co
Company
Company

566

Sprague

594

Spalding

&

Brothers, A.

Electric

Standard Oil

564

States Marine Lines

590

STD Corporation

616

Steel Products Engineering

Stetson

Co

Shoe Company

587
562

595

Stewart- Warner Corp

608

612

Stock Construction Corp

604

546

Strong Electric Corp

630

York Dock

593

Stroukoff Aircraft Corp

632

York

626

Sullivan School

582

577

Sylvania Electric Products

606

Navy Mutual Aid

Association

Navy Times
Newport News Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Co

New
New

Co

Smith Corporation, A.

593

Lines

589
630

for Savings

Sinclair Refining

578

N. S

583

Seaman's Bank

Shinola

582

Scott

Merritt-Chapman

Company

Sealol Corporation

Sexauer

545

619
598

Severn School

631

Merin Studios

Mfg.

Security Storage

591

Brooke

Inc., E.

&

Schulz Tool

606

Silas

Company

Electric

619

633

Co

Savannah Machine & Foundry Co

547

L

Mason Company,
Matlock,

Sangamo

628

Inc

Tailors,

633

594

Lambert Brothers

Loral Electronics

551

597

Robert

Ruggles Klingemann Mfg.

Lee Uniform

&

Life

Company
Insurance Co

Norden-Ketay Corp
Norris

Candy Company

585

North American Aviation

Temco,

565

North Carolina Granite Corp

581

Northwestern Auto Parts Co

612

Northern Ordnance, Incorporated

576

Tilghman

Company

613

Naval

581

588

574

Institute

United States Rubber
Universal

Pacific

595

United Services Auto Association
U. S.

O'Boyle Tank Lines

602

Inc

Thermix Corporation

Company

Molded Products Corp

563
621

607

Pumps

Peerless Tailors

597

Verson

Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co. of Annapolis

601

Victory Apparel Mfg. Corporation

586

625

Walworth Corporation

587

630

Waterbury Tool Company

605

552

630

559

Phelps

Poling, Chester

Press

Company

558

613

Dodge Corp

Piasecki Helicopter

Allsteel

Company

A

GMC

Powercraft Corporation

599

Waterman Products Co
Wembly, Inc

Publicity Engravers

544

Willys Motors

Pontiac Motor Division—

Woodward &
Radio Corporation of America

569

Rand Express Freight

600

Lines

Lothrop

Zodiac Watch Agency

636

597
601

591

$F
JO

/•

HI

